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ABSTRACT
Jobs (parts) and machines are usually grouped into part-families and machine- 
cells in a flexible, cellular manufacturing system to minimize the flows of all work-in- 
processes (WTP). As a result of this grouping, some parts may need processing on some 
machines that are not in their own cells. The parts requiring machines in other cells are 
called ‘exceptional parts,' and the corresponding machines are called ‘bottleneck 
machines' Usually, there are two ways to deal with this inter-cell flow problem: using a 
material handling system to move the exceptional parts among the cells or duplicating the 
bottleneck machine(s) for the corresponding exceptional part(s). The objective of this 
research is to minimize the total costs of these inter-cell flows. A two-phase procedure, 
machine-cell location (MCL) and duplication of bottleneck machines (DBM), is 
presented in this research to achieve this goal. The MCL problem covers both one­
dimensional layout and two-dimensional layout, especially dealing with one-dimensional 
equidistant (IDE), one-dimensional non-equidistant (1DNE) and two-dimensional non- 
equidistant (2DNE) machine-cell location problems. All versions of the MCL problem 
fall under the general class of quadratic assignment problem (QAP) which is NP-hard 
and it is difficult to solve a large problem optimally. The DBM problem, which arises as 
a natural extension to the MCL problem, may be classified as an integer linear 
programming (ILP) problem and a solution to it may provide an alternative way to reduce 
the total inter-cell flow costs. The IDE problem is solved first by using a simple depth- 
first heuristic (SDH) which is later modified to a directional decomposition heuristic 
(DDH) for a better quality of solution. The directional decomposition of inter-cell flow,
xi
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the core foundation of the DDH algorithm, is then extended to the one-dimensional non- 
equidistant (1DNE) and the two-dimensional non-equidistant (2DNE) problems. This 
leads to the development of the modified directional decomposition heuristic (MDDH) 
and the quadra-directional decomposition heuristic (QDDH), respectively. Based on the 
solutions to various facets of the MCL problem, a binary ILP model is proposed for 
solving the DBM problem optimally. Empirical tests show that heuristic DDH and its 
extensions, MDDH and QDDH, are more efficient than most other comparable heuristics.
xii
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
The design of a flexible, cellular manufacturing system with multiple products in 
a multi-line manufacturing environment has recently drawn the keen attention of many 
researchers. This is possibly due to the rapid development of new technology, software 
and short life cycles of products in the present competitive market. Suppose there are n 
jobs that need to be processed in such a manufacturing environment with m machines, hi 
order to minimize the overall work-in-process (WIP) flows of all jobs, it makes sense to 
group jobs with similar processing requirements into part-families and the machines that 
meet those requirements into machine-cells.
In this research, the words ‘product’, ‘job’ and ‘part’ will be used interchangeably 
to capture the meaning in context. Since a number of machines form a production line in 
a cell, the ‘machine-cell’ itself may be treated as a ‘flowline’. As a result of the formation 
of part-families and machine-cells, some parts may need processing on machines that are 
not in their own cells. The parts requiring machines in other cells are called ‘exceptional 
parts,’ and the corresponding machines are called ‘bottleneck machines.’ The word 
‘exceptional’ is interchangeably used for ‘bottleneck’ in the literature on cellular 
manufacturing systems. The main problem after the formation of machine-cells is how to 
assign the machine-cells to different locations in a layout such that the resulting 
bottleneck problem yields minimal transporter movements between the cells.
Suppose J  is used to represent a set of n jobs,
J  = J
1
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where Jt is the processing sequence for job k (1 < k < ri). For example, assume 
J  ={/!, J 2, ..., / I8} such that
A ' 2 - 7 - 1 0 A - 7 - 8 J\3' 3 - 4 - 9
Ji: 3 - 9 - 1 0 A: 5 - 8 J\4- 8
A : 1 - 6 - 4 J9: 7 - 5 - 9 J\S' 6 - 5 - 8
J4 '. 7 - 2 Ao* 6 - 4 J\6 - 4 - 6 - 8
A : 2 - 9 - 7 - 1 A i- 2 - 5 A i- 6 - 4
A- 7 - 2 - 1 0 A  2: 9 - 3 A  8*. 5
There are, say, ten machines in this production system that forms four machine-cells 
(part-families) as a result of the formation of part-families and machine-cells as shown in 
Table 1.1. Eight out of the eighteen jobs became bottleneck jobs (parts), along with ten 
bottleneck machines. The problem in this particular case is how to assign the four 
machine-cells to four different locations and how many of those bottleneck machines 
need to be duplicated, with the objective to minimize the total costs of material handling 
system and machine duplication.
Table 1.1. Machine-part incidence matrix.
Family Ft Fz F3 Fx
Cell Part
M/c
J\ A  J* J9 V  Jn J2 J\3 Jl2 A  J 15 A% A x j\0 J\6 A  F17
Cit
Af7
m 2
A*io
1 1  i 1 1 l l l l l  1
1 1 1
c2 MgM3
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c3 Ms 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1
c*
M*
Mf,
M,
1
1
1 1 1 1 1  l l l l  
1 1
t  Exceptional parts.
Within a machine-cell a job may be processed on more than one machine. As a 
result, there could be four types of flow movements that can be generated (Aneke and
2
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Carrie 1986) in a multi-product line. They are in-sequence movement, bypass movement, 
backtrack movement and repeat operation, as shown in Figure 1.1.
Machine I r ~  In-sequence By-pass
» ■
[ Location
Transporter Path 
Figure 1.1. A multi-product flowline (machine-cell).
A number of terminology and concepts involved in a production line need to be 
defined before the detailed discussion of the research can be made. If the production 
processors (machines) are dedicated for production of a set of products that have the 
same operation sequence, then the production line is known as flow shop (or pure 
flowline). The products in a flow shop flow through the line serially, visiting all the 
machines in the line. Only in-sequence movement is allowed in a pure flow shop. If the 
products in a line are not necessarily processed on all the machines, but flow in only one 
direction serially, this kind of production line is called generalized flow shop (or 
generalized flowline) (Conway et al. 1967). In-sequence and by-pass are the only two 
types of product movements in a generalized flow shop. A multi-product line, which is 
also called multi-product flowline, is a production line that allows backtrack movement in 
addition to the in-sequence and by-pass movements of the products. Though they are 
misnomers, both of these terminologies are commonly used for the stated purpose (Sarker 
et al 1998b; Houshyar and McGinnis 1990).
3
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A multi-product line can be classified into two categories. One, as proposed by 
Houshyar and McGinnis (1990), assumes that jobs enter the production line at an 
upstream machine and leave the line at a downstream machine. In such a case, the 
backtrack movement is the most undesirable movement in the flowline, and the problem 
of locating the machines along a multi-product flowline is unidirectional, which 
minimizes the total backward flows in the cell. The second category is a more general 
case, which assumes that jobs can enter and leave the production line anywhere along the 
material handling track. This is a bi-directional machine location problem in which the 
objective is to minimize the total work-in-process flows in both upstream and 
downstream directions (Non and Sarker 1997; Sarker et al. 1994a-b, 1995, 1998b).
In most cases, after part-families and machine-cells are formed, there may be 
some jobs that need to be processed on machines in cells other than their own. This 
generates inter-cell, work-in-process (WIP) flows that are transported by a material 
handling system (MHS) across the cells. The nature of inter-cell movement is similar to 
that within a cell. The four types of movement observed in a multi-product flowline can 
also be observed in a multi-line manufacturing system, of which WIP flow is an inter-cell 
flow instead of a flow between machines. Assuming that machines are closely located in 
a production line within a cell, the intra-cell movements of the products may be 
overlooked as compared to the inter-cell movements that are relatively quite high due to 
the remote locations of the cells. Thus, in the case of a single flowline, the objective of 
the machine-cell assignment problem is to minimize the total inter-cell flows in both 
upstream and downstream directions.
4
♦
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This research focuses primarily on the after cell formation problem in a flexible, 
cellular manufacturing system. The first phase finds an optimal or sub-optimal 
assignment of the machine-cells to different locations with various layout configurations. 
The objective of the assignment is to minimize the total inter-cell flows, which will 
minimize the cost of the material handling system used for the inter-cell movements of all 
products. The second phase of this research is to find an optimal duplication plan for the 
bottleneck machines incurred after the machine-cell formation. The objective of such a 
duplication plan is to minimize the total costs of duplication and of the material handling 
system (if not duplicated). The second phase is based on the solution of the first phase, 
since the MHS costs under the best-known cell location assignment are compared with 
the duplication costs.
1.1 One-Dimensional Machine-Cell Location Problem
Transporting jobs from one machine-cell to another may impose a substantial 
workload on the material handling system. It is always desirable to achieve a cell 
assignment that minimizes the total inter-cell flows and, thus, the total inter-cell flow 
costs. Usually both upstream and downstream flows, sometimes referred to as backward 
and forward flows, are considered in a machine-cell assignment problem, as a exceptional 
part is picked up directly from its cell by a MHS and then delivered to another cell where 
the next operation is to be performed. Figure 1.2 shows a multi-line (multi-cell) layout 
with F  cells, in which each box represents a cell, the number at the bottom of a box 
indicates the cell location and the number index at the top of it indicates the machine-cell 
number.
5
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^ ^n te r-ceLl Flow j
[  Machine-cell
Forward Backward[ Location
Material Handling System 
Figure 1.2. A multi-line (cell) layout.
There are two cases in one-dimensional layout. One is the equidistant layout, 
which means the distances between any two consecutive or adjacent locations are the 
same. The second case is the non-equidistant layout, which implies that the distances 
between any two locations may not be the same. In both cases, the distance matrices are 
symmetrical and they will be discussed in greater detail later.
1.2 Two-Dimensional Machine-Cell Location Problem
The concept of minimizing both backward and forward flows in solving the MCL 
problem in a one-dimensional layout can be extended to the MCL problem in a two- 
dimensional layout. Assume that any inter-cell flow can only be carried out by a MHS 
that also moves horizontally and vertically in a two-dimensional layout. Any inter-cell 
movement can fall into one or a combination of two of the four categories: backward, 
forward, downward and upward movements. Figure 1.3 demonstrates such a layout with 
F  machine-cells.
The objective of the machine-cell assignment is similar to that in one-dimensional 
layout, except that two more directions (downward and upward) are considered in 
addition to the backward and forward directions.
6
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f  Inter-cell Flow
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Figure 1.3. A two-dimensional multi-line (multi-cell) layout.
13 Duplicating Bottleneck Machines
An alternative to an exceptional part delivered to another cell for processing is to 
duplicate the bottleneck machine in its own cell. If all the bottleneck machines can be 
duplicated, there will be no exceptional parts, but the investment cost may be high. The 
main principle to duplicate bottleneck machines for exceptional parts is to reduce the 
corresponding material handling costs. In other words, the bottleneck machines may be 
duplicated only when the duplicating cost, including machine, labor, etc., is less than the 
material handling cost without the duplication.
After machine-cells are assigned to their locations, the cost of inter-cell flows due 
to exceptional parts could be easily computed. A mathematical model can be developed 
with an objective function to minimize the total costs of setting up a material handling 
system and duplicating the bottleneck machines. The cost of a material handling system
7
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is based on inter-cell flows that only occur when the corresponding bottleneck machines 
are not duplicated.
The solution of duplicating bottleneck machines may affect the original machine­
cell assignment because the inter-cell flow may have been re-distributed due to the 
duplication of some of the bottleneck machines. Obviously, a recursive relationship exists 
between the solution of the machine cell assignment and the solution of duplicating the 
bottleneck machines. Thus, this recursive relationship needs to be observed carefully.
1.4 Goal of the Research and Its Applications
The overall goal of the research presented here is to develop a problem solving 
strategy and methodology for one of the well-known problems in designing a flexible 
cellular manufacturing system involving bottleneck machines and exceptional parts. One 
of the two commonly used methods to deal with the bottleneck problem is to find a way 
to minimize the total inter-cell flows that are caused by the exceptional parts. The second 
is to find a strategy to duplicate the bottleneck machines, an alternative way to reduce the 
inter-cell flows that otherwise will be carried out by the material handling system. 
Therefore, the first goal of this research is to develop a methodology to solve the 
machine-cell location problem, with various facets in accordance with various types of 
location layouts, so that the total inter-cell flow costs will be minimized. The second goal 
is to develop a strategic plan for duplicating the bottleneck machines so that the total 
costs of handling the exceptional parts will be minimized.
The solution methodology developed for the machine-cell location problem not 
only can be used in designing and configuring the flexible cellular manufacturing
8
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systems, but can also be used in many other areas related to the location assignment 
problem. Some well-known examples are listed here:
• Sheet metal industry
One of the popular applications of the machine-cell or the machine location 
problem is in the sheet metal industry. A typical plant manufacturing sheet metal 
products, such as file cabinets, may have several different types of machines, each with 
many duplications as shown in Figure 1.4. These machines are usually arranged and 
formed into a sheet metal fabrication line, in which metal sheets flow smoothly along the 
line for different operations, such as bending, revetting, soldering, assembly, and 
painting.
Figure 1.4. A sheet metal industry layout.
The flows among these machines are time consuming and costly due to the nature 
of the sheet metal materials. A formation of the machine-cells and an optimal assignment 
of the cells to their locations are desired to achieve minimized total material handling 
costs for both inter-cell and intra-cell flows.
• Modular manufacturing cell
Techniques, such as modular cell formation, job routing and layout of flexible 
modular factories, are often used for medium and small lot production that is typical of
9
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new and specialty products. Lucent Technologies, Shreveport, LA, is such a specialty 
product manufacturer that produces more than 200 different types of telephone sets in 
addition to many other products. One of the key steps in the company’s implementation 
of the flexible modular cells is the cell layout, or location assignment that will m inim ize 
the total inter-cell flows.
+
:xX )<;5
V V V V O
X / . /
Figure 1.5. A modular cell layout.
• Gate assignment in airport
Figure 1.6. Airport gate assignment.
One of the classical applications of the location assignment is the gate assignment 
for flights at an airport, such as the one shown in Figure 1.6. The majority of the 
passengers at all major airports in the world are transfer passengers who arrive at one 
gate and depart from another. It is desired to have a gate assignment that will minimize 
the total travelling distances of all passengers within the airport so as to minimize the 
passengers’ transfer time and to gain the customers’ satisfaction. Such a gate assignment
10
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will increase the utilization of the gates, as the airplanes can arrive and depart the gate 
more frequently and will enhance the total flight capacity of the airport.
• Mail sorting
Another interesting application of the assignment problem is mail sorting. The 
highest level of mail sorting can be conducted at a national mail transfer center, in which 
parcels are sorted by the first two digits of the zip code, as shown in Figure 1.7.
Figure 1.7. Mail sorting problem.
Assume every different combination of the first two digits has a receiving box placed 
along a transport line, on which an automatic guided machine delivers the mail to those 
boxes according to the zip code. It is obvious that the total amount of the travel distance 
of the sorting machine along the transport line varies with the layout of the sorting boxes. 
It is best to have a layout of the sorting boxes that will minimize the total distance a 
sorting machine will travel to sort a given amount of mail.
• Backboard wiring problem
Another popular application of the location assignment problem is the VLSI 
circuit board design, such as the computer motherboard. For a certain type of computer 
motherboard, there could be many ways to lay out the bus lines on the board. The circuit 
board designer always has the goal to minimize the total length of wires or bus lines that
11
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connect all the components on the board. Figure 1.8 shows a segment of a small 
computer system interface (SCSI) controller card.
Figure 1.8. Portion of a SCSI controller card.
1.5 Overview of the Research
The overview of this research may be categorized into three major classifications: 
problem structure, algorithm development and organization. These classifications are 
explained below.
1.5.1 Problem structure
A generic procedure with different facets of the problem in designing a flexible, 
cellular manufacturing system is proposed here. The first phase of the problem discusses 
the machine-cell location problem, which starts with a special case of one-dimensional 
layout and ends up with a generic case of two-dimensional layout. The purpose of the 
research in this phase is to find an optimal or sub-optimal assignment of machine-cells to 
locations with several different layout configurations. The objective of such an 
assignment is to minimize the total cost of the inter-cell movements of all products.
12
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Once the assignment of machine-cells is prescribed for one- or two-dimensional 
layout, the duplication problem of bottleneck machines is discussed in the second phase. 
The research objective in this phase is to provide the decision-maker with an optimal 
duplication plan for bottleneck machines that will minimize the total costs of investment 
for duplicating the bottleneck machines and material handling system, if not duplicating 
machines. A sensitivity analysis of the investment budget constraint will generate a series 
of duplication plans with different budget levels, in addition to the initial optimal plan. 
When the bottleneck problem is solved, the previously prescribed solution for the 
machine-cell location problem may not be optimal. The assignment solution changes as 
the bottleneck solution is updated, resulting in a recursive search procedure. Thus, a 
possible relationship between the two solutions is discussed to determine their effects on 
one another.
1.5.2 Algorithm development
Several heuristics have been developed in this research for the different facets of 
the machine-cell location problem. A simple depth-first heuristic (SDH), which is 
adapted from the depth-first insertion heuristic (DIH) developed by Sarker (1989), is 
developed first for solving the one-dimensional, equally-spaced machine-cell location 
problem. The SDH is then improved into a directional decomposition heuristic (DDH) 
that has significantly improved the computation time as well as the solution quality. A 
modified version o f DDH (MDDH) is developed for the one-dimensional, non-equidistant 
machine-cell location problem. The main difference between MDDH and DDH is that 
MDDH uses a scanning procedure to compute the inter-cell flow costs due to the nature 
of the non-equidistant layout. Finally, a quadra-directional decomposition heuristic
13
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(QDDH) is developed for the two-dimensional machine-cell location problem that is a 
generalized problem of all facets of machine-cell location problems covered in this 
research. The duplication o f bottleneck machine (DBM) is a phase following that of the 
machine-cell location problem. A linear integer programming model, with the objective 
of minimizing the total duplication costs and material handling costs if the inter-cell 
flows are allowed, is developed for the DBM problem. The DBM model is solved using 
LINDO optimizer (Schrage 1991).
1.5.3 Organization
A literature review is presented in Chapter 2, followed by the more detailed 
discussion of the problems and research objectives in Chapter 3. The one-dimensional 
machine-cell location problems are discussed in three chapters following Chapter 3, with 
SDH covered in Chapter 4, DDH in Chapter 5 and MDDH in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 covers 
the two-dimensional machine-cell location problem, along with the QDDH heuristic. The 
duplication of bottleneck machines, which applies to all facets of machine-cell layout, is 
discussed in Chapter 8. The empirical analysis of solutions procedures for all facets of 
machine-cell location problems are presented in Chapter 9, followed by the conclusion in 
Chapter 10.
14
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW
The machine location problem has been researched for several decades mainly 
due to the fact that this problem is one of the major obstacles encountered in designing a 
large manufacturing system. Machine location problems (MLP) are commonly modeled 
as quadratic assignment problems (QAP) that are often considered as non- 
deterministically polynomial (NP) hard problems. This is because QAP can only be 
solved optimally for a problem of relatively small size, which is far below the size of 
those encountered in designing a flexible, cellular manufacturing system. One way to 
deal with such a NP-hard problem is to find its sub-optimal solution heuristically instead 
of its optimal solution. Many heuristics have been developed as a result of research in this 
area during the past decades and a brief history of it follows.
2.1 History
The early studies of production line analysis considered only one machine of each 
type to be included in a flowline. This situation is referred to as the unique machine 
problem (Sarker et al. 1994b, 1995, 1998a-b). The sequenced-demand method proposed 
by Noy (1957) is probably the earliest multi-product flowline analysis technique. 
Singleton (1962) developed a simplified approach by converting all the routings to a 
common length scale and analyzing them on their mean positions. Later, Hollier (1963) 
developed several methods that arrange workstations in a line that either maximize the in­
sequence (forward) flows or minimize the backward (backtracking) flows.
15
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The assumption that only one machine of each type is allowed in a flowline 
(unique machine problem) has a strong limitation to the general solution of a production 
line design problem. In a modem manufacturing environment, duplicating machines in a 
production line makes the production system more flexible. Carrie (1975) is probably one 
of the first researchers who addressed the problems that may involve flowlines with more 
than one machine of each type. While the multiplicity of machines reduces the total 
length of flows among the machines, it also makes the production line design more 
complicated because of the consideration of the processing time of each operation and the 
capacity limit of the machines being evaluated. Carrie (1975) proposed a three-stage 
procedure for constructing a multi-product flowline. The first stage of the proposed 
procedure constructs a single production line that consists of sufficient machines so that 
no backtracking movements can occur. The second stage eliminates uneconomical 
machines and re-routes the jobs to other machines in the line. The re-routed jobs generate 
backtracking movements. Usually, more than one solution can be obtained after the 
second stage. Therefore, the final stage is to use computer simulations to compare the 
alternate solutions and to select the best one. This selection depends on the designer’s 
experience and preferences as to how and which machines are to be eliminated. Thus, the 
three-stage procedure is inefficient once there are a large number of alternate solutions.
2.1.1 Flowline problem
Similar to Hollier’s link-analysis (1963), Aneke and Carrie (1986) developed a 
construction method where a flowline is constructed from both ends simultaneously. This 
method works well if most of the jobs require similar initial and final machines while the 
intermediate processes may require different types of machines. However, the method
16
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does not provide a clear-cut way to eliminate the unjustified machines. Vakharia and 
Wemmerlov (1990) used a backtracking concept in designing a flexible manufacturing 
system in which a given set of jobs is partitioned into several subsets of jobs and each 
subset is allocated to a group of machines to minimize backtracking flows of jobs. 
However, they did not discuss the problem of locating machines and partitioning the 
operation sequences of jobs. Ho et al. (1993) developed two methods that are designed to 
provide a better analysis of flows in multi-product flowlines. The first adopts the 
traditional line structure for analysis and the second proposes a network approach for the 
analysis of the material flow within the system. Both models consider more than one 
machine of the same type within the multi-product flowlines.
Drezner (1980) claims to solve 15-machine location problems with bi-directional 
flow of jobs, but no detailed results have been reported. The problem becomes 
computationally difficult as the number of machines increases (Murtagh et al. 1982). In 
the case of a large number of machines, it is always desirable to have an efficient 
heuristic to obtain a sub-optimal solution to the location problem. Obata (1979) proposed 
two heuristics to solve such problems that perform well for problems in which each pair 
of cells has both in-sequence and backtracking flows. Houshyar and McGinnis (1990) 
discussed the problem of assigning facilities to equally spaced locations along a linear 
track to minimize the total bi-directional flow of jobs. Obata (1979) compiled a set of 
eight problems to study a one-dimensional layout problem involving bi-directional flow.
2.1.2 Different facets of flowline problems
Sarker (1989) addressed the one-dimensional machine location problem in which 
all locations are assumed to be equally spaced. Both unidirectional and bi-directional
17
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flows are considered in the problem that is shown in Figure 2.1. The problem can be 
categorized into four types of problems, which include three special cases of the general 
problem (D6 ). Both problem BO and B1 consider only backtrack flows, but problem B1 
assumes all machines are unique, while problem BO assumes sets of identical machines. 
Problem D1 considers both backtrack and forward flows and all machines in the problem 
are assumed to be unique. The general problem DO considers bi-directional flows with 
sets of identical machines. When each set of identical machines contains one machine 
only, the problem (DO) reduces to unique machine problem, and uni-directional flow 
problems evolve when only one directional flows are considered.
Problein(Dl)
Bi-direction 
Unique M/C
Figure 2.1. Relationship of problems Bl, BO, D1 and DO [Sarker 1989].
Sarker (1989) and Sarker et al. (1994b, 1995, 1998b) developed a number of 
‘amoebic' properties of a distance matrix for equally-spaced linear locations to generate 
different assignments of machines to locations that minimize the total unidirectional 
and/or bi-directional flows. The form of a distance matrix may vary as its corresponding 
location assignment changes. However, the elements of a distance matrix will never
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change for a given machine location problem. In Equation (2.1), £  and £  are two 
distance matrices corresponding to two different assignments at and 8 2  for a given 
machine location problem. The two matrices have the same set of elements but different 
arrangements corresponding to assignments a\ = (3,5,2,1,4) and « 2  -  (3,5,4,1,2), 
respectively. The main contribution of Sarker (1989) is the identification of the twenty- 
two amoebic properties of a distance matrix for equally-spaced linear locations, as these 
properties can be used to devise heuristic solutions for the machine location problem.
By using the amoebic properties, Sarker et al (1994b, 1995, 1998b) developed 
and implemented a heuristic called depth-first insertion heuristic (DIH), which performs 
well in terms of the computational complexity and the closeness of the sub-optimal 
solution to the optimal solution, to solve the machine location problem. The usage of the 
amoebic lower bound makes the algorithm even better as compared to other heuristics 
used for the machine location problem at that time. Although both in-sequence and 
backtracking flows are considered in the machine location problem by Sarker (1989), the 
discussion of the problem is only focused on the one-dimensional, equidistant layout.
2.2 Sub-Optimal Solutions
The heuristic results provide only sub-optimal solutions, an alternative to the 
optimal solution that is computationally prohibitive. There are two types of heuristics 
relating to machine-cell/machine location problems: construction and improvement 
heuristics.
19
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• Construction heuristic
A construction heuristic is a procedure that generates a solution without requiring 
an initial solution. This heuristic uses some specific characteristics of the underlying 
problem to produce an initial solution. Usually, the solution generated by a construction 
heuristic is not nearly optimal but it may serve as a guideline for future improvement 
Many researchers, such as Edwards et al. (1970), Obata (1979), Drezner and 
Wesolowsky (1982), Sherali and Rajgopal (1986), Heragu and Kusiak (1988, 1990), 
Sarker (1989), Houshyar and McGinnis (1990) and Sarker et al. (1991, 1994a-b, 1998a- 
b), have proposed construction heuristics. These procedures do not yield high quality 
solutions in most cases. Thus, they are usually followed by improvement heuristics to 
refine the solutions.
• Improvement heuristics
An improvement heuristic is a procedure that improves the initial solution usually 
generated by a construction heuristic. Improvement heuristics tend to produce better 
solutions, but they usually consume more computation time than the construction 
heuristics. This is because the improvement heuristics usually perform a set of pairwise 
comparisons among the adjacent assignments, in the case of location assignment 
problems, to obtain an improved solution. Improvement heuristics for location 
assignment problems have been proposed by many researchers in the past several decades 
[Armour and Buffa (1963), Buffa et al. (1964), Hillier and Connors (1966), Nugent et al. 
(1968), Heider (1973), Fortenberry and Cox (1985), Co et al. (1989), Sarker (1989) and 
Sarker et al. (1991, 1994a-b, 1998a-b)]. An improvement heuristic may not always 
produce an improved solution. Usually, an improvement procedure should be terminated
20
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if a worse solution is generated. Moreover there is always a tradeoff between the amount 
of improvement in a solution and the amount of computation time involved.
Figure 2.2 summarizes the contributions of researchers to the quadratic 
assignment problems. Only the heuristics for the sub-optimal solutions are classified in 
the summary, because heuristics are the only methods for solving a QAP of large size.
Construction Heuristics Improvement Heuristics
Sub-optimal Solution Methods
Kurtzberg (1960)
Edwards etal. (1970)
Obata (1979)
Drezner and Wesolowsky 
(1982)
Sherali and Rajgopal (1986) 
Heragu and Kusiak (1990) 
Houshyar and McGinnis (1990) 
Sarker (1989)
Sarker etal. (1991, 1994a-b, 
1995,1998a-b)
Hillier (1963)
Buffa et al. (1966)
Vollman et al. (1968) 
Nugent et al. (1968)
Heider (1986)
Picone and Wilhelm (1984) 
Fortenberry and Cox (1985) 
Co etal. (1989)
Sarker (1989)
Sarker etal. (1991, 1994a-b, 
1995,1998a-b)
Figure 2.2. Summary of sub-optimal solution methods for QAPs.
In addition to the construction and improvement heuristics, some other non- 
conventional techniques have been proposed to solve the quadratic assignment problems. 
Irani et al. (1993) explored the layout design problem in the course of machine grouping, 
integrating the machine grouping with the layout design. Kouvelis et al. (1995) used a 
dynamic programming algorithm to linearize the QAP model for their row layout 
problem. Ball et al. (1998) also proposed a linearization of the QAP using some network
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techniques. In most cases, these non-conventional techniques are specific to the particular 
cases of the machine-cell/machine location assignment problems under discussion.
2 3  Computational Barrier and Existing Solution
Kaku et al. (1991) presented a hybrid heuristic for solving the facilities layout 
problem. They combine a construction method with exchange procedures used 
repetitively. However, the heuristic can only solve problems with as few as 36 facilities 
with reasonable computation time. Irani et al. (1993) introduced a new approach for 
layout design that integrates layout design with cell formation. Only the machine 
grouping is considered in cell formation, and part family formation is neglected. The 
main focus of Irani’s new approach is to reduce the need for machine duplication among 
cells. Kouvelis et al. (1995) used a dynamic programming algorithm for their row layout 
problem. Only backtracking distance is considered in their model. The algorithm was 
claimed to be capable of solving realistic size problems, many of them beyond the 
computational capabilities of the standard QAP codes. However, such a claim is based on 
their assumption of the special structure of the row layout problem.
Clausen and Perregaard (1995) claimed to have optimally solved the Nugent et al. 
(1968) 20-machine problem using a parallel implementation. However, no explicit 
description is provided as to how they converted the Nugent et al. data for two- 
dimensional layout problem into a one-dimensional layout problem. Also no detailed 
information about the algorithm has been reported (Sarker et al. 1998b).
Seifoddini (1989) studied the duplication process for bottleneck machines 
resulting from machine cell formations. Logendran (1991, 1992) discussed both the cell
22
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layout problem and duplication problem of bottleneck machines, but he did not relate the 
cell layout problem with the duplication problem in his discussions.
The largest size of machine-cell/machine location assignment problem ever 
having been optimally solved is a 16-machine problem, and several researchers have 
claimed to have solved this (Kaufman and Broeckx 1978; Burkard and Stratmann 1978; 
Houshyar and McGinnis 1990; Carratesi and Malucelli 1992; and others). However, none 
of them has published a complete set of information to enable other researchers to 
reproduce and verify the results. Thus, heuristic procedures are still the only means for 
solving problems of large size.
A significant amount of research has been done in the area of flexible, cellular 
manufacturing system, especially for the machine-cell/machine location problems in 
multi-product flowlines. However, there is still much to be done in this area. The 
shortcomings found in the literature in this particular area are summarized next.
2.4 Shortcomings in Literature
Most of the discussions about location problems in this review are focused on 
machine location instead of machine-cell location. Although the methodology involved in 
the machine location problem is the same as that used in machine-cell location problem, 
there is an extra step in solving the machine-cell location problem, which is converting 
all inter-machine activities to inter-cell activities.
Many of the investigations involved in seeking an improved location assignment 
in heuristic algorithms are repeated from one depth and/or branch of search to another. 
Each branch of the search requires re-computation of all inter-cell flows, though only 
some of them have been changed from the previous one. Such a search mechanism
23
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requires considerable computation time, thus making the algorithm inefficient This 
problem can be overcome by directionally decomposing the inter-cell flows and 
incrementally computing them. Based on the directional decomposition of these flows, a 
directional search will be implemented in the heuristic in order to reduce the 
repetitiveness occurring in the traditional search. By partitioning the inter-cell flows, only 
those flows that have been changed from the previous assignment will be considered to 
compute their differences over the two assignments.
Most location problems consider one-dimensional layout with all the locations 
equally spaced and the heuristics developed are difficult to extend to location problems 
with non-linear layouts (Houshyar and McGinnis, 1990, Sarker et al. 1995, 1998b). The 
directional search, instead of the non-directional search, may have potential to extend the 
heuristics used for solving one-dimensional, equally-spaced location problems to solve 
two-dimensional, unequally-spaced location problems.
No one has considered the machine-cell location problem as an inseparable phase 
of the duplication problem of bottleneck machines (Sarker and Yu, 1994). In fact, the 
duplication problem is closely related to the machine-cell location problem. The 
duplication of the bottleneck machine is discussed at the end of this research to 
demonstrate how the solution of the machine-cell location problem can be used to resolve 
the duplication of the bottleneck machines.
This research is aimed at configuring the machine-cell layout after the cells are 
formed in a cellular manufacturing system. Overcoming the various shortcomings 
summarized above are the main focus of this research. The problems and objectives of 
this research are discussed in greater detail in the next chapter.
24
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CHAPTER 3 
THE PROBLEM AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The problem involved in this research is discussed in detail first, along with the 
problem assumptions. Following this, a brief discussion of the solution methodology to 
the problem shows how the problem will be broken down into several sub-problems and 
how each of them will be solved.
3.1 The Problem
How to reduce the work-in-process (WIP) flow in a manufacturing system is 
always a problem in designing a multi-product flexible manufacturing system. The WIP 
flow is not only affected by the way the part-families and machine-cells are formed, but it 
is also based on the way the machine-cells are assigned to their locations. Besides, there 
may exist a bottleneck machine problem resulting from the part-family and machine cell 
formation. A justification is always necessary as to whether the bottleneck machines need 
to be duplicated for their exceptional parts or a material handling system needs to be used 
to deliver the exceptional parts to their corresponding bottleneck machines in other cells. 
The duplication of the bottleneck machines can only be solved after the machine-cells are 
assigned to their individual locations. Conversely, a machine-cell location solution may 
need to be re-evaluated after duplicating the bottleneck machines. The re-evaluation may 
result in a new machine-cell location assignment. Hence, this is a recursive procedure 
between the machine-cell location problem and a bottleneck machine duplication 
problem. A list of assumptions to the problem is shown below.
25
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Assumptions
■ All jobs have sequenced operations; that is, each operation of a job can only be 
performed after its previous operation is completed.
■ Machine-cells and part-families are already formed, and they are used as the current 
status of the problem to be solved.
■ The number of machine-cells equals the number of locations in a layout.
■ The material handling system (transporter) moves only in coordinate directions.
■ The cost of movement per unit flow and per unit distance is the same for the same job 
(part) but may be different for a different job.
■ The layout could be equally spaced or not. It could also be one-dimensional or two- 
dimensional.
3.2 The Objectives
After partitioning and grouping a large set of jobs into several smaller and 
cohesive subsets of jobs and/or partitioned sets of operation sequences, each subset will 
have a subset of corresponding machines assigned to it, which is called the machine-cell 
that finally results in a flowline. This research addresses the problem of assigning 
machine-cells to their locations and the problem of making a duplication plan for 
bottleneck machines. The specific objectives of this research is to find an optimal or sub- 
optimal cell-location assignment and an optimal duplication plan for bottleneck machines 
that will minimize the total work-in-process travel cost, which includes the inter-cell 
material handling cost and duplication cost of bottleneck machines. The problem may be 
stated specifically as follows.
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3.2.1 Machine-cell (flowline) location problem (MCL)
Suppose there are F  machine-cells that need to be assigned to F  different 
locations. Each cell location can be described by a pair of coordinates, (x, y), in a two- 
dimensional layout. Assume that the material handling system (MHS) can only move 
horizontally or vertically, so the distance between any two cell-locations, (rlt yt) and (jct, 
y2>, is the taxi distance, \xz-x\\ + |y2-yi|- In general, the material handing system may 
deliver parts in either direction horizontally or vertically between any two locations. If 
the MHS can only move in a fixed sequence from one location to another location, 
though in either direction, the two-dimensional layout becomes a one-dimensional layout 
that can be further simplified as a linear layout if the distance between any two adjacent 
locations is the same. Figure 3.1 shows various cases covered in the MCL problem.
*  =0, b 'fe{ l,2 ....F );
Xj+t-Xj * c ,  i e  {1,3,...F -l}
y i  = 0, V  i e  {1,2,...F}; 
x,+|-x, = c ,  V  i e  {1,3,...F-l}
y t * 0 ,  i  e  { 1,2,...F}
yf =0, V  i e  {1,2,...F};
Problem (2D)
2 D i m e n s i o n a l  L a y o u t
: Problem. (IDE)
E q u i d i s t a n t  L a y o u t
Problem (ID ):
: L  D i m e n s i o n e d  L a y o u t
x1+I-x, * c ,  i e  (1,3,...F-l}
Figure 3.1. Dimensional structure of MCL problem.
Special Cases
Problem (ID), One-dimensional MCL problem (ID): If inter-cell flow between 
any two locations has a unique path, though in either direction, the general two- 
dimensional layout problem becomes a simpler one-dimensional layout problem. The
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distance between any two adjacent locations can be described as |x,-+i-xtj for all i = 1 , 2 , 
... F-l, andy, = 0 for all i = 1 ,2 ,... F-l.
Problem (IDE), Equally-spaced one-dimensional MCL Problem (IDE): If the 
distance between any two adjacent locations is the same, in other words |jc1+i -x ( | is a 
constant for all i = 1, 2, ... F-l, the simplified problem (ID) reduces to an even more 
simple specialized problem, an equidistant layout problem.
The main objective in solving the MCL problem is to find an optimal or sub- 
optimal machine-cell location solution that will minimize the total inter-cell flows in 
terms of either backtracking or bi-directional flows.
3.2.2 Duplicating bottleneck machines (DBM)
Once the machine-cells are assigned to their individual locations, the next step to 
be considered is how to handle the exceptional parts (jobs) that resulted from bottleneck 
machines. One way to solve the exceptional parts problem is to use the material handling 
system to deliver the parts to other machine-cells for processing. The other way is to 
duplicate their corresponding bottleneck machines in their own cells. Both ways require 
investment, either in setting up the material handling system or in acquiring the duplicate 
machines. The objective in solving this problem is to provide an optimal solution in terms 
of which bottleneck machines should be duplicated and which should not, i.e., which will 
minimize the total cost of setting up a material handling system and duplicating the 
bottleneck machines.
The relationship between the two phases, MCL and DBM, is expressed in Figure
3.2. The solution of DBM is based on the solution of MCL. Conversely, the solution of
28
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DBM may alter the solution of MCL. A possible recursive relationship between MCL 
and DBM is explored to determine how these two may affect each other.
Inter-cell flow cost Change of inter-cell flow
> 1
DBM Problem
MCL Problem
IDE—» 1DNE —» 2D
Figure 3.2. Relationship between the MCL and DBM.
3.3 Scope
This research deals with assigning a set of machine-cells to their locations in the 
shop floor with different geometric layouts. As an inseparable problem, the duplication of 
bottleneck machines is discussed in this research, a solution of which will provide the 
decision-maker with an optimal plan for the bottleneck problem wherein the overall inter­
cell flow costs are minimized. The solution methodology for the machine-cell location 
problem can also be applied to solve the machine location problem within a cell or 
flowline, as well as other location problems.
In a flexible cellular manufacturing environment, it is almost unavoidable that 
some products, due to their complex nature, may have some processes that need to be 
done on machines in cells other than their own. A decision regarding whether to set up an 
extra MHS for such bottleneck products or to duplicate the bottleneck machines is always
ir
a demanding task for manufacturing engineers. The undertaking involved in this research 
provides a solution to such a problem.
29
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3.4 Solution Methodology
There are three main phases in solving this multi-product, flexible manufacturing 
system problem: the machine-cell formation problem (MCF); the machine-cell location 
problem (MCL); and duplicating bottleneck machine (DBM). The solution of the second 
phase, MCL, is based on the solution of the first phase, MCF, which, in turn, will provide 
the foundation for the third phase, DBM. Conversely, the DBM solution may require the 
MCL problem to be reconsidered since some duplicate machines may provide an 
alternative way to process the jobs (parts). The machine-cell formation problem is not 
considered here due to its complexity and limitation. Conversely, there are many 
methodologies, which can be used to solve the MCF problem, that have been developed 
in group technology.
Assume a set of jobs has been partitioned and grouped into several part-families 
and the corresponding machines have been formed into several cells by using one of the 
similarity analysis methods and /or group technology. The next major phase in designing 
a manufacturing system is to locate machine-cells that will minimize the total inter-cell 
flows.
The discussion of the machine-cell location problem begins with an equidistant 
layout, the result of which is then extended to a non-equidistant one-dimensional layout, 
of which the result is further extended to a two-dimensional layout. Sarker et al. (1995, 
1998b) developed a depth-first insertion heuristic (DIH) for a machine location problem. 
The DIH algorithm is adopted for the machine-cell location problem after transforming 
the inter-machine flows to inter-cell flows. This algorithm has two limitations. First, it 
remains computationally time consuming to solve a machine-cell location problem with a
30
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large number of machine-cells. Second, the algorithm is based on the assumption of an 
equally spaced linear layout. This assumption makes the algorithm difficult to use to 
solve a MCL problem with a non-equidistant layout in both one dimension and two 
dimensions. A directional decomposing heuristic is proposed here for the one­
dimensional equidistant machine-cell location problem. The proposed heuristic searches a 
new assignment in each depth only in one direction, based on the direction of the current 
maximum outflow, instead of both directions in the original DIH of Sarker (1989). In 
addition, it only computes the inter-cell flows that change from the current assignment to 
the new one under test by partitioning the machine-cell set. This new approach 
significantly reduces the computation time for a MCL problem of the same size, which 
means an increase in the possibility of solving a larger problem. In addition to the 
capability of its extension to the non-equidistant layout, the proposed heuristic is also 
extendable to a two-dimensional MCL problem as any inter-cell flow in a two- 
dimensional layout can be decomposed into one or two of four possible directional flows 
(backtrack, forward, upward and downward). Thus, a quadra-directional decomposing 
heuristic search algorithm, which can be developed from the directional decomposing 
heuristic that is used for one-dimensional MCL problem, can be used.
Once a solution to the MCL problem is achieved, all the MHS cost parameters 
will be available for all the inter-cell flows caused by the exceptional parts that resulted 
from cell formation. Therefore, it is possible to discuss the duplication problem of 
bottleneck machines, which provides an alternative way to handle inter-cell flows that 
may reduce the total costs. A mathematical model will be set up to minimize the total 
costs of a material handling system and/or duplicating bottleneck machines.
31
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UP, Heuristics
(  MCF:X_ 
\P h a s e ly -
(Not discussed)
Figure 3.3 Structure of problems involved in FMS design.
Figure 3.3 shows the structural relationship of different facets of the problems 
covered in this research. Each of these problems is discussed in detail in the subsequent 
chapters, which first begins with the discussion of the one-dimensional, equidistant 
machine-cell location problem. The discussion of that problem is then extended to the 
1DNE problem, followed by the two-dimensional machine-cell location problem. Last, 
the duplication problem for the bottleneck machines is presented.
32
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CHAPTER 4
ONE-D, EQUALLY-SPACED MACHINE-CELL LOCATION
In a flexible cellular manufacturing system, parts with similar processing 
sequences tend to be grouped into families, while the corresponding machines are 
grouped into cells. After such a part-family and machine-cell formation, the inter-cell 
flows become an important issue. The inter-cell flows vary with the different means of 
machine-cell layout design. It is always desired to have a machine-cell layout that will 
minimize the total inter-cell flows. Assume that the number of cell locations in a layout 
equals the number of cells. This assumption implies that each location in the layout must 
have a cell assigned to it. Therefore, the layout design is a machine-cell location problem, 
which could be either a one-dimensional or two-dimensional layout problem.
A special case of the one-dimensional machine-cell location problem, the one 
with equally-spaced locations in a linear layout, is discussed first in the following two 
chapters. This one-dimensional, equally-spaced location problem will hereafter be 
referred as the IDE problem. In this chapter, the problem is modeled first and then solved 
by a simple depth-first heuristic (SDH) search algorithm that is developed based on the 
DIH algorithm that was originally proposed by Sarker (1989) for a machine location 
problem. A new, computationally more efficient algorithm is developed in the next 
chapter to solve the same problem, and it provides a better solution.
4.1 The IDE Problem
Some of the notation used in formulating the IDE problem are defined before 
modeling the IDE problem:
33
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B = total number of exceptional parts in the system 
F = total number of machine-cells (part-families) 
dkh = distance between locations k  and h 
D = [dkh\pxF -  location distance matrix with dm as its elements
hn — material handling cost of the exceptional part n per unit distance
= number of moves made by the exceptional part n from cell i to cell j
W(j — amount of flows (integrated with cost parameter) for all exceptional parts 
from cell i  to cell j.
W =[wl> ]Fyf. = inter-cell flow matrix with w,y as its elements
Xit = 1 if cell i is assigned to location k, or 0 otherwise 
X  =(Xfc]/rxf = Cell location assignment matrix with x& as its elements 
TC — total inter-cell material handling cost of all exceptional parts 
Suppose there are K  bottleneck machines among all M  machines and B 
exceptional parts among all N  parts in a flexible cellular manufacturing system, resulting 
from machine-cell foimation (MCF). The B exceptional parts belong to F  part-families 
(cells). The relationship between exceptional parts and their related machines can be 
described by the machine-part (bottleneck) incidence matrix, which is a sub-matrix of the 
original machine-part incidence matrix. The location problem for the F  machine-cells 
needs to be solved before any duplication problem can be discussed.
The flows between machine-cells are caused by the exceptional parts. The focus 
of this IDE phase is to assign F  machine-cells to F locations for minimizing the total 
inter-cell material handling cost caused by these exceptional parts. The material handling 
cost of each exceptional part is proportional to the number of moves between any two
34
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cells and the distance between two locations of the corresponding two cells. The one­
dimensional machine-cell location problem is defined next.
If cell i is located at location k and cell j  at location h, the number of moves 
caused by part n from cell i to cell j  is Wif'xaiXjh, and the total distance moved due to these 
flows can be expressed as Wifdu^ cacXjh- The corresponding material handling cost is 
ti'wjj1 dkhKikXjh• A decision model can be formulated to minimize the total cost involved in 
minimizing the total material handling cost of the machine cell location problem.
(IDE): Min TC =
f=l j= l ir=l t=I h=\
F
Subject to ^ xuc = k - 1,2,..., F; (4.2a)
i=i
£ * * = 1 , i = l,2 F; (4.2b)
k=l
x* = (0,1), fo r all i, k. (4.2c)
Equation (4.2a) ensures that each location must have only one machine cell 
assigned, while Equation (4.2b) ensures that each machine cell must be assigned to only 
one location. The IDE problem is a quadratic assignment problem (QAP) that is difficult 
to solve optimally for a large F. Sarker et al. (1991, 1995, 1998b) proved that the 
objective function in Equation (4.1) can be written as W  •«$. They used notation R in 
place of W and referred to it as the requirement matrix without considering the cost 
parameters, and notation D in place of S, which is an inter-cell distance matrix, a 
reflection of machine assignment, that will be defined later in this chapter.
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4.2 Inter-cell Flow Matrix
Suppose the operation requirements of B exceptional parts are known. An 
incidence matrix can be used to describe such a requirement for each part. The operation 
requirement matrix of exceptional part n, S", may be defined as
in which s, / 1 is 1 if the ith operation of the nth part is scheduled on machine j, and 0  
otherwise. Although the row dimension of the matrix S" in Equation (4.3) is assumed M 
for part n, a significant amount of computational memory involved in storing and
with Of1 (0 1 <Af), where CT is the total number of operations in exceptional part n.
In order to compute material handling cost between cells, the operation sequence 
matrix based on machines, S", should be converted to a matrix based on the machine- 
cells. To represent the relationship between M machines and F  cells, another incidence 
matrix, C, is used, which is known as the machine cell matrix:
where c,y is 1 if the machine i belongs to machine-cell j, and 0  otherwise.
The inter-cell sequence matrix of exceptional part n, QT, can then be expressed as
in which q,/* is I if the ith operation of part n is scheduled in machine-cell j, and 0 
otherwise. By using the inter-cell sequence matrix, g*, the inter-cell sequence vector for 
part n, V„, can be obtained as follows:
S  —  [■*,> 1 AfxAf > (4.3)
manipulating S* and other subsequently related matrices can be saved by replacing M
(4.4)
e " = K W = s " c , (4.5)
(4.6)
36
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where v / = k indicates that the jth operation of the nth job will be carried out in the Ath 
cell and N  — (1, 2, F)T. The elements in N  represent the cell numbers in sequential 
order of the layout. Thus, the number of flows (moves) of part n from cell i to cell j, w f, 
can be calculated from the inter-cell sequence vector, V". The inter-cell flow matrix, W, 
for all exceptional parts may be defined as
W = [ w , W ,  (4.7)
in which wr> = *s * e tota* 310011111 ° f  flows (move) for all exceptional parts
from cell i to cell j. The computation of the inter-cell flow matrix, W, integrated with cost 
parameter, hn, can be summarized as the following algorithm.
Algorithm 4.1: Development o f inter-cell flow matrix 
Step 0. Given an initial solution, define N  = (1, 2 ,..., F)T.
Step 1. Generate matrix S f (n = 1, ..., B) from the operation sequence of nth exceptional 
part, and machine-cell matrix C from the machine-cell formulation.
Step 2. Compute inter-cell sequence matrix Qf using Qf = S"C and inter-cell sequence 
vector V" using V" = QfN.
Step 3. Construct the total inter-cell flow matrix W = [w,y], where wi} =
w-f can be generated according to the vector V  obtained in the Step 2. □
Algorithm 4.1 is well demonstrated in Example 4.1, as shown below. Its main 
function is constructing the inter-cell flow matrix that results from the exceptional parts. 
Example 4.1: Construction o f inter-cell flow matrix
Assume a flexible cellular manufacturing system has 18 parts and 10 machines. 
These parts and machines are already grouped into four part-families and four machine-
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cells using a clustering or cell formation technique. The rearranged machine-part 
incidence matrix is shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1. Rearranged machine-part incidence matrix.
Family F l F i f 3 F x
Cell Part P i  P 6  P 5f  P a  P 9 r  P i r  P n P i  P \ i  P n P a  P i s  P i a  P i 4 P 10 P  16f P 3 P 17
M/c
M i 1 1 1 1 1 1
c, M r 1 1 1 1  1
M m 1 1 1
Af, 1 1 I  I  IL-2
M , 1 1 1
m 5 1 1 1 1 1<-3 A#« 1 1 1 1 1
M x 1 1 1 1 1
c 4 M 6 I 1 1 1 1
M i 1 1 1
t  Exceptional parts.
Table 4.2. Renumbered bottleneck machine-part matrix.
Family F, F r f 3 F x
Part Pi P* Pir Pnr Pi P \3 P i ? /»16+
Cell M / c N e w * Jt\ TVr TV*, Jtx I t s  J te i t h
m 7 m i 1 1 1
c , M r m 2 1 1
M w m 3 1
C? m 9 m x 1 1 1 1'-'2
m 3 m 5 1 1
C \
M s m e 1 1 1
M i m 7 1 1 1
M x m i 1 1
C x M 6 m 9 1 1
M i m i o 1 1
t  New (Re-numbered); t  Exceptional parts.
From the machine-part assignment shown in Table 4.1, it is clear that there are 
eight exceptional parts that are related to all ten machines. The bottleneck machine-part 
incidence matrix generated from the exceptional parts in Table 4.1 are shown in Table
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4.2. All machines and parts in Table 4.2 are relabeled in sequential order with m, and itj, 
respectively. The corresponding original labels of machines and parts are also shown in 
Table 4.2 for reference purpose.
Suppose the operation sequences of the exceptional parts are given in Table 4.3. 
Then the inter-cell flow matrix can be constructed following Algorithm 4.1.
Table 4.3. Operation sequences of the exceptional parts.
Part# Operation Sequence
m z «4 m i m io
m i n u n u
*3 m i m - t
f k m z n u
I k m 5 m4 m 3
I k m 5 m % n u
I k m 9 m * m 7
t k m 9 m 7 m l0
Assume that hn -  1 for all parts. The inter-cell flow matrix W can be obtained in 
the following steps.
Step 0. Define N  = (1 ,2 ,3 ,4)r.
Step 1. The operation sequence matrix, S* (n = 1, ..., 8 ), can be obtained from Table
4.3. For instance, Sl is expressed as
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0
'0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
The machine-cell matrix, C, can be obtained from Table 4.2 as
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c  =
1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
Step 2. The inter-cell sequence matrix of part n, g", can be obtained from Equation
(4.5). For #i=l,
Ql = S /C =
1 0  0  0 
0 1 0  0 
1 0  0 0 
0 0 0 1
To clarify an element of matrix g 1, for example, = 1 means that the third 
operation of part 1 is scheduled on machine-cell 1. The inter-cell sequence 
vector in terms of machine-cells, V", can be obtained from Equation (4.6). For 
instance,
V i =QIN  =
The vector V1 shows the same result as the previous g 1. For example, vl 2 = 2 
means that the second operation of part 1 is scheduled in cell 2 .
'1 0 0 o' T "1 '
0 1 0 0 2 2
1 0 0 0 3 1
0 0 0 1 4 4
40
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Step 3. Then w",y can be obtained from V". For instance, from the above V1, it can be 
calculated that wll2 = 1, w‘u  = 1 and wx2i = 1; the rest of the values of wlg are 
zeros.
The total amount of flows (moves) between cells can be computed by Equation
(4.7). For example, tvn can be computed as
0 1 2  0 _
The distance matrix, D, is determined by the physical layout of all machine-cell 
locations. Since only the equally spaced linear layout is considered here, matrix 
D can be obtained as
where the element dn  = 2 means that the distance between location 1 and 
location 3 is 2 units.
The inter-cell flow matrix A# is a constant once the machine-cells are formed and 
the operation sequences of exceptional parts are given. The inter-cell flow costs, under a 
particular cell-location assignment, can be computed based on matrix A#, which is 
discussed next.
8 8
wi:5 = ^A"wlj = 5 ^w,i3 = 0 + l + l + l + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0  = 3.
By computing all elements of W  in this way, the flow matrix can be obtained as
0 1 3  1
2 0  0 1
0 1 0  1
0 1 2  3 
1 0  1 2  
2 1 0  1 
3 2 1 0
41
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4.3 Inter-cell Distance Matrix and Inter-cell Flow Cost Matrix
Several other matrices need to be defined before introducing the inter-cell 
distance matrix and inter-cell flow cost matrix. The location distance matrix, D, and the 
cell-location assignment matrix, X, are defined as
D = [d*/, ] FxF, X  — [Xfr (4.8)
in which element dui is the distance between location k and h, while element x,* indicates 
if cell i is assigned to location k  or not.
The cell-location assignment, sometimes simply referred to as ‘assignment’, can 
also be expressed as a vector instead of a matrix. Such a vector is denoted as a, which is 
related to AT as a = N X . Matrix X  and vector a will be interchangeably used here to 
denote the cell-location assignment.
The center-to-center distance between any two cells i and j, fy, can be computed
as
S ‘i =  £ *  (4-9)*=[ h=l
With the inter-cell flow matrix constructed in Algorithm 4.1, the cost due to flows from 
cell t to all other cells, can be expressed as
<i=5 > A - (41°)/=i
The inter-cell distance matrix, denoted as S, is defined as a matrix with all inter-cell 
distances as its elements. Vector T is a vector with r, defined in Equation (4.10) as its 
elements. Matrix S and vector T  are defined as
^  = > r  =[f|,f2,... ,ff]. (4.11)
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Theorem 4.1 For any machine-cell location problem, the location distance matrix, 
assignment matrix and inter-cell distance matrix have the following 
relationship:
* = [ * „ W ~ x r a r '  (4.12)
Proof For any matrix A =[a,y]Fxf, it is assumed that the element a,y can also be
denoted as {a}^ . Therefore, for any two square matrices A  and B of size 
F, the element of the product of the two matrices can be denoted as 
{AB} ,^ which can be expressed as follows by the definition of matrix 
multiplication:
{a b \, =|>,a  .
It can be derived from Equation (4.9) that
S 9 =  =  S f  V *  =  x .*=it=l k=l h=l
F  F
\
jf>h=I
h=l k=I
Thus, it is proved that d = XDX'.
Therefore, the total inter-cell flow cost function defined in Equation (4.1) can be 
rewritten as
T C = f l tl = f l f l wllSil= W * S .  (4.13)
,-=l f=i y=i
The inter-cell flow cost matrix, G, is defined as a matrix with all inter-cell flow 
costs as its elements. Matrix G can be expressed as the Hadamard products of W and S  
(Searle 1982):
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G — [g,j —W (B3 — . (4.14)
The © sign in Equation (4.14) is defined as a Hadamard product, in which an element in 
a new matrix is the product of the corresponding elements of the two matrices, i.e., g,y = 
wijSij (i, /  = 1,2,..., F).
Based on the inter-cell flows, inter-cell distances and inter-cell flow costs derived 
above, a heuristic for locating the machine-cells along a linear layout is developed next. 
The heuristic is named as a simple depth-first heuristic (SDH) search algorithm based on 
the nature of its search mechanism.
4.4 The Simple Depth-first Heuristic (SDH) Search Algorithm
Since the operation sequence of all exceptional parts and all locations for 
machine-cells are given, matrices W and D are constant matrices for any given IDE 
problem. However, the cell location assignment matrix A- is a variable matrix. Therefore, 
the inter-cell distance matrix S  and the inter-cell flow cost matrix G, determined by cell- 
location assignment, are the function of matrix X. The following SDH algorithm for the 
IDE problem will generate a best cell location assignment that will m inim ize  the total 
inter-cell flow costs.
Algorithm 4.2: Simple depth-first heuristic (SDH) fo r solving IDE problem 
Step 0. Construct location distance matrix D. Compute S (X»), G(Xo), T(X») and TC(X®) 
with initial assignment A«. Set X* -  Xo, TC(X*) = TC(X§) and G(X*) -  G(X»). Call 
AT* as an incumbent solution, and TC(X*) the value of the solution X!*.
Step 1. Generate all possible assignments by placing the machine-cell that corresponds to 
the current largest row sum of G(X*) in each of the other F - 1 locations (keeping
44
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the order of the other cells). This will result in (F - 1) new assignment matrices 
X\, X2, .... X f.i- Compute TC(Xt), £ = 1 , 2 , F-l.
Step 2. Search for a better solution by comparing each of these F -l assignments with the 
incumbent solution. If a better solution is found [TC(X) — min{rC(X*), £ = 1 ,2 ,  
..., F-l} < TC(X*)], replace X* with X  and TC(X*) with TC(X), compute G(X*) 
and make the largest row sum of G(X*) as the current one, and go to Step 1. If 
none of these solutions is better than the incumbent solution, make the next 
largest row sum of G(X*) as the current one, and go to Step 1. If all row sums of 
G matrix under current assignment have been tried, go to Step 3.
Step 3. Make the next largest row sum ofG(X§) as the current one, go to Step 1. If all row 
sums of G(X§) matrix have been tried, stop. □
Following Algorithm 4.2, a solution for the machine-cell location problem can be 
obtained. Although this solution is may not be the global optimal solution, it is a 
satisfactory solution. The flow chart for Algorithm 4.2 is presented in Figure 4.1, which 
gives a graphical representation of the SDH heuristic.
Based on this solution of the machine-cell location problem, the material handling 
costs between cells can now be calculated. The material handling cost for each of the 
exceptional parts can be computed from
f f ; Vn (4.i5)
«=l 7=1 i=l A=1
where Hn* = the total inter-cell material handling cost of exceptional part n.
The Example 4.2 demonstrates the SDH algorithm, which is continued from 
Example 4.1.
45
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Yes
No
No Tried all rows 
-jnG(YV>-
Yes
No
Yes
Make the next 
largest row sum 
of G ( X “)  current
Make the next 
largest row sum 
of G ( X , )  current
Output the best-known solution 
found in the search.
Construct D ,  set X  = Y*; 
Compute <%**), G ( X " ) ,  T C ( X ) .
FC(Y) = 
min{T C ( X t ) ,  *= 1,2 F - l } .
JT = X ,  rc(if) = T C ( X ) ;  
Compute G ( X " )  and make 
the largest row sum of 
G(X*) current
Generate X h  *=1,2,...,F-l for the 
current largest row sum; 
Compute T C ( X t f , *=1,2,...,F-l.
Figure 4.1. Flow chart for Simple Depth-first Heuristic (SDH).
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Example 4.2: Demonstration o f the SDH algorithm
Assume a vector, a — (at, a% .... ap), is used for an alternative representation of a 
cell location assignment, which is equivalent to the cell location assignment matrix X. 
The index of any element of vector a indicates a location in a layout, while its value 
means the machine-cell assigned to that location. For instance, an element of vector a, a* 
= i, is interpreted as machine-cell i is assigned to location h.
As continued from Example 4.1, the problem in this example is to assign 4 
machine-cells to 4 different locations that are located equidistant along a line as shown in 
Figure 4.2.
Cell-location assignment
CellLocation
Forward Backtrack
Figure 4.2. Assigning 4 cells to 4 different locations.
Step 0. Suppose the initial cell location assignment, Xq, is given as
Location
1 2  3 4 
1 [1 0 0 0
2 0 1 0  0
3 0 0 1 0
4 0 0 0 1
X 0 =Cell
which is equivalent to a« = N X *  = (1, 2, 3, 4). The inter-cell distance matrix 
with the initial assignment <5(ATo) can be obtained from Equation (4.12).
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"0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3'
1 0 1 2 x § = 1 0 1 2
2 1 0 1 2 1 0 1
_3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0
6(X ' )  = X 'D X t =X ,
The conesponding inter-cell flow cost matrix, G(X%), can be computed from 
Equation (4.13), using W generated in Example 4.1.
g ( * , ) = w ® * = |h' A L  =
0 1 6  3
2 0 0 2
0 1 0  1
0 2 2 0
10
4
2
4
V "10‘
*2 4
'3 2
4
Here gn — 6 means that the total cost for flows from cell 1 to cell 3 is 6 units. 
The total amount of flow costs from cell i to all other cells can be found as
T(X9) =
which is actually the row sum of G(X®). To clarify, for example, t2 = 4 means 
the total cost for flows out of cell 2 is 4 units. The initial solution to the problem 
is given by X* = Xo with TC(X*) = TC(X0) = 20.
Step 1. Generate all possible assignments by placing cell 1 [corresponding to the largest 
row sum of G(X*)] in each of the other 3 locations, resulting in three new 
assignment matrices,
* i  =
'0 1 0 0* 0 0 1 0‘ '0 0 0 f
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0, x 2 = and X,  =
0 0 1 0 T it 0 1 0 0 J 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
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which are equivalent to a t = (2, 1, 3, 4), a2 = (2, 3, 1, 4) and a3 = (2, 3, 4, 1),
Step 2.
respectively;
8{Xl ) = X lDXl =
"0 1 1 2 0 1 3 2'
1 0 2 3 , G { X l) = 2 0 0 3
1 2 0 1 0 2 0 1
2 3 1 0 0 3 2 0
r(JTl ) = , TC(Jl1) = 19;
8(X2) = X 2D X2 =
r ( x 2) = , T C (X t) = 23;
8{X3) = X 3D X T3 =
T{X3) =
10
8
2
4
,T C (X 3) = 24.
"0 2 1 1“ 0 2 3 1'
2 0 1 3 , G ( X 2) = 4 0 0 3
1 1 0 2 0 1 0 2
1 3 2 0 0 3 4 0
0 3 2 1" "0 3 6 1'
3 0 1 2 , G { X 3) = 6 0 0 22 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
1 2 1 0 0 2 2 0
Since rC(*i) = min (rC(*i), rC(*2), rC(JT3)} < rc(jr*), let X* = Xu  and 
rC(JO = TC(Xi) = 19. Go to Step 1.
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Step 1.
Step 2.
Based on the above assignment X*, generate all possible assignments by placing 
cell 2 [corresponding to the largest row sum of G(X*)] in each of the other three 
locations, resulting in two new assignment matrices (for brevity, one repeated 
assignment is not included),
1 0  0  0 
0 0 1 0  
0 1 0  0 
0 0 0 1
6(X l) = X lD X f  =
"1 0 0 o'
0 0 0 1
and X,  =
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 2 1 3' '0 2 3 3
2 0 1 1 4 0 0 1,G ( X . ) =
1 1 0 2 0 1 0 2
3 1 2 0 0 1 4 0
T ( X t) = , TC(Xt) = 21.
6(X2) = X 2DXZ =
"0 3 1 2 0 3 3 2"
3 0 2 1 , g c x 2) = 6 0 0 1
1 2 0 1 0 2 0 1
2 1 1 0 0 1 2 0
T ( X 2) = , rC(JT1) = 21.
Since none of the above solutions is better than the current incumbent solution, 
choose the cell with the next largest row sum of G(X*), which is cell 1, but the 
generated three assignments are just repeats of the previous assignments. 
Choose the cell with the next largest row sum of G(X*), which is cell 4.
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Generate all three assignments by placing cell 4 in each of the three locations
while keeping other cells in the same order.
X t =
0 0 l o ' "0 0 1 0 0 1 0 o'
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
* — and X , =0 0 0 1 '  * 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
"0 1 1 2 0 1 3 2
1 0 2 1 2 0 0 1>= x ,D x ; = ,G C ¥.) =1 2 0 3 0 2 0 3
2 1 3 0 0 1 6 0
nxt)= ,TC(X t) = 21.
S(Xt ) = X 2D X l  =
"0 2 1 1' 0 2 3 r
2 0 3 1 , G ( X 2) = 4 0 0 1
1 3 0 2 0 3 0 2
1 1 2 0— 0 1 4 0
T(X2) = ,TC(X x) = 21
6(X3) = X 3DXZ =
"0 1 2 1 0 1 6 f
1 0 3 2
, G ( X 3) = 2 0 0 12 3 0 1 0 3 0 1
1 2 1 0 0 2 2 0
T(X}) = , TC(X3) = 20.
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Step 3.
Step 2.
Since none of the above solutions is better than the current incumbent solution, 
choose the cell with the next largest row sum of G(X*), which is cell 3. Generate 
all possible new assignments by placing cell 3 in each of other three locations, 
resulting in a new assignment (other two are repeated from the previous search).
* i  =
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
6{Xl) = X lD X Tl =
0 1 2 1 0 1 6 1
1 0 1 2 2 0 0 2
2 1 0 3 0 1 0 3
1 2 3 0 0 2 6 0
r a 1) = , TC(Xt) = 24.
The above solution is not better than the current incumbent solution. Since the 
last row sum of G(X*) is reached, no improvement can be made over the current 
incumbent solution iC .
The search for the previous largest row sum of G{X%) matrix is done. Hence, the 
cell corresponding to the next largest row sum of G(Xq) will be chosen to start a 
new depth of search.
Since the next largest row sum of G(Xo) matrix is 4 corresponding to cell 4, all 
three possible assignments are generated by placing cell 4 in each of other three 
locations while keeping other cells in the same order.
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* 1  =
"0 1 0 O' 1 0
ioo "1 0 0 o'
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
9 X 2 — and X , =0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 J 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 °_ 0 0 1 0
0 1 2 1‘ '0  1 6 l"
1 0 1 2 2 0 0 2
> = X tDX\ = , G(Xt) = 92 1 0 3 0 1 0 3
1 2 3 0 0 2 6 0
T ( X t ) = ,r C (X 1) =  24.
S(X2) = X 2D X t2 =
0 2 3 1' 0 2 9 l '
2 0 1 1
, G ( X 2) =
4 0 0 1
3 1 0 2 0 1 0 2
1 1 2 0 0 1 4 0
n x 2)=
12
5
3
5
, TC(Xt ) = 25.
6{X3) = X 3D X T3 =
"0 1 3 2 '0 1 9 2
1 0 2 1
,G (* ,)  = 2 0 0 13 2 0 1 0 2 0 1
2 1 1 0 0 1 2 0
n x 3)=
12
3
3
3
,TC(X3) = 21
Since none of the above solutions is better than the current incumbent solution, 
choose the cell with the next largest row sum of G(ATo), which is cell 3. By
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placing cell 3 in each of the other three locations, another two new assignments
Step 3.
(one of the three is the repeat of the previous one) are obtained.
* 1  =
0 1 0  0 
0 0 1 0  
1 0  0 0 
0  0 0 1
and X 2 =
1 0  0  0 
0 1 0  0 
0 0  0 1 
0 0  1 0
6(Xl ) = X lD X f  =
0 1 1 2 '0 1 3 2
1 0 2 1 , G ( X t ) = 2 0 0 1 *1 2 0 3 0 2 0 3
2 1 3 0 0 1 6 0
T{X l) = , TC(Xt ) = 21.
6 (X2) = X 2DXT2 =
"0 1 3 2 '0 1 9 2
1 0 2 1 , G ( X 2) = 2 0 0 1
3 2 0 1 0 2 0 1
2 1 1 0 0 1 2 0
n x 2)=
12
3
3
3
,TC(Xt) = 21.
Since none of the above solutions is better than the current incumbent solution, 
and we have searched all cells corresponding to the row sum of G(X$) matrix, 
no more improvement can be made at this time.
All cells corresponding to all row sums of G(X») matrix have been scanned. 
Thus, the cell assignment with lowest material handling cost is obtained, which 
is shown as
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x 9 =
0 1 0  0 
1 0  0 0 
0 0 1 0  
0 0 0  1
and TC(Xm) =  19.
Therefore, Algorithm 4.2 produced a solution, a* -  (2, 1, 3, 4), with total
material handling costs of 19 units. □
Computational complexity o f SDH
The computational complexity of the SDH algorithm for a problem of size F, the
number of machine-cells, is evaluated as follows:
Computing S(X*): F2
Computing G(X*) and row sum: 2F2
Sorting row sum of G(X*): F(F-1)
Number of row sums to be tested: (F-1)
Generating new XteU for test: (F-l)
Computing S(XustY F2
Computing G(XUit) and row sum: 2F2
Sorting row sum of G(XUlt): F(F-1)
Therefore, the computational complexity of the SDH can be obtained as
F 2 + 2F 2 + F (F  -1) + (F -  1)(F -  1)(F2 + 2F2 + F (F  - 1»
* , (4.16)= 4F -9 F  +10F — 2F « 0 (F  ).
In this chapter, a simple depth-first heuristic (SDH) search algorithm is developed 
to solve the machine-cell location problem with equally spaced linear layout. However, 
there are some problems in the SDH algorithm. One is that a candidate assignment may 
be repeated from one depth of search to another. Another problem is that all candidate
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assignments need to be generated and stored, all inter-cell flow costs need to be re­
calculated for each candidate assignment, though some of the inter-cell flow costs may 
not change from one assignment to another. In addition, the SDH algorithm can only be 
applied in an equally spaced layout A new search algorithm, called a directional 
decomposition heuristic and intended to overcome these problems, is developed in the 
next chapter.
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CHAPTERS 
DIRECTIONAL DECOMPOSITION HEURISTIC
The SDH search algorithm for problem IDE discussed in the previous chapter is 
developed based on the DIH algorithm that was developed by Sarker et al. (1991, 1994a- 
1994b) for solving a machine allocation problem in an equally spaced location. 
Algorithm SDH basically is a  depth-first insertion heuristic based on an approach devised 
for the backtracking problem.
The basic principle of the SDH algorithm is as follows: If a better assignment is 
found by searching the current row sum of G matrix (that is, T  vector) from the largest to 
the smallest, one search depth is achieved. Thus, the new assignment becomes the new 
incumbent assignment and is used for the next search iteration. There are (F-1)*F 
candidate assignments in each search iteration, and each of them involves recalculation of 
S  matrix and G matrix of size FxF. So the computational complexity in a search iteration 
is about 0(F*).
In each depth of search in SDH, F-l candidate assignments are generated after 
placing the target cell in each of the other F -l locations. There are two problems in SDH 
as mentioned before. One is that a candidate assignment may be repeated from one depth 
of search to another. The other is that all inter-cell flow costs are recalculated for each of 
F-l candidate assignments, including those that may not change horn one assignment to 
another.
The first problem can be avoided by conducting a directional search at each depth. 
In other words, search in one direction by placing the target cell in each of the other
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locations, downstream or upstream. For the second problem, instead of computing all 
inter-cell flow costs for each of F-l candidate assignments, only compute those inter-cell 
flow costs that change between the current assignment and the candidate assignment. 
This can be accomplished by grouping all F  locations into several smaller groups from 
downstream to upstream based on whether or not the location has a different cell assigned 
or not. hi order to achieve the solutions to the two problems, the inter-cell flow cost 
matrix G needs to be decomposed into two matrices, one for the forward flow costs and 
the other for the backward flow costs.
5.1 Decomposing Inter-cell Distance Matrix and Flow Cost Matrix
The decomposition of the inter-cell flow cost matrix is based on the 
decomposition of the inter-cell distance matrix, which is tightly coupled with the location 
distance matrix. Assume all F  equally spaced locations are sequentially labeled, from the 
leftmost location to the rightmost one by a series of consecutive numbers from 1 to F. 
The distance between any two locations can then be described as
<*«=!*-H =
k - h ,  i f  l < h < k < F ,
h - k ,  i f  l < k < h < F ,  (5.1)
0, i f  l<h  = k<F.
Each location distance can be decomposed into two directional distances that are defined 
below.
Definition 5.1 Assume D* is a backward distance matrix, with its element denoting 
the backward distance between location k and h; / /  is a forward distance 
matrix with dj^, denoting forward distance between location k and h, as 
its elements. The backward and forward distances are defined as
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d „ \ k - K  i f I < h < k < F ;
(5.2a)
0, otherwise.
h - k ,  i f  l < k < h < F ;  
0, otherwise.
(5.2b)
The relationship among any location distance and its two decomposed directional 
distances are presented in the following property:
Property 5.1 In any one-dimensional equally-spaced layout, any location distance and 
its two decomposed directional distances have the following relations:
d* = \k-h\ = h - k ,  d ba  = 0 , d i  = h - k ,  d l  +d{h = h - k ,  = 0.
So, Equation (5.3) exists for k<h.
If k  > h, the following expressions can be derived from Equations (5.1, 
5.2a, 5.2b):
= dbth= k - h , d fkh=0, d bkh+dfkh= k - h ,  d ^ ^ k - h .
So, Equation (5.3) exists for k>h.
If k -  h, all items in Equation (5.3) are zeros; obviously Equation (5.3) 
exists for this case. □
If a direction is given to the work-in-process flows between the machine-cells, 
there will be two types of flows between any two cells. One is the in-sequence (forward) 
flow if the inter-cell flow follows downstream, and the other is backtrack flow if the flow 
is upstream.
dui — du, + dffi and da — d^ (5.3)
Proof If k < h, it can be derived from Equations (5.1, 5.2a, 5.2b) that
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Definition 5.2 Assume by is the backward distance from cell i to cell j  and Jy is the 
forward distance from cell i to cell j.
The backward and forward inter-cell distance matrices, denoted as B and 
F, respectively, are defined as
B — \ f i i j  IfStf * & = [ftj^FxF * (5.4)
Based on the decomposition of the inter-location distance, the inter-cell distance, 
under a particular machine-cell assignment X,  can also be decomposed into two 
directional distances. Any inter-cell distance and its directional decompositions have the 
following relations:
Property 5.2 For any cell-location assignment X  in a IDE problem, the inter-cell 
distance between any two cells and its directionally decomposed distances 
have the following relationship:
Sij=bij +fu (5-5)
Proof. According to the definitions of Sy , by and f if, the following expressions
exist:
* bu = 'Z 'Z dLxUcXJh and f 9 = £
t= l  h = l k = l k=I i= I  fc=l
Based on Equation (S.3) in Theorem 5.1, the inter-cell distance between 
cell i and cell j  can be rewritten as
d ij  ~ ^ t ^ / d k k X ik X jk  ~  J )  +  d k k ) X ik X jk
k—l  k = l  i= l  k = 1 g
= £ £ < * *  V y *  = bu +fij
i = l  k -1  k =I k=l
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By decomposing the inter-cell distance matrix and inter-cell flow cost matrix, any 
inter-cell flow cost can be computed as a backward flow cost and/or forward flow cost. 
This is the foundation of the directional search algorithm as the search direction is 
decided by the direction of the current maximum outflow.
Definition 5.3 The backward and forward inter-cell flow cost matrices, denoted as G* 
and Cf, respectively, are defined as
G  = [SiflFxF ~ \S ijWij\FxF ' (5-6)
The inter-cell flow cost matrix G, a function of inter-cell distance matrix S, can be 
decomposed into two directional inter-cell distance matrices defined in Definition 5.3, in 
accordance with the decomposition of S.
Property 5.3 For any cell-location assignment X  in a IDE problem, the following 
relation exists:
gij=g?j+gv (5.7)
Proof. According to Definition 5.3 and Property 5.2,
a* + = b w + f-W- =(b- + f-)w. =5 w .o  ij 1 <5 ij **tj 9Wij * J  i] i] 1 J  tj / ij ij **ij -
According to the definition of matrix G, 
p .. =  S - W - .o  tj tj wwtj •
Therefore, it can be derived that
gij=gij+gfj □
Equations (5.6) and (5.7) show that the material handling cost of bi-directional job 
flows from machine-cell i to j  has two parts; one is generated from backtrack job flows 
between the two cells and the other is from forward job flows. Instead of seeking a better
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assignment by searching the row sum of G matrix (that is, T vector) from the largest to 
the smallest, the row sum of Gb and Gf matrices can be searched. If the current row sum 
value is from G*, a new machine-cell assignment may be obtained by considering all 
alternative machine-cell assignments generated by placing the corresponding machine­
cell in each of the other locations upstream, which is discussed in the next section as 
backward search. If the current row sum is taken from ( / ,  consider all alternative 
machine-cell assignments by placing the corresponding machine-cell in each of the other 
locations downstream, which is discussed later as forward search. The directional 
decomposition heuristic (DDH) search algorithm is discussed last.
5.2 Backward Search
Assume that the current row sum is from the Gb matrix corresponding to machine­
cell j  in location h under the current machine-cell assignment, a (a -  NTX), which 
indicates that the machine-cell /  has the current largest unidirectional inter-cell outflow in 
the upstream direction. A better assignment is pursued by placing the machine-cell j  in 
each of the locations from 1 to h-1, say location k, where 1 <k <h-1, as shown in Figures
5.1 and 5.2.
All machine-cells can be partitioned into 4 sets based on their locations under the 
current assignment. The designation or is a set that includes the machine-cells from 
location 1 up to location &-1. Cells from location k  to location h-1 form set /?, while 
machine-cell j  in location h forms another set. All cells from location h+l to F are 
grouped into set y. Figure 5.1 shows such a machine-cell layout under the current 
assignment. Figure 5.2 shows the layout after moving machine-cell j  from location h to 
location k, while cells from location k to h-l are shifted one position upstream.
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L Cell set [ Cell set jCell set o f]
Cell a(h)=j ]
f  Cell a(k)=i
f  Cell location k
Cell location h ]
f  Inter-cell flowForward
Transporter Path
Figure 5.1. Cell layout under the current assignment in a backward search.
[ Cell a'(k)=a(h)=j Cell a'(h)=a(h-l)jCeU a'(k+l)=a(k)=i J
Cell set yCeU set a Cell set p
[  CeU location
Forward
CeU location h
Backward
Transporter Path
Figure 5.2. Cell layout after cell j  moved backwards from location h  to location k .
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In Algorithm 4.2, inter-cell distant matrix S  and inter-cell flow cost matrix G are 
recalculated for each new assignment, but from Figures S.l and S.2 it can be seen that 
only cells in cell set 0  and cell j  have changed their locations over the two assignments. 
Among those changes, machine-cell j  has been relocated from location h to location k, 
while all other cells in set 0  have been shifted one location in the forward direction. 
Instead of recalculating TC for each new assignment candidate, only the difference of TC 
over the two location assignments needs to be computed, of which only the machine-cells 
in set 0  and machine-cell j  need to be considered in the calculation.
Matrix G is an inter-cell-flow cost matrix, which is a function of assignment 
vector a. G can be decomposed to two sub-matrices, Gb and Gf, where G* is a backward 
inter-cell-flow cost matrix while is a forward inter-cell-flow cost matrix. It is assumed 
that the initial cell location assignment is at and the new assignment candidate is <12. 
Obtaining the difference of the inter-cell flow costs between these two assignments is 
desirable.
As demonstrated in Figures S.l and 5.2, the locations of those machine-cells in 
sets or and yaie not changed from assignment ai to assignment at. So the inter-cell flow 
between any two cells from these two sets remains the same. Only cells in set 0  and cell j,  
which are the only factors involved in the change of total inter-cell flow costs over the 
two assignments, have changed their locations in the trial assignment. Therefore, based 
on this nature, the backward inter-cell distance matrix B and inter-cell flow matrix W can 
be partitioned into several smaller matrices, which can then be used to partition the inter- 
cell flow cost matrix G and its difference, AG, over the two cell assignments. Thus, the
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computation of the change of total inter-cell flow costs over two assignments, ATC, will 
be reduced appreciably by using the partitioned AG.
5.2.1 Partitioning backward inter-cell distance matrix B
Assume the inter-cell distance matrices and flow matrix ate reordered according 
to the initial assignment a\. Thus, the backward distance matrix B and flow matrix W  can 
be partitioned according to the cell sets a, /?,/ and yas defined in Figure 5.1.
B  =
X * B * j B a . r X . 0 0 0
B f i . a Bp.fi B f i j B f i , B f i . a B f i . f i B f i j 0
» J . a B j . f i Bjj B i r B j a B j . f i 0 0
B r a B y . f i B r . j B r . r . B r . f i B r . j
---1kk
00
(5.8)
W  =
Wa.a W«.fi Waj Wa.r
Wfi.a wfi.fi w p. Wfi.r
Wj.« Wf.fi W,J W ,r
X Wr.fi WrJ Wr.r
(5.9)
where Bjcy is a sub-matrix of B including all backward inter-cell distances from any cell in 
cell set x to any cell in cell set y, and Wx? is a sub-matrix of W  including all inter-cell 
flows from any cell in cell set x  to any cell in cell sety, for x, y  e  (a, 0, y, j) .
There is no backward flow from a cell to any cell in front of it. Thus, there is no 
backward flow from any cell in one cell set to any cell in another cell set that is in front 
of the first cell set. That results in several zero sub-matrices in Equation (5.8).
The difference of the backward inter-cell-flow cost matrix Gb between the two 
cell location assignments can be calculated as
AG* =G*(a2)-G *(a/ ) = H(a2)©Wr-U (a / )®Wr = A B @ W , 
where AB is
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AB =
A * -* 0 0 0 0 0 0 O'
0 0 **PJ 0
0 *Bj.a bBj.0 0 0
* * rJ, **rJ AB 0 AB ■r,j 0
(5.10)
In Equation (5.10), sub-matrix ABpp is zero, which indicates that there is no inter­
cell flow change for any two cells in cell set fi between the two assignments. This is 
because the relative positions of all cells in f$ are not changed from the current 
assignment to the new one. All cells in cell sets yand or remain in the same locations for 
the two assignments. That makes another sub-matrix in Equation (5.10), ABr0b equal 
zero.
Each element in AB is itself a matrix, which can be further expressed as
Aba (k )a (l) Aba (* )a (2) Aba ( i ) a ( i —I)
A^ afi+Dad) Aba(t+l)a(2)
^ a ( . h - l )a ( l)  ^ ,a (A -l)a (2 )
Aba ( * + l ) a ( i - l )
Aba(A—I ) a ( t - I )
1 1 
1 1
1 1
(5.11a)
where [ l ] ^ . * i s  a matrix of size (h-k)x(Jk-\) with 1 as all of its elements. Henceforth,
in general, we define [jc]^ as a matrix of size m xn  with x  as its element that can be 
either a constant or a linear function of index variables.
'aCA)a(l) AZ>a(A )a(2) Aba(h)a(k-■I>]
= [(*-/*) i k~h)  -  (k-h)]
= [ - ( * - *)Lc*-p f or * = «(*). JG a
(5.11b)
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aitP*k)
AbalkJaW
tsb
Aba (A -l)a (A )
1
2
h - k
= [i -  k + l](A_i)xl /or i e f i , j  = a(h) (5.1 lc)
~  i ^ a W a l k )  ^ a ( A ) a ( * + 1)
= [-(A -fc) -  (/i -  A: -1) 
for i = a(Ji) and j  e  P
^alh)a(h-1) 1
^aih+Daik) a^(A+t)a(*-H) 
^a(A+2)a(i) a^(A+2)a(t+I)
^ a ( F ) a C k )  ^ Ja (F )a (,k + l)
Aba(A+l)a(A—l)
AZ>a(ft+ 2)a(A -l)
AAa(F )aC A -l)
- 1  - 1  
- 1  - 1
- 1  - 1
-1
-1
-1
ait
AAa(A +O a(A )
AAa(A+21a(A)
AA.a(F)a(A)
A~A
A-A
A-A
= [A -  A](F_A)x1 /o r  i e y , j  = a(h)
(5.1 Id)
(5.1le)
(5.Ilf)
The partitioned sub-matrices of the differential matrix of the backward inter-cell 
distance over two assignments, as shown in Equations (5.11a-f), are much simpler than 
their originals. In fact, most of the sub-matrices are constant matrices for a fixed size 
problem. Example 5.1 demonstrates how to compute these partitioned matrices.
Example 5.1: Partitioning the differential matrix o f the backward inter-cell distance
Assume there is a  Eve machine-cell location problem in equally-spaced linear 
layout with the following distance matrix. The current assignment is assumed to be ai = 
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5), as shown in Figure 5.3.
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If ceil 4 in location 4 has the current largest backward outflow in the current 
assignment, a better assignment might be found by moving the cell backward. Assume 
the cell is moved from location 4 to location 2, a new assignment candidate, az = (1, 4, 2, 
3, 5), is generated, as shown in Figure 5.4.
Cell set pCell set a CeU sety
W m ?
- - m i
4
Cell set y
Forward Backward
Transporter Path
Figure 5.3. Cell layout under the current assignment in Example 5.1.
Cell set a Cell set j CeU set P Cell set y
Forward Backward
Transporter Path
Figure 5.4. Cell layout after cell 4 moved to location 2 in Example 5.1.
From Figures 5.3 and 5.4, it can be observed that the cell sets a, f i ,j  and yare as 
«  = (1),J = (2 3 ) . /  = (4),r=(s).
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Therefore, the partitioned sub-matrices of the difference of the backward inter-cell 
distance matrix between the assignments a\ and at, AB, can be obtained following 
Equations (S.lla-f) as shown below.
The difference of the backward inter-cell distance matrix from assignment at to 
assignment at can be constructed from its partitioned sub-matrices using Equation (5.10):
0 0 "0 0 0 0 O'0 O'
A®*.
1 0 0 1 00 0
1 0 0 2 0
M jia 0 0
- 2 - 2 - 1 0 00 M r * * * r ,J 0 0 - 1 -1 2 0
The differences of both backward and forward inter-cell flow cost matrices over 
two assignments can also be partitioned following the partitioning of the backward inter­
cell distance matrix, which is shown below.
5.2.2 Partitioning directional inter-cell flow cost matrices G* and C f
As both backward and forward inter-cell flow cost matrices, G* and Gf, are 
computed from the backward inter-cell distance matrix B, as shown in Equations (5.4) 
and (5.5), matrices G* and Cf can be partitioned following the partition of matrix B. 
Based on the partitioned AB discussed above, matrix AC? can be partitioned as
M u = [- 2 - I ] , J B r S ={-l  - l ] ,  JB rJ =[2],
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AG* = AB®W =
0
*** * * * * *
0 
0
bBj'P ®W,jifi
0
r®
0
» **rJ®WrJ
ABpj ^ p j  0 
0 
0
0 0 0 0
0 ABpj ®WfiJ 0
- ( h - k w ^ 0 0
0 (h—k)Wrj 0
(5.12)
The forward Inter-cell flow cost matrix Gf and its difference can be partitioned in 
a similar way by using AF, which is the transformation of AB, as it is proved by Sarker et 
al. (1991) that F  = B . Therefore, matrix ACf  can be partitioned as 
(« )= [/*  W  = F(a )® W  = B \d ) © W
AG' =AF ®W  = =
0 (&Bpa)' (A**,)' 0
0 0 (bBj.fi)' i*Brj Y
0 (ABp j Y 0 (ABrJ)'
0 0 0 0
@w
0 — (.h — k)WaJ 0
0 0 (aB „ y e w fiJ - W a rPtY
0 (AB ' j Y V W u 0 (h - k ) W lr
0 0 0 0
(5.13)
Property 5.4 For any two consecutive cell-location assignments, Xi and X2, in a IDE 
problem, the difference o f the forward inter-cell distance matrix F  over 
the two assignments is the transformation o f that o f the backtrack inter­
cell distance matrix B. That is AF = AB '.
Proof. According to Equation (5.4), the location distance matrix D can be
decomposed into a forward distance matrix l /  and a backward distance 
matrix as
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D ' = [< W  = [< W , O* =WiW “ d (O* )'=[</£,]FxF
Therefore, it can be derived that Df  = (D*)'.
It can be concluded from Equation (4.12) and Theorem 5.2 that 
F  = XDf  X ' and B = XDhX ' . Thus, the following expression can be 
derived.
F  = XDf X '  = X(Dk / X '  = / =(XDbX')' = U'
Finally, equation AF  = is proved to be true as shown below.
AF = F ( X 2) - F ( X l)=BX X2) - B ' ( X l) = m X z) - B ( X l))' = AB' □ 
An example continued from Example 5.1 is provided below to demonstrate how 
to partition the backward inter-cell flow cost matrix. The partition of the forward inter­
cell flow cost matrix is also demonstrated by using Property 5.4.
Example 5.2: Partitioning the backtracking and forward inter-cell flow  cost matrices
Assume the inter-cell flow matrix W for the problem defined in Example 5.1, 
which can be computed applying Algorithm 4.1, is as follows. The W  matrix can be 
partitioned into several sub-matrices according to the subsets of the machine-cells 
defined in the problem, which are displayed following the W matrix.
W =
0 2 5 1 3
5 0 4 6 1
2 1 0  4 1
3 2 5 0 2
4 2 3 5 0
» ~ • wi .  =[3). W* =
Wig = [2 5], Wr f  =[2 3], Wrj  = [s].
The partitioned sub-matrices of the difference of the inter-cell distance matrix 
between the two assignments defined in Example 5.1 is re-displayed below.
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J B „  = , dBj_  = [-2 ], =
M u =l- 2 - l ] ,  ABrJ)=[- l  - l ] , A B r J =[l\.
Therefore, the difference of the backward inter-cell flow cost matrix between the 
two assignments can be computed using Equation (S. 12) as
dG* =£sB®W =
0 0 0 0
0 0
(h -k W ^ 0 0
0 (h-k)W yJ 0
0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 6 0
2 0 0 8 0
-6 - 4 -5 0 0
0 -2 -3 10 0
The difference of the forward inter-cell flow cost matrix can be computed following 
Equation (5.13).
AGf  =AF ®W =(AB)'@W
□
0 Wa,fi - i h - k ) W aJ 0
0 0 C A B v Y O W n
0 0 (h-k)WJr
0 0 0 0
"0 2 5 - 2 0"
0 0 0 -12 -1
0 0 0 - 4 -1 •
0 2 10 0 4
0 0 0 0 0
By combining 3G* and d f / ,  the difference of the overall inter-cell flow cost 
matrix dG, as well as the total inter-cell flow cost TC, can be derived, which is discussed 
in the next sections.
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5.13 Overall inter-cell flow cost matrix and total inter-cell flow costs
The difference of inter-cell flow cost matrix JG  over the two assignments can be 
obtained as
+dG/
(5.14)
Therefore, the difference of the total inter-cell cost between the current incumbent 
assignment and the candidate assignment is
&TC = A B » W  +AB'»W  =AG»U = , (5.15a)
y=l «=l
where U is a unity matrix of the same size as AG. Equation (5.15a) can be expanded from 
its matrix format as follows
k - 1 A—l t - l
ArC = X X ( W *a>a(j) +  W a U )a (»  ) - ( * - * ) £ (H^AWT) + W a u u m  )
7=1 i=fc 7=1
A-l A-I F
+  ^ ( 2 j - h - k  +  D ( W a ( k )a U )  +  W a U ) a W  )  “ X  S +  W a lJ )a U ) > (5 * 1 5 b >
j= k  j= k  »'=A+l
F
(^adJafA) W«(A)a(0 )•
«=A+l
An example is provided below to demonstrate the computation of the overall 
inter-cell flow cost matrix and the total inter-cell flow costs. The example is extended 
from Example 5.2, in which the directional inter-cell flow cost matrices have already 
been computed.
0 yfa.fi -Q i-kW aj 0
Wfi'B 0 (ABfij +A*^)©w^. -W „
-Qi-k)W Jja (A fl^+ A IT ^)© ^ 0 (h-k)Wjr
0 -W Ytfi (h—k)Wrj  0
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Example 5.3: Computing the inter-cell flow  cost matrix and total inter-cell flow  costs
Based on the result of Example 5.2, the overall differential inter-cell flow cost 
matrix can be obtained as follows, following Equation (5.14).
0 2 5 -2  0
5 0 0 -6  -1
2 0 0 4 -1
- 6  -2  5 0 4
0 -2  -3  10 0
The total inter-cell flow costs can be computed using Equation (5.15a), which is 
shown as
AFC =AG»(J =
'  0 2 5 - 2 O ' 1 1 1 1'
5 0 0 - 6 -1 1 1 1 1
2 0 0 4 -1 • 1 1 1 1
- 6 - 2 5 0 4 1 1 1 1
0 - 2 - 3 10 0 1 1 1 1
=  12 □
The computation of ATC for each candidate assignment, as shown in Equation 
(5.15b), is simpler compared with the computation of TC involved in Algorithm 4.2. 
Also, the new algorithm under discussion, which will be called directional decomposition 
heuristic (DDH), only generates half as many candidate assignments on average in each 
depth of search as that in Algorithm 4.2. The forward search, which is used if the current 
row sum is from Cf, is discussed in the next section.
5.3 Forward Search
Similar to the concept of backward search discussed in the previous section, if the 
current row sum is from Cf (instead of Gb in backward search), a better assignment may 
be found by placing the machine-cell j  in each of the locations downstream. For instance,
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if the current ceil j  is at location h, all candidate assignments may be obtained by placing 
cell j  in each of the locations from /i+1 to F, say location k, where h+l <k <F.
Moving the cell with current maximum forward outflow in the forward direction 
will reduce its forward outflow, which may potentially reduce the overall total inter-cell 
flows. Figure 5.5 shows the current machine-cell layout, and Figure 5.6 shows the layout 
after moving the machine-cell j  from location h to k. Machine-cells from location h+l to 
location k shift one position upstream, while their sequence remains unchanged.
t Cell sety ] [ Cell set 0  ] f  CeU set yCell set a  J
CeU a(k)=i J
[ Cell a(h)=j
i
I
[Cell location
CeU location k ^
Forward [ Inter-cellflow] Backward
Transporter Path
Figure 5.5. Cell layout under the current assignment in a forward search.
Similar to the partition of backward inter-cell distance matrix B, the forward 
inter-cell distance matrix F  can be partitioned as
F  =
F a . J F a , r
0 F j j F ; . e F j . r
0
0 0 0 ^ r . r  _
(5.16)
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f  Cell a'(k-l)=a(k)=7
Cell set a Cell set 0
I
[  Cell location h
a'(k)=a(h)=jj
Cell set Y
Forward
Cell location k ^
Backward
Transporter Path
Figure 5.6. Cell layout after cell y moved forwards from location h to location k. 
and the difference of the partitioned F  matrix over the two cell assignments is
AF =
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0 0 0
(5.17)
The sub-matrices in Equation (5.17) can be detailed as
AFaJ = [k -  /t](A_I)xl for i e a, y =  a{h) (5.18a)
= [ -  l](A_1)x(t_fc) for ie  a, y e  fi (5.18b)
= [/i -  for i = a(h), y e  fi (5.18c)
&FffJ = [* +1 -  i](i_fc)xl for i e  fi, j  = a(h) (5.18d)
&Fj,r = [ - ( * “  *)]ix(F-t) f or i = «(*). J e  7 (5.18e)
= M o m f ° r 7 (5.18f)
Both the difference of the forward inter-cell flow cost matrix Cf and that of the backward 
inter-cell flow cost matrix G* can be expressed as
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AG r  =AF @ W  =
0 (k-h)W aj  
0  0  
0  A
0 0
0
0
0
- i.k -h )W
0
j,r (5.19)
AG* =AF'@ W  =
0 0 0 0
(k —h)WJa 0 0
~ w ,,a 0 0
0 -0 k-h)W rJ Wr,p 0
(5.20)
Therefore, the overall difference of the inter-cell flow matrix G  over the two assignments 
can be expressed as
AG=AG*+AG/ . (5.21)
The difference of the total inter-cell flow costs between the two assignments can then be 
obtained by summing all elements in Equation (5.21) as
F  F
&TC = A F »W + £F '»W  =&G»U = ' £ ^ g iJ . (5.22)
7=1 «=t
The forward search is demonstrated in the following example, which is based on 
the same Eve machine-cell location problem defined in Example 5.1.
Example 5.4: Demonstrating the forward search
Assume the current assignment is at = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5), as shown in Figure (5.7), and 
cell 2 at location 2 has the current largest forward outflow. In other words, the current 
largest row sum of AG* and AGf is at row 2  of AGf.
Since cell 2 in location 2 has the current largest forward outflow in the current 
assignment, a better assignment might be found by moving the cell forward. Assume the 
cell is moved from location 2 to location 4, a new assignment candidate, az -  (1, 3, 4, 2. 
5), is generated, as shown in Figure 5.8.
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Cell set a
1
■■■•■
1
Cell set j
2
m ■
■
- ■
•y
Forward
Cell set y
Backward
Transporter Path
Figure 5.7. Cell layout under the current assignment in Example 5.4.
Cell set pCell set a
Forward
Cell set/
2
. m
m
■
4
Cell set y
5
■••
■
5
Backward
Transporter Path
Figure 5.8. Cell layout after cell 2 moved to location 4 in Example 5.4.
It can be observed from Figures (5.7) and (5.8) that cell sets a, fi,j and yare as 
a = { l ) , j  = (2 ) ,f i  = (3 4 ) , ,= (S ) .
Therefore, the partitioned sub-matrices of the difference of the forward inter-cell 
distance matrix between the assignments a\ and az, AF, can be obtained following 
Equations (5.18a-f) as shown below.
JF «= l2], J F „ „ = l- l  -1 ] ,J F U =[-1 -2 ] ,
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AFU  = , J F „  = [ - 2 ], = ^ | .
The difference of the forward inter-cell distance matrix from assignment ai to 
assignment az can be constructed from its partitioned sub-matrices using Equation (S. 17)
as
AF =
0 * F « .0 0
0 0 ^ J .0 £ * i.r
0 * * 0 J 0 * * 0 .r
0 0 0 0
0 2 - 1 -1 0
0 0 - 1 - 2 - 2
0 2 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
Assume the same inter-cell flow matrix W, redisplayed here along with its 
partitioned sub-matrices, as the one in Example 5.2 is used in this example:
W =
0 2 5 1 3
5 0 4 6 1
2 1 0  4 1
3 2 5 0 2
4 2 3 5 0
fij
Ww =[2 5], Wr,„ = [2  2], Wrj  = [s].
Therefore, the difference of the forward inter-cell flow cost matrix between the two 
assignments can be computed using Equation (5.19) as
AC7  =AF©W =
0 (k-h)WaJ 
0  0  
0  bFpj ®Wpj
-w .0 ,0 0
& 1 0  ® W ,P - ( t - h W j r
0 0
0
0
w,0 ,r
0
0 4 - 5 -1 0
0 0 - 4 -1 2 - 2
0 2 0 0 1
0 2 0 0 2
0 0 0 0 0
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The difference of the backward inter-cell flow cost matrix can be computed following
Equation (5.20).
AG* =AF '® W  =
0
0 k -h )W ^  
-W
0
0
A
- ik -h )W rJ
0
0
w r,P
0
0
0
0
0 0 0 0 0 
10 0 8 6 0 
- 2 - 1 0 0 0  
- 3 - 4 0 0 0  
0  - 4 3 5 0
The overall differential inter-cell flow cost matrix can be obtained using Equation
(5.21).
AG=AS*+AG/ =
0 4 - 5 - 1 0
10 0 4 - 6  - 2
- 2 1 0 0 1  
- 3 - 2  0 0 2 
0 - 4  3 5 0
The total inter-cell flow costs can be computed, using Equation (5.22), as
ATC =AG»U =
'  0 4 - 5 - 1 0  ' "l 1 1 1 f
1 0 0 4 - 6 - 2 1 1 1 1 1
- 2 1 0 0 1 • 1 1 1 1 1
- 3 - 2 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 1
0 -4 3 5 0 ! 1 1 1 1
= 5 □
The difference of total inter-cell flow costs ATC in both backward search and 
forward search, as shown in Equations (5.15) and (5.22), only computes the inter-cell 
flows that change from the current cell assignment to the new assignment candidate. By 
computing the ATC instead of TC, the amount of computation time involved in searching
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the new ceil assignment is reduced significantly compared to that in Algorithm 4.2. This 
new heuristic is identified as the directional decomposition heuristic (DDH) next.
5.4 Directional Decomposition Heuristic (DDH) for IDE
Based on the discussion above, Algorithm 4.2 can be modified and improved in 
terms of computational complexity, as summarized in Algorithm 5.1.
Algorithm 5.1: Directional decomposition heuristic for IDE problem 
Step 0. Construct location distance matrix D according to the physical floor layout. 
Compute <5tXit), G*(X%), G^(Xi) and TC(X%) with initial location assignment Xq. 
Set incumbent solution X* = Xq and TC(X*) = TC(Xq). Set final solution X ^  = 
X* and TCiXapt) -  TC(X*). Set multi-pass numberp  = 1.
Step 1. Sort row sums of both G^(X*) matrix and G (^X*) matrix in ascending order. Find 
the machine-cell j  and its location h with the largest row sum.
Step 2. If the current largest row sum is contributed by G*(X*), follow Equation (5.13) 
to compute ATCmm -  mm{ATC(k), for k — 1,2, ..., h - l}. If the largest row sum 
is from (/(X*), follow Equation (5.20) to compute ATCaun = rmn{ATC{k), for k 
— h+1, h+2 , ..., F}.
Step 3. If ATCmin < 0, then a better machine-cell location assignment is found; update 
X* and rC(JT*), compute G*(X*) and and go to Step 1. Otherwise, make
the next largest row sum as the current largest row sum, and go to Step 2. If all 
row sums under the current assignment X* have been tried, go to Step 4.
Step 4. Make the next largest row sum of G*(X®) and Gf(X%) as the current largest row 
sum; go to Step 2. If all row sums under the initial assignment X% have been 
tried, go to Step 5.
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Input IDE p a ram ete rs '^
Construct D ,  set X  = Y»; Compute 
<£**), ( f i x ’ ) ,  rC(jT); Set
x a f t = x ‘ , T C { x o r t)  = rc(Jt*).
Sort row sums of G ? ( 2 T ) ,  G f ( 2 T ) ;  
Make the largest one as the current.
Source of row sum?
Follow Equation (S. 13) to 
compute A T C m  =  min{.d7'C(Jfc), 
f o r k =  1 , 2 , . . . .  h - l } .
Follow Equation (S.20) to 
compute A T C a a n  = min{.drC(k), 
f o r k  =  h + l , h + 2 ,  .... F ) .
Make the next largest row 
sum of and 
as the current one.
Make the next largest row 
sum of and 
as the current one.
ATC^ < 0  ?
rows
Yes 
tied all rows
Update X ’ , G ( X ' ) ;  
Compute G*(Ar*>, G ^ ( X * ) .
Rotate X "  to form new X % ,  
Setp = p + l ,  X "  = Y»; 
Compute S ^ X " ) ,  G*(Y*),
</(**), Tax’);
Output the solution found.
C  St°p 3
Figure 5.9. Flow chart for Directional Decomposition Heuristic (DDH).
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Step 5. If TC(X*) < TC(Xm ) and p < F, set = X* and TC(Xc^) = TC(X*), rotate 
location assignment X* one location forward (or backward as long as the same 
direction is maintained for the whole procedure) to form a new initial 
assignment X$, increase p  by one, compute S(X§), G*(X#), (/(X§) and TC(X%), 
set new incumbent solution X* = X% and TC(X*) = TC(X%), and go to Step 1. 
Otherwise stop.
Empirical tests on many randomly generated examples indicate that Algorithm
5.1 is approximately 80 percent faster than Algorithm 4.2. Algorithm 5.1 can be further 
improved and extended to a general case of one-dimensional machine-cell location 
problem, in which the distance between any two cell locations may not be equally spaced. 
The flow chart for DDH algorithm is presented in Figure 5.9.
Example 5.1: Demonstration o f the DDH algorithm
The same machine cell location problem defined in Example 4.1 is used in this 
example, except for some changes in inter-cell flows. In this example, there are four 
machine-cells that need to be assigned to four equally-spaced locations, and the inter-cell 
flows among the four cells are calculated and expressed in Figure 5.10. In Figure 5.10, 
the number inside the circle represents the machine-cell number, while the number above 
or beneath the line indicates the amount of inter-cell flows between the two connected 
cells with the arrow as its flow direction.
The inter-cell flow matrix W is the matrix representation of the inter-cell flows in 
Figure 5.10, which is shown below, together with the location distance matrix D.
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" 0 1 3 4 " 0 1 2 3
2 0 0 1
, D = 1 0
1 2
0 2 0 5 2 1 0 1
0 3 2 0 _3 2 1 0
4
3
Figure 5.10. Inter-cell flows among the four machine-cells.
Step 0. Suppose the randomly generated initial assignment, Xu, is given as
Location
1 2  3 4
1 ‘ 1 0  0  0
2 0  0  0  1
3 0  1 0  0
4 0  0  1 0
which is equivalent to a% = NTXt = (1, 3, 4, 2). The backward inter-cell distance 
matrix with the initial assignment, can be obtained based on its
definition.
B(X0) = X 0D>X,
f
1 0 0 O' ' 0 0 0 o' 1 0 0 o' 0 0 0 o'
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 2 1
0 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 0
Both the backward and forward inter-cell flow cost matrices, Gb(X*) and Gf{X%), 
can be computed from Equation (5.7).
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Step 1.
Step 2.
Step 3.
0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
0  0 2 0
0
7
0
2
G f (Xg)=W =W ® B'=  [w,^, 1 =
0 3 3 8  
0 0 0 0 
0 4 0 5 
0 3 0 0
14
0
9
3
Therefore, the current incumbent solution to the problem is given by X* = X§ 
with TC(X*) -  TC(X%) = 35.
From Step 1, it is observed that the current maximum row sum of matrices 
G*(X9) and &(X9) is eight, that is, total forward flow out of cell 1. So the 
machine-cell 1 in location 1 may be moved forward to obtain a better machine­
cell location assignment.
All three possible new assignments, corresponding to fc = /i + 1 = 2, k = 3 and k 
= 4, are tested following Equation (5.20), with the following results.
ATC(2) = 2, ATC(3) = -1 , ATC(4)=0 and A T C ^ =ATC(3) = -l.
Since ATCmin = ATC(3) = -1 <0, a better machine-cell location assignment is 
found with k — 3, which means a new assignment is generated by moving the 
cell 1 from location 1 (A) to location 3 (k) while the order of the other three cells 
are maintained. Figure 5.11 shows the machine-cell layout before cell 1 is 
moved to the other location, while Figure 5.12 gives the layout after cell 1 is 
relocated to location 3.
The updated X* and TC(X*), together with new G (^X*) and (/(X*) are as 
follows.
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Cell7 = 1
Locationh= 1
k = 3 ?
I #
k  =  4?
Figure 5.11. Cell 1 may be moved forward for a better assignment.
C ell --------- v
y = L
3 4
t T 1-
2
■
■
•
■
•
■
••
ATC{2) = 0 ATC(3) = -l ■■
■
■
ATC{4) = 0
l
h =  1
Figure 5.12. A better assignment obtained by moving cell 1 to location 3.
X ' =
0 0 1 0  
0 0 0 1 
1 0  0 0 
0 1 0  0
and TC( X* ) = 34
'o 0 6 4 1 0 " 0 1 0 O' 1
2 0 0 2
4  and Gf (X ')  = 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 5 11
0 0 2 0 2 0 6 0 0 6
G*(X' ) =
Step 1. Since row 3 of (/(X*) has the maximum row sum among all rows in G*C¥*) and 
G i^X*), the cell 3 is supposed to be moved forward for a better assignment.
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Step 2.
Step 3.
Step 2.
Step 3.
Step 2.
Step 4.
A better assignment may be found by moving cell 3 (j) from location 1 (h) 
forward to each of other locations. The following expression results from 
Equation (5.13).
A r a l )  = 3, ATC(2) = 1, ATC(3) = 10 and AT C ^  = ATC(l) = 3 
Since AT C ^  = 3 > 0, no better machine-cell location assignment is found in 
this search. The cell with next maximum row sum in G*(Jf*) and (/(¥*), cell 1 
in location 3 corresponding to row 1 of G*(Y*), are supposed to be tried. 
However, since cell 1 was just moved forward from location 1; the cell with the 
next maximum row sum should be tried, which is cell 4 corresponding to row 4 
of (/(AT*).
With 7  = 4 and h = 2, a new assignment may be obtained by trying k = 3 and 4 in 
Equation (5.20).
ATC(3) = 3, ATC(4) = 9 and A T C ^ = ATC(3) = 3 
Since ArCniill=3>0, no new assignment is obtained. Therefore, the cell 
corresponding to the next largest row sum will be tried.
All cells corresponding to the rest of the row sum of Gb(X*) and Gf(X*) have 
been tried in ascending order, and none of them results in a better assignment. 
Therefore, the current branch of search ends, and a new branch will begin by 
trying the cell corresponding to the next maximum row sum of Gb(Xo) and 
tfiXo).
Cell 3 (j) in location 2 (h) has the next highest row sum that corresponds to row 
3 of </(*#).
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Step 2. All possible new assignments have been tried by moving cell 3 in location 2 
forward to each of the other locations based on the initial assignment X$. 
However, none of them provides a result better than the current incumbent
solution X!*. The same procedure is repeated for the cells corresponding to the 
rest of the rows in G?(X%) and but no improved assignment is found.
Step 4. Since all row sums under the initial assignment Xo have been tried, go to Step 5.
Step 5. No improved solution is found in the ensuing pass of search. Therefore, the
DDH algorithm is concluded with the current incumbent solution as its final 
solution as shown below.
** =
0 0  1 0  
0  0  0 1 
1 0  0 0 
0 1 0  0
, a = N X m =(3, 4,1,2) and TC(X*) = 34
Computational complexity o f DDH
The computational complexity of the DDH is evaluated as follows:
Computing 2F2
Computing G*(AT*), Gf(X*) and row sum: 2 F2
Computing row sum of G*(AT*), 2  F2
Sorting row sum of G^(X*), G (^X*): 2 F 2
Number of row sums to be tested: (2F-1)
Testing each new assignment XUst\ (F/2-1)
Computing ATC for each XUst: F*/2
Therefore, the computational complexity of the DDH can be obtained as
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The computation involved in Algorithm 5.1 is less than that in Algorithm 4.2. 
This advantage of the DDH algorithm may not be realized in solving a machine-cell 
location problem of small size, but it will be realized in solving a problem of large size. 
The DDH algorithm can be extended to deal with a machine-cell location problem in a 
non-equally spaced one-dimensional layout that is discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6 
ONE-D, NON-EQUIDISTANT MACHINE-CELL LOCATION
In the previous chapter, the problem of equally spaced linear layout, a special case 
of the machine-cell location problem, was discussed. However, a cell location problem 
with non-equidistant one-dimensional layout, a general case of the problem, will be more 
realistic in a real life manufacturing environment. It was indicated earlier that the 
advantage of the directional decomposition heuristic (DDH) search algorithm is not only 
in its simplified computation and improved solution, but also in its capability to solve a 
more generalized case of the machine-cell location problem. Such an extension of the 
DDH algorithm for the non-equidistant one-dimensional MCL problem (1DNE) is 
discussed in this chapter.
6.1 Definition of the 1DNE Problem
If cell locations in a floor layout are not equally spaced, the distance between any 
two adjacent locations will not be the same for all pairs of adjacent locations. Thus, the 
distance between any two locations will not be as simple as the one defined in Equation 
(5.1). Assume that a one-dimensional coordinate system is used to position the locations 
of all cells, say jc, for location i (1 <i <"F). The distance between any two locations can be 
expressed as
i f x k >xh\
xh ~ x k, i f  xh >xx; (6 .1)
0 , otherwise.
d* =\xk - x h\ =
Similar to Definition 5.1, the location distance defined in Equation (6.1) can be 
decomposed into two directional distances, which are defined as
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“  { 0  otherwise
, f  _ \ xk - xt f  xk >K  
w (  0  otherwise
Accordingly, the distance matrix D, with defined in Equation (6.1) as its element, can 
be decomposed into two directional distance matrix, backward distance matrix D* with 
the above as its element and forward distance matrix Z / with as its element.
Property 6.1 For any one-dimensional layout defined in a one-dimensional coordinate
system, the distance matrix D and its backward and forward 
decompositions have the following relations:
D = D*+Df  (6.3)
{Df  )' = D* (6.4)
Proof. From Equations (6.1,6.2a-b), the following expression is derived:
For case xk >xh,
dih=\xk ~xh\ = xk - x h, d l  =xk - x h , d fkh=0 , dfk =xk ~.
So, dy, = dbih+d{h and d^  = dj^ exist for case xk > xh 
For case xk <xh,
d* =\xk ~xh\ = xh - x k , d l  = 0 , d ^  =xh - x k, dj* = 0 .
So, =dkh + d{h and d^ —d ^  exist for case xk < xh 
For case xk —xh,
d/j, = |-X/t — ■**!= ®» dy, = 0 , = 0 , dffc = 0 .
So, d^ = dbkh+d{h and d^ =d(k exist for case xk =xk.
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Therefore, dUt—d bUl-^  djj, is true for all k  and h, which is equivalent to D —
D* + 1/. Equation = dj^ is also true for all three cases of locations,
which is equivalent to Db = (Dr )' □
Accordingly, the inter-cell distance matrix Jean  be decomposed into a backward 
inter-cell distance matrix B  corresponding to the backward location distance matrix D4 
and a forward inter-cell distance matrix F  relating to the forward location distance matrix 
i / .
Property 6.2 For any machine-cell location assignment X  in a IDNE problem, the 
following relation always exists:
6  = B + F and B = F '
Proof. According to Definition 5.2 and Property 5.2,
- '£ & * * * * *  • * = -  *»•*■'. (6.5a)
k =1 A=L
h  *  = = * » * * '.  (6.5b)
i=l h=I
. F = [ / ,  W  = XDr X ’ . (6.5c)
k =I k=l
From Equations (6.5a-c) and (6.3), it can be derived that
B + F  = XDbX '+ XD f X' = X(DbX '+ D f X )
= X(Db + D f  )X ' = XDX'=S.
It is proved in Property 6.1 that ( D f  f  = Db. Thus, the following 
expression can be obtained:
F '  = ( X D ' x y  = X(XDf )' = X(Df  )'X ' = XDbX '  = B □
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The object function of the model IDE, the total inter-cell flow costs as defined in 
Equation (4.1), can still be used to describe the 1DNE problem, only with the different 
inter-location distance dut- Equation (4.1), together with its constraints, can be rewritten 
in a matrix format as follows:
(1DNE) min TC = W »S=W • B + W  »F  (6 .6 )
Subject to E'X  = E ' , XE = E  (6.7)
In Equation (6 .8 ), E  is a vector of size Fx1 with 1 as its elements.
Following the decomposition of S, the inter-cell flow cost matrix G can also be 
decomposed into two directional flow cost matrices, as discussed in the case of IDE. 
With U as a square matrix of size FxF with 1 as its all elements, Equation (6 .6 ) can also 
be written as follows:
TC =G»U  =G* • U +Gf  *U (6 .8 )
The object function in Equation (6 .8 ) is equivalent to the one in Equation (6 .6 ). This 
equivalence can be proved using the following theorem.
Theorem 6.1 For any two matrices, X  and Y, with the same size FxF, and a unity matrix 
U with the same size, the following relation always exists:
(X ® Y )» U  = X * Y
Proof. Let Z = AT ® F . According to the definitions of Hadamard product and
dot product, the following expressions can be derived.
Zy = xi/y^
,=1 /=| /=! j=\
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i=i j=i
Therefore, (X ® Y )*U  = X » Y  □
Substituting X  with W  and Y  with J in  Theorem 6.1 and using the definition of G 
matrix yield the result that the objective function TC in Equation (6 .8 ) is the same as the 
one in Equation (6 .6 ). The following example shows how a 1DNE model for a 1DNE 
machine-cell location problem is set up.
Example 6.1: Setting up a 1DNE model for a four machine-cell location problem
1
3
 1------------------------------- 1-------------------------------------------- 1----------------- !__► x
0 3 7 9
Figure 6.1. A four-cell location problem.
Assume that there is a four-cell location problem as shown in Figure 6.1. In 
Figure 6.1, the number above or beneath the line indicates the amount of inter-cell flow, 
in the direction of the arrowhead, between the two cells connected by the line. The 
numbers in the rectangular boxes are the machine-cell labeling numbers. The numbers 
beneath the x-axis are the location coordinates of the four machine-cell locations.
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Based on the data in Figure 6.1, the location distance matrix D  and the inter-cell 
flow matrix W  can be constructed as follows:
Dh =
“0 0 0 O' 0 3 7 9
3 0 0 0 , Df  = (D*)' = 0 0 4 6
7 4 0 0 0 0 0 2
9 6 2 0 0 0 0 0
0 3 7 9' " 0 4 3 1 '
3 0 4 6
, w  = 5 0 0 5
7 4 0 2 1 6 0 1
9 6 2 0 3 3 2 0
D=D* +Df  =
Therefore, the 1DNE model for this particular problem can be written as 
Min TC = W •(XDX')
" 0 4 3 1 ' *11 * 1 2 *13 " 0 3 7 9' ’ *11 * 2 1 * 3 1 *41  "
\
5 0 0 5
0 * 2 1 * 2 2 * 2 3 * 2 4
3 0 4 6 *12 * 2 2 * 3 2 * 4 2
1 6 0 1 * 3 1 -^32 * 3 3 * 3 4 7 4 0 2 *13 * 2 3 * 3 3 * 4 2
3 3 2 0 * 4 1 * 4 2 * 4 3 * 4 4 . 9 6 2 0 * 1 4 * 2 4 * 3 4 * 4 4  . /
Subject to [ i l l  l]
*11
21
*41
•*12 * 1 3  -*14
■*22 "*23 "*24
* 3 2  * 3 3  * 3 4
*42 *43 *44
= [l 1 1 l].
*11 *1 2 *1 3 * 1 4 T T
* 2 1 * 2 2 * 2 3 * 2 4 1 1
*3 1 * 3 2 * 3 3 * 3 4 1 1
* 4 1 * 4 2 * 4 3 * 4 4 . 1 1
o
Whether a candidate cell location assignment is a qualified new incumbent 
solution to the undertaken 1DNE problem or not is based on the difference of its total 
inter-cell flow costs, ATC. The key point in computing ATC is the calculation of 
backward inter-cell distance matrix B, forward inter-cell distance matrix F, and their
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differences, AB and AF. Unlike the case of IDE where most of partitioned sub-matrices 
of AB and AF are constant, the partitioned sub-matrices discussed next are more 
complicated. However, the partitioning of matrices B  and F  and their differences over 
two assignments significantly reduces the computation time of the total inter-cell flow 
costs TC and its difference ATC. Matrix AB is discussed first in the section on backward 
search, followed by the discussion of AF in forward search.
6.2 Backward Search
a
a x a z  <*k-1
■  ■ ■  
■  ■  ■  
■  ■  ■  
■  ■  ■
1 1 1
p
o t  o M  ai ^i
m m  m 
m m  ■  
■  ■  ■  
■  ■  ■
1 1 1 - 
■ 
■
■
■
 
£ 
s
..
;
Y
Ok *  i o F.  i a F
m m m  
m m m
m  * • • •  ■  ■
■  ■  ■
1 1 1 *
X i  x z  x t . , X t  X t+ i  jr*_i Xk XM  XF. t X F
Forward Backward--------- ► M----------
Figure 6.2. Cell layout before cell ah moved backward.
A backward search is applied if the direction of the current maximum outflow of 
any cell is backward, which corresponds to the maximum row sum of matrices G* and Cf. 
The backward flows will be reduced if the target machine-cell is moved backward, which 
may reduce the overall total inter-cell flow costs. The backward inter-cell distance matrix 
B  is used to compute the inter-cell flow costs in the backward search. Due to the specific 
nature of the search pattern presented here, some elements in B  may not change from one 
assignment to another. So a partitioning of the B matrix will filter out these unchanged
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elements, which can be excluded from the recalculation of the matrix over two 
assignments.
a
O i a z  a*-i
■ ■ ■ 
■  ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
1 1 1
j
a h
■
■
a
a
I
s 0 !
! a k  Oh-1 a k - l !
a a a  ! 
• a a  a  '
a *••* a a  ! 
a a a  ;
! 1 I I !
i Y
! a h+l a F-l O f
J a  a  a
■ a a a 
! a  a a
■ a  a  a
| 1 1 1 ^
X t  X z  X k. i x t [ X * ., X*_t x k  » j X M  X F. i  X F
Forward Backward
Figure 6.3. Cell layout after cell an moved to x*.
From Figures 6.2 and 6.3, it is observed that all inter-cell flows between any two 
cells from set a  and/or set y remain the same over the two assignments. It is also 
observed that there is no backward inter-cell flow from any cell in set or to any other cell 
in a set other than cl In addition, there is also no backward inter-cell flow toward any cell 
in set T'from any other cell in a set other than set y. Also in Figures 6.2 and 6.3, a,- is an 
element of assignment vector a that is equivalent to the assignment matrix X. The value 
of cii indicates the cell assigned to location i, which can also be written as a(i). Based on 
the above observation, the difference of the backward inter-cell distance matrix B over 
the two assignments, after being rearranged in the order of the locations, can be 
partitioned as
AB =
0 0 0 0
&Bp/} 0
M j a ABj0 0 0
0 AB , 0
(6.9)
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The sub-matrices in Equation (6.9) can be further expressed as
A*** - d l j Icft-tjxct-D fora(f)e  ft, a( j)e  a ; (6 .1 0 a)
A*,., = K y +i - < ] ( / , - for a(i)e ft, a(y)e f t ; (6 .1 0 b)
M fij = K>u ](/,-t)xt far a(i) &ft,j = a(h) ; (6 .1 0 c)
A®/,a =Mfc.y - 4 'U i )  fo r  j = a (h ) ,a ( j ) ea ; (6 .1 0 d)
&BjJ} = [~dbhj ]w _t> /o r  j  = a(fc), a (/)  e  f t ; (6 .1 0 e)
A*r,/» = WVi " ^ W h j  / or «0')e 7, a(y)e f t ; (6.100
j  = ^  l(/-w  / ° r «(0e  7.7 = fl(*) • (6- 10g)
The elements of the sub-matrices expressed in Equations (6.10a-g) can be further 
simplified in accordance with the location distances defined in Equations (6.2a-b):
’, j )  = xM - x i for a(i) e  fl,a(j) e  a ; (6 .1 1 a)
[ 0  otherwise (6 .1 1 b)
for a(i)e ft ,a(j)e ft ',
= *,-+i ~ x k for a(i)e ft, j  = a(h) ; (6 .1 1c)
A® jja 0 » j)  = xk —xh for j  = a(K), a(j)  e  a ; (6 .1 1 d)
ABj,p(iJ) = xj - x H far j  = a(h), a(/')e  f t ; (6 .1 1 e)
ABr p(i,j) = xj - xj+l for a(i)e y, a(y)e f t ; (6 . 1 1 0
ABr j {i,j) = xh- x k fora(i)e  y , j  = a(h). (6.11g)
The relationship between the backward inter-cell distance matrix B  and the
forward inter-cell distance F  remains the same as the one in the case of IDE, which is
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proved in Property 6.2. The relationship between their differences over the two
consecutive assignments also remains the same. The difference of the backward inter-cell 
flow cost matrix over the two assignments can be computed as
AG* = AB® W  =
0
0
0
0
0
0
(6 .12)
Similar to the computation of AG*, the difference of the forward inter-cell flow cost 
matrix over the two assignments can be expressed as
A G ' = A F ® W  =(AB)'®W =
o ( a B ^ y e w ^  (AB ^ y e w . j  o
0  ( A H ^ ) '© ^  (AB u Y G W u  (A B ^ Y G W ^
0 (ABP'j)'<s>wif  0 ^ B rJy e w Jtr 
0 0 0 0
(6.13)
In both Equation (6.12) and Equation (6.13), either matrix AB needs to be 
rearranged in the order of cells or matrix W  needs to be rearranged by the order of 
location to keep the two matrices AB and W  consistent in computing the inter-cell flow 
cost matrices.
The difference of the overall inter-cell flow cost matrix G between the two cell 
assignments can be obtained by adding its two decomposed matrices in Equation (6.12) 
and Equation (6.13), which is shown in Equation (6.14).
AG=AG*+AG/  =
0 0
0
M'rjGWj,
&Br,p 0
(6.14)
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Therefore, the difference of the total inter-cell flow cost between the two cell 
assignments can be computed as
ATC = AB»W +AB'»W = AG»U =
• ( W ^  + w ^ )  + • ( * % + W ' J  
+ABfi'fi*<Wfi'f i+ W ; j )H A B j'0 +AB'fiJ * ( W j j + W ; j y  }
+ABrj  *(Wrfi +W^r)+ABrJ*(Wyj  +W 'r)
where U is a unity matrix of the same size as G matrix. Equation (6.15) can be further 
detailed in a non-matrix format that is demonstrated in Equation (6.16).
A—I A-I
=  5 ^ 5 rf(X 1+1 — X i )(Wa(,) <j(y) +  W aCf)MO )
<=* y=i
A -l
+ X^ X* ~  X h ) ( W a(.k)M j) + W a(.j)M h))
j=l
A -I / - I
+ X Xt*.* - x< ~ x j+ i+jc/Xwa(0^o.) +wa(/)a(0)
MJm* F (6.16)
+ (*A ~ Xk) X  (Wa(0 .a(A) + ^ (A^f.) )  
i=A+l
F  A-l
+ S2>, - x j +i ) ( w a« u u i + W a(j).a(0 )
i=A+l j - k
A -l
+ X ( X J ~ X A + X j+l ~  X k ) ( W a (h )M j) + Wa(j%alA) )
j=k
A positive value of ATC indicates that the total inter-cell flow costs will increase 
if the candidate assignment replaces the incumbent solution. So, a negative value of ATC 
is desirable for a candidate assignment to replace the incumbent solution. In each depth 
of the backward search, there are h - 1  assignment candidates, which result from placing 
the target cell in each of the other locations backward from the location h. Each of the h -  
1 cases is represented by the index variable k, where 1 <k <h-1. The candidate with the 
maximum reduction of the total inter-cell flow cost over the current incumbent
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assignment will become the next incumbent assignment, if it exists. The following 
equation is used to serve such a purpose.
AT C ^  = min [dTC(k), for k  = 1,2 h - 1} (6.17)
In Equation (6.17), if ATCaan is negative, a new incumbent assignment is found. The 
inter-cell flow cost matrix, its decompositions and the total inter-cell flow cost will be 
updated accordingly as shown in Equations (6.18a-c, 6.19). Otherwise, the next depth of 
search will be performed by trying the cell with the next maximum outflow, either 
backward or forward.
(6.18a) 
(6.18b) 
(6.18c) 
(6.19)
Example 6.2: Demonstrating the backward search
Example 6.1 is continued here for demonstrating the backward search. Assume 
the initial assignment Xq is as follows, together with the location distance matrices and 
inter-cell flow matrix as given in Example 6.1.
X 0 =
C « .  = G c ® r « f  +AG,
GL. =g > + a g *
G* =GL   +AGf
TCnew=TCcurnnt+ATC
'1 0 0 o ' 0 0 0 O'
0 1 0 0 , Db = 3 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 7 4 0 0
0 0 0 1 9 6 2 0
0 3 7 9' ’0 4 3 1'
0 0 4 6 5 0 0 5
& s, II ""S « * II , w  =
0 0 0 2 1 6 0 1
0 0 0 0 3 3 2 0
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The inter-cell distance matrices and the inter-cell flow cost matrices, based on the
initial assignment, are computed as
Sb = X 0DbX 0 =
0 0 0 O' 0 3 7 9
3 0 0 0 s II s * »
s
II 0 0 4 6
7 4 0 0 V V 0 0 0 2
9 6 2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 O' 0 ' 0 1 2 2 1 9 ' 42
15 0 0 0 15 , Gf  = W ® S f  = 0 0 0 30 30
7 24 0 0 31 0 0 0 2 2
27 18 4 0 49 0 0 0 0 0
Gb = W ® D * =
From the two matrices G* and Gf above, it is observed that the initial maximum 
row sum of the two matrices is from row 4 in matrix Gb, which corresponds to cell 4 in 
location 4. A backward search, by moving cell 4 backward from location 4 to each of 
other 3 locations as shown in Figure 6.4, will be needed to find a better assignment.
Cell 7 = 4
l 2 4
■
■ 4=1?
■
■ 4=2?
m -
4 =3?
a
a
■ ■ ■ a
- a. ■ -.a. a
k=4
—I— ►
jci= 0 *2=3 *3=7 *4=9
Figure 6.4. Cell 4 may be moved to location 1, 2 or 3.
For each of the three cases corresponding to k -  1, 2 and 3, ATC(k) can be 
computed following the Equations (6.10)-(6.17). It is computed that ATCiX) -  -2 and 
ATC{2) = 4, and the computation of ATC{3) is shown below.
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For the case of k — 3, as shown in Figure 6.5, the partitioned cell sets are a  — 
{a(l), a(2)}, P  = {a(3)},y = a(4) and Y - f r  The difference of the backward inter-cell 
distance matrix B  from the current initial assignment to the testing one is computed first, 
followed by the computation of the difference of the inter-cell flow cost matrices. Due to 
the nature of the current incumbent location assignment, there is no need to rearrange the 
derived matrix AB in the order of cells because the order of cells is the same as the order 
of locations.
6BU =[2 2], ASw =[0], A * „= [2 ], A*w = [-2  - 2 ], AB,, = [ - 2 ].
AB =
' 0 0 0 O' ' 0 0 0 O'
0 0 0 0 , AG* =AB ® W  = 0 0
0 0
2 2 0 2 2 1 2 0 2
- 2 - 2 - 2 0 - 6 - 6 - 4 0
AGb = A F ® W  =AB'®W  =
0 0 6 - 2
0 0 0 - 1 0
0 0 0 - 2
0 0 4 0
Figure 6.5. Cell 4 moved to location 3 for a possible improved assignment.
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Therefore, the difference of the inter-cell flow costs over the current assignment 
and the one being tested, for the case k — 3, is as follows:
ATC(3) = AG* •U  +AGf  »U = -4 .
Finally, the minimum ATC among all three cases is
ArCmn =min{A7U(*), for k = 1 ,2 $ =ATC(3) =- 4 .
The updated inter-cell flow cost matrices and the total inter-cell flow costs for the 
new assignment are
G* =G* + AG* =
G ' =G L ."  + a g T _
0 0 0 0
15 0 0 0
9 36 0 2
21 1 2 0 0
"0 1 2 27 7
0 0 0 2 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 4 0
0
15
47
33
46
20
0
4
= TCcumm + ATC = 169 -  4 = 165.
A new iteration of the search procedure will be conducted based on the newly 
updated assignment, which could yet be a backward search or a forward search, 
depending on the maximum row sum of the newly updated inter-cell flow cost matrices.
A forward search needs to be performed if the current maximum row sum is from 
a row in Cf instead of G*. The previous example will be continued at the end of the next 
section to illustrate the forward search procedure (some iteration may be skipped before 
the first forward search iteration is reached).
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63  Forward Search
If the current row sum being considered is taken from Gf, a better cell location 
assignment may be found by placing the underlying machine-cell in each of the locations 
from x/,+1 to Xf, say xt, for h+1 <k<f. Figure 6 . 6  shows the machine-cell layout under the 
current assignment. Figure 6.7 shows the layout after the machine-cell a* is moved 
forward from location xh to location x*. The forward inter-cell distance matrix F  is used 
to compute the inter-cell flow cost in the forward search.
or
a t  a z  a*.
■ ■ ■ 
■ ■  a 
a a a 
a a a
1 1 1
J
a t
a
a
a
a
1
r  p j
! a t * t  a t . i a t
m a a ! 
■ a a  a '
a **•* a  a  ! 
a  a a  J
■ I  I I I
i r
J a t*i flf-i a p
| a a a
■ a a  a , m m m
■ a a a
■ 1 1 1 ^
Xl X2 X h-l x* S Xa+i x*., x t  j • Xi+1 X f-I X f
Forward Backward
Figure 6 .6 . Cell layout before cell a* moved forward.
a
a i az
P
at-1' Om  Oh*Z at
J
ah at* i
r
Of- i aF
Xi *Z X/M ■** X h*l * t - l Xf. I X f
Forward Backward
Figure 6.7. Cell layout after cell ah moved to
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Similar to the case of a backward search, only the change of the total inter-cell 
flow costs from the current cell assignment to a candidate assignment needs to be 
considered and is computed from the difference of the forward inter-cell distance matrix 
F  between the two assignments as shown below.
AF =
0 AF -a,j 0
0 0 ^ J .p t*J.r
0 ^P .P ^ P ,r
0 0 0 0
(6.20)
Matrix AF is rearranged by the sequence of the locations and is partitioned based 
on the four subsets of the machine-cells, as shown in Figures (6 .6 ) and (6.7). Its sub­
matrices can be detailed as
&Faj  = idL  ~ dL  for  «(*) e  a, j  = a(h) ; (6 .2 1 a)
&Fa,p =  Idf.j-i ~ d [ j \ h-wk-h) for a(i)e  a ,  a(j)e  f i ; (6 .2 1 b)
&Fj'0 = [~di j  W_„) for j  = a(h), a(j) E  f t ; (6.21c)
UFj.7 = ldL  ~ dL  */-*> f ° r J  ~ a (A>’ °U ) e  7 ; (6 . 2  Id)
&Ff},j = [<*£u  far a(i) e f i , j  = a(h) ; (6 .2 1 e)
^ fi.fi = ldf-u-i ~ dL  ](*-a)xc*-a> f ° r oif) e  f i ,  a (j) e  f i ; (6 .2 1 f)
^ P . r  =  K-I.y -  d u  ]«-A)xc/-*) for  a®  e  fi, a (j) e  y . (6 .2 lg)
The sub-matrices of AF in Equations (6.21a-g) can be simplified in compliance with 
Equation (6.2), which is demonstrated in Equations (6.22a-g).
AFaJ (i, j)  = xt - x h for a(i) e a , j  = a(h) . (6.22a)
AF„ ,  (f, j ) = Xj_x -  Xj for a(f) E  a , a ij)  E  f i ; (6.22b)
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AFy/J(z\ j )  =  xh - X j  f o r j  =  a(h), a (y )e  f i ; (6.22c)
AFj,r (i’j ) = xk ~ xt f or j  = a(h), a(y)e 7 ; (6.22d)
AF^>y (i, j)= x k -  xM for a(i) & f i , j  = a{h) ; (6 .2 2 e)
xy_t —x,_, - x y +xt fo rh + l< i< j< k  
0  otherwise (6 .2 2 f)
for a(i)e  /J,a(y)€ fi;
&Fpr(i,j)  = x{ - x w /o r  a(Oe f i ,a ( j ) ^ 7 ; (6 .2 2 g)
Based on Equations (6.22a-g), the difference of the forward inter-cell flow cost 
matrix over the two assignments can be computed as follows:
AGf  = AF ® W  =
It is proved in Property 6.2 that the backward inter-cell distance matrix B is equal to the 
transformation of its forward inter-cell distance matrix F. The same relationship exists 
between their differences over two consecutive assignments, that is, AB -  AF'. The 
difference of the backward inter-cell flow cost matrix over the assignments can be 
derived from the following expression:
0 0
(6.23)
AG* =AB®W  = (AF /® W  =
0
0 0 0 0
0  (AF p jQ W j j  0
(AF j J ® V f ^  ( A 0  
(AF jJ ® W rJ (AF/3 y)'®Wr p 0
(6.24)
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It is assumed that the inter-cell flow matrix W is rearranged according to the 
sequence of the locations before it is used in the computation of matrices ACf and JG*, as 
shown in Equations (6.23, 6.24). Therefore, the overall difference of the inter-cell flow 
cost matrix over two assignments can be obtained from Equations (6.23,6.24) as follows: 
+AG* =
^  o
<0 ^ + ^ ) ® " *  A F * ™ ,,
0 AF -®W .aj aj
o
^ © W * .  (A F n+ A F 'jeW n (fiFM +AF^)9W M  tsFp,r ®We_y 
0 AF'ew:.- AF*„ ®WL/, 0
(6.25)
By summing all elements in Equation (6.25), the difference of the total inter-cell flow 
costs can be expressed as
AFC =AF » W  + AF'«W = M j * 1  =
+ w ;j+ * F aJ *(w*j + w ;a )
+ a FfiJI » ( w ^  +w;„)+(AFj'fi + w ; j
+ A F ^  *(Wfl.r +W;p) + AFJ,r »(Wj.r + w ; j .
(6.26)
Equation (6.26) can also be expressed in a non-matrix format by substituting all sub­
matrices of the forward inter-cell flow cost matrix from Equations (6.22a-g):
h-1  k
\T C  = W a ( j ) . a « )  )
x=l j= h +1
A -l
) ( VVa(i).a(A) +  W a(h).aU)  )i=L
k - l  k
+ S  £(*y-l ~ Xi ~ Xi-1 +xi)(yvaWMW +w ain.a0 ))i=A+l y=i+I
F
W a(/).a{A ))y=t+i
A F
+ S  S ( X/ -X«-l>K(0- 0 ) +WaO^(o)
«=A+l J=k+l 
k
(6.27)
+ j(* A  -Jfy + ** ~xi-iX*i
j= h + l
W a l j ) M h )
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In each depth of search during the forward search, there are F - h  new assignment 
candidates to be tried to determine if a candidate assignment will reduce the total inter­
cell flow costs. This trial procedure can be conducted by computing ATC in Equation 
(6.27) for h+1 <k<F. The candidate with the maximum reduction of the total inter-cell 
flow costs will become a new incumbent assignment for the next depth of search, if such 
a candidate exists. Therefore, the minimum of all ATC will be used to serve such a 
purpose, which is shown as
ATC^n = vmn{ATC(k), fork= h+ l,h  + 2 F }  (6.28)
A negative value of ATCaua implies that a new incumbent assignment is found, 
and all inter-cell flow cost matrices and the total inter-cell flow costs need to be updated 
accordingly, as shown in Equations (6.18a-c, 6.19). A positive value of ATC,„jn means no 
new assignment is found, and the search will continue with the cell with the next 
maximum row sum either in matrix Gb or matrix Cf.
Example 6.3: Demonstrating the forward search
Continue from the end of Example 6.2. The inter-cell flow cost matrices, after one 
more backward search, are as follows:
'  0 0 9 O' 9 0 16 0 6 '
2 0 0 0 0 2 0  „ f 0 0 0 1 0G* = , G f  =
9 36 0 2 0 3 42 0 9
18 6 18 0 42 0 0 0 0
'0 1  0 O'
0 0  1 0X* =
1 0  0 0
0 0  0 1
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From the row sums of matrices G* and Gf above, it is observed that the maximum 
row sum is 54 from row 3 of matrix Gf. A forward search will be conducted to try to find 
an improved assignment by moving the cell 3 forward, as shown in Figure 6 .8 .
7=1 CeU
k=2? k= 3?
& 'AZ
k=A?
h=l 
_1_
* i= 0 * 2=3 * 3=7 * 4=9
Figure 6 .8 . Cell 3 may be moved to location 2, 3 or 4.
There are three cases involved in the current iteration of the forward search, 
which correspond to k  — 2, 3 and 4, respectively. For the cases of it = 2 and 4, the 
difference of the total inter-cell flow costs over the current assignment and the one being 
tested can be computed from Equations (6.20M6.27), that is, ATC(2) = 12 and ATC(4) = 
8 . For the case of it = 3, the computation is detailed next.
Figure 6.9. Cell 3 moved to location 3 for a possible improved assignment.
All four locations can be regrouped into three sets, as shown in Figure 6.9, j  — 
{a(l)}, P -  {a(2), a(3)} and y=  (a(4)}. The difference of the forward inter-cell distance
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matrix F  over the current assignment and the one being tested, resulting from moving cell 
3 from location 1 to 3, is computed below using Equations (6.22a-g) and Equation (6.20): 
AF/ , a 2 )  = *1 - * 2 = 0 -3  = -3
A F ^(U ) = xl - x 3 = 0 -7  = -7
-7 ]
A F^a,4) = x ,-Jt, = 0 -7  = -7
A F , , - E - 7 ]
AFAy(2d) = x3 - x I = 7 -0  = 7 
AF, ,(3,1) = Xj - x 2 = 7 -3  = 4
AFA/f(23) = * 2 - * i  - x 3 +  x 2  = 3 - 0 —7 + 3 = - l
p.p -
0  - 1
0  0
AF, (2,4) = x2 -x , = 3 -0  = 3
A^Vr (3.4) = x3 - x 2 = 7 - 3  = 4
AF =
0 -3 -7 -7
7 0 - 1 3  
4 0 0 4
0 0 0 0
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The above matrix AF is ordered based on the location sequence that can be rearranged 
based on the cell sequence as it is originally defined.
AF =
0 - 1 7 3  
0 0 4 4
- 3  - 7  0 - 7  
0 0 0 0
Both the difference of the forward inter-cell flow cost matrix and that of the 
backward inter-cell flow cost matrix can be computed following Equations (6.23) and 
6.24).
AG' = AF® W  =
0 - 4 2 1 3
0 0 0 2 0
-3 -4 2 0 - 7
0 0 0 0
'  0 0 - 9 0
- 5 0 0 0© * II 7 24 0 0
9 1 2 -14 0
The difference of the total inter-cell flow costs over the current assignment and 
the one being tested can be obtained using Equation (6.26):
ATC(3) = AG* • ! /  + AG' *U = 12.
Therefore, the minimum of all three ATC is
A rcmn = min{ArC(*), for k = 23,4}= 4, 
which is greater than zero. So no improved assignment is found in this branch of forward 
search. The next largest row sum of matrices G* and G* will be tried, which may result in 
a new backward or forward search. □
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The backward search and forward search discussed so far in this chapter are the 
fundamental search techniques that are used in the modified directional decomposition 
heuristic (MDDH) to solve non-equidistant, one-dimensional machine-cell location 
problems.
6.4 Modified Directional Decomposition Heuristic (MDDH) for 1DNE
The basic philosophy underlying the directional decomposition heuristic (DDH) is 
to find a better cell location assignment by placing the cell with the current maximum 
outflow in either direction in another location within the same direction. The DDH 
algorithm, developed for the IDE problem as Algorithm 5.1, is modified and extended 
for the machine-cell location problem with a  non-equidistant, one-dimensional layout 
(i.e., 1DNE problem). Unlike the DDH, the MDDH algorithm uses more complicated 
procedures to compute the inter-cell flow costs and their differences over two consequent 
assignments.
Algorithm 6.1: Modified directional decomposition heuristic for 1DNE 
StepO. Construct directional location distance matrices D* and f /  according to 
Equations (6.2a-b) and inter-cell flow matrix W following Algorithm 4.1. With 
the initial location assignment Xq, compute B(Xq) and F(Xo) using Equations 
(6.5b-c). Compute Gb(Xo) and (/(X«) according to their definitions in Equations 
(5.7a-b) and TC(X») from Equation (6 .8 ). Set X ' = X0 and TC(X*) = TC(X#), 
Gb(X*) = & (Xo) and Gf(X*) = Gf(X0). Set final solution Xopt = X* and TC(X„pt) = 
TC(X*). Set the multi-pass index variable p  = 1.
Step 1. Sort row sums of G*(AT*) and G^(X*) in ascending order. Find the machine-cell j  
and its location h corresponding to the largest row sum.
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Step 2. If the current largest row sum is from a row in G*(AT*), a backward search will 
be conducted. Compute ATC™* following Equations (6.16) and (6.17). If the 
largest row sum is from a row in (/(X*), a forward search will be needed. 
Follow Equations (6.27) and (6.28) to compute ATC™*.
Step 3. If ATCmin < 0, then a better machine-cell location assignment is found. Compute
dG*(X*) and ACfiX*) according to Equations (6.12) and (6.13) in the case of a 
backward search; Equations (6.23) and (6.24) in the case of a forward search. 
Update TC(X*) = TC(X*) + A T C ^  Gb(X*) = Gb(X*) + AGb(X*), and </(**) = 
Gf(X*) + AGf(X*). Update X*, and go to Step 1.
Otherwise, make the next largest row sum as the current largest row sum and go 
to Step 2. If all row sums under the current assignment X* have been tried, go to 
Step 4.
Step 4. Make the next largest row sum of Gb(Xo) and G^(Xq) as the current largest row
sum, and go to Step 2. If all row sums under the initial assignment AT0 have been 
tried, go to Step 5.
Step 5. If TC(X*) < TC(Xopt) and p < F, set Xopt = X* and TCiXopd = TC(X*), rotate 
location assignment X* p  locations forward (or backward, as long as the same 
direction is maintained for the whole procedure) to form a new initial 
assignment X0, increase p  by one, compute <5(ATo), Gb(Xe), </(JT0) and TC(Xq), 
set new incumbent solution X* = X0 and TC(X*) = TC(Xq), and go to Step 1. 
Otherwise stop. □
The fundamental difference between the DDH algorithm and the MDDH 
algorithm is the method to construct the location distance matrix and its directional
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decomposition that are the foundation of computing all the inter-cell flow cost matrices. 
The logic involved in MDDH is very similar to that of DDH. Thus, a flow chart similar to 
Figure 5.9 results for the heuristic MDDH, which is omitted here due to space limitations. 
The computational complexity of MDDH is the same as that of DDH, which is shown in 
Equation (5.23). Algorithm 6.1 is demonstrated in the following example, which is the 
same problem defined in Example 6.1.
Example 6.4: Demonstration o f the MDDH algorithm
The machine-cell location problem defined in Example 6.1 is a problem in which 
four machine-cells need to be assigned to four locations along a non-equally spaced 
linear line, as shown in Figure 6.1. As can be seen in the figure, the four locations for the 
four machine-cells are described by a one-dimensional coordinate system that will be 
used to compute the location distance matrices. The amount of inter-cell flows among the 
cells, displayed as the number above or beneath a line that connects any two cells, are 
also shown in the figure. The letters inside the rectangles represent cells that are initially 
assigned to the locations. It is demonstrated below how the example problem is solved 
using Algorithm 6.1.
Step 0. The matrices D* and Uf can be constructed following Equations (6.2a-b) as
' 0 0 0 O' 0 3 7 9
3 0 0 0
* & s II & II
0 0 4 6
7 4 0 0 0 0 0 2
9 6 2 0 0 0 0 0
The inter-cell flow matrix W  can be obtained using Algorithm 4.1, which, as a 
result, is configured in Figure 6.1. Matrix W is displayed here together with the 
initial cell location assignment X%.
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0 4 3 I "l 0 0 o'
5 0 0 5 0 1 0 0w  = , X a =
1 6 0 1 ' Q 0 0 1 0
3 3 2 0 0 0 0 1
With the initial location assignment, the directional inter-cell distance matrices 
and the corresponding inter-cell flow cost matrices are computed as
B  = X 9DbX 0
" 0 0 0 O' " 0 3 7 9
3 0 0 0 , F =B = 0 0 4 6
7 4 0 0 0 0 0 2
9 6 2 0 0 0 0 0
' 0 0 0 o' 0 0 1 2 2 1 9 ' 42
15 0 0 0 15 , Gf  = 0 0 0 30 30
7 24 0 0 31 0 0 0 2 2
2 1 18 4 0 49 0 0 0 0 0
G* =
Set X* = *o, TC(X*) = TC(X9) = 65, Gb(X*) = & (X9) and <?(X*) = Gf(X0). Set 
Xopt = Xt, TC(Xapt) = TC{X*) = 65. The current incumbent location assignment 
matrix X* can also be expressed by an assignment vector, a* = (1, 2, 3, 4).
Step 1. The row sums of G* and Gf are already displayed in Step 0. The current
maximum row sum is 49 from row 4 in Gb. The row sum is associated with cell 
j -  4 in location h — 4.
Step 2. As the current largest row sum is from Gb, a backward search will be conducted
to find a better assignment. A series of new assignments will be tried by moving 
cell 4 from location 4 to location 1, 2 or 3, as shown in Figure 6.4. The resulting 
three possible assignments are tested using Equations (6.16) and (6.17) and are 
shown as
A7C(l) = -2 , ATC(2) = 4 , A7C(3) = -4  and AT C ^ =TC(3) = ^ .
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Step 3.
Step 1.
Since ATCnm -  -4 < 0, a new incumbent assignment is found as displayed in 
Figure 6.5 in Example 6.2, which corresponds to k = 3 in Step 2. The difference 
of the inter-cell flow cost matrices from the current assignment to the new 
incumbent assignment are computed as demonstrated in Example 6.2.
AG* =
The new inter-cell flow cost matrices and total inter-cell flow costs are updated 
as follows:
' 0 0 0 O' "0 0 6 - 2 "
0 0 0 0
AGf  =
0 0 0 - 1 0
2 1 2 0 2 0 0 0 - 2
- 6 - 6 - 4 0 0 0 4 0
G* =G* +AG* =
G L  = G i +  AG f  =
0 0 0 0
15 0 0 0
9 36 0 2
2 1 1 2 0 0
0 1 2 27 7
0 0 0 2 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 4 0
0
15
47
33
46
20
0
4
= TCcurnm + ATC = 165
Update the current incumbent assignment and the final solution.
* •  =
T C (x , ) = T c ntw =165 r c ( ^ ) = r c _  =165
The largest row sum of the newly updated matrices Gh and Gf as shown in the 
previous step is row 3 in G*, which corresponds to cell j  = 3 in location h = 4.
1 0 0 o ' "1 0 0 o '
0 1 0 0
r  =
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 Off 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
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Step 2. A new assignment may be found by moving cell 3 from location 4 to each of the
Step 3.
Step 1.
Step 2.
Step 3.
other locations before it, that is k  = 1, 2, 3.
A7C(1) = - 8 , ArC(2) = 4 , A7C(3) = 4 and ATCmin = TC(l) = - 8 . 
As ATCm;. = - 8  < 0, a new assignment is found.
0 0 0 O' " 0 0 9 0  ' 0 0 9 O' 9
15 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0G = + —
9 36 0 2 - 9 -3 6 0 - 2 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 1 2 0 0 - 3 - 6 18 0 18 6 18 0 42
Gf  =
0 1 2 27 7 ' ' 0 4 -2 7 - 1 ' " 0 16 0 6 ' 2 2
0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0+ —
0 0 0 0 3 42 0 9 3 42 0 9 54
0 0 4 0 0 0 - 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
TCO0  = 165-8 = 157
X '  =
0 1 0 o ' "0 1 0 o '
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
1
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
r c c x ^ ) =  157
The largest row sum of G* and ( /  in this new depth of search, depth 3, is 54 
from row 3 of matrix Gf, which implies j -  3 and h — 1.
A forward search is performed in this step by relocating cell 3 to each of the 
other three locations, that is k  = 2, 3, 4.
ATC(2) = 12, ATC(3) = 12, ATC(4) = 8  and AJCmm = rC(4) = 8 .
As ATCmin = 8  > 0, no new assignment is found. Make the next largest row sum 
of Gb and Gf as the current one, that is 42 from row 4 of Gb corresponding to j  = 
4, ft = 4.
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Step 2-3. For the current branch, ATC.m. = 16 > 0, so no new assignment is found in this 
branch of search. Perform the next branch of search by selecting the next largest 
row sum of G* and Gf in the current depth. There are a total of eight branches in 
this depth of search. None of them contains a new assignment that will reduce 
the total inter-cell flow costs. Therefore, go to Step 4.
Step 4. Restore all necessary parameters from the initial depth of search.
1 0 0 O'
0 1 0 0X  = X Q =u
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 O' 0 0 1 2 2 1 9 ' 42
G* = 15 0 0 0 15 G f  = 0 0 0 30 30
7 24 0 0 31 0 0 0 2 2
27 18 4 0 49 0 0 0 0 0
Make the second largest row sum of the above G* and Gf as the current largest 
row sum, which is 42 from row 1 of Gf corresponding toy = 1 and h = 1 .
Step 2-3. No new assignment is found. So go to the next branch of search, which 
corresponds to the third largest row sum of Gb and Gf, that isy = 3 and h — 3; 
ArC(l) = -12 , ATC(2) = 0 and AT C ^  = TC( 1) = -12 .
An assignment is found that is better than the current incumbent assignment at 
the initial depth of search. However, this is a repeat of the incumbent 
assignment found at the second depth. Any further depth of search has already 
been explored. There are five more branches left in the initial depth of search. 
None of them contains any improved assignment. Go to Step 5.
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Step 5. No improved solution is found in the subsequent passes of search. Therefore, 
the MDDH algorithm is concluded with the following final solution.
0 1 0  0 
0 0 1 0  
1 0  0  0 
0 0  0 1
, a<m = N X "  = (3, 1,2,4) and TC<JCm ) = 157.
In Algorithm 6.1, if a newly found assignment at any depth is one that previously 
occurred at some of the other depths, the new assignment will be purged, and the search 
will move to next branch. Algorithm 6.1 is extended from Algorithm 5.1 that is used to 
solve the IDE problem, and the algorithm, in turn, can be further extended to one that can 
be used to solve a machine-cell location problem in a two-dimensional layout, which will 
be discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 7
TWO-D, NON-EQUIDISTANT MACHINE-CELL LOCATION
In most cases, the shop floor in a flexible, cellular manufacturing system has a 
two-dimensional layout for machines or machine-cells. Therefore, the assignment 
problem in a two-dimensional layout is more realistic in practice as compared to that in a 
one-dimensional layout. While there are only two types of flows 6backward and forward) 
in one-dimensional problems, there are four types of flows, backward, forward, 
downward and upward, in two-dimensional location problems. The general two- 
dimensional machine-cell location problem with non-equidistant location will be 
discussed in this research. This location problem is referred to here as the 2DNE problem. 
The basic principle in the modified directional decomposition heuristic for 1DNE 
problem can be extended to develop a quadra-directional decomposition heuristic 
(QDDH) for the 2DNE problem. The 1DNE problem is a special case of 2DNE, and 
conversely, the 2DNE problem is a result of generalizing the 1DNE problem.
7.1 Definition of the 2DNE Problem
Due to the nature of all location problems, the basic mathematical model of the 
2DNE problem remains the same as the one defined in Equation (4.1). However, the 
contents and structure of the model vary, while the structure of the location layout 
changes. The structure and property of the two-dimensional, non-equidistant location 
layout is analyzed first and is followed by the analysis of the inter-cell distance matrix. 
The model for the 2DNE problem is redefined last.
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7.1.1 Definition of location distance matrix and its decomposition
Assume all cell locations are described by a two-dimensional coordinate system. 
Each cell location is identified by a unique pair of coordinates, (r* yi) for (i = 1, 2,.... F). 
The distance between any two locations, the taxi distance, can be expressed as
dkk =\xh ~ y t \ f or k*h — Y, 2,..., F . (7.1)
Equation (7.1) is based on the assumption that the material handling system (MHS) can 
only move either horizontally or vertically.
Suppose index array u is used to represent all locations horizontally and index array 
v is used to represent all locations vertically, which means
*u(0 -  *«(;> f ° r a l 1 1 > j  m d  *«(/) ^  Xu(j) f ° r a l 1 1 < j  '• (7-2a)
yv (o — yV(.j) for all i> j  and yH0 < y v(J) for all i < j .  (7.2b)
The location distance defined in Equation (7.1) can be decomposed into one or two of 
four possible directional distances that are defined here.
Definition 7.1 Assume that d*(0uO), dfU)uCJ), d dWHn and d “(I>0) represent the backward,
forward, upward and downward distance between location k and h, 
respectively. Then,
J O  ____ J Oakh ”"aw(i)iiCy)
*«(0 -*»(/)’ i f l ^ j < i £ F ;  
0 , otherwise.
"  “a)“(y) "  Q, otherwise.
(7.3a)
(7.3b)
d '= d d J ^ - ^ v o v  i f l ^ j < i< F ;
*  vUlvU) 0 , otherwise. C }
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0 , otherwise.
d ^ d l (7.3d)
The distance matrix D with its elements defined in Equation (7.1) can be 
decomposed to four directional distance matrices Z)4, / / ,  0 * and 0 “ with their elements 
defined in Equations (7.1a-d), respectively. Matrix D and its four decomposed matrices 
have the following relations.
Property 7.1 For any two-dimensional layout, the distance matrix D follows
D = Db +Df  +D* +Dm (7.4)
Df  =(d*) , Dm = (Ddj  (7.5)
Proof. Assume k = u(i) = v(Z), h = u(f) = v(m). There are four possible
combinations of the relations among the four index variables i, j, I and m, 
which are analyzed below.
For i > j  and I > m,
da =\xh - x k\+\yh - y t |= |* HO) - x mm\ + \yHm) - y v(0|
~  X u(i) ~  X u(j )  y vm  ~  y v ( m )  ’
da  = dU(i)uij) = xB(0 — xH(7), df^ = du{y)u(/) = 0 , 
d(h — dua)u(j) — 0 , db  = = xu(0 — xu(y),
dkh =  ^ v(OvCm) ~yvil) ~ yv(m) > dfo = dy(m)v(/) = 0 ,
dui ~ dV(i)V(m) = 0 , = d y(m)v(0 = yv(/) — yv(m) •
For t > y and / < m,
= k*  -**1+1?*- y k\ =Kcy) -yv«)|
=  X u(i) ~ X u( j ) ^  ^v(m ) ~  y v(l )  »
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d/ch ~  d u(f)u(j) ~ Xu(0 ~ XUW) ' d/dc = ^» (;> (i)  —0 ,
d(h = ^ 4 > ( ; ')  = 0 *  d ^  = d l f tuo)  = x mn ~ x u(j)’
dfth = w^(Ov(m) = y v(m) ~ 3^ (0 > df£ ~ ^ v(m)w(/) — ® ’ 
da = ^ v(/)»(m) = ®> dll = v^(m)v( /) — yv(m) _ 3^ (0 •
For i < j  and / > m,
d a  = l x k ~ x t \ + \ y h - y t \ = \x « »  - ^ ( o l + l ^ ™ ,  - y v w i
=  Xu(.j) Xu(0 + y w  ~y*(m)»
da = d U(ou<jy = xuc/> ~ Xu(0 ’ da —du(y)tl(0 = 0 , 
d(h ~ d la)u(J) = 0 , d l  = dl(j)u(0 = xU(_j) Xu(i)»
d a  d vf/)v(m) ^»(0 3\p(m) » /^ufc ^w(m)w(i) ® »
= ^ w(/)w(m) = ® ’ A^* = v^(m)wCO = (/) _  ^ vfm) •
For i < /  and I <m,
d a  = \ x h - * * | + | y *  - y * [ = |j f « c y )  - ^ ( « ) | + |yv(m) - 3 w > |
=  X u(.D  ~  X u (i)  " ^ ^ v O n )  ~  y »(/)»
d ba jb”  «(0«(y) — ■*«(>) *„(,) * da — u^(y)u(i) 0  ’
d fa = d f =  0 , d l  =dliJ)llC0 =  Xu(j) ~  X u ( i)  ’
d da _ jdv(0 w(m)
V
1?w>II dv(m)v(l) — 0  »
da _ J«— v(pv(m) — 0 , dw — dv(m)v(/) >1?>II
It can be derived from all four cases discussed above that the following 
relations exist for all A, h — 1, 2 F.
</** = da  + da  + da + da *
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ldkh •dL  = < .  <  = i * , </; =</;
Therefore, Equations (7.4) and (7.5) are valid. □
The computation of the location distance matrix and its decomposition are 
demonstrated with an example of a five machine-cell location problem in a two- 
dimensional layout, as shown in Example 7.1.
Example 7.1: Computing location distance matrix fo ra  five machine-cell 2DNE problem
S’
i 
I
3.
I
i
(3, 1)
Forward
-► x
Backward
Figure 7.1. A five machine-cell 2DNE problem.
Each box in Figure 7.1 represents a machine-cell with a number inside the box as 
the label of the location. A line connecting two boxes represents the inter-cell flow 
indicated by an arrow between the cells. The number on the line indicates the amount of 
flows between the cells connected by the line. The inter-cell flow matrix W  for this 
2DNE problem in Figure 7.1 is given as follows:
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0 3 4 0 1
5 0 1 3  0 
W = 2 2 0 6  3
4 1 3  0 2
2 0 3 4 0
The index array u used to label the cell location in horizontal sequence can be 
constructed by sorting the x  coordinates of all the locations. Similarly, the vertical 
sequence of all the cell locations can be obtained by sorting the y  coordinates of all the 
locations, which is expressed by an index array v :
« = {l 2 3 4 5}, v={l 4 2 5 3}.
The four directional distance matrices from Figure 7.1 can be constructed using
Db =
Dd =
tstance, d II
••.PI j bm(3)k(2) ~ Xu{ 3) ’“(2) = 2 -1 .5 = 0.5.
0 0 0 0 O' "0 1 13 23 3 '
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 03 15 2
L 5 03 0 0 0 , D f  = 0 0 0 1 15
25 1 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 2O
3 2 13 03 0 0 0 0 0  0
" 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 05 13
1 0 0 03 0 0 0 1
©o
2 1 0 13 03 II
*
* 0 0 0 0  0
05 0 0 0 0 0 03 13 0  1
15 03 0 1 0 0 0 03 0  0
The overall distance matrix D can be obtained by calculating the taxi distance 
between every pair of locations. The matrix can also be computed by adding all of its 
four directional decomposed matrices together.
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D = D* +Df  +D* +D" =
0 2 35 3 45
2 0 15 2 25
3.5 L5 0 2.5 2
3 2 25 0 15
4.5 2.5 2 15 0
The above result also verifies that Property 7.1 also holds true for this particular 
example. □
The location distance can be transformed to inter-cell distance for each particular 
cell location assignment. In other words, the computation of the inter-cell distance matrix 
is based on its location distance matrix in addition to the consideration of a cell location 
assignment. Conversely, the inter-cell flow cost matrix is computed based on the inter­
cell distance matrix, which will then be used to compute the total inter-cell flow costs.
7.1.2 Decomposing inter-cell distance matrix
Any inter-cell flow in a two-dimensional layout has one or a combination of two 
of the four types of flow directions. In a two-dimensional coordinate system, the 
horizontal flow is reflected by the change of its x  coordinate values and the vertical flow 
is indicated by the y  coordinate values. All of the cell locations can be reordered 
horizontally and vertically according to their x-y values.
The inter-cell distance matrix S, defined previously, can be decomposed into four 
directional inter-cell distance matrices according to the four possible flow directions: 
Definition 7.2 The backward, forward, downward and upward inter-cell distance 
matrices are defined by
<** S', ,
i=I A=l
(7.6a)
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J ' = [* /]« - .  H  (7.6b)
i = l  A=1 
F  F
I I
k =  I A=I
am/
<*■ ^  . (7.6d)
t=I A=I
respectively. □
Equations (7.6a-d) in Definition 7.2 can also be expressed in matrix format, as 
shown in Equations (7.7a-d), respectively:
dk = XDhX ' , (7.7a)
Sf =XDf X \  (7.7b)
Sd =XDdX \  (7.7c)
and 6 “ =XD*X' . (7.7d)
There is a transformational relationship between the baclcward inter-cell distance 
matrix and forward inter-cell distance matrix. A similar relationship also exists between 
the downward and upward inter-cell distance matrices. The relationships among the inter- 
cell distance matrix and its four decomposed matrices are described in Property 7.2. 
Property 7.2 With any machine-cell location assignment X  in a 2DNE problem, the 
inter-cell distance matrix and its directionally decomposed matrices are 
S = 6 * +Sf  +6 4 +6 U, (7.8)
Sf  =[dk) , 6 “ ={&') . (7.9)
Proof From Definition 7.2, it can be derived that
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F  F
fi‘ + s ' + s * + s ;
+SS<f»-t»-r«+2 2 <,«xajr^ +£!E d ‘u x * x »
i= l  A=I k —l A=t k=l ft—I *=1 h=l
=  +<^ k h  + d ih  +<^ k h ) x ikx jk  =  ^ j ^ d ^ k h X ikX jh  =  ^ i j  ■
k=l k= I 4=1 A=t
The above equation exists for all i, j  — 1, 2 F, which means Equation
(7.8) exists.
From Property 7.1 and Equations (7.7a-d), it can be derived that
✓ /  /
(<S*) ={xDhX')  = x { p b) X '  = XDf  X '  = 6f ,
(**) =(XD*X') = x (D d) X ’ = XDMX ’= Sm.
Therefore, Equation (7.9) is proved. □
Example 7.1 is continued in the following example to demonstrate the 
computation of the inter-cell distance matrix and its four directional decompositions. 
Example 7.2: Computing the inter-cell distance matrix
Assume the current assignment for the 2DNE problem, defined in Example 7.1, is 
the X  matrix. The inter-cell distance matrix and its decomposition can be obtained based 
on Definition 7.2 and the location distance matrices derived in Example 7.1.
X  =
0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0
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—
i
o o © o 0 0 15 05 0 0
1 0  0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6b =XD*X' =-X L5 05 0 0 0 X '  = 0 1 0 0 0  ,
25 L5 1 0 0 15 3 2 0 05
3 2 15 05 0 _ _ 1 25 15 0 0 -
'0  1 15 25 3 ' ' 0 0 0 15 1 '
0 0 05 15 2 15 0 1 3 25
Sf  = XDI X ' = x 0  0  0  1 15 X '  = 05 0 0  2 15 *
0  0  0  0 05 0 0 0  0 0
0  0  0  0 0 0 0 0 05 0
0  0  0  0 0 ' 0 2 1 05 15'
1 0 0 05 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sd = XDdX '  = X 2 1 0 15 05 x ' = 0 1 0 0 05
5 o o o 0 0 15 05 0 1
15 05 0 1 0 0 05 0 0 0
0 1 2 05 15' ' 0 0 0 0 0  '
0  0  1 0 05 2 0 1 15 05
du =JW X '  = X 0  0  0  0 0 x ' = 1 0 0 05 0
0 05 15 0 1 05 0 0 0 0
0 0 05 0 0 13 0 05 1 0
0 2 35 3 45 ' 0 35 15 2 25'
2 0 15 2 25 35 0 2 45 3
S = XDX' = X 35 15 0 23 2 r= 15 2 0 25 2
3 2 25 0 15 2 45 25 0 15
43  25 2 L5 0 25 3 2 15 0
The above results also verify Property 7.2, as both Equation (7.8) and Equation
(7.9) exist for this particular 2DNE problem.
Property 7.2 is a general case of Property 6.2. The relation between Property 6.2 
and Property 7.2 verifies that the 2DNE problem under discussion is a general case of the 
1DNE problem.
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7.13 Decomposing inter-cell flow cost matrix
Similar to the decomposition of the inter-cell distance matrix S, the inter-cell flow 
cost matrix G can also be decomposed into four directional flow cost matrices that are 
defined in Definition 7.3.
Definition 7.3 Assume that G*, Gf, G? and Gm are the backward, forward, upward and 
downward inter-cell flow cost matrices, respectively.
Then. G* = [* J W , g ‘ =S*wf , (7.10a)
o’ = W. si - S 'w , , (7.10b)
G '= [ * , 'W ,* ? = < S - '.v  (7.10c)
c = u ; w . * ;  (7.iod)
Like the inter-cell flow cost matrix G defined in Equation (4.13), each of the four
decomposed inter-cell distance matrices can also be expressed with Hadamard products
of the inter-cell flow matrix W and its corresponding decomposed inter-cell distance 
matrix, as shown in Equations (7.1 la-d).
G*=<J*®W, (7.11a)
G f = 8 f ® W ,  (7.11b)
G‘ = 8 ‘ ® W ,  (7.11c)
G * = 8 U®W.  (7.1 Id)
Similar to the relations among the inter-cell distance matrix and its directionally 
decomposed matrices as shown in Property 7.2, the inter-cell flow cost matrix and its 
decompositions have some special relations that are proved in Property 7.3.
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Property 7.3 With any machine-cell location assignment X  in a 2DNE problem,
G =G* +G r  +G 4 +G" (7.12)
Proof. From Equations (7.1 la-d),
G* +Gf  +G* +G*
= 8 * ® W + 8 f  ® W + 8 d ®W + 8 m®W  
= (tJ* + 8 f  + 8 * + J “)0 W  =8 ® W  - G
□
Therefore, the total inter-cell flow costs for the two-dimensional machine-cell 
location problems can be computed based on these directional component matrices 
defined in Definition 7.3.
Example 7.3: Computing inter-cell flow cost matrices
Based on the inter-cell flow matrix W defined in Example 7.1 and the inter-cell 
distance matrix S  and its decompositions computed in Example 7.2, the directionally 
decomposed inter-cell flow cost matrices can be computed using Definition 7.3. For 
instance, gf2 =S{2wl2 = 1.5x3 =4.5.
0 3 4 0 f
5 0  1 3 0
2 2  0 6 3 *
4 1 3 0 2
2_ 0 3 4 0
0 45 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
8 © II 0 2 0 0 0
6 3 6 0 1
2 0 45 0 0
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0 0 0 0  1
73 0 1 9 0
Gf  =df  ®W  = 1 0 0 12 43
0 0 0 0  0
0 0 0 2  0
"0 6 4 0  13
0 0 0 0  0
Gd =dd ®W  = 0 2 0 0 13
0 13 13 0  2
0 0 0 0  0
0 0 0 o ©
1 0 0 1 43 0
G“ =d"© W = 2 0 0 3 0
2 0 0 0  0
3 0 13 4  ° .
'  0 103 6 0
173 0 2 133
G = d@W = 3 4 0 15
8 43 73 0
5 0 6 6
23
0
6
3
0
The above results also verify Property 7.3. □
7.1.4 Modeling the 2DNE problem
The model 1DNE discussed in the previous chapter can be extended to the 2DNE 
problem. The basic format of the object function, the total inter-cell flow costs, remains 
the same as model 1DNE for model 2DNE. However, the key difference between the two 
models is the inter-cell distance matrix S. In the 1DNE problem, matrix Sis only affected 
by the absolute distance between any two locations containing two cells in a particular 
assignment. Conversely, matrix S  in a 2DNE problem is decided by the taxi distance
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instead of the absolute distance between any two locations. The object function of model 
1DNE in Equation (6.7) is extended to that of model 2DNE, as shown below.
(2DNE): m n T C  = W » S  = W » S b + W * 6 f  + W » S 4  + W » S m (7.12)
Subject to E'X = E' ,  XE = E  (7.13)
In Equation (7.13), E  is a vector of size Fx1 with 1 as all of its elements. The 
object function in Equation (7.12) can also be written in terms of the inter-cell flow cost 
matrix and its decompositions as shown in Equation (7.14), in which U is a matrix of size 
FxF with 1 as all of its elements.
TC =G»U  =G* •U  +Gf  *U +Gd • U + G a »U (7.14)
Equation (7.14) can be easily proved from Equations (7.11a-d) and Theorem 6.1. 
An example is presented next to demonstrate the procedure of setting up a 2DNE model 
for a two-dimensional machine-cell location problem.
Example 7.4: Setting up a 2DNE model for a two-dimensional cell location problem
Assume that the same 2DNE problem defined in Example 7.1 is used in this 
example. Based on the location distance matrix obtained in Example 7.1, the 2DNE 
model of this particular problem can be obtained as follows.
Min TC=W »6=W *{xm')=
0 3 4 0 1 f * 1 2 *13 *14 *15 0 2 35 3 45 * i i *21 *51 *41 *51
5 0 1 3 0 *21 * 2 2 * 2 3 * 2 4 * 2 5 2 0 L5 2 25 * 1 2 * 2 2 *32 * 4 2 * 5 2
2 2 0 6 3 • *51 * 3 2 *33 * 1 4 * 3 5 35 15 0 25 2 * i3 * 2 3 *33 *43 *53
4 1 3 0 2 *41 * 4 2 * 4 3 * 4 4 * 4 5 3 2 25 0 15 * i4 * 2 4 *54 * 4 4 *54
_2 0 3 4 0
\ .* 5 1 * 3 2 * 5 3 * 5 4 * 5 5 .
45 25 2 15 0 .* 1 5 * 2 5 *55 * 4 5 * 5 5 .
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Subject to:
*11 *13 * 1 4 *1 5
* 2 1 * 2 2 * 2 3 * 2 4 * 2 5
[ 1 1 1 1 1 ] *3 1 * 3 2 *3 3 * 3 4 * 3 5
* 4 1 * 4 2 * 4 3 * 4 4 * 4 5
.* 5 1 * 5 2 *5 3 * 5 4 * 5 5
■<11 *1 2 *13 *1 4 *1 5 T T
■*21 * 2 2 * 2 3 * 2 4 * 2 5 l 1
*31 * 3 2 * 3 3 * 3 4 * 3 5 l
= 1 •
*4 1 * 4 2 * 4 3 * 4 4 * 4 5 1 1
_ * 5 I * 5 2 * 5 3 * 5 4 * 5 5 . l 1
= [ 1 1 1 1  l],
□
The basic idea in the search algorithm to be discussed next is to find the row with 
maximum row sum among all four matrices G*, Gf, Gf and G". Then, an improved 
assignment will be tried by placing the cell corresponding to the maximum row sum in a 
different location away from its own in a direction that is the same as its directional inter­
cell flow cost matrix.
There are four types of row sums among the four matrices, Gb, Gf, Gf and G“, 
each of which represents a unique direction of an outflow. If the current m a x i m u m  row 
sum is a row sum of Gb, meaning that the maximum outflow is backward flow, a better 
cell location assignment may be found by placing the corresponding cell in one of the 
other locations upstream with respect to the current location. This is called backward 
search. If the current row sum is from Gf, a forward search will be conducted by moving 
the target cell downstream with respect to the current location. Similarly, a downward 
search or an upward search may be performed if the current row sum is from Gf or G“. A 
Quadra-Directional Decomposition Heuristic (QDDH) search algorithm is developed to 
implement such a four-directional search method.
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7.2 Backward Search
Suppose all the directional inter-cell flow cost matrices C*, G4, G* and G* have 
been computed under the current assignment and the row with the current largest row 
sum has been located among the four matrices. If the row located is a row in matrix Gb, 
the machine-cell corresponding to that row has the current maximum outflow in a single 
direction, which is backward. A new location assignment may be obtained by placing the 
cell, say cell a(u(h)) in location u(h), in each of the other h- 1 locations in a backward 
direction away from location u(h) as shown in Figure 7.2.
y a
h(1) u(2) u (k -1) u (k)  u (£ + l) u {h -1) u (h ) u(h+-1) h (F -1 ) u(F )
backward fo rw a rd
Figure 7.2. Cell layout before a(u(h)) moves backwards from location u(h) to u(k).
If the target cell a(u(h)) is placed in location u(k) (1 <k <h-1), all cells located 
from location u(k) to location need to be shifted one location forward while their
order is maintained. This results in a new assignment candidate, as shown in Figure 7.3.
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76^3733137737^3462
1«(1) u(2) u(k-1) u{k) «(/t+l) u{k+2) u(h) u(h+l) u(F-l) a(F)
backward forward
Figure 7.3. Ceil layout after cell a(u(h)) moved backwards from location u(h) to u(k).
7.2.1 Differentiating inter-cell distance matrix and flow cost matrix
One way to evaluate if the new assignment candidate is a better assignment is to 
check the difference of the inter-cell flow cost matrix G between the current assignment 
and the new one. This difference is a matrix of the same size as matrix G, and it is 
defined in Definition 7.4.
Definition 7.4 The differential inter-cell distance matrix, the difference o f the inter-cell 
distance matrix between assignments a\ and a& is defined with its 
directionally decomposed matrices:
Ad = d(a2)-d (a i ) J
Adb — Sb(a2) - d b(a1) , Ad1 =Sf (a2) - S ' ( a l ),
Ad4 =6*{a2) - 6 ‘ (ol ), Ad" = du(a2) - d*{a, ).
Similarly, the differential inter-cell flow cost matrices, are defined:
AG =G(a2)-G (a I),
AGb =G*(«2 )-G *(o7), AGf  = G / («2 ) - G / («7),
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AG* = G*(a2)-G * (a l ), AG‘ = G m(a2) - G m(al ) .
From Equations (7.11a-d) and Definition 7.4, the relations between the 
differential inter-cell flow cost matrices and the differential inter-cell distance matrices 
can be derived.
AG=G(a2)-G (a I) = J(a2)@W -J C a ^ e W  = A d@ W , (7.15a)
AGb =G*(a2) - G b(al ) = 6*(a2)@ W -S b(a ,)® W  =A6* ® W , (7.15b)
AGr =G / (a2) - G f (al ) = 6 f (a2)® W -6 f (aI )® W  = A6f  ® W , (7.15c)
AG* = G* (a2) -G * (at ) = S* («2 ) © W  - 6* (at ) © W = AS* ® W , (7.15d)
AG“ = C “ (a2) - G “(a, ) = Sm(a2) 0  W - d"(a, ) 0  W = A5m 0  W . (7.15e)
Equations (7.15a-e) show that the computation of the differential inter-cell flow 
cost matrix are decided by the computation of the differential inter-cell distance matrix. 
According to Figure 7.2, all F machine-cells in the problem can be partitioned into four 
different subsets, a, f$, j  and y, under the current assignment. The only cells whose 
locations changed from the current assignment to the new ones are the cells in /? and j .  
Hence, the only inter-cell flow changes between the two assignments are related to the 
cells in the sets /? and/. Therefore, the computation of the inter-cell distance matrix can 
be simplified by partitioning the matrix according to the four subsets of the machine- 
cells. This is because some of the partitioned sub-matrices will remain unchanged 
between the two assignments.
7.2.2 Partitioning inter-cell distance matrix
The inter-cell distance matrix and its differentiation can be partitioned as follows:
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s  =
and
AS =
S . '  ^ *«r
S '* S "  SN S 'r
S , . S j,' S ,J Sj,r
9
Sr* S , '  S*J V
0 A6 „ 0
A S'a  S S „ A S 'r
A S , A *j,j * * J ,
0 0
(7.16)
(7.17)
In Equation (7.17), there are four zero sub-matrices that are tied with cell subsets or and y. 
Because the machine-cells in these two subsets have not moved their locations between 
the two assignments, there are no inter-cell flow changes between any two cells in the 
two subsets.
Similar to the characteristics of the inter-cell distance matrix in Property 7.2, the 
differential inter-cell distance matrix can also be decomposed into four directional 
components that will have the following relations.
AS = ASb + AS1 + AS* + AS" (7.18)
ASr =(ASb / ,  A6a =(AS'  /  (7.19)
Therefore, only two matrices need to be partitioned for the backward search, the 
difference of the backward inter-cell distance matrix A S b and the difference of the 
forward inter-cell distance matrix AS7*. The two matrices are partitioned as follows:
ASb =
0 0 0 0
A S l A * " A #u 0
ASbj* SSjj 0 0
0 A K , A<f 0
(7.20)
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and
AS4 =
0 A*U MU 0
a&U Mi, MU MU
mU MU MU MU
0 MU MU 0
(7.21)
The elements of the first row of sub-matrices in A Sb are zero. This is due to the 
fact that there is no backward flow from any cell in a  to any cell in any other subsets. 
Similarly, there is no forward flow from any cell in yto  any cell in any other subsets. 
This is why the last column of sub-matrices in AS* is also zero.
Assume Ad*a (i, j)  is used to note the backward inter-cell distance between cell i
in cell set /  and cell j  in cell set / / .  Each of the sub-matrices of AS* in Equation (7.20) 
can be expressed as
A3^(a(u(i)),a(u(j))) = Xu(i+i) xmn
for h — l > i > k ,k —l>  j>  1
(7.22a)
(«(«(*)). a(«0 ')»
) ~ -^ liO+i)
for h - l> i>  j> k
X u(i+l X uCj l  X u ll)  + X uif>
(7.22b)
0
fo r h —l>  j> i> k
A S l ( a ( u m a ( u m )  •*u(i+t) X u ik )
for h - l > i > k
ASja (a(u(h)), a(u(j))) =  xu(k) - x uW
fo r k —1 > j > l
AS*j (a(u(h)),a(u(j))) =  - x uW +xuU1
fo r h - l>  j > k
(7.22c)
(7.22d)
(7.22e)
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AShrJ (a(u(i)),a(u(j))) = - x u
for F > i> h  + \,h  — l>  j > k
*’■</+1) + X ul j )
Adhrj (a(n(i)X a(u(h))) = -x,U(t) +  X u W
(7.22f)
(7.22g)
/o r F > i> h  + 1
Similar to A6*a (i,j) ,  notation Adfjjii,j) is used to represent the downward 
inter-cell distance between the cell / from cell set I  and cell j  from cell set //. The 
partitioned sub-matrices of AS* can be detailed as
A 6 ^  (a(u(i)), a(u(J))) =
y « u )  ~  y«u+i> i f  y B(7+1) — y a(0 &  y B(y> — y B(o
yB(o ~ y«o+D if y«(7+i) — y«co ^  y«(/)> y«<o
y«o)— y«co yB(y+i)> yB(o ^  yB(» — y«(o
® if y aCy'+l) > yu(o & yBO, > yBOT
/o r  £ — 1 > i > 1 and h — 1 > y > it
yB(A) - y B(*) if  yB( t)^ y B(o & yuw ^ y ul0
yB(0 ~ y«(*> *7 yB(«^ yB(0 & yB</,>>yB(o
yuthy -  y«a> 7  yB(t) > >u(o & y-w ^  yB(I)
0 */ yB(t, > yB(0 & y.« > yB(.>
for k — l> i> l
y B(/+i) y ud) 7 y<nf) — y<ta+1) & y«( a
VI
y B(<+i)— y  mj) */ y «o) - y B(«+i) & y«c > y.<o
y »(» y «(«) if y* o )> y-(M> & y«(  ^y.&->
0 if y«o)> yBa+i) & y»c > y-co
(7.23a)
(7.23b)
(7.23c)
fo r  k - l > i > l  and h - I  > j > k
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A64M {a(u(i)),a(u(m  =
y»(i+I) _ yaO’+I) -IT ^  o ^
- v  l /  W o  ^  ^«>D & y .o ) ^ y « (i,"«(0 ”«0)
y«(«+l) _  ^uo+l) i f  y«(/+l) — y«(l+l) ^  a^Cy) >  ^ud)
y«u>-y«<o i f  yu0+i) > y.ci+D & j w ^ o )  
0 i f  y«(/+i) > >Wd & y«cy) > >„(,)
/o r  h - l> i> k  and h — l>  j> k
-^o+t> ~ y«<*> . .  _  _  .
_ v  . v  f  y»m ^ y uw  & y u w ^ y ulnyU( o "«(*)
yu(i-fi)— y«a) i f  yU(t) — ^uo+i) & ^(A) > yB(i)
yB(A)-y«(/) */ >.», > y B(ffi) & y .w ^y*v)
0 if y.(*> > yBcw) & yB(« > y.m
/o r  /* — 1 > / > it
J<5jy(a(«(i)),a(«(y») =
ryBo+i)-yB(o */ y.o)s y.cw) & y.cj>^ y.<o
y.cw> ~ y«(j) */" yB(7) — yB(i+» & yB(/>> y«to
y«(i)— y.m ^ y«(y)> yBa+i) ^ yBu) — y«(o
® */ yB(y) >  y B(w) ^  y  u(7) >  y«(o
/o r  h —l> i> k  and F >  j> / t  + 1 
dSja(a(u(h)),a(u(j))) =
yB(«-yB(*) *7 yBcy,^ yB{« & y«u)^y.c*>
y«(*)-yuo) */ y.w*y*m & y-w> y.(«
y-u)"y.c« */ y«(^>y.w  & y„u)£y-<w
0 */ y«c» > y«(*> & y«(7) > y-w
/o r  * - ! >  y > 1
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(7.23h)
(7.23i)
d&jj(a(u(h)),a(u(j))) =
yB(ir) ~ >ucy+l> ...
“«(*) "r ”ucy)
y«a)— y«o>i) ^  y«o+D — yB(*) ^  y«(» > yaw
y«(y)— y«(A> t f  y^j+i)> yB(*) yBo) — yaw
0  i f  yU(7>i) > y.(») & y«u) > yB<*)
for h - l > j > k
Addir {aiu{h)\a(u{m  =
y*m ~ y«w */" y«(y) — yaw & yHo> — yBc«
ya(t) yaw if y«</> — yaw ^  yBo) ^  yB(*)
yu(» yac*) ^  yBo) ^  yaw ^  yBo) — yaw
0  »/ ya(y) > y.c« & yu(J) > yKW
for F > j> h  + l
ASdf (a(u(i)),a(u(j))) =
yucjy yu(j+D i f  yu(j+iy ~ y B(«) ^  yB(y) — yB(o
yBc«)— yBO>D i f  yB(y+D — yBco ^  yB<y) > yB(«)
yB(y>— yB<o i f  yBcy+D> yB(o & yB(y> — yB(o
o i f  yU(j+D > yu(0 & yB(/> > yu(t)
/o r F > i> / i  + l amf h —l> j> k
ASdr j {a{u(i)),a{um) =
ryBw - y Bw *7 y.(*)^y«(o & yB«, ^ y B(o
yB(o— yB») if  yB(t) — yB(/) & yB<A) > yB<o
yBw - y B(o *7 ya(t, > y B(o & y .< «^yBco
0  if y.m  > y«(o & yH(A) > yu(1)
/o r F  > i > h +1
The difference of the forward inter-cell distance matrix between any two 
assignments, AS*, can also be partitioned into several sub-matrices. However in the case 
of backward search, it can simply be obtained by transforming the matrix ASh according 
to Equation (7.19). In a similar way, matrix AS"  can also be derived from Equation
(7.23j)
(7.23k)
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(7.19). Based on the partitioning of the four directional inter-cell distance matrices, the 
four corresponding differential matrices of the directional inter-cell flow costs can also be 
partitioned.
7.23 Differentiating the inter-cell flow costs
The differential matrices of all directional inter-cell flow costs can be partitioned 
and computed from the partitioned inter-cell distance matrices using Equations (7.15a-e). 
Assume the inter-cell flow matrix W  are reordered and then partitioned according the 
four subsets of machine-cells, a, f i , j  and y.
Wa.a Wa.fi Wa.J Wa.y
Wfi.a Wfi.fi W fij Wfi.y
Wj.fi Wjj W,y
Wr.« Wy.fi Wy.j Wy.y
W =
AG6 = ASb ®W
0 0 0 0 Wa.a Wa.fi Wa,J Wa.y
AdI M l M l 0 © Wfi.a Wfi.fi W fij Wfi.y
M l 0 0 w,a Wj.fi W jj W j,
0 M l M l 0 _Wy* Wy.fi Wy.J Wy.y_
0 0 0 o'
M l ® W p.a M l ® w fifi M l ®Wgf i t j 0
A6b.j.* ® W j.„ M l ® Wj.fi 0 0
0 M l ® Wy.fi M l 0 ITY . J 0
AGf  =A6f  ®W = (ASb)'® W
o ( M i . y e w . j ,  o
o w%,y<s>wM  ( M ^ y e W f j  u ^ y s i w ^
o i d ^ y e w j ,  o (M ‘/y(B w lr
0 0 0 0
(7.24)
(7.25a)
(7.25b)
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AG* = AS*®W
0 Ml A < j 0 X ,  w a.fi waj v a;
A*U Ml Ml Ml
®
"V . w fJt Vfij
Ml 0 Ml W,a Wj,fi W J .J  W J ,
0 Ml Ml 0 Wy.a Vy.fi WY.j WY.y .
0 Ml ®Va,P Ml®WaJ 0
Ml ®Wfi.a Ml ® w f i . f i A < j ® W p j M l ® W P t r
Ml ®Vj,* Ml ®v,fi 0 M l ® W . r
0 Ml ® Vy.fi M l ® W r J 0
(7.25c)
AG‘ = A8U® W =(A8*)'® W
o w * lmY® w aJt
(asI ' Y q w ^  c A s ^ y e w ^  
{ A s i j t s w ^  ( A ^ . y e w ^
0  (A8iry e w rtP
C A s^y® w t
(A8%)'®Wpj
0
(As*yy ® w rJ
0
iAs*py® w p>r
(AKjY®Wj,r
0
(7.25d)
Therefore, the difference of the overall inter-cell flow cost matrix between the 
two assignments can be obtained by adding all four directional components as expressed 
in Equations (7.25a-d).
AG = A8® W  =AG* +AGf  +AG* +AG m (7.26)
The difference of the total inter-cell flow costs between the current assignment and the 
new one can be computed by adding all the elements of matrix AG, as shown in Equation
(7.27), in which U is a unity matrix with 1 as all of its elements.
F  F
(7.27)
7=1 «=I
The difference of the total inter-cell flow costs, ATC, can be used to determine if 
the new assignment is a better one or not. A negative value of ATC indicates a decrease in 
total inter-cell flow costs from the current assignment to the new one, which is desirable.
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As indicated in Figures (7.2) and (7.3), there are h-1 possible new assignments that need 
to be evaluated through Equation (7.27). The h-l cases correspond to index variable k = 
1, 2 ,..., h-l.
A T C ^  = min{ATC(u(k)\ for k = 1 ,2  h - l )  (7.28)
Assume that ATCmm is the smallest ATC among all h-l cases, as shown in 
Equation (7.28). A negative value of ATC™* implies that a new assignment is found in 
the current branch of search. An example is presented to demonstrate the procedures 
involved in backward search.
7.2.4 Numerical example for backward search 
Example 7.5: Demonstrating the backward search
Assume the same problem defined in Example 7.1 is used in this example, and the 
inter-cell flow matrix W  has already been constructed in that example and re-displayed 
along with the current cell location assignment.
W  =
0 3 4 0 l ' 0 0 1 0 o'
5 0 1 3 0 1 0 0 0 0
2 2 0 6 3 , x = 0 1 0 0 0
4 1 3 0 2 0 0 0 1 0
2 0 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 1
The backward inter-cell flow cost matrix under the current assignment is computed as
Gb =3*® W  =
0 4.5 2 0 0 65
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 0 0 0 2 .
4 2.5 45 0 0 11
3 0 6 2 0 11
Assume the row with the current largest row sum among all four directional inter­
cell flow cost matrices is row 4 in matrix G* shown as above. Hence, machine-cell 4 in
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location 4 becomes the target cell, and a backward search will be conducted by trying to 
place cell 4 in each of the other locations away from location 4 in a backward direction. 
Figure 7.4 shows a machine-cell layout under the current assignment with an intention to 
move cell 4 from location 4 to another location k = 2.
i
I
s.
!§I3.
a
a fa lfe i
(0.5,0:5).
«(3)-
*;<i(i*3))=l
.MX:-
(1-5. 1-5) 
ii(4)v
(3. I X 
- «(« 
a(ii(/i))=4
(15. 2) 
«C5) 
a(«(5))=5
Forward 
 ►
Backward
Figure 7.4. Layout under the current assignment in Example 7.5.
Assume a vector a is used for cell location assignment that is equivalent to the 
assignment matrix X. The current assignment is indicated with such a vector in Figure 
7.4. The target cell, cell 4, can be moved to each of the three possible locations, k -  1, 2, 
3. A case of k -  2 is tried by moving cell 4 from location h = 4 to location k —2,as shown 
in Figure 7.5. All cells from location k — 2 to location h -  1 = 3 are shifted one position 
forward, that is, in an opposite direction of the current search direction.
Both the x-coordinate and the y-coordinate of all five cell locations shown in 
Figure 7.4 can be written as
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xt =0.5, x2 =1.5, Xj = 2 , x4 =3  and xs =3.5; 
yl =0.5, y, =1.5, y3 =2.5, y, =1 and y5 = 2 .
?
I  
I  s.
t is.
» i .L. . -  I 
. •' \ - '
a ik i)W
(0.5,0:5),
.  - 7 ...v * » •-* v ;
’* * '• • \ *‘ .* t ’■ V •'
'  - -
d ^ r i ^  
«(*) 
a(«<A>)=4
*> //.
p:
< W / . "
. «(3F ;
d(u(k))=3'
(3,1)
«<*>
: . \  a(«(A-l)>rl
•: 5'ft-*:* ir,
(3:5,2)
n (5 )
a(ii(5))=5
Forward Backward
-----------
Figure 7.5. Layout after cell 4 moved to location 2 in Example 7.5
The five cell locations can be reordered horizontally and vertically, and an index 
array u  is used to re-label the locations in an ascending order horizontally. In this 
particular example, the horizontal order of all locations happens to be the same as their 
original order. Index array u can be directly obtained from Figure 7.4.
« = [l 2 3 4 5]
For the case of k = 2, all the machine-cells are partitioned into four subsets as it is 
observed from both Figures 7.4 and 7.5. The four subsets of machine-cells are as follows: 
« = {2}, f  = {3 1 } ,J =  {4} and j- = {5}.
Therefore, the difference of the backward inter-cell distance matrix can be 
partitioned into several sub-matrices that can be computed following Equations (7.22a-g).
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m(a(u(2)),a(u(l))) = xu(3} - xa(2) = Xj - x 2 = 2 -1 .5  = 
AS^(a(u(3)),a(u( 1))) = xu(4} - xu(3} = x4 - x 3 = 3 -  2 = 1,
0.5
1
M */f(a(u(2)).a(u(2))) = 0.
A3^(a(u(2)),a(u(3))) = 0,
ASbM (a(u(3)), a(u(2))) = x„(4) -  2xu0) + xu(2) =x4 - 2 x 3 + 
A^bfi(a(u(3))Mu(3))) = 0 ,
AS^p - 0  0  
0.5 0
AS^j (a(a(2», a(n(4))) = xu(3) - x u(2) = x3 -  x2 = 0.5, 
J<5j,y(a(«(3)),a(ii(4))) = xu(4) - x um = x4 - x 2 = 1.5,
^ y  =
0.5
1.5
ASba (a(w(4», a(«(l))) = xa(2) - x u(4) = x, - x 4 = -1.5 , 
Jrf‘a [-1.5];
J«J*/,(a(a(4»,a(a(2))) = -x u(4) + xu(2) = x2 - x 4 = -1 .5 , 
A6bjft (a(i<(4»,a(«(3))) = -x u(4) + xH(3) = x3 - x 4 = -1 , 
Ad% [-1.5 - l ] ;
4$./t(a(it(5)),a(u(2))) = -x u(3) + xa(2) = x 2 - x 3 = -0 .5 , 
A6b fi(a(u(5)),a(u(3))) = - x u(4) + x„(3) = x3 - x 4 = -1 ,
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dJ*, = [-0 .5  - l ] ;
d<5*; (a(u(5)), <z(u(4))) = -x a(2) +xu(4) = x4 - x 2 = 1.5, 
dJ*,. =[1.5],
0 0 0 0 0
0.5 0 0 0.5 0
1 0.5 0 1.5 0
-1 .5 -1.5 - 1 0 0
0 -0 .5 - I 1.5 0
The partitioned sub-matrices of the differential downward inter-cell distance can 
be computed using Equations (7.23a-k).
d < /r(a(«(l)),u(«(2 ))) = 0 ,
d<,(a(«(l)),a(«(3))) = 0 ,
A&U =  [0 0]; 
d6*j(a(u(X)),a(u(4))) =  0 ,
* * lj  = W;
4*},a(a(u(2))ta(u(l))) = yu(3) -  yu(2) = y3- y 2 = 1 , 
di* J a (a(«(3»,a(u(l)» = yu(4) -  yu(3) = y ^ - y 3 =1.5,
d<$l = 1 ;
1.5
d^(a(u (2 )),a (u (2 ))) = 0,
d<5j /?(a(a(2)),a(u(3))) = yu(3) - y u(4) = y3 - y 4 =1.5, 
d<5j /?(a(u(3)),a(u(2») = yu(2) -  y„(3) = y2 -  y3 = - 1 ,
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J3%fi(a(u(3)),a(u(3))) = 0 ,
0 1.5
-1  0
A&P'j (fl(M(2)),a(M(4))) — ya(3) 2yH{2) + y«(4) yj ^y2 + y4 0.5,
^ J  y(a(«(3)),a(«(4))) = ya(4) -  ya(3) = y4 - y 3 = -1 .5 ,
=
0.5
-1.5
ASp r (a(«(2)),a(«(5») = ya(3) - y a(5) = y 3 - y 5 =0.5, 
A6*p r (a(u(3)),a(u(5))) = ya(5) -  ya(3) = y5 -  y3 = -0.5,
=
0.5
-0.5
A<Sda(a(u(4)),a(u(l))) = ya(2) - ya(4) = y2 - y4 = 0.5, 
zW*. =[0.5];
A<Sdfi(a(u(4)),a(u(2))) = 0,
Ad% (a(a(4)),a(a(3») = ya(2) -  ya(4) = y2 -  y4 = 0.5, 
A6% = [0 0.5];
ASdr(a(u(4)),a(u(5))) = 0,
*SdLr = [o];
AJd/}(a(u(5))Mu(2)))= ya(2) - y a(5) = y 2 - y 5 =-0.5 , 
Addfi (a(u(5)),a(u(3))) = ya(5) -ya(4) = y5 ~y4 = 1. 
A d % = [-0.5 l];
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ASf j(a(u(5))Mu{4))) = yuW -  y„(2) = yA -  y2 = -0 .5 , 
A6‘rJ =[-0.5],
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1.5 0.5 0.5
1.5 -1 0 -1.5 -0 .5
0.5 0 0.5 0 0
0 -0 .5 I -0.5 0
The inter-cell flow matrix W can be reordered and partitioned according to the 
Equation (7.24).
0 1 5 3 0
2 0 2 6 3
3 4 0 0 1
1 3 4 0 2
0 3 2 4 0
W«. = [0], W ., =[l 5], Wv  = [3], =  [0],
'2 ~0 2 '6 ' ■3 '
3 > w fi.fi ~ 4 0
IIs:5
0
II
1
w*. = [l]. w u  = [3 4], W j j  = [o], w i r  = [2],
K *  =[°]- Wr.n =& 2], WrJ =[4], =[0],
The difference of all directional inter-cell flow cost matrices between two 
assignments can be obtained following Equations (7.25a-d).
0 0 0 0 0‘ "0 0.5 5 -4 .5 0
1 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 - 9 -1.5
3 2 0 0 0 , AG1 = 0 0 0 0 -1
- 1 .5 - 4 . 5 - 4 0 0 0 1.5 6 0 3
0 - 1 .5 - 2 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
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AG* =
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 7.5 1.5 0
2 0 3 3 1.5 0 0 - 2 0 --1.5
4.5 - 4 0 0 -0.5 , AG m _ 0 6 0 0 1
0.5 0 2 0 0 0 1.5 - 6 0 -1
0 -1.5 2 - 2 0 0 1.5 -1 0 0
" 0 1.5 12.5 - 3 0
3 0 2 - 3 -1.5
?* + AGf  +AG II
■+ 7.5 4 0 0 -0 .5 »
-1 -1.5 - 2  0 2
0 -1.5 -1  4 0
Therefore, the difference of the total inter-cell flow costs from the current 
assignment to the new assignment candidate can be computed using Equation (7.27) with 
the following result:
ATC = AG • (/ = 21.5.
The same procedure performed above is to be repeated for the other two cases, k — 
1 and k — 3. All three values of ATC of the three cases are evaluated. If the minimum 
among the three has a negative value, a new assignment is found. Otherwise, a new 
branch of search will be conducted, which corresponds to the cell with the next largest 
row sum among all four matrices, AGb, AC?, AO1 and AGU. □
If the row with the current largest row sum is in a matrix other than AC?, a 
different directional search other than backward will be needed. The other three 
directional searches are forward search, downward search and upward search, which are 
coupled with matrices AC?, AG* and AGm, respectively.
7.3 Forward Search
Suppose the row with the current maximum row sum is in matrix (?  instead of Gb, 
which indicates that the current maximum outflow is a forward one. A new series of
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assignment candidates can be generated by placing the corresponding cell, say cell 
a(u(h)) in location u(h), in each of the other F-h locations that are away from its current 
location in a forward direction, as shown in Figures 7.6 and 7.7.
a P
"  .1 r~“- | r 
: :  o  : - rIf o
0 t o
1111
a ( u ( F - l ) >
o a C u ( h - l ) y \  i ; ■ a ( u ( k ) ) 1t1
a(«(T>) .......  I 5 ! ! 1, , , . «•«««•*&t ..
0 : ; ; r oi 1 i | a(«(*+l)) , „ i o . ■ oa ( u ( F y ya(«(2)) , . ; I ! 1 a ( u ( k - l ) )
; i ; ■ o l a ( u ( k + l } )I
1 ■
«(1) u(2) u ( h - 1) u ( h )  u ( h + l ) u ( k - l )  u ( k )  «(*+!) u ( F - 1) u ( F )
b a c k w a r d forward
Figure 7.6. Cell layout before a(u(h)) moves forwards from location u(h) to u(k).
a
a(«(A-D)
a(h (2)>
«(1) u{2)
P I Y
1 0 1 I I  • I I  1 1 1 O
!.a(u(/Mrl)> r « i I I I ,
J O ! 1
a(«(F-l»
1. . . 1 ac«(Ajj) i
• i i  .... . .  (tM9(ar
r-
L . v v... , . . . x . O r i r i i i O
I aG*C*-0) -• r A  l  I t  w a(u(F))11 V • ' • •• V . -W . N • '•> V- . o | J J a(u(*+1))
1
I' • - - a(uim 1 l |1 I 1 ' • -
u ( h - 1) u ( h ) u ( k - 2 )  u ( k - l )  u ( k )  u ( k + 1) u ( F - l )  u ( F )
b a c k w a r d forward
Figure 7.7. Cell layout after cell a(u(h)) moved forwards from location u(h) to u(k).
Suppose the target machine-cell a(u(h)) is moved to location u(k) (h+l <k <F) 
from location u(h) and all cells from location u(h+1) to location u(k) are shifted one
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location backward while their order is still maintained. Figure 7.7 shows such a resultant 
new assignment candidate.
Similar to the backward search, one way to evaluate such a new assignment 
candidate is to verify the change of the inter-cell flow costs from the current assignment 
to the new one. The procedure to obtain such a change or difference of the inter-cell flow 
costs over the two assignments can be simplified by partitioning the inter-cell flow cost 
matrices based on the nature of the forward search.
7.3.1 Partitioning inter-cell distance matrices for forward search
As shown in Equation (7.18), the difference of the inter-cell distance matrix 
between the two assignments can be decomposed into four directional ones. Equation
(7.19) shows that the backward and the forward inter-cell distance matrices have a 
transforming relationship toward each other. So does the pair of the downward and the 
upward. Hence, only two of the four, the forward and the upward, need to be partitioned 
based on the four subsets of the machine-cells shown in Figure 7.6:
ASf  =
0 0
0 0 **ir
0 A&p'p
0 0 0 0
(7.29)
and
AS' =
0 M 'aj 0
0 **lr
0 **r.i 0
(7.30)
As in the case of backward search, each of the sub-matrices of A8f  in Equation 
(7.29) can be obtained using the following equations.
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AS^j (a(u(i)), a(u(h))) — xulk) xulh)
for h - l > i > l
A&a,f (a(u(i)), a(u(j))) = xu(j_l} - x m(J)
for h — \> i> t ,k > j> h  + 1
Adf, (a(u(h)), a(u(j))) = xu(fl) - x uiJ)
for k > j> h  + 1
A 6 ' r ( a ( u V i ) ) M u ( m  ~  X u ih ) X u ( k )
fo rF >  j > k  +1
AS^j (a(a(i», a(u(K))) = xu{k)
for k > i> h + l
J6 '(a(u(i)),a(uU )))
a(y-l) a(i—L) "SiC/) **a(0
/orJfc> j> i> h  + l 
fo r k > i>  j> h  + l
0
AdfPr (a(u(i)), a(u(j))) = xu(0 - x . (M)
fo r k > i> h  + l ,F >  j> k  + l
(7.31a)
(7.31b)
(7.31c)
(7.3 Id)
(7.3 le)
(7.3 If)
(7.3 lg)
Similar to that of AS4, the partitioned sub-matrices of ASU in Equation (7.30) can 
be expressed as
Ji5;y(a(«(i)),a(u(h)))
>b(A) y a(t) (f yB< o * y.«, & y.OT  ^y-w
yuo) -  y.« f «^(0 -  ya(i) & yuo)> y«(«
y.(« -  yato if yaw > y.(« & yam
0 if y.m > y.(« & ya(i) > ya(A)
fo r  h - l > i > \
(7.32a)
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J6 ‘f (a(u(i)),a(u(j))) =
yu(j-D ~  y uU) i f  y«(o — yuij-D y«(o — y*u)  
u^(y-i) ~ yu(o i f  y«(o — y«o-i) ^  yB(f) > ^ «(y)
y.«-y.<y> ^  y . (i> >  y«j-i) & y-o  ^y„<y>
o *7 y„w > y . (/-o & y.(0 > y«0)
/o r  A—1> i > 1 am/  fc> / > / i  + l
Admja(a(u(h))MuU))) =
’y«(*)-y-c« *7 y u i k ) ^ y uU) & y>
y.(y,-y.c« *7 y-w^y-cy) & y.(« > y.<y>
y„w -y„cy) 7  ymtt>>y.u> & y«w-y..o>
0 (f yH(i) > y,,(y) & ya(A) > y«cy>
/o r  /1 — 1 >  / > 1
JJ“/a(ii(/i)),a(«(/))) =
ry«(y-D—y .«  ./• ^  p ^_v . v 7 y.(«^ y.c/-i) & y.(« ^ y-cy)y«cy) y«c*)
y«(y-D~~ y«(*) *7 y-(« — y«o-«  ^ y^ *)> y«o)
y.c« — y.(y> *7 y»(fc)> y»(y-o  ^ y«(*) — yB(y
0 *7 y«», > yH(y-i) & y.(*) > y uW
for k>  j> h  + 1
J«S“r (a(K(fi»,a(a(/))) =
yu(.h) ~ y«(t) *7 yH(t) — y«u) ^ y«w — y«cy)
yH(y) ~ y«(t) 7 yB(t) —y«(y) ^  y«(*) > y«(y)
y.w, — y«o) 7 y«ct)> y«(y) ^ y»c*> — y«o)
0 t f yH(«  ^yBcy) ^ yaw y^«(y)
/o r  F > / > *  + l
J^ (a (u (0 ) ,a (« (/)) )  =
y.OT — y«(«-i) 7 y«ci-i) — y«(y) ^ y««) ~ y«(y>
y«(y) ~ y««-D 7 y«(i-D — y«cy> ^ y«(o> y«c/)
y«co— y<i01  if  y-a-D ■> y«o) ^  y“<o ~ y0 7  yB(i_„ > yH(y, & y.0, > y uoi
for k > i ^ h  + l  and h — 1 ^  j  1
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(7.32e)
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^ ( a f c O ) ) ,«(«(*)» =
y«(t> y_ , f  y“(t-i) y«(*) y«(«■> y«(*>y»w y«(o
yu(t)— ya(/-i> Cf y«o-D — y«(t) & yum> y«(A>
y.« ~ y.(*> */ y«a-i)> y«(*) ^ yU(o — y«cA>
0 if y«(,-i) > yH(i) & y«(i) > y.c«
(7.32g)
_  ,  5^ y-tM) — y«o-r) ^  y«(o — y«o>yuo) yh(o
y«o-D -y*o-u f  y«o-D ^  y«o-o & y . « > y-w) (7.32h>
y-co— y«o) if y«d-o> y«o-D ^  y«(o — y«(»
0 if y«(/—!) > ya(j-i) & y«(0 > y-t»
■V • N. I. . < ____ f / .  N . • X. I . If o r  k > i > h  + 1 am / k >  j > h  + 1
J^(a(«(0),a(tt(y'))) =
y«co y«(M) y.«-D ~  y«o) ^  y«co ~  yum
y ^  — y«(i~D if  yao-i) — yat^ & yU(o> yU(»
y a ( i )  y a ( y )  i f  y u (t—I) ^  y u ( j )  y a (« )  ~  y u ( j )
0 *7 y.(M) > ya(j) & y«(,-, > y,^
/ o r  f c> / >A + l an d  F > j > k  + 1
J J -y(a(*i(0),«(«(*))) «
y«(*) yu(A) i f y«( o  ^y-a> & a
VIa5S
y a c t)— y a(o i f yaCO — ya(A) & y'u(f)  ^y«c*,
y a(i) — y a (A) i f y«w > y«w & y.(o *  y«(«
0 i f ya(i) > ya(t) & y-m > y-(*>
/o r  F  > / > *  + !
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AS“0 (a(u(i)), a(u(j))) =
y«u-n-y-a) if yuv^yuu-»  & y«c«>^y»o)
yuu-D ~ y*u) if  yuW — yuu-n ^  y«co> y«o) ^  2 2 ^
y^t) ~ yulJ) f  >«« > y«o-t) y«(o — yucj)
0 i f  y««) > y«(y-D & y«co > y.cy)
ybr F > *> i t  + 1 and k > j> h -t-1
Based on the partitioning of the differential inter-cell distance matrices, the 
corresponding inter-cell flow cost matrices, which are discussed next, can also be 
partitioned.
7.3.2 Partitioning inter-cell flow cost matrix for forward search
The inter-cell flow matrix W needs to be reordered and partitioned first based on 
the four subsets of machine-cells. The partitioned matrix W  is slightly different from the 
one in the backward search in terms of the order of the machine-cell subsets.
W =
W«.a W«.j Wa,fi Wa.r
Wj,« W jj W ,P Wj,r
WP,« w PJ w P.P W p,r
Wr.J Wr.P Wr.r
(7-33)
Following Equations (7.15a-e), all four directional inter-cell flow cost matrices 
can be differentiated and partitioned based on the partitioned inter-cell distance matrices. 
AGf  = ASf @W
(7.34a)
0 A*Lj * < P 0 Wa.a Waj Watfi Wa,;
0 0 **ir Wj.« w u  w up Wj,
0 A&P,P **ir w p,a w p j  Ytp'P w P,
0 0 0 0 Wr.a WrJ WrtP W,r
0 ® w  .w a,j A&a,P ® Wa p 0
0 0 A & l® W jtP ASjy ®W hr
0 ®WfiJ ^Hp,p ® Wptp ASpr ® W pr
0 0 0 0
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AGb = A8b®W =(A8f ) ®W
p 0 0 0
(a s 'J < b w ^ 0 U s i J e W j , 0 (7.34b)
(a s ' J  ® w S/z (AS'J< SW tJ (a s ' J o w ^ 0
0 U S ',) ' e w rJ U * l J 0
AGU = A8m®W
0 A K ,P 0 X a W«.j W a,p Wa,r
0 A *lp * * lr ® WJ* w ,p W ,r
A & la A 8pp * * l r w p.a * P . j Wp,p W p ,
0 ^ r .P 0 Wr,a W r.j Wr.r
(7.34c)
0
A&la ®Wha 
A8'p„® W p>a 
0
A6'a J ®WaJ
0
A6'p j ®Wpj
A * ' r J ® * r . J
A&a.fi ®  ^a,P
A*lP ® W j,P 
A&PtP ©  W p p
^r ,P ® ^r.P
0
**lr® W j.r
A 6 lr ®WP'7
0
AGd =A6d ®W={A8*) ®W
0
(a s - J b w ^  0 (a s - J  (A6-rJ)® W h
U k J U * l , ) ' <Bwe j {AS‘, J ® w „  ( a s ; J a w ,
r
P.r
o (a s -,) <s>wrJ (a s - J  ® w rJ, o
(7.34d)
Therefore, the difference of the overall inter-cell flow cost matrix over the two 
assignments, AG, can be computed using Equation (7.26). The difference of the total 
inter-cell flow costs from the current assignment to the one being tested, ATC, can be 
obtained using Equation (7.27). There are F - h  new assignment candidates in one branch 
of forward search. Each of the F — h candidates needs to be screened, and the one with 
the smallest value of ATC, ATCm,n, will be screened out using Equation (7.35). A
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negative value of ATCm\n indicates a decrease in the total inter-cell flow costs from the 
current assignment to the one being tested, which implies a new assignment is found. 
Otherwise, the search will be extended to the next branch, and the cell with the next 
largest row sum will be evaluated for a possible improved assignment. The F — h testing 
assignments in each branch of search correspond to F - h  values of the index variable k  (k 
= h+1, ..., F), as shown in Figures (7.6) and (7.7).
A T C ^ = mm{ATC(u(jc))t for k = h+\,h+2,...,F) (7.35)
A numerical example is provided next to show the procedures of a forward 
search. The example is extended from Example 7.5 used for demonstrating the backward 
search. However, some of the iterations after Example 7.5 are omitted before the Erst 
forward search is performed.
7 3 3  Numerical example for forward search 
Example 7.6: Demonstrating the forward search
Assume that Example 7.5 goes on for a couple of more iterations to reach the first 
forward search, and the current assignment matrix X  and the inter-cell flow matrix W 
follow:
"0 0 1 0 o' '0 3 4 0 1'
1 0 0 0 0 5 0 1 3 0
0 1 0 0 0 and W = 2 2 0 6 3
0 0 0 0 1 4 1 3 0 2
0 0 0 1 0 2 0 3 4 0
Suppose the row with the current largest row sum among the four inter-cell flow 
cost matrices is the third row in matrix Cf that is displayed below.
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G 1 = S f ® W  =
0  0 0 0 1
75  0 1 9 0
1 0 0 12 45
0 0 0 0 0
0  0 0 2 0
1
17.5
17.5 
0 
2
A forward search will be performed by moving the machine-cell 3 from its current 
location, location 2, to each of the other locations from location 3 to location 5. This 
generates three new assignment candidates for testing, which correspond to k = 3, 4, 5. 
The case of k — 4 is demonstrated in Figure (7.8), in which machine-cell 3 is planned to 
move from location 2 to location k -  4.
§
i
a
■ : l r .
aV a>.
(0.5,0.5)
/ ,v' ’ •
ft~2
(l-5t l .$  
. «(2)
a(uihyy=3
I
3
(2.25) , , 
«(3)' 
a(«(3))=r
(3,1) 
■ «C4)
aM.k)i±5
(33,2) - 
«(5) 
a(«(5))=4
Forward 
 ► B a c k w a r d  M--------
Figure 7.8. Layout under the current assignment in Example 7.6.
Figure (7.9) shows a machine-cell layout after cell 3 is moved from location 2 to 
location 4 and all cells from location 3 to 4 are shifted one location backward.
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?
i
is.
t Ia.
*' ' -■ 5 *■£
* .  *■ . %  •
»’*•* *
a(«Cl)fe2
• v
<O£0:S)
V'3:.v
(MK
, Cl-5a^) .
a(ii(A+I))=l
. X ' .
. .  ..
•»
. (3, a
a(«(/i))=3
(3:5,2)
«(5)
a(«(5))=4:
F o r w a r d B a c k w a r d  -a--------
Figure 7.9. Layout after cell 3 moved to location 4 in Example. 7.6
The x-y coordinates of all ft ve locations and the horizontal location index array u 
are the same as the ones in Example 7.5. For the case of k  = 4, all the machine-cells can 
be partitioned into four subsets, a ,j, fi  and y, which are displayed below.
« = {2}.>={3}. £ = { l 5} and). = {4}.
The partitioned sub-matrices of the differential forward inter-cell distance matrix 
can be computed using Equations (7.31a-g), and the results are 
A8*j = [l-5l, A8*fi = [-0.5 - l] ,
ASfr = [-0.5 -1.5], A8{r = [-1.5],
A S ',  =
1.5
1
, A8p p — 0  -0 .5  
0 0 • A d $ ,  =
0.5
1
and
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AS, =
0 1.5 -0 .5 -1 0
0 0 -0 .5 -1.5 -1.5
0 1.5 0 -0.5 0.5
0 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
Similarly, the partitioned sub-matrices of AS* can be obtained from Equations 
(7.32a-k)
A sij = [0 .5 ], = [ - 1  1 .5 ],
ASl. = [0 ], AS-J, = [-0.5 1.5], A i-r = [0 .5 ],
O' 0 0 1 ' 0.5'
0 X* 
■ II
-0 .5
, ASp p —
-1.5 0
, AS*ptr =
-1
A6'rJ =[0 ]. AS‘ fi = [-0.5 0.5],
and AS* =
"0 0.5 -1 1.5 0
0 0 -0 .5 1.5 0.5
0 0 0 1 0.5
0 -0 .5 -1.5 0 -1
0 0 -0 .5 0.5 0
The inter-cell flow matrix W are rearranged and partitioned according to Equation 
(7.33) as follows:
W =
0 1 5 0 3
2 0 2 3 6
3 4 0 1 0
0 3 2 0 4
1 3 4 2 0
= [0 ], = [1], = [5 0], W „ = [0],
w,.. = [2 ], Wu  = [0], = [ 2  3], Wjr = [6],
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3 4' 0 1' "o'II
0 3 » ^ ff.fi ~ 2 0
IIaT
4
= [1], WrJ = [3], WrJ, = [4 2], Wr r = [O],
The difference of all four directional inter-cell flow cost matrices between the 
current assignment and the new one being tested can be computed from Equations (7.34a- 
d), and the results are
0 1.5 --2.5
ioo
0 0 0 0 o'
0 0 -1 -4.5  - 9 3 0 3 3 0
AG1 = 0 6 0 -0.5  0 , AGb = 1.5 - 2 0 0 0
0 3 0 0 4 0 --4.5 -1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
-
0 --4.5 2 2 0
"0 0.5 - 5
■oo " 0 0 0 0 0"
0 0 -1 4.5 3 1 0 0 --1.5 0
AGU = 0 0 0 1 0 9 AG4 = 3 - 2 0 --1.5 0 1
0 -1.5 - 3 0 - 4 0 4.5 2 0 2
0 0 - 2 1 0 0 1.5 2 - 2 0
0 2 -7.5 0 0 '
4 0 1 1.5 - 6
AG =AGf  + AG* + AG “ +AGd -4 .5 2 0 -1 0 •
0 1.5 -2 0 2
0 3 2 1 0
Therefore, the change of the total inter-cell flow costs from the current 
assignment to the one under test can be obtained by adding all the elements in AG.
F  F
ATC = AG»U = S Z 4 f # — 7.
/=! j =I
A negative value of ATC indicates that a better assignment is found in terms of reducing 
the total inter-cell flow costs. However, this may not be the new assignment to be found
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in the current branch of search if a lower value of ATC is found in the other two cases (k
= 3, 5). □
The backward search and forward search are very similar. They are both based 
on the horizontal sequence of locations to generate the new assignment candidates. If the 
row with the current largest row sum among the four directional inter-cell flow cost 
matrices is in a matrix other than 4G* and Afif, a downward or upward search will be 
conducted. In that case, a vertical sequence of locations will be used to generate the 
assignments.
7.4 Downward Search
§
I
a.
§■
i
I
I
l
v(/0 
v(F-1)
O <KvCF»
OfyiF-1)) O
v(A+l) 1 O  aCvCA+I))
v(h)
vih-l) I O  a(v(frl))
v(Jfc+l)
v(fc)
v(2)
v(l)
O a(v(jfc*I)>
: o  M vm
r.v >. '
i y x ?' 
r -• "■< y '
i. >•'. :■<
iy
a(v(A)) O
£
Figure 7.10. Cell layout before cell a(v(h)) moves downwards to location v(k).
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Instead of using the horizontal location index array u as in the backward and 
forward search, a vertical location index array v is used in the downward and upward 
search. The array is defined as Equation (7.2b). Suppose the row with the current 
maximum row sum is in matrix (7*, a better cell location assignment solution might be 
obtained by moving the corresponding cell, a(y(h)), from its current location v(h) to a 
location in the downward direction, as shown in Figure 7.10.
Assume the target machine-cell a(v(h)) is moved from location v(h) to a new 
location v(k), where l< k < h —l .  All machine-cells between location v(k) and location 
v(/z-l) are shifted one location upward. This results in a new assignment candidate shown 
in Figure 7.11.
Y
i
a  
x
Figure 7.11. Cell layout after cell a(v(h)) moved downwards to location v(k).
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a(v(F-l)) O
O aivOn-m
v(A-l) jr. Ok aWA-2))
v ( k )
**-l)
v(2)
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Each of the new assignment candidates will be evaluated by computing the 
difference of the inter-cell flow costs from the current assignment to the one under test. 
This computation can be simplified by partitioning the inter-cell flow cost matrices as it 
is done in the backward and forward search.
7.4.1 Partitioning inter-cell distance matrices for downward search
In all four directional searches, the difference of the inter-cell distance matrix 
over two assignments can always be decomposed into four directional ones, as shown in 
Equation (7.18). The pair of backward and forward inter-cell distance matrices always 
has the transforming relation as shown in Equation (7.19). So does the pair of the 
downward and the upward inter-cell distance matrice. In the case of the downward 
search, only the downward inter-cell distance matrix and the backward one need to be 
partitioned following the four subsets of the machine-cells defined in Figure 7.10.
A5d =
A5b =
0 0 0 O'
M l M l M l 0
Ml Ml 0 0
0 Ml Ml 0
0 Ml M l 0
as:I Ml Ml Ml
m i Ml Ml Ml
o Ml Ml 0
(7.35)
(7.36)
The appearance of the partitioned sub-matrices of AS4 and ASb are very similar to 
that of ASh and A 8d in the backward search. The only difference is that the former is 
based on the horizontal location index array u and x-y coordinates, while the latter is 
based on the vertical location index array v and y-x coordinates. This difference can be 
observed by comparing the following equations with Equations (7.22a-g) and (7.23a-k).
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J< 5 j.(a (v (0 ) ,a (v (y » )  =  y v(I>1) -  yv(i)
for h — l> i> k ,k  — l>  j>  1
^5j,(a(v(i)),a(v(y)))
yva+1) yv(7>i) y»(f) "^y»o)
= f o r h - l> i> j > k
0 for h —l> j> i> k
J«* 'y(a(v(0),a(v(7 i))) =  yw((+1) - y v(i)
for h — l> i> k
AS$a(a(v(h)),a(v(j))) = yv(t) - y yW
fo r k  — 1 > y > i
* 6 'A a (y m ,a < y im  = ->**> + ^ vo)
fo rk  —1> y>fc
A6dr„(a(v(i)),a(yUy)) = -y ,0>i> + >»ty>
/ o r f > i > A + l , A - l >  y > i t
A6dj(a(v(i)),a(v(h))) = - y v(t) + yv(fc)
for F > i> h  + l
A&l'fi(a(v(i)),a(v(j))) =
x v ( / )  X »(y+I) i f T  ^  I*v(y> l) — -^v(r) & X V(f ) — X v(j)*“>>X*1cSm/H* i f X w(y+1) — -*v(i) & X Hj ) >  X v(t)
X v(y) X v(«) i f X v(y+I) ^  X v(0 & X v(y)
VI
0 i f x v<y+i> >  x»(o & X v(y) >  X v (0
/ o r  i t —1 > * > 1  a n d  /i — 1 > y > i t
d rf* ,(a (v (i)) ,a (v (/i))) =
X v(A) ~ X » ( t) 1/ X v ( i )  — X w(0 & X v(A) ^  X v (,)
X v(i) ~  X v ( t) 1/ X v (i)  — X v(i) & X v(A) >  X v (0
X v(A) _  X v(0 Cf X v ( i)  >  X v(i) & X v(A) — X v (0
0 X » ( t)  >  X v(«) & X v(A) >  X v(r)
yi?r it — 1 > i  >  1
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(7.37d)
(7.37e)
(7.37f)
(7.37g)
(7.38a)
(7.38b)
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-*V(|+I) _  X v(i) i f X vU) <  x & X H j )  ~  X v(i)
X v(i+l) ~ X v(f ) i f X v( j ) <  x & X v(J) > X v(i)
X v(j)  ~ X vU) i f X vU) >  X v(j+l) &
V
I
0 i f X V(J) ^  X v(i+l) & X v( j )  > X V(«)
f o r  k —1 > i > 1 a n d / l - l > IV
X v(Z+l) X v (/+ t)  
~ X K I) + X v</)
i f r  <  r  v ( / + l ) -----%v(i+1) & X vO ) —  X v(i)
x v(i+i) — x vtj+u i f X v(j+l) —  -^vO'+I) & X vO ) > X v (0
X v (/)  — •*»(«) i f X v( j+1) X v(i+l) & X v(y) — X v (0
0 i f X v(7+ 1) >  X v(i+l) & X H j ) >  X v (0
for h - l> i> k  and h - l>  j> k  
ddZj(a(v(i)),a(v(h))) =
v(/+l) X v(t)
~  X v(f) ■*'X »(A)
i f X v (i)  — X v(i+t) & X Hh)
V
I
X v(Z+t) “  X v(i) i f X v (i)  — X v(i+l) & X v0>) >  x v(i)
X v(A) ~ X v W i f X v (i)  >  -*v(i+l) & X v(h)
V
I
0 i f X v (t)  >  X v(i+l) & X v(h) >  X V(i)
X v(M-l) ~ X v(i) i f X v ( j )  — X V(|+1) & X v(v) <  j r— v(i)
X v(i+l) ~ X v ( /) i f X H j )  ~  X V((>1) & X v ( j ) ■*»(«)
X v(y) - X vC«) i f X vCj)  ^  X v(i+1) & X v(y) — X v(«)
0 i f X v(y) >  X v(i+1) & X V(j ) > X v(0
/o r  /i -1  > z > fc ami F >  j > A + l
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A6bia (a(v{h)\a(y(j))) =
X v(A) ~~ X v(/t) i f X v( j )  — x v ( i) & X v (7) — X v(A)
X v(A) ~~ X v(y) i f X vQ ) — X v(k) & X vO') > X v(A)
X y(J)  ~  X v ( k ) i f X v(J) > X v(t) & X v(  j }  — -*v(A)
0 i f 5 V & x v l j )  >  X v(h)
fcr k - l > j > l
'v ( t )  X H j + D  
~  X v(A) +  X v ( j )
i f X v (j+ l) <  r & X » 0 ) ^ * v ( A >
X v ( k )  ~ X H j + 1) i f X v(v+1) ^ X v ( « & X V(J) ^  X v(A)
X H D  ~  X v(A) i f X v(y+I) > X V(A) & X v ( j ) ^ X v(A)
0 if X v(y+1) >  X v(k) & X v ( j ) >  X v(A)
f o r  h - 1>  j > k
X v ( k ) X v(A)
X H t )
—
x »Cy)
X o { j ) X v(A)
0
Vy) —  x , v ( t)i f
i f  xv(j) — xvd)
i f  X v ( j )  ^  X v ( k )
i f
&
&
&
&
X v(y) ~  X v(A) 
X H j )  >  X v(A) 
X v l j )  —  X v(A) 
X v ( . j )  >  X v(A)
fo r  F > j > h  +  l 
A 5 brfi(ja(y(J)),a{v(j))) =
x»0) — xv(y+i) 1/
V!+hT & X ^  Xv(y) — AvO)
x»(0 — Xv(y+D r r  <  r  v(y'+l) — ■*>(/) & X w(7) > X v(»)
X v(y) ~ X HO xv(y+i) >  X v(x) & X  ^  X  »(y) — A v(»)
0 X v(y+I) ^  X v(i) & X v(7) >  X v (0
fo r  F > i > h  + 1 and h - 1 >  j ^ k  
A d br J (a(v(i)),a(v(h)))  =
X v(A) X v ( t) 1/ X v ( k )  —  X v ( i ) & X v(A) — X »(i)
X v (0  _  X v ( i) «r X v ( k )  ~  X v ( i ) & X v(A) >  X v(0
X v(A) — X v (0 i f X v (i)  ^  X v ( 0 & X v(A) — X v ( i )
0 i f X v ( k )  >  X v ( 0 & X v(A) >  X v(«)
/o r F ^ i ^ h  + 1
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Using the relation defined in Equations (7.15a-e), the difference of the inter-cell 
flow cost matrix can be partitioned based on the partitioned inter-cell distance matrices 
above.
7.4.2 Partitioning inter-cell flow cost matrix for downward search
Similar to the backward search, the inter-cell flow matrix W  must be reordered 
according to the four subsets of machine-cells defined in Figure 7.10. Then it will be 
partitioned based on the four subsets of cells, which has the same appearance as the one 
defined in backward search. The difference of the four directional inter-cell flow cost 
matrices over the two assignments can then be partitioned and computed as follows:
W =
* a.a * * .0 * « . i K , r
* 0 , * 0 .0 * 0.1 * 0 ,
* l .a * 1.0 * 1 .1 * l . r
* r ,« * , 0 * , i * r .
(7.39)
AGd = A6d ®W
0 0 0 O' *a,a *a.P *<*,! * a . r
Md„ MU 0 ® * 0 * * 0.0 * 0 .1 * 0 ,Ml ASl 0 0 W i,a * 1 .0 * 1 .1 * i.r
0 A&l Ml 0 W r,a * r .0 * , 1 * r .r
0 0 0 O'
A&U ® * 0 , ° MU®wfi'fi MU ® * 0 , 0
Ml®WJia Ml ®w„ 0 0
0 Ml ®wrfi Ml ®w .w  T r . j 0
(7.40a)
AG“ = A6m®W  =(A6d)'®W
0 (A6‘my®W,
0 (As^ymw^ (Ad^yeWfj
o {AddfJy ® w ifi o 
o o  o
o
(Asdf y ® w ^ r
(A s i y ® w , r 
0
(7.40b)
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AGb = ASb ® W
0 M l M l 0 ^ a , a w a J  W a y
A S l M l M l M l
®
M l M l 0 M l W J ,  W j . 0 W j j  W j ,
0 M l M l 0 W r , a w  wY , j  r . y .
0 M l M l ® W aJ 0
M l M l ® w f i P A S l® W fiJ M l ® W p>r
M l M l 0 M l @ W lr
0 M l A6b.®W  .7 ,j w r . j 0
(7.40c)
AGf  = ASf  ® W  = {Adb)'®W
o (a s *j ' e w ar/f (Asbay@ w ( 0
(as^yow^ (As^yew^ {Asiy®wPJ (As^ y®wfi 
CA8ba jy® W jta iA#„y<BW„ o 
0 (Adiry ® w r>fi (Adbry ® w rJ
(A6'rJy ® w ,r
0
(7.40d)
As in Equation (7.26), the difference of the overall inter-cell flow cost matrix, 
AG, can be obtained by adding its four directionally decomposed matrices. The change of 
the total inter-cell flow costs from the current assignment to the new one can then be 
derived by adding all elements in AG, as shown in Equation (7.27).
A T C ^ =min{ATC(y{k)), for  £ = l,2,...,/i-l} (7.41)
The minimum of all h -  1 values of ATC associated with the h — 1 new 
assignment candidates, as shown in Equation (7.41), will be used to evaluate whether a 
better assignment exists in the current branch of search.
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7.4.3 Demonstrating the downward search
Example 7.7: Demonstrating the downward search
Assume that this example is based on the same 2DNE problem defined in 
Example 7.1, and the inter-cell flow matrix and the current assignment matrix are as
follows:
W =
"0 3 4 0 r 0 0 1 0 0‘
5 0 1 3 0 1 0 0 0 0
2 2 0 6 3 , x  = 0 1 0 0 0
4 1 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 1
2 0 3 4 0 0 0 0 1 0
If the row with the current largest row sum under the current branch of search is 
the first row in matrix G*, as shown in Example 7.3, the corresponding machine-cell, cell 
1, will be the cell to be relocated for a possible improvement of the current assignment. 
Cell 1 will only be moved downwards, as shown in Figure 7.12.
i
I
3.
I
i
5.
• V . t  
v(5)=v(A) 
(Z2S)
.  1 • atv«j^3
- ■ ';■’/ y(3)=v(fc).
: : : . *4)
. . (3.5,2)
2 . ' .
a(yC4))=4
a(v(l))=2
V ' t : :
“ ^ (0.5, 04)
:'(3 .iy
. aCv(2))=5
t,
l ' V  ■
a
F o r w a r d B a c k w a r d
Figure 7.12. Layout under the current assignment in Example 7.7.
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The vertical location index array v can be determined from the layout of the 
locations, as shown in Figure 7.12.
v = [l 4 2 5 3]
The value of any element of the above vector v indicates the original location label that is 
inside each of the boxes in Figure 7.12. The x-y coordinates of all five locations in Figure 
7.12 are observed as
C*v(t) * y«(i)) = (•*! * y i) — (0.5,0.S), ) = C*4 1 y4 ) = (34.),
(■^v(3) ’ y»(3)) C*2 ’ yz) (1.54*5), (xv(4), yv(4)) (x5, ys) = (3.5,2),
(*^ v(5) i yv(5)) (^ 3  > ) (2 ,2 .5 ).
There are four options to move the target cell 1 from its current location in the 
downward direction. These four options generate four possible assignment improvements 
that correspond to k = 1 , 2, 3, 4. The case of k — 3 is diagramed in Figure 7.13.
i
is.
!i
" afv(4))=4
v(5)=y(A)
(2,- 2:5)
.• - p .
. /  fl(v(*))=3
m
(3-5.2)
5
:  .  * 3 )= * * ) . d<ym=i:v!,: r  j
• ' CL5,.I.5>
. '  - . * • -
'mm.au.
a ( v (  l ) > £
v M?) |  4  ' ;; 
• . '&  i)
.’v
^(0^,04)
aCv(2))=5
■a
F o r w a r d B a c k w a r d
-----------
Figure 7.13. Layout after cell 1 moved to location 2 in Example 7.7.
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The four subsets of machine-cells for the case of k -  3 are the same as in Figure 
7.12. In this particular case, the subset yis empty.
a= {2  5}, fi = {3 4},y = {l}and,=<».
The partitioned sub-matrices of both the difference of the downward inter-cell 
distance matrix and the difference of the backward inter-cell distance matrix are 
computed using Equations (7.37a-g) and (7.38a-k). Only the first sub-matrix of A& has 
the detailed computing procedures presented.
0*0(3)), a(v(l») = yv(4) -  yv(3) = y5 -  y2 = 2 -1 .5  = 0.5,
(tf(v(3)), a(v(2))) = yv(4) -  yv(3) = ys -  yz = 2 -1 .5  = 0.5, 
A3^ {a (y (4 )),a(y(X))) = yv(5) ~ y vW = ?3 ~ = 2-5 “ 2 = 0 5 >
d«5j.(a(v(4»,a(v(2)» = yv(5) -  yv(4) = y3 -  ys = 2.5 -  2 = 0.5,
0.5 0.5 
0.5 0.5
0 0 
0 0 ■ * * h  =
0.5
1
AS* =
[-1 -1], = [-1 —
■ 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0.5 0.5 0 0 0.5
0.5 0.5 0 0 1
-1 -1 -1  --0.5 0
a . f i
P.a
0 O' "  0 ', AS* . =
—i.5 1 1 a-j 0.5
" 2  0.5 ' '  0 1' ' 2  ”—
-1.5  -0 .5
II**0
- 2  0 , AShp j - -1
AS), = [-0 .5  0], AS)/, = [—0.5 0],
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AS* =
0
0
2
0
0
0.5
-1.5 -0 .5  
0.5 0
0 0 0 
-1 .5  1 0.5 
0 1 2 
- 2  0 -1 
-0 .5  0 0
The inter-cell flow matrix is reordered and partitioned as follows:
0 0 1 3  5
0 0 3 4 2
W = 2 3 0 6 2
1 2 3 0 4
3 1 4  0 0
0 o' 1 3'
0 0
IIa?
3 4
'2 3' 0 6'
! 2 » ^ fi.fi ~ 3 0
* W«j =
5
2_
2
4■ W?J =
WjM= [3 l], WJJt =[4 0],»Py j =[o].
Therefore, the difference over two assignments, for each of four inter-cell flow 
cost matrices, can be computed using Equations (7.40a-d):
AGd =
AGb =
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 1.5 - 5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.5 2 - 2
1 1.5 0 0 1 ll
a
0 0 0 0 - 2 *
0.5 1 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 - 2
- 3 -1 - 4  0 0 0 0 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 ' "0 0 2 -4.5 -2 .5
0 0 -4 .5 4 1 0 0 1.5 - 2 0
4 1.5 0 6 4 , AG1 = 0 -4 .5 0 -12 -1
-1.5 -1 - 6 0 - 4 0 2 3 0 0
-1.5 0 - 2 0 0 0 0.5 8 0 0
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AG =G4 +G “ +C* +Gf  =
0 0 2.5 - 3 -7 .5
0 0 -1.5 4 -1
5 -1.5 0 - 6 2
-1 2 - 3 0 - 2
-4 .5 -0.5 4 0 0
The change of the total inter-cell flow costs from the current assignment to the 
new one is the sum of all inter-cell flow cost changes that can be obtained by adding all 
elements of matrix AG.
F  F
ATC = AG»U  = E 5 > * « = - 12
i=I 7=1
The above value of ATC indicates that the total inter-cell flow costs will be 
reduced by 12 if machine-cell 1 is moved from location 5 to location 3, while the cells 
originally in locations 3 and 4 are shifted one location upwards. The assignment under 
evaluation may not be the new assignment if a better assignment is found from the other 
three cases left in the current branch of search, which correspond to k -  1, 2, 4. Only the 
assignment with the largest amount of reduction in the total inter-cell flow costs will 
become the new assignment, and it will initiate a new branch of search. □
7.5 Upward Search
The last directional search to be discussed is the upward search, which will be 
performed if the row with the current largest row sum is in matrix G“. Assume that the 
machine-cell corresponding to the row is a(v(h)) in location v(h), as shown in Figure 
7.14. An improved location assignment may be found by placing cell a(v(h)) in a location 
away from its current one in a upward direction. The new location will be any one such 
as v(fc), where h+1 < k <F, as shown in Figure 7.15. All machine-cells from location
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v(ft+l) to v(k) will be shifted one location downwards while their vertical order is 
maintained.
§
1 t
§- 
i  
Is. v
y
v(F) 
viF-1)
K*+l)
v(*)
3 3 3
v(A+l)
v(A)
v(A-l)
v(2)
v(l)
dOrratytft»ir-:
rQ : —  n
a
Figure 7.14. Cell layout before cell a(v(h)) moves upwards to location v(k).
Similar to the downward search, the F — h possible new assignments will be 
evaluated individually by determining the change of the inter-cell flow costs between the 
two assignments. By partitioning the inter-cell flow cost matrices according to the four 
subsets of cells described in Figure 7.1S, the evaluation procedure will be simplified.
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s§■¥s
i3
v(F)
v(F-l)
v(*)
v (h )
; ;; hi
P
a
Figure 7.15. Cell layout after cell a(y(h)) moved upwards to location v(/t).
7.5.1 Partitioning inter-cell distance matrices for upward search
There are four directional inter-cell distance matrices, backward, forward, 
downward and upward, as defined in Equations (7.6a-d). The difference of each of the 
four directional distance matrices, from the current assignment to the one under test, can 
be partitioned into several sub-matrices based on the partition of the cell set defined in 
Figure 7.14. Similar to the other three directional searches discussed before, the 
backward and forward inter-cell distance matrices can be transformed from one to 
another. So can the pair of the downward and upward inter-cell distance matrices. These 
special relationships among the four directional distance matrices imply that only two
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matrices need to be partitioned. In the current case of the upward search, the two 
matrices are the differential matrix of the upward inter-cell distance and the differential 
matrix of the forward inter-cell distance, which are partitioned as follows:
0 ASl,p 0
0 0
0 **h
0 0 0 0
0 ml ML a
0 ML Mi
A&la ML Mpp Mp,r
0 ML ML 0
Each sub-matrix in A& can be expressed as
ASlj(a(v(i)),a(v(h))) = yvik) - y vW
for h — l> i> l
A6*„(a(y(i)),a(y(j))) = yvU^  - y v(J)
for h - l> i> l ,k >  j> h  + 1
A£j,p(a(v(h)),a(y(j))) = yv(h) -  yHj)
for k> j  > h +1
AJ‘y(a(v(h)),a(v(j)))= yv(A) -  yv(t)
for F > j > k  + 1
A6*j(a(v ( i) )M v m )= y vW- y Hi-»
for k > i> h  + l
(a(v(*))» a(v(j)))
v^o-i)— yvci-i)— y V(.n + y v(o
_ for k > j  > i> h  + l 
0
fo rk > i>  j> h  + l 
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(7.44f)
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Adapr(a(y(i)),a(y{j))) = yv(n ~yv(l-_0
f o r  k > i > h  +  l , F >  j > k  + 1
(7.44g)
Similarly, the partitioned sub-matrices of AS? in Equation (7.43) can be expressed
as
d^(a(v (0),a(v (h») =
X v ( h )  X v( i )  i f
X
*
V
IcX* & IT <  r  ■*v(f) — v(A)
X v(<) — X v ( t )
«
X v(i) — X » (i) & X v(i) >  X v(ft)
X v(A) ~ X v ( 0  f X v (0  >  X v(4) & X v ( i y  ~  X v ( h )
0  i f X v(f) >  X v ( k ) & X v ( i)  >  X v(A)
for h - l > i > l
r(a(v(i)),a(v(/))) =
x v ( j - i )  ~ x v ( j )  if X  <  r-*■»(«) — v(y—l) &  X v ( 0  ~  X v ( j )
X v ( . j - 1) ~ * v ( 0  C f
«
r  <  rv ( 0 ----- v(y—l) &  X v ( i )  >  X v ( j )
X V(0 —  X v(y) x »CO > X v ( j ~ I) &  X v ( i )  ~  X v ( j ' )
0  i / x v ( i )  ^  X v(y- 1) & X v(i) > X v ( j )
for h — 1 > i  > 1 and k > j > ft +  1
(a(v(h))MvU))) -
X v(A) ~ X v (*) Cf X v ( k )  — X v(y) & X v ( h )  —  Xv(J)
X v (/)  — X v(fc) ( T« X v(fc) ~ X v ( j )
& X v ( h )  >  X v ( j )
X w(A) _  X w (»  ( /" X v ( k )  >  X v(y) & X v ( h )  — X v ( j )
0  ^ X w (t) >  x » o ) & X H h )  >  X v ( j )
for h - l > j > \
(7.45a)
(7.45b)
(7.45c)
Adff (a(y{h)) ,a (y (j ))) =
Xv(j~l) Xv(k) 
~ Xv(J) +Xv(h)
i f Xv(.k) < r— v(y-i) & Xv(A) — XvW
Xv(y-1) ~ Xv(k) i f Xv(t) -  xv(y-i) & Xv(h) > XvU) (7.45d)
Xv(h) ~ Xvlf) i f Xv(ifc) > xv(y-i) & Xv(A) — Xv(y)
0 i f Xv(k) > xv(y-i) & Xv(A) > XvO)
/ o r  it >  j  >  h +1
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AS{i r  (a(v(/i)), a(v(y'))) =
A*
XvW — X v ( i) */ X v (*) — X v(y) & X  ^  X-S (A ) — -S o * )
X v ( »  ~ X V ( k ) */ X v ( i )  — X v ( f ) & X v(A) > X v(y)
X v(A) ~ x » a ) */ X v (4 )  > X wO) & X v(A) — X v(./)
0 i f X v ( i )  > X v O ) & X v(A) > X v(y)
f o r  F > j > k  + 1
r (a(v(i)), a (v ( /) ) )  =
■*V(0 ~ X v « - l ) i f X v ( i - l )  — X v(y) & r < r■*v(i) —  v(y)
■*■»(/) ~  X v (i-I ) i f X v (i-D  —  x v<./) & X »<0 >  X vTy)
X v (0  ~ X H f ) i f X v ( i - l )  >  X v ( _ j ) & r <  j rv(i) —  -*w(7)
0 i f X v ( i - 1) ^  X v ( j ) & X w(i) ^  -^v(y)
/ o r  it >  i >  /it + 1 a n d  h —l >  j > l
X V (<fc) X v ( l- l)
~  X v ( h )  ~*~X v ( n  
X v  (* ) —  -^vCx-l) 
X v(i) —  X v(A)
0
f o r  k > i > h + 1
X v(,-.-1) < X v(A) & Xv(0 < X »(A)
«r X V(l--I) < X v(A) & X v(() > X v(A)
* / * v ( ,- -I) > X v(A) & Xv(0 < X v(A)
«r X w(f--t) > X v(*> & Xv(0 > X v ( h )
X v(y-I) X v(x-1)
_  X vO) +  X v(i)
*/ X v([-l) <  X— v ( / - l ) & XV(f) /••s
VI
X v(y-1) ~  X v(x-l) */ X v (/-t) <  X & XV(|) >  X v( j )
X v(0 ~  X v (» i f X v(l-I) >  x v (y -l) & X v(x) £  Xw(y)
0 i f X V((-1) >  X v (y -l) & X v(i) >  X v(y)
/ o r  k > i > h  + 1 am / it >  j > h  +  l
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J«%,(a(v(0),a(v(y») =
1
£ T i f X v ( i - l )  —  X v(7 ) & X v( 0 ^  X v(7>
X V ( j )  X V(l-l) i f X v (f-l)  ~  X v ( . j ) & X V(i) >  X v(7)
X v(«) ~  X v ( j ) i f X v (f- l)  >  X v ( / ) & X v(x)
H
*
V
I
0 i f X v ( i- l)  >  X H j ) & X v(i) >  x vcy>
(7.45i)
f o r  k  >  i  > h + 1 and F >  j > k  + 1 
d d ^ (a (v ( i)) ,a (v ( /i) ) )  =
X v ( i )  _  X v(A) i f
K*VI & X vCO ^  X v(A>
X v(*) _  X »(i) i f X V(0 —  X W (*} & X V(0 >  x»<ft)
X w(O ~  X v ( h ) i f X *(«) ^  X v ( i ) & X v (0 — X v ( h )
0 i f X v(t) >  X w (i) & X v (0 >  X v(A)
(7.45j)
f o r  F  > i > k  +  l  
A d 'fi(a(v(i)),a(v(j))) =
X v (y - l)  X v (7) 1/ X v(i) — X v ( / - 1) & X v(0 ^  X v(7)
X v ( / - I )  _  X »(0 1/ X v(t) — X v(7- l ) & X v(/) >  X v<7)
X v (0  _  X »(7) i f X v(i) ^  X v(7- l ) & X v( 0 ^  X v(7)
0 i f X v( 0  ^  X v(7' - 1) & X v(f) >  X v (7)
(7.45k)
f o r  F  > i > k  + 1 and k  >  j > h  + 1 
The above partitioned inter-cell distance matrices will be used in computing and 
partitioning the inter-cell flow cost matrices.
7.5.2 Partitioning inter-cell flow cost matrix for upward search
Based on the subsets of machine-cells defined in Figure 7.14, the inter-cell flow 
matrix W can be reordered and partitioned into several sub-matrices that are the same as 
the ones defined in Equation (7.33) in fo rw a rd  search , though with the different 
definitions of the four machine-cell subsets. The difference of each of the four directional 
inter-cell flow cost matrices over the two assignments can be partitioned following the 
partitioning of their corresponding inter-cell distance matrices and Equations (7.15a-e).
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AGa = ASU © W
0 A K j AK.fi 0 X . a  WaJ Watfi Wa,r ~
0 0 ASlfi A&lr ® * J ,  Wj.s Wj.fi Wj.r
0 A * h AK.fi ASmfi.r Wfi,« Wfij Wpwfi W fi,
0 0 0 0 Wr.a WYrj WrUf Wr,
0 ®w .
a f J AK.fi ®wa,p 0
0 0 ©a -s 
•0sa.
©**^1
0 AS-fiJ ® W Bif i t ] ASlfiQW  ^ ASupY © WPr
0 0 0 0
(7.46a)
AGd ~ A6d ®W = (ASm>j  ®W
0 0 0 O'
(a s - J ® w „ 0 (a s - J o w ^ 0 (7.46b)
(a s iJ K | ® w * y U q j e w , , 0
0 (A S -J® W rJ (A t;j< B W rJ 0
AGf  = ASf  ®W
0 AS'j ASij 0 ~Wa,a waJ Wa.fi Wa,r
A&U 0 AS[fi ASl ® w,a W j.j Wj.fi Wj,
ASia ASij ASfi,p ASfi.r Wfi,a Wfi.j Wfi.fi Wfi,
0 ASfj ASlfi 0 Wr.a Wr.j Wr,fi Wr.r
0
Ad{a ®Wha
A S ia ®Wfiia
0
A6£j® W aJ
0
ASpj ® Wfij 
* * 'jO W rJ
A&lfi ®Wj'P 
A sitfi ® wP'fi
AS'fi® W rtfi
0
* * lr 9 W Ja
Mfi,r®Wfi.r
0
AG* = AS*®W =(a S/ ) ®W
0 {a S ' J d W ^  ( A f 'J ® W a,„
U s tJ ® W u  -
(a^ J o w ^  (a a ' J  
0
0
0
/
(7.46c)
r J ' J o W j j  (a s 'J < s>w „
(AS'r ) s > W rJ (.M ' j 9 W rJI 0
(7.46d)
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Similar to the other three directional searches discussed previously, the difference 
of the overall inter-cell flow cost matrix over the two assignments, AG, can be obtained 
by adding its four directionally decomposed matrices in Equations (7.46a-d). Therefore, 
the change of the total inter-cell flow costs from the current assignment to the trial one 
will be the sum of all elements of AG as described in Equation (7.27).
=min{J7U(v(*», fo r  k = h + l,h + 2 F} (7.47)
Equation (7.47) will be used to derive the maximum reduction in total inter-cell 
flow costs among all h -  1 trial assignments in the current branch of search. A negative 
value of drCmin is desired to ensure that an improved assignment will be found in the 
current upward search.
7.5.3 Demonstrating upward search 
Example 7.8: Demonstrating the upward search
Assume that this example is continued from Example 7.7, which is based on the 
problem defined in Example 7.5. Hence the same inter-cell flow matrix W  and the same 
assignment matrix X  in Example 7.7 will be used, which are redisplayed as follows:
‘0 3 4 0 1' 0 0 1 0 o '
5 0 1 3 0 1 0 0 0 0
2 2 0 6 3 , x  = 0 1 0 0 0
4 1 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 1
2 0 3 4 0 _0 0 0 1 0
Suppose the row with the current largest row sum is the second row in G“, as 
shown in Example 7.3. An upward search will be conducted to relocate the corresponding 
machine-cell, cell 2, upward for a possible cell location assignment improvement. Such a 
relocation of cell 2 is diagramed in Figure 7.16.
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yF o r w a r d B a c k w a r d------ ► -4---------
Figure 7.16. Layout under the current assignment in Example 7.8.
The vertical location index array v and the x-y coordinates of all locations are the 
same as those in Example 7.7, which are repeated here: 
v = [l 4 2 5 3],
(X(1), yV(I)) = (*!,yt) = (0.5,0.5), (xvi2),yv(2)) = (x4,y 4) = (3,1),
(■^v(3)> ^ v(3>) (*2 » yz) ~ (1-5,1.5), (xu^ j, yv(4)) = (jtj, ys) — (3.5,2),
(-^ v(5) » yv(_S) ) (-^ 3 > ^ 3 ) (2,2.5) .
Assume that cell 2 is planned to be moved from location 1 (v(l)) to location 2 
(v(3)). Figure 7.16 shows the machine-cell layout before cell 2 is relocated, while Figure 
7.17 shows the layout after cell 2 is moved from location 1 to location 2, which is the 
case of k -  3. There are four options for cell 2 to be relocated, which correspond to k = 2, 
3, 4, 5.
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"  2.
S.
►  X
F o r w a r d B a c k w a r d
Figure 7.17. Layout after cell 2 moved to location 2 in Example 7.8.
The four cell subsets, a, /?, j  and y, for the current trial assignment can be 
determined from Figure 7.16 as
a = 0 ,  y = {2}, ^  = {3 5} and y = {l 4}.
The partitioned sub-matrices formulated in Equations (7.44a-g) are computed 
below for this particular case.
(a(v(l)),a(v(2))) = yv(1) -  yv(2) = yx -  yx = 0.5 -1  = -0.5,
J<Jy%(a(v(l)),a(v(3))) = yv(1) -  yv(3) = yx -  y2 = 0.5 -1.5 = -1 ,
A S l„ = [-0.5 - l ] ,  AS‘ir =[-1.5 -2 ] ,
zM J,-
1
0.5 , =
0 0 
0 0 ■ =
0.5 0.5 
0.5 0.5
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AS“ =
0 -0 .5 -1 -1.5 - 2
1 0 0 0.5 0.5
0.5 0 0 0.5 0.5
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
The sub-matrices of AS? expressed in Equations (7.4Sa-k) are computed as 
A 6 ',= [ -2.5 0.5], Ad{Y = [-1  - l ] ,
=
> -
. =
0 2.5
-1.5 0
0 0
-1  1
2.5 1.5
-1 .5  -0 .5
AS1 =
0 -2 .5  0.5 -1  -1
1 0 2.5 2.5 1.5
0 - 1 . 5  0 -1.5 -0.5
0 0 0 0 0
0 - 1 1 0  0
The inter-cell flow matrix W are reordered and partitioned based on the current 
assignment and the current partition of the machine-cell set.
W =
0 0 1 3  5
0 0 3 4 2
2 3 0 6 2
1 2 3 0 4
3 1 4  0 0
w j . i  = [ o ] .  W , . e  = [ 0  1 ] ,  * ^ , = [ 3  5 ] ,
fi.i
r.i
O ' " 0  3 '
i—
 
<N
—
2
’ w f i . f i  ~
3  0
II
6  2
Y "2 3 ' 0 4 '
—
3
ll<*** ! 4 ’ ^ r . r  ~ 0 0
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The differences of all four inter-cell flow cost matrices over the two assignments
can be derived from Equations (7.46a-d).
"0 0 -1 -4 .5 -10 ' '  0 0 0.5 0 o'
0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 3 1 II - 2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 -1.5 1 1.5 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 - 6 0.5 2 0 0
0 0 0.5 - 3 -5
i
o o 0 0 0
0 0 7.5 10 3 0 0 -4 .5 0 - 2
AGf  = 0 - 4.5 0 - 9 -1 , AGb = 1 7.5 0 0 2
0 0 0 0 0 -1  5 -4 .5 0 0
0 -1 4 0 0 m 1 u> ►-
» L/\ — 2 0 0
0 0 1 -7 .5  --15'
0 0 3 12 2
AG =G " +G +Gf  +G* = 0 3 0 - 6 2 .
-2 .5  6 -3 0 0
- 9 1 4 0 0
The increase of the total inter-cell flow costs from the current assignment to the 
new one can be computed by adding all the elements in matrix AG.
ATC = AG*U
i=i j=i
A negative value of increase in total inter-cell flow costs, such as the one above, 
indicates that the flow costs will be reduced if the current assignment is replaced with the 
new one. All four trial assignments corresponding to k — 2, 3, 4, S will be evaluated 
before a possible new assignment can be obtained. The trial assignment with the 
maximum decrease of total inter-cell flow costs will become the new assignment if such a 
decrease exists. □
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The four directional searches discussed so far are the foundation of the quadra- 
directional decomposition heuristic (QDDH) search algorithm that can be used to solve 
the 2DNE problem. Algorithm QDDH is a result of a generalization from the MDDH 
algorithm that is developed for the 1DNE problem.
7.6 Quadra-Directional Decomposition Heuristic (QDDH)
The quadra-directional decomposition heuristic (QDDH) algorithm is extended 
from the MDDH algorithm that is used to solve the 1DNE problem. There are only two 
directional searches in the MDDH algorithm. This is due to the fact that parts only move 
in two directions, backward and forward, in a one-dimensional layout. However, in a 
two-dimensional layout, not only can the parts travel in the ordinate but also in the 
abscissa. Therefore, there are four directions a part may travel in a 2DNE problem, which 
result in four directional searches. Except for the four directional searches instead of two, 
the basic scheme of the QDDH algorithm is similar to that in MDDH algorithm.
7.6.1 QDDH search algorithm
The initial four directional inter-cell flow cost matrices will be computed first 
based on the initial assignment. The row sums of each row of the four inter-cell flow cost 
matrices will then be computed, and the cell corresponding to the largest row sum will be 
selected as a target cell. The target cell will be relocated to a different location in the 
same direction as the one of the corresponding inter-cell flow cost matrix. This initiates 
the QDDH search algorithm, which is described below in detail.
Algorithm 7.1: Quadra-directional decomposition algorithm
Step 0. Define all cell locations in a two-dimensional coordinate system. Construct index 
arrays u and v for horizontal and vertical sequences of the cell locations.
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Construct four directionally decomposed components of the location distance 
matrix. Generate an initial cell location assignment Xo (also referred to as a*). 
Initialize the multi-pass index variable p  and optimal solution Xop, and TC(Xopt).
Step 1. Construct initial inter-cell distance matrices, <t(Xo), tf(X$), ^(Xg) and <f(Xo). 
Compute G*(X#), Gf(X%), f*), G*(X») and TC(X%). Set incumbent solution X* =
Xo and TC(X*) = TC(Xo). Initialize the depth, branch and multi-path index 
variables. Initialize the best-known solution for the initial depth of search.
Step 2. Combine and sort row sums of all four matrices, Gb(X*), (/(X*), G*(X*) and 
GU(X*), in ascending order. Find the machine-cell j  and its location uQi) or v(h) 
with the largest row sum.
Step 3. If the current largest row sum is from a row in G^iX*), perform a backward search 
for a possibly improved assignment. Compute ATCmin using Equation (7.28). If 
the current largest row sum is from Gf(X*), a forward search will be conducted. 
Compute ATCroin using Equation (7.35). A downward search will be used if the 
current largest row sum is from G^(X*), and Equation (7.41) will be used to 
compute ATCmin. Perform an upward search if the current largest row sum is from 
GU(X*). Use Equation (7.47) to compute A T Cmin.
Step 4. If ATCmin < 0 and the reduced total cost is smaller than the best solution in the 
current depth of search, then a better machine-cell location assignment is found. 
Update X* and TC(X*) and store them for the current depth of search; increase the 
multi-path index by one if the multi-path index has not reached its maximum, and 
increase the depth index by one; compute G?(X*), G*(X*) and G"(X*), and
go to Step 2. Otherwise, make the next largest row sum as the current one and go
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to Step 3. If all row sums under the current assignment X* have been considered, 
go to the next step.
Step 5. If the current depth of search is one, go to Step 6. Otherwise, decrease the depth 
index either by one or to the maximum of multi-path index (whichever is 
smaller); restore X*, TC(X*) and other parameters for the reduced depth of search, 
and increase the branch index value by one. Make the next largest row sum of 
Gb(X*), G^(X*), G (^X*) and G“(X*) as the current, and go to Step 3.
Step 6. A best-known solution is found in the current pass of search. Assume that the 
best-known solution found in the current pass is denoted as Xbt*- Thus, if 
TCiX^st) <TC{Xopd and p < F, set X ^  = *** and TCiXop,) -  TCiX^y, rotate 
location assignment X^a P locations forward or upward (only if the solution of 
the new pass, resulting from the forward rotation, does not yield an improved 
solution) to form a new initial assignment X%, and increase p by one; go to Step 1. 
Otherwise stop. □
The basic logic involved in Algorithm 7.1 is similar to that in Algorithm 6.1. The 
main difference is that there are four directional searches involved in the QDDH 
algorithm but only two in the MDDH algorithm. This is due to the fact that the QDDH is 
developed to solve the two-dimensional machine-cell location problem, while the MDDH 
is targeted on the one-dimensional location problem. Another new feature in Algorithm
7.1 is the capability to implement a multi-path search within each search pass. Algorithm
7.1 is more complicated and difficulty to implement than is Algorithm 6.1. A flow chart 
for QDDH algorithm is shown in Figure 9.18.
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Figure 7.18. Flow chart for Quadra-Directional Decomposition Heuristic (QDDH).
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7.6.2 Demonstrating QDDH algorithm with numerical example
Algorithm 7.1 is a generalized case of Algorithm 6.1, while Algorithm 6.1 itself is 
a general case of Algorithm 5.1. Algorithm 7.1 is demonstrated here with a five machine­
cell location problem in a two-dimensional layout. The problem is solved by a C++ 
program that is listed in Appendix E.
Example 7.9 Demonstrating QDDH
S’
i
ia.
I I
(2.4)
- k a ( 5 ) = 5
a  a ( 2 ) = 2
(3. 1)
a ?
F o r w a r d
-►  X
B a c k w a r d
Figure 7.19. A five machine-cell 2DNE problem for demonstrating MQDDH.
Assume the five machine-cell location problem has a layout as shown in Figure 
7.18, in which also displayed are x  and y  coordinates of all five locations, an initial cell 
location assignment, and the inter-cell flows corresponding to that initial assignment. The
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inter-cell flow matrix W  can be obtained from the inter-cell flows shown in Figure 7.19,
which is as follows:
0 3 4 0 1
5 0 1 3 0
2 2 0 6 3
4 1 3 0 2
2 0 3 4 0
Step 0. All five locations can be reordered horizontally and vertically, which can be 
expressed by the horizontal and vertical location index arrays (vectors) u and v, 
respectively.
a  = [l 2 3 4 5], v = [l 4 2 5 3].
The four directional location distance matrices can be constructed using 
Definition 7.1.
0 0 0 0 O' 0 1 2 3 4
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3
2 1 0 0 0 , D f  = 0 0 0 1 2
3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
4 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
"0 0 0 0 o' 0 2 4 1 3'
2 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 1
4 2 0 3 1 , D m = 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 2
3 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0
Assume that a different initial assignment displayed below is used to start the 
search algorithm, which is randomly generated by a computer program.
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x a =
0 0  1 0  0 
1 0 0  0  0 
0 1 0  0  0 
0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0  1 0
ae =[2 3 1 5  4]
Step 1. All four directionally decomposed inter-cell distance matrices based on the 
above initial assignment can be computed using Equations (7.7a-d).
<5* =
d* =
'0 2 1 0 o' 0 0 0 2 f
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 4 3
0 1 0 0 0 sf = 1 0 0 3 2
2 4 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
'0 4 2 1 3 '0 0 0 0 0'
0 0 0 0 0 4 0 2 3 1
0 2 0 0 1 sm = 2 0 0 1 0
0 3 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 3 0 1 2 0
Therefore, the four directional inter-cell flow cost matrices under the current 
initial assignment can be obtained using Equations (7.11a-d), which is shown 
below, together with the row sums as an extra column to each of the matrices.
Gb =
G* =
"0 6 4 0 O1 10 0 0 0 0 l 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 1 12 0 23
0 2 0 0 0 2 , Gf  = 2 0 0 18 6 26,
8 4 9 0 2 23 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 6 0 0 8 0 0 0 4 0 4
"0 12 8 0 3- 23 0 0 0 0 o' 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 2 9 0 31
0 4 0 0 3 II
■* 4 0 0 6 0 10.
0 3 3 0 4 10 4 0 0 0 0 4
0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 3 8 0 17
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XFigure 7.20. Cell 2 to be relocated from location v(l) to v(3) in Example 7.9.
Step 2. It is observed, from the above four inter-cell flow cost matrices, that the second 
row in GH has the largest row sum among all rows in the four matrices. This 
observation indicates that machine-cell 2 may be relocated to a position above 
the current one for a possibly improved assignment. There are four locations 
above the current location of cell 2, location 1, as shown in Figure 7.20.
Step 3. An upward search will be conducted in this case, in which cell 2 may be moved 
to one of the four locations above its current one: v(2), v(3), v(4) or v(5). All 
four scenarios are evaluated by computing their ATC, which is shown below: 
k = 2, v(2) = 4, dTC(v(2» = -2',k = 3, v(3) = 2, ATC(v(3» = -3; 
k = 4, v(4) = 5, ATC(y(4»  = -27; k -  5, v(5) = 3, ATC(v{5)) = -27;
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A T C ^  = mm{ATC(v(k)), for k = 23,4,5} = ATC(y{4» = -2 7 .
Step 4. The maximum reduction in total inter-cell flow costs resulting from the scenario 
where cell 2 is relocated to location v(4) = 5, while all other cells from location 
v(4) to location v(2) are shifted one position downwards. Therefore, a new 
assignment is found, which leads to a new depth of search, i.e., depth 2.
a  = [5 4 1 3 2]
The first depth of search ends with one branch of search. The difference of the 
directionally decomposed inter-cell flow cost matrices from the current 
assignment to the new one are shown below, followed by the updates of all four 
inter-cell flow cost matrices.
'  0 - 6 - 4 0 2" '  0 6 4 0 -1
10 0 1 9 0 -10 0 -1 -1 2 0
2 - 2 0 12 9 AGf  = - 2 2 0 -18 -6
- 8 - 4 - 9 0 0 4 3 6 0 0
- 2 0 - 6 0 0 4 0 9 0 0
0 - 9  4 0 l" '  0 0 0 0 O'
0 0 2 3 0 -15 0 - 2 - 9 0
0 01 0 0 Cu Cl « II 2 4 0 0 0
0 1 w o 0 0 4 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 _ 2 0 0 0 0
'0 0 0 0 2' 2 "0 6 4 0 O' 10
10 0 1 9 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 12 9 23 Gf  = 0 2 0 0 0 2
0 0 0 0 2 2 4 3 6 0 0 13
0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 9 4 0 17
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0 3 12 0 4 19 0 0 0 0 O' 0
0 0 2 3 0 5 5 0 0 0 0 5
0 0 0 0 3 3 G" = 6 4 0 6 0 16
0 0 3 0 4 7 8 1 0 0 0 9
0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 3 8 0 19
Step 2. From the above updated inter-cell flow cost matrices, it is observed that the 
third row in G* has the largest row sum.
Step 3-4. A backward search will be performed to relocate cell 3 in location «(4) = 4 to a 
new location in the backward direction. There are three new locations, u(l), u(2) 
and u(3), into which cell 3 may be moved. Each of them has been evaluated, 
and none of them gives a new solution. Hence, no new assignment is found in 
the current branch of search. A new branch of search starts by trying to relocate 
the cell with the next largest row sum among the four directional inter-cell flow 
cost matrices. Unfortunately, no improved assignment is found until the search 
reaches branch 6, which corresponds to the sixth largest row sum among the 
above four inter-cell flow cost matrices.
Step 3. The sixth largest row sum, which is 16, is the third row in G“. Therefore, an 
upward search will be used to relocate cell 3 for a possible improvement of the 
current assignment. Cell 3 is currently located in location v(2) = 4. There are 
three more locations above location v(2), which correspond to three values of 
index variable k for array v. Each of them is tested with the following results: 
k = 3, v(3) = 2, ATC(v(3)) = -3; 
k  = 4, v(4) = 5, ATC(v(4)) = 21; 
k -  5, v(5) = 3, JrC(v(5)) = 28;
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A T C ^  = min{ATC(y(k)), fo r k = 3,4,5} = ATC(v(3)) = -3 .
Step 4. Since ATCmm = -3 < 0, and this is the first time ever in the second depth of 
search, a new assignment is found. Cell 3 will be moved from location v(2) = 4 
to location v(3) = 2, while the cell in v(3) will be shifted to location v(2). The 
second depth of search, after branching six times, ends with the newly found 
assignment, which is
a  = [5 3 1 4 2].
The differences of the directionally decomposed inter-cell flow cost matrices 
over the two assignments are computed using Equations (7.4a-d) as shown 
below, followed by the updated inter-cell flow cost matrices.
'  0 0 4 0 0 " ’ 0 0 - 4 0 O'
0 0 2 - 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 2  0 0 -1 2  - 6 , AGf = 2 4 0 12 0
4 0 6 0 4 - 4 -2 - 6 0 0
0  0 0 0  0 0 0 - 6 8 0
"0 0 - 4 0 0 ‘ '  0 0 0 0 O'
0 0 -1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 6 3 , AGa = .2 - 2 0 - 6 0 *
0 0 -3 0 - 2 4 1 3 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - 4 0
"0 0 4 0 2 6 0 6 0 0 O' 6
10 0 3 3 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 3 3 , Gr - 2 6 0 12 0 20,
4 0 6 0 6 16 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 3 12 0 19
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0 3 8 0 4 15 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 6 0 7 5 0 0 0 0 5
0 0 0 6 6 12, G “ = 4 2 0 0 0 6 .
0 0 0 0 2 2 12 2 3 0 0 17
0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 6 4 0 18
A new depth of search, third depth, will begin based on the above updates.
Step 2. It can be observed from the above updated inter-cell flow cost matrices that the
third row in matrix (jf has the largest row sum, which is 20, among all four 
inter-cell flow cost matrices.
Step 3-4. The cell corresponding to the row with the largest row sum is cell 3, which is in 
location u(2) = 2. A  forward search is performed for an improved assignment by 
relocating the cell in a forward direction. However, no improved assignment is 
found in the current branch of search. There are a total of 20 branches in the 
current depth of search. Unfortunately, no improved assignment is found in any 
of these branches of search.
Step 5. No new assignment is found in the current depth of search, which is the third.
Return to depth 2, in which 6 branches have already been searched. Resume the 
search in depth 2 by continuing from branch 7, which corresponds to the 
seventh largest row sum among the rows in all four inter-cell flow cost matrices 
restored from depth 2.
Step 3-4. All remaining 14 branches in depth 2 have been searched. No improved 
assignment is found.
Step 5. Return to depth 1. Only one branch has been searched. Restore all four inter-cell
flow cost matrices from depth 1. Continue the search in depth 2 by starting the
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second branch, which corresponds to the second largest row sum among all four 
inter-cell flow cost matrices.
Step 3-4. All remaining 19 branches of search in depth 1 have been performed, and no 
improvement is achieved.
Step 5. The current depth of search is depth 1. Go to Step 6.
Step 6. A best-known solution is found in the current pass. However, no improved 
solution is found in the subsequent passes. Therefore, the current best-known 
solution is also the optimal solution that is displayed below. Figure 7.21 shows 
the corresponding cell location assignment.
« ^ = [5  3 1 4 2], TC^  =169. □
S’
I
i
s.
I
I
s.
•  v.a ■
W '/.
F o r w a r d B a c k w a r d
Figure 7.21 An optimal assignment layout in Example 7.9
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The QDDH algorithm is implemented using a C++ program that is listed in 
Appendix E.
Computational complexity of MDDH
The computational complexity of the MDDH is evaluated as follows:
Computing &(X*) and S'iX*): 4F2
Computing G?(X*), Gf (**), and G\X*): 4F2
Computing row sum of Gb(X ) , C?<X), G ?(X ) and G“(X*): 4F2 
Soiling row sum of (j(X*), Gr(X’), GfiX*) and GU(X*): 8 F2
Number of row sums to be tested: (4F-1)
Testing each new assignment XteU: (F /l-1)
Computing ATC for each Xtest' 3FV4
Therefore, the computational complexity of the MDDH can be obtained as
4 F 2 + 4 F 2 + 4F 2 +8F2 + (4 F -1 ) ( -F -1 ) ( -F 2)
1 3 3 2 4 (748)= 1—F 4 - 3 —F 3 +20- F 2 = D(F4).
4 8 4
The heuristic QDDH is extended from the heuristic MDDH for solving the two- 
dimensional machine-cell location problem, while the MDDH itself was extended from 
the DDH heuristic. All three heuristics have the same foundation: decomposing inter-cell 
flow and partitioning the machine-cell set. The lower bound of the optimal solution for 
machine-cell location problem is discussed next.
7.7 Lower Bounds
One way to evaluate the quality of a heuristic algorithm is to determine how close 
the heuristic solution is to the lower bound of the optimal solution, since no heuristic 
ensures an optimal solution. The only thing guaranteed is the bounds of the value of the
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optimal solution. Different techniques used for obtaining the lower bound may generate 
different qualities of the lower bound. It is better to find a lower bound that is close to the 
optimal solution.
The lower bound of the optimal solution for the 2DNE problem will be discussed 
in three different levels. The single-directional lower bounds are discussed first for each 
of the four directional flows. The four single-directional bounds can then be combined in 
two or four to form the horizontal/vertical bound or overall lower bound. Second, two bi­
directional lower bounds will be developed for both horizontal and vertical flows. The bi­
directional lower bounds are supposed to be better than the single-directional lower 
bound. The quadra-directional lower bound, in which all four directional flows are 
considered at the same time in constructing the lower bound of the optimal solution, will 
be discussed last. The discussion of all three levels of lower bounds is based on the 
following theorem:
Theorem 7.1 Given two ordered arrays as follows:
a  = f a ,)*, :a t <altl,k  = 1,2,...,K - 1},
0 = t o J . = A * A « , * - u  k - i}-
Assume that each element in one array pairs with a corresponding
element in another array. The sum o f such pairwise products of the
elements o faand  P, , is always less than or equal to the sum of
any other pairwise products o f the elements o faand p.
Proof: See Gavett and Plyter (1966). □
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7.7.1 Single-directional lower bounds
Usually, the location distance matrix is ordered by using a given order of 
locations as its index while the inter-cell distance matrix is ordered by using a given order 
of cells as its index. As a result of inheritance, all directly decomposed matrices of both 
the location distance matrix and the inter-cell distance matrix have the same orders as 
their master matrices. There is a special relation between any directional inter-cell 
distance matrix and its corresponding location distance matrix. That is, any directional 
inter-cell distance matrix shares exactly the same set of elements as its corresponding 
location distance matrix, which is shown in Property 7.4.
Property 7.4 I f  a directional inter-cell distance matrix is rearranged based on the 
location that has the same order as the one used to arrange its 
corresponding location distance matrix, the rearranged inter-cell distance 
matrix is exactly the same as its location distance matrix.
Proof: Assume D*, D [ , D* and D * denote backward, forward, downward and
upward distance matrices, respectively, which are ordered either according 
to the horizontal location order defined in array u or the vertical location 
order defined in array v, as indicated by their subscripts. Also assume that 
, 6* , &* and 6“ denote the corresponding inter-cell distance matrices
that are ordered by the same location order as their corresponding location 
distance matrices. Therefore, what need to be proved are 
<5* =/>*, 6* = D*u , S4¥ = D dr , St = D ;.
The backward location matrix D*, as defined in Equation (7.3a), can be 
expressed as
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D t =
0 0 0 o '
•r i«(2) ~ x u m 0 0 0
X u ( F - l )  ~  X u(l) !? 1
1 
’ 
** 0 0
1 ** 1 ** /«*> /■% 3 1 .X S X u (F i  ~ X u ( F - l ) 0
(7.48a)
The above matrix has only F(F-iy2 non-zero elements that are all below 
the diagonal of the matrix. Conversely, the element of the backward inter­
cell distance matrix <5* can be expressed as follows using Equation (7.6a):
F  F
^uU )u(.j) ~  X 5) d k k X uO )kX u(J)k =
i = l  A=1
b
u(0«O) '
Therefore, S*l0ltW = d*(0u(y) for i,j=  1, 2 ,... F, which means <5* = D*.
Similarly, matrices D[ , D ' and D“ can be constructed according to 
Equations (7.3b-d) as follows:
D{ =
® Xu(2) -^ ud)
0
0
0
X u ( F - l )  ■*«(!) 
X u ( F - 1) ~ X u ( 2)
0
0
xmn xu(D
X u ( F)  ~ X u( 2 )
X u ( F)  X u ( F - l )
0
(7.48b)
=
0
3^ (2) ~ 3^ (1)
0
0
yv(F-D yv(i) yv(F-D yvm
y«<F) ~ y vm y  v(F) ~  y«(.2)
o
o
0
0
0 0
y»(F)— yviF-1) o
(7.48c)
d : =
® yv(2) y»(i>
o o
o
o
o
o
y»(F-n v^(i) yV(F) y»d)
y»(F-o— yv(2, y«n  ~ yvw
® y«<.F) ~  y  v(f- i)
o o
(7.48d)
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Following Equations (7.6b-d), the elements of each of the forward,
downward and upward inter-cell distance matrices can be expressed as
F  F
= ^ ^ ^ t h Xu(t)tXulj)h = ^u(i)uC/>* t=1 A=l
v f i M j ) v(OvCy)
i= I  fr= I
F  F
vf/M/J VO)V(J)
t= l h=l
The above equations indicate that 6* = D[ , 6* =D *, 6“ = D“ □
Any cell location assignment can be reordered based on the horizontal location 
array u and vertical location array v. Assume the reordered assignments are denoted as a„ 
and av. The reordered assignments can be expressed as
The inter-cell flow matrix W can either be rearranged by the order of au or av, and 
the rearranged matrices are denoted by W„ = [w^om-ow W  and Wr = K (v(0)a(v(y))]fxK,
respectively. For any two machine-cells out of all F cells in a 2DNE problem, the 
minimum possible single-directional inter-cell flows, in any of the four directions, 
between the two cells is as follows:
Equation (7.49) can also be equivalently expressed as follows in accordance with the 
rearranged matrices W„ and Wr:
a m =[a(«(0)LF> a m =[tf(v(0)Lr.
Q)l =min(w-.,wyi). (7.49)
a (u (i))a (u (7 )) = min(wi(u(i'))a(u(y) a(«(0)a(u(y) (7.50a)
a / aC v(t))a(v (/)) = min(w j(v(/))a(v(y) a(vC/))a(v(7) (7.50b)
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Let to1 be the set of all F(F-1>2 such pairwise minimum for all F  machine-cells 
and otsa be the set of all elements of to' arranged in non-descending order. The set to*
and o>l can be expressed as
Property 7.5 For any arbitrary assignment a, the backward and forward inter-cell 
distance matrices share one set o f elements while the downward and 
upward inter-cell distance matrices share another set o f elements.
The above relationships indicate that the backward distance matrix has 
exactly the same set of elements as the forward distance matrix. Property
7.4 proves that each directional inter-cell distance matrix shares the same 
elements with its corresponding location distance matrix. Therefore, it is 
concluded that the backward and forward inter-cell distance matrices share 
the same set of elements, while the downward and upward inter-cell 
distance matrices share another. □
As proved in Property 7.5, both backward and forward inter-cell distance matrices 
have the same set of elements, in which F(F-iy2 elements are non-zero. Assume tj*K is 
used to denote such a set of inter-cell distances as shown below:
(7.51)
(7.52)
Proof: By Property 7.1,
(7.53a)
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Similarly, the downward and upward inter-cell distance matrices share the same set of 
elements also with F (F -\y i elements which are non-zero. If 17* is denoted as the set of 
such F(F-l)/2 non-zero elements, the set can be expressed as
l l  = k o )  - y«f>. fo r l< i< j<  f} . (7.53b)
Both set 7 '  and 17* can be rearranged in a non-ascending order, and the resulting sets are 
denoted as 17”  and 17"  , respectively.
V? =fe“)r=ri)/2> n ?  > 7 *“ ,*  = U ,. . . ,F (F - l ) /2 - l} ,  (7.54a)
= f o . " £ r i)/2- *7 — ^ = 1.2,...,F (F -1 )/2  — l}. (7.54b)
Based on Property 7.5, each of the backward and forward inter-cell distance 
matrices under any arbitrary assignment a can be rearranged into a matrix with only F(F- 
l)/2 non-zero elements below or above the diagonal, as defined in Equation (7.53a-b).
The minimum possible inter-cell flow among any two cells are defined in Equation
(7.49). Therefore, the lower bound of the optimal backward or forward inter-cell flow 
costs can be constructed using Theorem 7.1 as
F ( F - l ) / 2
r c L = r c ' , =  5 > ' l ) ”  . (7.55a)
i= l
Similarly, the lower bound of the optimal downward or upward inter-cell flow costs can 
be obtained as
F ( F - 1 ) /2
TCiu t=TC‘u,=  (7.55b)
1=1
The single directional lower bound is not very efficient. One of the main reasons
is that only the minimum of the two-directional inter-cell flows among any two cells is
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considered in constructing the lower bound. A bi-directional lower bound will resolve 
this problem, which is discussed next.
7.7.2 Bi-directional lower bounds
Unlike the single-directional lower bounds, both the backward and forward inter­
cell flows are considered simultaneously in developing the ordinate lower bound, while 
the downward and upward inter-cell flows are considered for the abscissa lower bound. 
Since the backward and forward inter-cell distance matrices have exactly the same set of 
elements, all possible inter-cell distances for both backward and forward directions are a 
double repeat of such a set, which is denoted as 17* and expressed as
Similarly, the set of all inter-cell distances for both downward and upward directions is 
denoted as if*,
(7.56a)
(7.56b)
Assume tj?  and 17* denote the rearranged 17'  and 17? with non-ascending order,
respectively. The two reordered sets can be expressed as
(7.57a)
(7.57b)
Alternatively, 9 *  and 9 * can also be expressed using 17”  and 17" ,
(7.58b)
(7.58a)
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There are F(F-l) non-diagonal elements in the inter-cell flow matrix W, which 
can be rearranged in a non-descending order. The rearranged matrix is denoted as tom 
and can be expressed as
«*. = {(", ),=ri>> * oitH, k = 1,2,..., F (F  -1) - 1}. (7.59)
Therefore, the lower bound for the optimal ordinate inter-cell flow costs can be 
obtained using Theorem 7.1 as follows:
F ( F - l )  F C F - l ) / Z
TC* = = £(<»„., +a>li) i r  ■ (7.60a)
1=1  1= 1
The lower bound for the optimal abscissa inter-cell flow costs can be constructed as
F I F - 1) F ( F —1)/2
TC% = = '£(ai2i_l +ai2i)Tj? . (7.60b)
i=i i=i
The bi-directional lower bounds are more efficient than the single-directional
lower bounds; that is, the bi-directional lower bounds are closer to the optimal values
than the single-directional lower bounds. This is proved in Theorem 7.2.
Theorem 7.2 For any 2DNE problem, the bi-directional lower bounds have the 
following relations with single-directional lower bounds.
T C V ^T C ^+ T C ls  (7.61a)
TC% > TCfg + TCIb (7.61b)
Proof: From Equation (7.55a-b),
F C F - 1)/2 F ( F - l ) / 2 F ( . F - 1)/2
+
sII
r=l 1=1 1=1
F ( F - l ) / 2 F ( . F - 1 )/2 F ( F - l ) / 2
5 > , ' c +  5 > / ' 7 f ’
n
«-=i 1=1 i=i
From Equation (7.60a-b),
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F ( F - l ) / 2
T C *=  £ ( ^ _ i  +a>2l)TJ? ,
i=I
F ( F - l ) / 2
rc£ = £(<»„.,+0 )^17”.
«=i
It is desired to prove that to' + to' < + to^ .
There are a total of F  machine-cells in the 2DNE problem that form F(F- 
l)/2 different pairs of cells. Each pair has two directional flows from each 
other. If the pair of cells is denoted as (i, j), the two directional flows will 
be (w,y, wji).
There are 2i -  1 elements, which are involved in at least i pairs of cells, in 
front of element co2i. Since set to, is in non-descending order, the 2i -  1
elements in front of element co2i must contain at least i minimum possible 
directional inter-cell flows among the i pairs of cells, which are 
{w', l< * < i} .
Since co2._, is the largest among the 2i -  1 elements, it is obvious that,
to' < 03^.
It is also obvious that co2i_{ < co2i due to the non-descending order nature 
of to ,, and it can be derived that,
to' + to' < to2,_, + to' < o)2i_v + to*., < to2/_l + to*.
Therefore,
F ( F - 1 )/2  F ( F - 1 )/2
t c I ,+ t c { ,=  +o>;)nr=s X (® i.-i+ 0'a>'?"=7'c u-
f=i i=i
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f (F - t) /2  F ( F - \ ) / 2
TC'u+TCU^ + a t)n r  *  'Z(a>2i-l +o>2i)rir =TC%.
1=1 «=i
□
The bi-directional lower bounds are more efficient than the single-directional 
lower bounds. They can be used to evaluate the efficiency of the directional searches 
involved in the QDDH heuristic algorithm. However, the bi-directional lower bounds 
remain insufficient to evaluate the overall optimal solution by adding the two bi­
directional lower bounds. An approach to construct the quadra-directional lower bound to 
be discussed next will provide a better lower bound for the overall optimal solution.
7 .7 3  Quadra-directional lower bound
In the discussion of bi-directional or single-directional lower bounds, the ordinate 
and abscissa inter-cell distances are considered separately in constructing the m i n i m u m  
inter-cell flow costs. However, both ordinate and abscissa inter-cell distances will be 
considered together in constructing the quadra-directional lower bound. In other words, 
the taxi distance between any two cells will be used in computing the total minimum 
possible inter-cell flow costs.
Assume that i/f is used to denote the set of all possible inter-cell distances, which 
can be expressed as
xj ~ x* i + 1 yi ~ y‘ i’ i x i ~ x< i + 1 y i - y‘ iM.
* " I  for 1 < i < j  < F ]■ (7'62)
Each pair of cells have two directional inter-cell flows from each other, but the 
inter-cell distance among the two cells is always the same regardless of the direction of 
the flow. That is why there are always two identical elements for each pair of / and j
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values in Equation (7.62). All inter-cell distances in set tjq can be reordered in a non­
ascending order, and the reordered set is denoted as 7 J and can be expressed as
H  = k ) J ‘". = (7.63)
With the same inter-cell flow set iom ordered in non-descending order as defined in
Equation (7.59), the quadra-directional lower bound of the optimal total inter-cell flow 
costs can be constructed as
F ( F - l )
TCls = - (7.64)
1=1
The quadra-directional lower bound is much more efficient compared with the bi­
directional and single-directional lower bounds. This can be observed from the relations 
among the quadra-directional and bi-directional lower bounds proved in Theorem 7.3. 
Theorem 7.3 For any 2DNE problem, the quadra-directional lower bound has the 
following relationship with the bi-directional lower bounds.
TClg > TC* + TC% (7.65)
Proof: Each element in tjqd is a taxi distance between two cells, which is defined
in Equation (7.62). The inter-cell distance consists of an ordinate distance 
and an abscissa distance between the two cells. If i f f  is used to denote the 
set of all ordinate distances in 17* while keeping the same order and i f f  
denotes the set of abscissa distances, each element in can be 
decomposed into two corresponding elements, one in each of i f f  and q f .
v f  = v r  + v r
Therefore, the quadra-directional lower bound can be rewritten as
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F ( F - 1) F ( F - l )  F ( F - l )  F ( F - l )
t c i  = 2 ® ,^ =  I®,('7r+'7r)= 2®,'7r + S>.»r-
(=1 i=I i=I i=I
Set i/J" shares the same set of elements as 7 *  because both sets contain 
all ordinate inter-cell distances of all possible pairs of cells. However, all 
elements in 7 *  are in a non-ascending order, while all elements in 7 *^ 
may not be in that order. Therefore, the following expression can be 
derived based on Theorem 7.1,
F ( F - 1) F ( F - l )
’Z<o,nr > ’Z<Bln ? = T C * .
«=I i=l
Similarly, we can prove that,
F ( F - l )  F ( F - l )
2® ,> /r 2  2 ® ^ * = r c S -i=i 1=1
Hence,
F i F - 1) f ( F - t )
TCI, = 'Zmtfr + 'Zaitfr ZTC*+TCZ □
i=I /=!
Example 7.10 Comparison o f three different types o f lower bounds
Assume that the same five machine-cell location problem discussed in Example 
7.9 is discussed again in this example. The given inter-cell flow matrix, x  and y 
coordinates of all five locations and the constructed location arrays u and v are 
redisplayed as follows:
0 3 4 0 1
5 0 1 3 0
2 2 0 6 3
4 1 3 0 2
2 0 3 4 0
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x = [0 1 2 3 4 ] ,y = [0  2 4 1 3],
« = [1 2 3 4 5], v = [l 4 2 5 3].
By applying Equation (7.49), set e»' can be obtained as
(o[z = 3 , <w,3 = 2 , (o[A = 0 , <o[5 =1,
=1, =1, = 0 , cosu  = 3 , fi>35 = 3 , atl5 = 2 ,
ci1 ={3,2,0,1,1,1,0,3,3,2}.
Set (o! can be reordered as
o»; ={0,04,1,1,2,2,3,3,3}.
By applying Equations (7.53a-b), sets if' and if' can be constructed:
■*u(2) _ Xmi) = X2 ~ Xl ~ 1 *
X u(3) ~  X u ( I) =  X 3 ~ X l  =  2  ,  . .  .  ,
if: ={1,2,1,3,2,1,4,3,24};
~ y* (i)= ^4 ~ y i= i • 
y v (3) ~ y v m  =  y z ~ y i  =  2, •••« 
ifr'  ={1,2,1,3,2,1,4,3,24}.
Sets if: and t/  ^ can be reordered as
if,“  ={4,3,3,2,2,2,1,1,14}, 
ifr ={4,3,3,2,2,2,1,14,1}.
Therefore, the four single-directional lower bounds can be obtained by applying 
Equations (7.55a-b):
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T C ts  = t c { ,  =« .;  •nT =  % < » : n r  = 2 2 ,
« = l  
10
r e fs  = tc i,  = • ; • * ? =  ' Z ^ r = 2 2 .
«=i
By applying Equations (7.56a-b), sets q4 and q4 can be constructed as
q4m = {1,1,2, 2,1,1,3,3,2, 2,1, 1,4,4,3,3,2,2,14},  
n* ={l,l,2,2,1,1,3,3,2,2,1,1,4,4,3,3,2,2,141- 
Sets q4 and q4 can be reordered as
J/f ={4,4,3,3,3,3,2,2,2,2,2,2,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l},
q *  = {4,4 ,3,3,3,3,2,2, 2, 2, 2, 2,1,1, 14,1,1,1,1}.
Set to. can be constructed following Equation (7.59) as
to. ={0,0,04,1,1,2,2,2,2,3,3,3,3,3,4,4,4,5,6}.
Therefore, the bi-directional lower bounds can be obtained using Equations 
(7.60a-b), which are shown as follows
10
r c g ,  = < » . • » ?  =  = 59 ,
i=i
10
r e *  = 59.
«=l
It is observed that
TC*  = 5 9 > 7 T ^  +TC[g =44,
TC% = 59 > TCfg +TC\‘j, = 44.
By applying Equation (7.62), Set iyf can be constructed as
| jc2 — | -•-1 — 4^ 11= 3 ,
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q ' ={3,3,6,6,3,3,4,4,3,3,4,4,7,7,4,4,3,3,3,3}.
Set q* can be reordered as
q\ ={7,7,6,6,4,4,4,4,4,4,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3}.
Therefore, the quadra-directional lower bound can be obtained using Equation 
(7.64), which is shown below:
10
T C I, = « • • •* ;=  5> . <  = 160.
i=i
It is obvious that
TCI,, = 160 > TC% +TC% = 118.
Three types of lower bounds on the optimal solutions of the 2DNE problem have 
been discussed in this section. The single-directional lower bounds may only be used in 
evaluating the single-directional search of the optimal inter-cell flow costs. The lower 
bound of the overall inter-cell flow costs obtained by adding all four single-directional 
lower bounds is the least efficient among the three types of lower bounds discussed. The 
bi-directional lower bounds may be chosen in evaluating the ordinate and/or abscissa 
search of the optimal inter-cell flow costs. Though it is not as efficient as the quadra- 
directional lower bound regarding the lower bound of the overall inter-cell flow costs, it 
is better than the single-directional lower bounds. The quadra-directional lower bound is 
the most efficient lower bound of the three. However, it can only be used to evaluate the 
QDDH heuristic algorithm with the consideration of all four directional searches at the 
same time.
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The discussion of the machine-cell location problem is concluded with a solution 
to a two-dimensional machine-cell location problem (2DNE), which can be downsized to 
a generic one-dimensional machine-cell location problem (1DNE), which can be further 
reduced to an equally-spaced, one-dimensional MCL problem (IDE).
After machine-cells are assigned to their locations optimally or sub-optimally, the 
next phase in designing a flexible manufacturing system is to consider the bottleneck 
machine problem. There are two alternative methods to deal with the bottleneck machine 
problem. A bottleneck machine may be duplicated for the family of its corresponding 
exceptional parts, so the parts will not be delivered to the other cell for processing. 
Alternatively, the exceptional parts can be delivered to the other cell for processing 
instead of having the associated bottleneck machine duplicated. There is a cost 
justification for the two alternatives as to which one is better. The cost of duplicating the 
bottleneck machines is compared with the cost of the inter-cell flows caused by the 
exceptional parts, which is generated from the previous phase discussed in the past three 
chapters. This is one of the reasons why the machine-cell location problem needs to be 
considered one phase prior to the phase of duplicating the bottleneck machines.
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CHAPTER 8 
DUPLICATION OF BOTTLENECK MACHINES
All inter-cell flows are caused by the exceptional parts due to the unavailability of 
the corresponding bottleneck machines in their own cells. Instead of using the material 
handling system (MHS) to move these inter-cell flows, an alternative solution to the 
problem is to duplicate the bottleneck machines for the exceptional parts in the 
corresponding cells. Now, the new challenge is how to duplicate the bottleneck machines.
The main principle to duplicate the bottleneck machines for the exceptional parts 
is to reduce the corresponding material handling costs, that is, the bottleneck machines 
may be duplicated only when the duplicating cost is less than the material handling cost 
without the duplication. Therefore, two types of costs should be considered in developing 
the model for the duplication problem: duplicating costs and the original material 
handling costs. The material handling costs, which are also called inter-cell flow costs, 
can be obtained from the phase of MCL that has been discussed in the previous chapters. 
By using the best-known MCL solution in developing the model of duplicating 
bottleneck machine (DBM), such a model will provide an accurate and realistic solution.
8.1 Developing the DBM Model
Several key notations used in the DBM model to be discussed need to be defined 
before any further discussion of the model. Such a list of notations is presented below.
[l if machine i is the bottleneck machine for part j ;
9 [0 otherwise.
Bf  = set of exceptional parts in family /  ( /  = 1,2,..., F).
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B = »the total number of exceptional parts.
K  = number of bottleneck machines.
L  = annual budget outlay for duplication.
M , = machine/, / = 1,2,..., Af.
m(j) = one of the bottleneck machines for exceptional part j  (y = 1,2,..., B).
p(i, f )  = one of the exceptional parts in family /  with machine i 
as their bottleneck machine.
Pn = part n (original label).
7Tj = relabeled part j  (after first grouping).
5, = annual duplicating cost for bottleneck machine /.
{1 if bottleneck machine i is duplicated for exceptional part y;
0 otherwise.
Z = total annual duplicating costs and material handling costs (if not duplicated).
The general rule to duplicate bottleneck machines is that, if one machine is 
duplicated for an exceptional part, all other bottleneck machines corresponding to this 
part should also be duplicated. This results in a constraint to the objective function. Since 
the capacity of the machine is not considered in this section, it is reasonable to assume 
that each part family (machine-cell) has only one unit of each type of applicable 
machines. This results in another constraint. In addition, the budgetary limitation is also 
considered.
The total number of exceptional parts in family /  with machine i as their 
bottleneck machine can be expressed as . The number of exceptional parts to be
MBf
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processed on the duplicated bottleneck machine i in family /  can be computed as
5>.yXy •
M B ,
Since only one unit of machine i needs to be duplicated in one family, the 
corresponding cost should also be one unit, if it is duplicated. In order to make the model 
practical, it is assumed that, if one machine is duplicated for one part in a family, it is also 
considered to be duplicated for all other applicable parts in that family. Therefore, only 
two possible values will result from , which are 1 or 0, indicating if
M B ,  /  M B ,
machine i is duplicated or not. The duplicating cost of machine i for family /can  then be
/ 2 > y
m b ,  /  M B ,
By applying the duplication rule discussed above, the following expression,
k  I k
j  y  a„ , can only have two possible values, 1 or 0, that indicate whether or not
1=1
written as S.
all associated bottleneck machines are duplicated for part j. Hence, the material handling
cost of part j  can be written as H] (1- ytf) /  ai;/
The DBM model
The decision model for the duplication of bottleneck machines (DBM) can be 
formulated as follows:
(DBM): Min Z = y
/ = i
f
K 2 ,a*>V
/
2 * .
i= l 5>.y M B ,
V
I J V.
i=i
i=i
(8.1)
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Subject to
k  r k  \
(8.2a)
r z v f i
(8.2c)
i=i /=i
ytj = 0 or 1 i = 1,2,..., AT; y = 1, 2,..., 2?. (8.2d)
Equation (8.2a) indicates that all or none of the bottleneck machines of one part 
must be duplicated. Equation (8.2b) shows that if one machine is duplicated for one 
exceptional part in a family, it is also duplicated for all other exceptional parts in that 
family. Equation (8.2c) indicates that the total duplicating cost should not exceed the 
annual budget.
The DBM model is a binary linear programming model. The model can be solved 
using conventional binary integer linear programming techniques. One can find the 
bottleneck machines that are to be duplicated if the optimal solution of this model is 
obtained.
8.2 Solving the DBM Model
The DBM model in Equations (8.1, 8.2a-d) is a binary linear programming model 
that can be solved by using a popular software package, UNDO optimizer (Schrage 
1991). It is not the focus of this research to discuss how to use the UNDO optimizer. 
Instead, a numerical example is given to demonstrate how to construct a DBM model that 
can be solved by using the UNDO optimizer.
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Example 8.1: Constructing a DBM model
Assume that the problem defined in Example 4.2 is used again in this example. 
Based on the best-known cell location assignment concluded from Example 4.2, the inter­
cell material handling costs, which are shown in Table 8.1, can be calculated using 
Equation (4.14).
Table 8.1. Inter-cell material handling costs, t
Relabeled parts
1Ci *3 n*. *5 nb JVj Ik
40 30 10 10 10 60 10 20
t hK = 10 (n = 1...... 8)
It can be observed from Table 4.2 that machine mi, mz and m$ have no 
relationship with any exceptional parts. So only the remaining seven bottleneck 
machines, as listed in Table 8.2, need to be considered in the DBM model. It is assumed 
that the annual duplicating cost for each machine, which is listed in Table 8.2, is given. 
The duplicating cost may be computed as the annual recurring cost distributed uniformly 
over the lifetime of the machine and obtained from the machine purchase cost, annual 
operating cost, estimated end-of-period salvage value, time value of money, etc.
Table 8.2. Annual duplicating cost.
Duplicating cost
M/c m3 m4 m7 mg mg mio
St 22 31 15 10 12 35 24
Thus, with the material handling costs obtained in Table 8.1 and the duplicating 
cost in Table 8.2, the DBM model for the problem under discussion can be constructed 
using Equations (8.1, 8.2a-d).
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(DBM):
min Z = 3 l(y4I +y4Z)l2+ l5(ya +yu )/2+ l0yTS+ 24y,01 + 22 y35 
+ 1 2 ^  +35y97 + 1 0 ^  +40(2 —y41 - y 101)/2  
+ 30 (2 -y 4a- y 62)/2 + 1 0 (l-y 73) + 1 0 (l-y 64) 
+ 1 0 (l-y 35)+60(l-y86)+ 1 0 (l-y ,7) + 2 0 (l-y 78)
Subject to
3^41 =  ^ lO l  »
y4 2 =  y 6 2  >
> 4 1  = y  A2 .
3^62 =  y 64 »
31(y4i +>’42)/2+ 15(y62 + y64)/ 2 + 10y73 +24y101 +22y35 +12y86 
+ 35y97+10y78<L ,
y0 = (0,1) for all applicable i, j .
The above integer linear programming model can be solved by using the LINDO 
optimizer. A set of optimal solutions to the problem, associated with different budget 
levels, is obtained. This is achieved by applying a sensitivity analysis on L. Table 8.3 lists 
such a set of optimal solutions, along with the corresponding value of the budget level L .
The results listed in Table 8.3 indicate that alternatives 3, 4 and 5 achieve the 
same optimal value Z* = 132, although their optimal solutions are different. Considering 
the budget used for duplication, the best solution among these three alternatives is 
alternative 3, in which y78 =1 and yg6 =1. hi other words, only two bottleneck
machines, m-j and mg, corresponding to y7g =1 and yg6 = 1, respectively, need to be 
duplicated if the budget level is between 22 and 92. Table 8.4 shows the machine-part 
incidence matrix after the two machines are duplicated.
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Table 8.3. Optimal solutions of the problem in Example 8.1.
0 No duplication: y„ = 0, Vii L <  1 0 0 190
1 > 7 8 10 <X<12 1 0 180
2 yse 12 <L<22 1 2 142
3 yis, yse 22 <L < 32 2 2 132
4 >73, yn, ys6 32 <L < 82 32 132
5 >4 i, >42, ys2. ye4, yse. yioi 82 <L < 92 82 132
6 >4 1 , >42, >62, >6 4 , >78, >86, >101 L >92 92 1 2 2
It is obvious that alternatives 0, 1 and 2 are not attractive unless there is no other 
choice, such as insufficient budget. Alternative 0 is a special solution in which no 
bottleneck machine is duplicated. In this special case, the objective function value 
Z* = 190 is solely due to the material handling cost.
If sufficient budget for duplication is provided, alternative 6  may be another 
option. In this case, Eve bottleneck machines, m4, m ,^ mrj, m% and mio, will be duplicated, 
with a total cost of 122 units. Comparing this decision alternative with alternative 3, one 
can End that, although the duplication solution of alternative 6  can be reduced by 10 units 
of the total costs, a 7.6% reduction, it increases 72 units of the budget; that is a 327% 
increase. Therefore, the solution of alternative 3 is more realistic and attractive than that 
of alternative 6 .
Overall, alternative 3 might be the best solution among all seven options, in which 
only machine m7 and mg are duplicated. According to Table 4.2, machine m7 is originally 
labeled as machine Afg, while machine mg is the relabeled machine A/4. All the machines 
and parts in Table 8.4 are labeled with the original labels. It can be observed Erom Table
8.4 that the originally labeled parts Pi6 0%) and P13 (flfc) are no longer exceptional parts,
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as machines Mg (nvj) and M4 (mg) are duplicated in their corresponding cells with reduced 
total costs. Parts P s , Pg, P i ,  Pu» P i  and Pis remain as exceptional parts because 
duplicating machines for these parts costs more than using the material handling 
equipment.
Table 8.4. Machine-part incidence matrix with duplicated machines, t
Family Fi F z Fz f 4
Cell Part P l P s Ps p 4 r  Pg P i P n Pl P13 P12 P i Pl5 P 18 P 14 P io  P 16 Ps P n
M/c
M i 1 1 1 1 1 1
c , M z 1 1 1 1  1
Afin 1 I 1
M g 1 1 1 1 1
C l M z 1 1 1
m 4* 1
M s 1 1 1 1 1<-3 Mr 1 1 1 1
Mr* 1
c 4 m 4 1 1 1 1
m 6 1 1 1 1 1
M, 1 1 1t  Alternative 3; $ Duplicated machine.
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Usually the duplication of bottleneck machines will only take place after the 
machine-cells are assigned to their proper locations. By considering the duplication after 
assigning the cells to locations, only the minimum material handling costs will be used to 
compare with the duplication costs to decide which bottleneck machines should or should 
not be duplicated. However, the result of duplication may make the original optimal cell 
location assignment no longer optimal. This recursive relation between the cell location 
assignment and the duplication of bottleneck machine is discussed in this section with 
some examples.
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There are two scenarios in which an optimal solution of the MCL problem may 
change after some bottleneck machines are duplicated. In the first scenario, the 
duplication of bottleneck machines will eliminate the inter-cell flows caused by the 
exceptional parts corresponding to the duplicated bottleneck machines. This will 
eventually change the inter-cell flow matrix, and the change of inter-cell flow matrix may 
result in a new optimal cell location assignment. As a result of duplicating bottleneck 
machines, the type of machines duplicated will appear in more than one cell: one in its 
original cell and one in the other cell in which it is duplicated. If there still exist some 
exceptional parts with the type of machines duplicated as their bottleneck machines, there 
will be more than one cell to choose to have these exceptional parts processed on those 
bottleneck machines. The multiple choice of cells will generate multiple processing 
routines for these exceptional parts, which will result in several different inter-cell flow 
matrices. Therefore, the original location assignment may no longer be the optimal 
assignment if the original inter-cell flow matrix is replaced by a different one due to the 
use of a different processing routine.
An example is presented next to demonstrate how the DBM solution may change 
the solution of the MCL problem solved in the previous phase. The example is based on 
the same problem discussed in Example 8.1.
Example 8.2: Demonstrating the influence o f a DBM solution to the MCL solution
The problem discussed in Example 8.1 is originated from Example 4.1. The 
original machine-part matrix generated in Example 4.1 is shown in Table 8.5. Only the 
exceptional parts and their corresponding bottleneck machines are listed in the table; that 
is, all intra-cell flows are ignored.
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Table 8.5. Bottleneck machine-part matrix from Example 4.1.
Family F, Fz F\ f4
P a r t P5r P 9  P7r P n P z P iJ P 15 Pl6
Cell M/c N e w * J t \  IB z 1 h I t s  K m
Mi m i 1 1 1
Ci Mz m z I 1
Ml0 mz 1
r , m9 m 4 1 1 I 1v"2 m3 m 5 1 1
Ci Ms m 6 1 1 1
M8 m j 1 1 1
m4 m s 1 1
c4 m6 mg 1 1
Mi mw 1 1
f  New (Re-numbered); t  Exceptional parts.
With the above machine-part incidence matrix and the operation sequences of the 
exceptional parts defined in Table 4.3, the inter-cell flow matrix can be constructed using 
Algorithm 4.1 as was done in Example 4.1, which is shown below.
0 1 3  1 
2 °  °  1 
0 1 0  1 
0 1 2 0
The above MCL problem is solved in Example 4.2. The optimal solution obtained in 
Example 4.2 is shown as
« •= [2  1 3 4], rC(a*) = 19.
With the minimum material handling cost generated in Example 4.2 as shown in 
Table 4.2, a DBM model is built up in Example 8.1, and the model is solved with the 
optimal solution reported in Tables 8.3 and 8.4.
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It can be observed from Table 8.4 that machines Mg and M4 are duplicated. So 
parts Pi6 and P 13 are no longer exceptional parts. Any inter-cell flows carried by parts P 16 
and P 13 should be removed from the inter-cell flow matrix. Part Pi6, relabeled as 7%, is 
located in cell (family) 4, which has one inter-cell flow from cell 4 to cell 3 and one from 
cell 3 back to cell 4. Part P 13, relabeled as 7%, has one inter-cell flow from cell 2 to cell 4 
and one from cell 4 back to cell 2. The inter-cell matrix can be updated by removing 
these inter-cell flows:
0 1 3 1
2 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
With the above updated inter-cell flow matrix, the original MCL problem can be 
resolved following Algorithm 4.2. Fortunately, the same optimal solution is preserved, as 
shown by the following solution.
a =[2 1 3 4], rC(«*) = l l  
The solution of DBM has no effect on the solution of MCL in this particular four 
machine-cell location problem. The change of the total inter-cell flow costs only reflect 
the portion saved by the duplication of the two bottleneck machines. However, this may 
not be the case for most of MCL problems. More examples will be given regarding this in 
the following chapter.
8.4 Conclusion
An alternative to the use of MHS to handle the inter-cell flow is to duplicate the 
bottleneck machines. A binary linear programming model was developed in this chapter 
for the DBM problem, with the objective of minimizing the total MHS and DBM costs.
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An optimal DBM solution may change the original solution of MCL, while an updated 
MCL solution may, in return, generate an extra DBM plan. This recursive relation 
between the MCL and DBM should not be ignored in the actual design of the flexible, 
cellular manufacturing system.
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CHAPTER 9
EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF SOLUTION PROCEDURES
The main goal of this research is to find optimal/sub-optimal solutions to the 
machine-cell location (MCL) problem, which is a key part in designing a flexible, 
cellular manufacturing system. The discussion of the MCL problems began with a special 
case of one-dimensional, equally spaced layout (IDE). A simple depth-first heuristic 
(SDH) has been developed to solve the IDE problem. The SDH algorithm has been 
restructured and modified into the directional decomposition heuristic (DDH) that is 
capable of further extension to more complicated MCL problems. The IDE machine-cell 
location problem has been generalized to one with one-dimensional, non-equally spaced 
layout (1DNE). A modified directional decomposition heuristic (MDDH), extended from 
DDH, is used to solve the IDNE problem. Finally, a problem with a two-dimensional, 
non-equally spaced layout, a more general case of the MCL problem, was discussed. A 
quadra-directional decomposition heuristic (QDDH) was developed for this general case. 
Each of the three facets of MCL problems discussed earlier has a different solution 
procedure that is evaluated in this chapter with a set of well-known data found in 
literature [Sarker 1989; Obata 1979; Negent et al. 1968], in addition to a set of randomly 
generated test data.
Table 9.1 lists all machine-cell location problems discussed in this research, along 
with the corresponding heuristics developed here for solving those problems. All the 
heuristics developed in this research are improvement heuristics.
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Table 9.1. List of MCL problems and corresponding solution procedures.
Dimension Problem SolutionLayout Type Name Algorithm Name
ID
Equally
spaced IDE
Simple depth-first heuristic SDH
Directional decomposition 
heuristic DDH
Non-Equally
spaced 1DNE
Modified directional 
decomposition heuristic MDDH
2D Non-Equallyspaced 2DNE
Quadra-directional 
decomposition heuristic QDDH
9.1 Test Results on IDE Problem
Two solution procedures, SDH and DDH, that have been developed for IDE 
problem are discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. Algorithm SDH is adapted from 
modified depth-first insertion heuristic (MDIH) that was originally developed for the 
machine location problem by Sarker (1989). The main adaptation is the suitability of the 
DIH input data for the input to SDH. There are two problems with the SDH algorithm: 
first, it is computationally time consuming due to the fact that, in each depth of search, all 
F— 1 new assignments are generated and stored for evaluations. For each new assignment 
under evaluation, all inter-cell flows, including those not changed from the current 
assignment, need to be recalculated. Second, it cannot be extended to solve a more 
general case of MCL problems, such as the one with one-dimensional non-equidistant 
layout and the one with two-dimensional layout. These two problems, time complexity 
and non-extendibility, are the main basis for developing the DDH algorithm. As a result, 
DDH shows significant improvement in reducing the computational time and some 
improvement in obtaining optimal solution, in addition to its capability for extension to 
other MCL problems.
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9.1.1 Comparison of DDH with MDIH on S -f  data
The core of the heuristic SDH is the same as the heuristic MDIH developed by 
Sarker (1989) for the machine location problem. Sarker has defined a set of 26 machine 
location problems in evaluating his MDIH. The same set of data is used here to evaluate 
the DDH heuristic, by comparing the total costs obtained from DDH with those from 
MDIH (Sarker et al. 1995, 1998b) and Bubble Search (BS) heuristic (Wang and Sarker 
1999). All the 5 -/data are found in Appendix A, followed by the solutions obtained from 
the DDH heuristic. The comparison results among the three heuristics, MDIH, BS and 
DDH, are listed in Table 9.2.
Table 9.2. Comparison of total costs among MDIH, BS and DDH using S-f data. *
S-f
Problem
Sarker et al. 
(1998b)
Wang etal. 
(1999) TC Ddh t T C o p r T-Cuom IQ pr TCddh ~TCorr
TQ rr TCqpt T C ^
TC mmPHTCmdih TC3PC TC bs
S-5 351 351 368 351 351 351 0 0 0
S-6 609 609 618 607 607 607 0.0033 0 0
S-7 915 909 - - 909 909 0 - 0
S-8 1307 1241 1325 1241 1241 1241 0 0 0
S-9 1924 1837 - - 1825 1825 0.0066 - 0
S-10 2684 2585 2767 2579 2579 2579 0.0023 0 0
S -ll 3462 3359 - - 3359 3359 0 - 0
S-12 4608 4431 4834 4478 4431 4431s 0 0.0106 0
S-13 6152 5933 - - 5933 5919 s 0.0024 - 0.0024
S-14 7723 7316 - - 7326 7316 s 0 - 0.0014
S-15 9558 8942 9750 8942 8942 8942 s 0 0 0
S-16 11821 11022 - - 11019 11019y 0.0003 - 0
S-17 14254 13338 - - 13282 13173s 0.0125 - 0.0083
S-18 16824 15913 - - 15699 15699y 0.0136 - 0
S-19 20038 18704 - - 18704 18704s 0 - 0
S-20 23130 21856 24146 21845 21828 21825s 0.0014 0.0009 0.0001
S-21 26361 24899 - - 24891 24891y 0.0003 - 0
S-22 30473 28652 - - 28644 28614s 0.0013 - 0.0010
S-23 35103 33046 33046 33046s 0 - 0
S-24 40088 37728 - - 37498 37498y 0.0061 - 0
S-25 45078 42349 46385 42349 42349 42349s 0 0 0
*  Based on S-/data (Sarker 1989). s Best solutions from Sarker (1998b).
t  Solutions are given in Appendix A. y Best solutions obtained in DDH.
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Modified multi-pass heuristic (MMPH) is a construction algorithm developed by 
Sarker (1989) for generating initial assignments for his MDIH. The same initial 
assignments used for MDIH are used for DDH to make the comparison of the two 
heuristics more compatible. The 3-Pair Comparison heuristic (3PC) is another 
construction algorithm developed by Wang and Sarker (1999) for the initial assignment 
of their BS algorithm, which is an improvement heuristic. The total costs generated by 
the three heuristics, MDIH, BS and DDH, are listed in Table 9.2, along with the 
optimal/best-known values.
The optimal or best-known solutions of S-f problems (Sarker 1989) are also listed 
in Table 9.2. The integer following ‘S’ represents the problem size/. All of the solutions 
of the three heuristics, MDIH, BS and DDH, are compared with the optimal values. The 
comparative results in terms of the percentage of the difference over the optimal values 
are listed in the last three columns of Table 9.2. The information in Table 9.2 indicates 
that DDH has achieved better solutions than MDIH in 10 out of a total of 21 S-f 
problems. Indeed, DDH generated new best-known solutions in 4 S-f problems. Only one 
solution of DDH is slightly worse than the MDIH’s. For the remainder of the 21 S-f 
problems, both heuristics, DDH and MDIH, have achieved the same results. Overall, 21 
DDH solutions reached the optimal/best-known solutions, about 81% of the total 
problems, while only 15 optimal/best-known solutions were reached by MDIH, about 
58%. The heuristic BS had only been tested on 8 5 -/problems. Two out of 8 solutions, 
corresponding to the 8 problems, are outperformed by DDH, while the remaining 6 are 
the same as the DDH’s. The relative performances of MDIH and DDH against the 
optimal/best-known values shown in Table 9.2 are plotted in Figure 9.1. However, the BS
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data are not plotted here due to the insufficient information furnished by Wang and 
Sarker (1999).
Solution Comparison between MDIH and DDH
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1718 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
Number of Colls, F
Figure 9.1. Performance of MDIH and DDH against optimum using 5 -/data.
In Figure 9.1, the line indicated by the ‘square’ icons, labeled as DDH, describes 
the difference between the DDH and the optimal solutions, while the line with the 
‘diamond’ icons indicates the difference between the MDIH solution and the 
corresponding optimum. It can be observed from Figure 9.1 that the difference between 
the DDH solution and the optimum is zero for most S-f problems, while only about half 
of the MDIH solutions matched the corresponding optimums. It can also be observed that 
the DDH line is almost always below the MDIH line, which indicates that the DDH 
solutions have a smaller difference from the optimums than do the MDIH solutions.
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One of the other plans in evaluating a heuristic is to determine how close a 
heuristic solution is to its lower bound, and then compare the result with the closeness 
between the optimal solution and its lower bound. In Table 9.3, the best known lower 
bounds are listed for all S-f problems, and the differences between the lower bounds and 
the DDH solutions are computed and compared with the differences between the lower 
bounds and the optimal solutions. The data in the last two columns in Table 9.3 are 
plotted in Figure 9.2.
Table 9.3. Relative performance of DDH over lower bound on 5 -/data.
S-f
Problem
TC qpt T C ddH LBDt T C o p t  L B d T C d d h  U * D
l b d l b d
S-5 351 351 346 0.0145 0.0145
S-6 607 607 577 0.0520 0.0520
S-7 909 909 862 0.0545 0.0545
S-8 1241 1241 1173 0.0580 0.0580
S-9 1825 1825 1718 0.0623 0.0623
S-10 2579 2579 2390 0.0791 0.0791
S -ll 3359 3359 3113 0.0790 0.0790
S-12 4431s 4431 4103 0.0799 0.0799
S-13 5919 s 5933 5405 0.0951 0.0977
S-14 7316 s 7326 6718 0.0890 0.0905
S-15 8942 s 8942 8236 0.0857 0.0857
S-16 11019y 11019 10138 0.0869 0.0869
S-17 13173s 13282 12026 0.0954 0.1044
S-18 15699y 15699 14327 0.0958 0.0958
S-19 18704s 18704 17006 0.0998 0.0998
S-20 21825s 21828 19750 0.1051 0.1052
S-21 24891y 24891 22513 0.1056 0.1056
S-22 28614s 28644 25856 0.1067 0.1078
S-23 33046s 33046 29834 0.1077 0.1077
S-24 37498y 37498 33836 0.1082 0.1082
S-25 42349s 42349 38158 0.1098 0.1098
t  Best known lower bounds from Non (1994).
In Figure 9.2, the line with square icons shows the difference between the DDH 
solution and its lower bound while the line with diamond icons indicates the difference
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between the optimal/best-known solution and lower bound. The two plotted lines in 
Figure 9.2 almost overlap, which implies that the DDH solutions of the S-f problems are 
close to the corresponding optimal/best-known solutions. The highest difference between 
a DDH solution and its lower bound among all 21 S-f problems is approximately 11%, 
which indicates all DDH solutions are close to their lower bounds. Therefore, the DDH 
solutions must be close to their optimums since an optimal solution lies between the 
DDH solution and the lower bound.
Differences of DDH and OPT from Lower Bounds
(OPT-LB)/LB
(DOH-LBVLB
5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25
Number of Cells, F
Figure 9.2. Differences of DDH and OPT from lower bounds on S-/data.
It is easy to conclude from both Table 9.2 and Figure 9.1 that heuristic DDH 
outperformed both MDIH and BS on S-f problems defined by Sarker (1989). However, 
this test using only a single set of 5 -/data may not be sufficient to conclude that DDH is
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more efficient than the other heuristics, in general. So another test for heuristic DDH is 
conducted next using a set of location assignment problems defined by Obata (1979).
9.1.2 Comparison of DDH with DIH on Obata’s O-f data
Obata (1979) defined a set of eight machine location problems in an equally 
spaced layout. All requirement matrices (equivalent to inter-cell flow matrices) are 
symmetric matrices, which imply that the forward and the backward flows are perfectly 
balanced for all of the problems. Sarker et al. (1998b) used Obata’s data to test their DIH, 
which was referred to earlier as MDIH (Sarker 1989). They used a construction heuristic 
MPH to construct the initial assignments for the DIH. The same set of initial assignments 
is used for DDH to make the DDH solutions compatible with that of DIH. The results are 
listed in Table 9.4 along with DIH solutions and optimal or best computed solutions.
Table 9.4. Comparison of total costs among DIH and DDH using 0-/data. *
O -f
Problem
Sarker etal. (1998b) t TC ddH t TCopT T Q , „ - T Q „
fQwr T Q rrT C mph TCdiH
0-5 158 150 150 150 0 0
0-6 304 292 292 292 0 0
0-7 504 472 472 472 0 0
0-8 836 784 784 784 0 0
0-9 1124 1032 1032 1032 0 0
0-10 1588 1450 1402 1402 0.0342 0
0-15 5694 5140 5134 5134y 0.0012 0
0-25 14188 12952 12924 12924y 0.0022 0
* Based on 0-/data (Obata 1979). f  Solutions from Sarker e t  a L  (1998b).
t  Solutions are given in Appendix B. y Best solutions obtained in DDH.
hi Table 9.4, the best-known solutions of the last two problems are obtained from 
DDH. All of the solutions generated by DDH have reached the optimal/best-known 
solutions, while DIH only generated six optimal solutions for the first six O-f problems. 
All the O-f problems are reported in Appendix B, as well as all the solutions from DDH.
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The relative performance parameters of both DIH and DDH against the optimums are 
plotted in Figure 9.3.
Solution Comparison Between DIH and DDH
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0
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Figure 9.3. Performance of DIH and DDH against optimum using 0-/data.
Similar to the case of S-f data, the differences between the DDH solutions and 
lower bounds are computed on 0-/data, which are shown in Table 9.5. The difference 
between the optimal/best-known solutions and the corresponding lower bounds are also 
listed in the table.
The data from the last two columns in Table 9.5 are plotted in Figure 9.4. There 
are two plotted lines in Figure 9.4: One indicates the differences between the DDH 
solutions and the lower bounds; and the other shows the differences between the 
optimal/best-known solutions and the lower bounds. However, the two lines in the figure 
are completely coincidental, which indicates that the DDH solutions have the same
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differences from the lower bounds as the optimal/best-known solutions. This agrees with 
the data that the difference between the DDH solution and the optimal/best-known 
solution is zero for all 0-/problems shown in Table 9.4
Table 9.5. Relative performance of DDH over lower bound on O-f data.
O-f T C opt T C dDH LBDt TCopt TBd TCpof, — LBd
Problem lbd cbd
0-5 150 150 142 0.0563 0.0563
0-6 292 292 257 0.1362 0.1362
0-7 472 472 418 0.1292 0.1292
0-8 784 784 669 0.1719 0.1719
0-9 1032 1032 889 0.1609 0.1609
0-10 1402 1402 1192 0.1762 0.1762
0-15 5134* 5134 4247 0.2089 0.2089
0-20 12924* 12924 10315 0.2529 0.2529
’ Best known lower bounds from Non (1994 ).
Differences of DDH and OPT from Lower Bounds
(OPT-LBVLB
(DDH-LBVLB
Figure 9.4 Differences of DDH and OPT from lower bounds on 0-/data.
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Based on the results shown in Table 9.4 and Figure 9.3, it can be concluded that 
heuristic DDH provides better solutions than DIH. Thus, two sets of different problems, 
defined by two different researchers, have been used in evaluating the DDH heuristic. 
The DDH heuristic outperformed the DIH in both cases. Thus far, all the evaluations of 
the DDH are performed against predefined problems that may be insufficient to make a 
general conclusion for the DDH. Therefore, the evaluation of the DDH continues using a 
set of IDE problems that are generated randomly by a random function in C++.
9.1.3 Comparison of SDH and DDH on randomly generated data
Two more tests are performed and presented in this section to evaluate the 
performance of the DDH against the SDH heuristic that is basically the same as DIH. 
Both tests use the randomly generated problems instead of the existing data. It is assumed 
that there are 200 jobs for each machine-cell location problem. Each job has a set of 
randomly generated sequential operations, with the maximum number of operations in 
each job set to the size of the corresponding problem. The inter-cell flow matrix W  for 
each problem is constructed based on the randomly generated operation sequences of all 
200 jobs following Algorithm 4.1. The inter-cell flow matrix, also referred to as the 
requirement matrix in other literature, is often considered as the problem definition. In 
the first test, a single random IDE problem is generated for each problem of different size 
in the test. However, a set of 100 IDE problems is randomly generated for each problem 
of different size in the second test.
Comparison of DDH with SDH based on single randomly generated IDE
A total of 18 IDE-problems, each of different size, are randomly generated in this 
test. The smallest problem is a six machine-cell location problem while the largest is a 60
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machine-cell location problem (see Table 9.6). An initial cell location assignment is 
randomly generated for each problem, and the same initial assignment is used for both 
the SDH and the DDH. The test is implemented using a C++ program that has been run 
on a PC with a single Intel Pentium II Xeon 450 MHZ processor. The testing items 
include the best-known solutions of both the SDH and the DDH, the corresponding 
computational time, lower bounds and optimal solutions (if obtainable). The test results 
are listed in Table 9.6, in an ascending order by the problem size. The 18 randomly 
generated IDE problems will be referred to as Y-f problems.
Some performance parameters used to evaluate the relative performances between 
the SDH and the DDH are:
_ C P U „  - C P U ^
C P U DD„  • (91a)
TC — TC  SDH 1 DDH / n  i nWs-d  — ---------- • (y-lb)
SDH
rtsoH-u, ^ 50^ 1^ . (9.1c)
riooH-LB = TC^ L B , (9. Id)
TCsdh - O P T
VSDH-OPT — O P T  ’ (9 1 e )
t c ddh -O P T
*1 DDH-O PT ~  OFT
Parameter t s_d is used to measure the computational time reduced from the SDH 
to the DDH, while rjs_D is used to measure the improvement. Parameters »7JDW_£a and 
tJddh-lb 316 the differences of the two heuristic solutions from their lower bound, while
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*1 sdh-opt and 'Hddh-opt 316 differences from their optimal solution. The relative 
performance parameters defined in Equations (9.1a-f) are also listed in Table 9.4 for all 
F-/problems.
Table 9.6. Performance of SDH, MDDH and lower bounds on Y-f problems. * t
IDE
TCsdh TCddh LB O P T C P U  SDH CPUddh ■&0 Tfsj) TJsdhlb DDH-LB TJsdhott IJooHon# F N
1 6 200 1372 1372 1324 1372 0.000 0.000 - 0.000 3.63 3.63 0 0.00
2 7 200 1821 1801 1681 1801 0.000 0.000 - 1.098 833 7.14 1.11 0.00
3 8 200 2302 2302 2123 2302 0.000 0.000 - 0.000 8.43 8.43 0.00 0.00
4 9 200 2808 2808 2586 2808 0.015 0.000 100.00 0.000 8.58 838 0.00 0.00
5 10 200 3529 3529 3123 3508 0.016 0.000 ioo.oq 0.000 13.00 13.00 0.60 0.60
6 11 200 3957 3943 3542 3939 0.016 0.015 6.25 0.354 11.72 11.32 0.46 0.10
7 12 200 4978 4961 4352 4961 0.063 0.015 76.19 0.342 14.38 13.99 0.34 0.00
8 13 200 5471 5471 4721 - 0.047 0.047 0.00 0.000 15.89 15.89 - -
9 14 200 6455 6455 5491 - 0.063 0.015 76.19 0.000 1736 1736 -
10 15 200 7437 7423 6245 0.094 0.046 51.06 0.188 19.09 18.86 - -
11 20 200 12536 12185 10037 - 0.344 0.047 86.34 2.800 24.90 21.40 - -
12 25 200 20407 20359 15950 - 1.656 0.297 82.07 0.235 27.94 27.64 - -
13 30 200 27682 27673 20465 - 4.094 0.484 88.18 0.033 35.27 35.22 - -
14 35 200 38556 38201 26873 - 5.391 2.062 61.75 0.921 43.47 42.15 - -
15 40 200 48079 47717 31909 - 9.531 2.828 70.33 0.753 50.68 4934 - -
16 45 200 63281 63132 41367 - 21.266 2.109 90.08 0.236 52.91 52.61 - -
17 50 200 83153 83150 53220 - 66.25C 3.000 95.47 0.004 5634 56.24 - -
18 60 200 113149 112170 66793 224.656 23.156 89.69 0.865 69.40 67.94 - -
* A single problem is randomly generated for each size, see Appendix C for details, 
t  Efficiency data rand tj are reported in percentage.
All computation times in Table 9.6 are in seconds. The initial parameters and final 
solutions of all Y-f problems in Table 9.6, including the problem definitions, are listed in 
Appendix C. Two performance parameters listed in Table 9.6, rs_D and J]S_D, are plotted 
in Figure 9.5. It can be seen from both Table 9.6 and Figure 9.5 that the DDH has 
reduced the computation time significantly as compared to the SDH, in addition to the 
improvement of the quality of the solution.
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Reduction of CPU Time and TC of DDH over SDH
-CPU Time 
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Figure 9.5. Performance of DDH over SDH in terms of CPU time and total cost.
The optimal solutions are only available to the IDEs with size F < 12. The 
optimal solutions are obtained using a complete enumeration, which requires intensive 
computation. The run time required to obtain an optimal solution for any IDE problem 
with size F > 12 is computationally prohibitive, so no optimal values are given in Table 
9.6 for any IDEs with size F  > 12. As can be seen from Table 9.6, the computation time 
to obtain a DDH solution is approximately one-tenth of that to obtain a SDH solution. 
This significant reduction in computation time makes it possible to extend the DDH 
algorithm to the MDDH and the QDDH that are computationally more intensive and are 
used to solve 1DNE and 2DNE problems.
The test results reported in Table 9.6 are based on a set of single IDE problem 
randomly generated for each different size. Each test result in Table 9.4 is only derived 
from a single problem. Such a test result may yei not be enough to conclude that the
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DDH outperforms the SDH in general. Therefore, another test is conducted where 100 
different problems of the same dimension are generated randomly for the test. These 
problems are generated in the same way as was done for the first test.
Evaluating SDH and DDH based on multiple randomly generated IDE
A set of 100 problems for each problem size is randomly generated. The smallest 
problem is a 6 machine-cell location problem, and the largest one is a SO machine-cell 
location problem. All the problems are constructed in the same way as was done for the 
first case. The problems are solved by both the SDH and the DDH, and the results are 
reported in Table 9.7. The test results include the average computation time, average total 
costs and average lower bounds for both heuristics. All the average test results are the 
average over the 100 problems for each problem size. Four relative performance 
measures defined in Equations (9.1a-d) are computed independently for each problem, 
and their average values over the 100 problems are also included in Table 9.7.
Table 9.7. Test results of SDH and DDH based on 100 random problems. *
IDExlOO
TCsdh TCddh LB CPUsDH CPUddh
^ s -o -c r u
%
tfs-D -T C
% o
tfsD H -LB
%
DOH -LB 
%# F N
1 6 200 1364 1364 1318 0.00111 0.00141 - 0 3.52 3.52
2 7 200 1760 1760 1650 0.00172 0.00358 - 0 6.68 6.68
3 8 200 2185 2185 2028 0.00424 0.00403 - 0 7.76 7.76
4 9 200 2742 2739 2502 0.00810 0.00861 - 0.949 9.60 9.50
5 10 200 3309 3309 2974 0.01237 0.00656 - 0 11.28 11.28
6 11 200 4048 4037 3616 0.01901 0.00989 37.84 2.786 12.00 11.68
7 12 200 4694 4675 4088 0.02747 0.01212 50.25 3.965 14.86 14.40
8 15 200 7337 7316 6218 0.07323 0.03251 48.41 2.766 18.01 17.68
9 20 200 12768 12744 10284 0.34131 0.08006 75.40 1.947 24.19 23.95
10 25 200 19721 19677 15172 1.28974 0.20030 83.80 2.240 30.03 29.74
11 30 200 28061 27982 20608 3.44199 0.46079 85.73 2.858 36.25 35.86
12 35 200 37871 37759 26613 8.14660 0.97832 87.35 2.957 42.38 41.95
13 40 200 49398 49309 33528 17.76064 1.59669 90.56 1.771 47.42 47.16
14 45 200 62595 62484 40945 35.22361 2.88658 91.12 1.721 52.95 52.68
15 50 200 76303 76219 48006 67.19036 4.46644 92.82 1.112 59.08 58.90
* 100 IDEs are randomly generated for each size F , all results are the average over the 100.
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The average decrease in computation time and total costs from the SDH to the 
DDH are plotted in Figure 9.6 to graphically demonstrate the performance improvement 
of the DDH over the SDH. Table 9.7 and Figure 9.6 show that, in addition to the 
improvement of the solutions for all cases listed, the DDH heuristic has significant 
computation time reduction compared to the SDH. This conclusion is based on 100 
randomly generated IDE problems for each problem size.
Average Reduction of CPU Time & TC of DDH over SDH
■Average
CPU Time 
Reduced Average TC 
Reduced
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
1DE Problem Size, F
Figure 9.6. Average performance of DDH over SDH with 100 random samples.
Overall, in terms of computation time and solution quality, the directional 
decomposition heuristic (DDH) is more efficient than the other two heuristics, the MDIH 
(equivalent to SDH) and the BS. On average, the DDH is approximately 70 to 80 percent 
faster than the MDIH, especially for large size problems. This makes it possible to extend 
the algorithm to solve both 1DNE and 2DNE problems that are more time consuming 
computationally. In addition, the DDH provides better solutions than the MDIH, which
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has been evident both from the randomly generated problems, the 5 - /problems (Sarker 
1989) and 0-/problems (Obata 1979).
The MDDH heuristic, a modified version of the DDH, has been developed for 
solving one-dimensional, non-equally spaced machine-cell location problems (1DNE). 
The main difference between the DDH and the MDDH is the different methodologies 
involved in computing the inter-cell flow costs for equidistant and non-equidistant 
layouts. If the MDDH heuristic is used to solve a IDE problem, both the DDH and the 
MDDH will arrive at the same solution, except that the MDDH will require more 
computation time because it uses more complicated formulas to compute the inter-cell 
flow costs.
A new algorithm, quadra-directional decomposition heuristic (QDDH), has been 
developed for the two-dimensional, non-equally spaced machine-cell location problems 
(2DNE), which was discussed in Chapter 7. The relative performance of the algorithm is 
analyzed next.
9.2 Test Results on 2DNE Problem
The QDDH heuristic is developed specifically for a two-dimensional machine­
cell location problem, in which the layout of the locations may or may not be equally 
spaced. Little research was found in literature, which is focused on the two-dimensional 
machine-cell/machine location problem, especially for the non-equidistant layout. Nugent 
et al. (1968) did an experimental study on several classical techniques for the location 
assignment problems. They created eight location assignment problems in a two- 
dimensional, equally spaced layout The sizes of the eight problems range from S to 30, 
and each problem has been given a set of five initial assignments. There are three
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assignment techniques that have been tested in Nugent et al.'s  experimental comparison. 
The same eight problems and the same sets of initial assignments have been used here to 
test the QDDH heuristic, and the test results have been compared with Nugent et al.'s 
results, as well as with Wang and Sarker’s (1999).
Table 9.8. Comparison of QDDH solutions with others on Nugent et al. (1968)’s data.
N-f OPT LB* H63* H63-66* CRAFT* BS* ODDH*
TC 7 TC rt TC 7 TC n TC n
N-5 25 25 27.6 0.100 29.4 0.104 28.2 0.128 25.2 0.008 25.0 0
N-6 43 41 44.2 0.028 44.2 0.028 44.2 0.028 43.0 0 43.0 0
N-7 74 67 78.4 0.059 78.4 0.059 79.6 0.077 75.0 0.014 74.0 c
N-8 107 91 114.4 0.069 110.2 0.030 113.4 0.060 109.0 0.019 107.4 0.004
N-12 289f 243 317.4 0.098 310.2 0.073 296.2 0.025 301.6 0.044 294.8 0.02C
N-15 575t 479 632.6 0.100 600.2 0.044 606.0 0.054 585.8 0.019 584.6 0.017
N-20 1304f 1014 1400.4 0.074 1345.0 0.031 1339.0 0.027 1332.6 0.022 1306.8 0.002
N-30 3093f 2238 32672 0.056 3206.8 0.037 3189.6 0.031 3165.2 0.023 3150.4 0.019
t j Percentage of difference from the optimal/best-known value, r j  =  ('T C - O P T ) / O P T  
* Obtained from Wang and Sarker (1999) and Nugent e t  a l . (1968). 
t  Best known solution collected by Wang and Sarker (1999).
$  Problem parameters and solutions are in Appendix D.
Table 9.8 reports the solution of the QDDH in addition to the solutions of another 
four heuristics, H63, H63-66, CRAFT and BS on Nugent et a l 's problems. All the results 
of the four heuristics are obtained from Wang and Sarker (1999), though the results of the 
first three are originally from Nugent et al. (1968). The difference between each heuristic 
result and the corresponding optimal/best-known value is computed for each heuristic 
listed in Table 9.8.
All the total costs listed in Table 9.8, denoted by TC, are the average total costs 
over the five initial assignments. However, the rj values are computed based on the 
average values of the total costs. All the QDDH solutions for each of the different initial
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assignments are listed in Appendix D. The 17 values of four heuristics, H63-66, CRAFT, 
BS and QDDH, are also plotted in Figure 9.7.
& 0 .0 4
Difference of Heuristics from Optimum
o  0 .0 6
7 8 12 15
No. of Cells, F
20 30
■ ♦  (H63_66 - OPTyOPT
—B (CRAFT - OPTyOPT
- *  - - (BS-OPTyOPT 
-♦--(Q D D H -O PTyO PT j
Figure 9.7. Differences between the heuristics and the optimums on Nugent’s data.
It can be observed from Table 9.8 that the average total costs obtained from the 
QDDH reach the optimal solutions for the first three problems. For the remaining five 
problems, the QDDH provides smaller or equal solutions compared with any other four 
heuristics. Such an observation can also be confirmed from Figure 9.7, as the plotted line 
of 17 value for the QDDH (dark dotted line) is always less than the others. Therefore, it 
can be concluded that the QDDH heuristic provides better solutions than the other four 
heuristics listed in Table 9.8.
One possible challenge to the test results in Table 9.8 is that the results are only 
based on the five initial assignments provided by Nugent et al. So a more intensive 
random test was conducted, in which 50 initial assignments are randomly generated for 
each problem defined by Nugent et al. The mean and variance of the corresponding 50
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solutions generated by the QDDH are computed and are compared with the results of the 
other four heuristics, as shown in Table 9.9.
Table 9.9. Mean and variance of QDDH solutions with 50 random samples.
Problem
Size H63 H63-66 CRAFT BS
QDDH
(5 solutions)
QDDH
(50soiutions)
TC o2 M int
N-5 27.6 29.4 28.2 25.2 25.0 25.00 0.00 25
N-6 44.2 44.2 44.2 43.0 43.0 43.00 0.00 43
N-7 78.4 78.4 79.6 75.0 74.0 74.26 0.97 74
N-8 114.4 1102 113.4 109.0 107.4 107*44 &84 107
N-12 317.4 310.2 296.2 301.6 294.8 293.26 3.23 289
N-15 632.6 600.2 606.0 585.8 584.6 582.62 5.97 575
N-20 1400.4 1345.0 1339.0 1332.6 1306.8 1312.92 8.62 1287
N-30 3267.2 3206.8 3189.6 3165.2 3150.4 3143.82 33.37 3104
f  The best known solutions found in the 50 solutions.
In Table 9.9, the means of the total costs over the 50 randomly generated initial 
assignments remain better than the results of all of the other four heuristics. They are 
close to the results of the QDDH with Nugent’s five initial assignments. The best known 
solution for each Nugent’s problem, found in the 50 randomly solutions, is also listed in 
Table 9.9. One of the best known solutions found in this research, the one for problem N- 
20, is superior even to the best known solution listed in Wang and Sarker (1999). 
Therefore, it is obvious that the QDDH heuristic outperformed the other four assignment 
heuristics, H63, H63-66, CRAFT and BS.
The quality of the QDDH solution can also be verified by comparing the 
difference between the QDDH solution and its lower bound to the difference between the 
optimal/best-known solution and the lower bound. Such differences for the Nugent et al. 
problems are reported in Table 9.10, and the data are plotted in Figure 9.8. The QDDH 
and optimal/best-known solutions in the table are repeated from Table 9.8. The two
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plotted lines in Figure 9.8 are close, which implies that the difference between the QDDH 
solution and lower bound is close to the difference between the corresponding optimum 
and the lower bound. This implication indicates that the QDDH solutions are close to the 
optimal/best-known solutions. This is another indication that the QDDH heuristic 
provides superior solutions.
Table 9.10. Relative performance of QDDH over lower bound on iV-/data.
O-f
Problem
TCorr TCqddh LB T C 0„  -  L B d T C q d OH ~  L B  D
l b d l b d
N-5 25 25.0 25 0 0
N-6 43 43.0 41 0.0244 0.0244
N-7 74 74.0 67 0.1045 0.1045
N-8 107 107.4 91 0.1758 0.1802
N-12 289 294.8 243 0.1893 0.2132
N-15 575 584.6 479 0.2004 0.2205
N-20 1304 1306.8 1014 0.2860 0.2888
N-30 3093 3150.4 2238 0.3820 0.4077
Differences of QDDH and OPT from Lower Bound
(OPT-LBVLB
(QODH-LB)/LB
5 6 7 8 12 15 20 30
Number of Cells, F
Figure 9.8. Differences of QDDH and OPT over lower bounds on N-f data.
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93  Summary
Three main heuristics (DDH, MDDH and QDDH) have been developed in this 
research. The directional decomposition heuristic (DDH) is developed to solve the one­
dimensional, equidistant machine-cell location problem (IDE), which is later modified to 
MDDH for the 1DNE problem. The performance of the DDH is evaluated by comparing 
with Sarker’s MDIH, and Wang and Sarker’s BS. The comparisons show that the DDH 
heuristic has superior performance both in computation time and solution quality. 
Another heuristic, the quadra-directional decomposition heuristic (QDDH), is developed 
for solving the two-dimensional, non-equidistant machine-cell location problems. The 
relative performance of QDDH is analyzed using Nugent’s data. Although the location 
assignment problems defined by Nugent et al are for equally spaced layout, the QDDH 
yet outperformed the other heuristics, such as the ones used by Nugent et al. (1968) and 
Wang and Sarker (1999). The performance evaluations have been done both on Nugent’s 
initial assignments and randomly generated initial assignments, and both provide 
consistent results.
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CHAPTER 10 
CONCLUSIONS
Machine-cell location (MCL) and duplication of bottleneck machines (DBM) are 
two important and inseparable problems in designing a flexible, cellular manufacturing 
system. The main thrust of this research was to assign machine-cells to their locations for 
various facets of the layouts so that the total inter-cell flow costs would be m inim ized. 
The duplication of bottleneck machines was also discussed as an enhancement to further 
reduce the total inter-cell flow costs. Three different types of layouts were considered in 
the study of machine-cell location problems: one-dimensional, equidistant layout (IDE); 
one-dimensional, non-equidistant layout (1DNE); and two-dimensional, non-equidistant 
layout (2DNE). This chapter concludes with a summary of problem and solution 
methodology proposed here, salient research results, some important conclusions, and 
some issues about the future research.
10.1 Summary of Problems and Solution Methodologies
This research presents solution procedures for assigning F  machine-cells to F  
locations in various facets of the layout with the objective of minimizing the total costs of 
material transit caused by inter-cell flows. It is assumed that all material transporters 
move only in horizontal and/or vertical directions. In a one-dimensional layout, the 
upstream flow of jobs is termed backward, while the downstream flow is referred to as 
forward, hi a two-dimensional layout, any inter-cell flow can be decomposed into one or 
two of four types of directional flows: backward, forward, downward and upward. Three 
different types of machine-cell location problems were studied: IDE, 1DNE and 2DNE.
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Four search algorithms were developed for the three machine-cell location problems: 
simple depth-first heuristic (SDH) and directional decomposition heuristic (DDH) for the 
IDE problem; modified directional decomposition heuristic (MDDH) for the 1DNE 
problem; and quadra-directional decomposition heuristic (QDDH) for the 2DNE 
problem. Problem 1DNE is the generalization of problem IDE, and problem 2DNE is the 
generalization of problem 1DNE. Three types of lower bounds on the optimal solution of 
a 2DNE problem were proposed: single-directional lower bound, bi-directional lower 
bound and quadra-directional low bound. The quadra-directional low bound is the best 
among the three, while the bi-directional one is the best for a 1DNE problem, a special 
case of 2DNE. The duplication of bottleneck machine (DBM) was discussed using the 
solution of machine-cell location problem as its input; that is, the duplication of 
bottleneck machine is considered by comparing the duplication costs to the material 
handling costs that have already been minimized.
The foundation of the methods developed here to solve the machine-cell location 
problems is the idea of decomposing inter-cell flows and partitioning machine-cell set, 
which is the key difference from the techniques used in other heuristics such as MDIH, 
DIH (Sarker 1989, 1998b), etc. By directionally decomposing the inter-cell flows, the 
search for new assignments is only performed in one direction in each depth of search, 
and is referred to as directional search. Thus, the amount of redundant assignments in 
evaluation is reduced. By partitioning the inter-cell flows, only the inter-cell flows that 
are changed from the current assignment to the one under test are recalculated. A 
significant amount of computation is saved by decomposing and partitioning the inter­
cell flows. The idea of decomposition and partition is used as a basis for the DDH,
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MDDH and QDDH heuristics that are used to solve problems IDE, 1DNE and 2DNE, 
respectively. An integer linear programming model was developed for the duplication 
problem of the bottleneck machines. An optimal solution for such a model provides an 
alternative method to accommodate the inter-cell flows, which will further reduce the 
total inter-cell flow costs that have already been minimized from an optimal cell location 
assignment.
Figure 10.1 shows the relationship of the problems and their corresponding 
solution methodologies developed here. The conclusion on the computation and the 
research results are presented next.
10.2 Computational Results
The run time required to optimally solve a machine-cell location problem of large 
size is computationally prohibitive. Therefore, heuristics are the only solutions to the
Generalized Generalized
Figure 10.1. The problem structure and the related algorithms.
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large MCL problems. Of the three different facets of machine-cell location problems, the 
first two are the one-dimensional problems, and the third one is the two-dimensional 
problem. Two sets of existing data (Sarker 1989, Obata 1979) plus two sets of randomly 
generated data were used for the one-dimensional test problems, and one set of existing 
data (Nugent et al. 1968) was used for the two-dimensional test problems. The heuristics 
developed in this research were implemented using several C++ programs that were run 
on a Pentium n  Xeon 450 MHZ personal computer. The DDH heuristic was used to solve 
all four sets of one-dimensional problems, and the QDDH heuristic was used to solve the 
two-dimensional test problems. The computation results show that both DDH and QDDH 
have achieved optimal solutions for almost all the problems of size F < 12. For problems 
of size F > 12, the solutions provided by the heuristics are close to the best-known 
solutions, and some of them are even better.
The DDH and QDDH heuristics produced, in most cases, better quality solutions 
on the test problems mentioned earlier, as compared to other well-known applicable 
heuristics such as DIH and MDIH (Sarker 1989, 1998b), BS (Wang and Sarker 1999), 
H63-66 and CRAFT (Nugent et al. 1968). Moreover, the DDH heuristic, the base of the 
MDDH and the QDDH, was found to be approximately 80 to 90 percent more efficient 
than the DIH and MDIH heuristics (equivalent to SDH). This made it possible to extend 
DDH to MDDH and QDDH, as the latter two heuristics have more sophisticated 
procedures to compute inter-cell flows due to the complexity of their target problems. 
With the edge of computational efficiency, the DDH heuristic and its extensions can 
solve larger and more complicated MCL problems than can most other heuristics. For 
instance, a IDE problem of size 60 was solved by DDH in less than 24 seconds, while the
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same problem was solved by DIH (equivalent to SDH) in more than 224 seconds, hi one 
of the randomly generated data sets, mentioned earlier, one hundred problems were 
randomly generated for each size, and the test results (average over 100) yield the same 
conclusion: higher computation efficiency and better solution quality.
The procedure of decomposing inter-cell flows and partitioning machine-cell set 
resulted in the DDH, MDDH and QDDH heuristics being computationally more efficient 
than most other applicable heuristics, in addition to providing better quality solutions. 
Using the best-known solution generated by these heuristics as inputs, the DBM model 
also produced an optimal duplication plan for bottleneck machines, which further reduces 
the total material handling costs caused by the inter-cell flows, hi summary, the heuristic 
solution to large MCL problems by DDH and its extensions proved to be computationally 
manageable.
10.3 Concluding Remarks
Two key phases in designing a flexible, cellular manufacturing system were 
discussed here: machine-cell location (MCL) and duplication of bottleneck machine 
(DBM). The discussion of the MCL problem covers various facets o f layout, and several 
heuristic algorithms have been developed to solve the problems. The most important 
conclusions found in this research are consolidated below, in addition to the conclusions 
summarized in each chapter.
(1) All three facets of directional decomposition heuristics developed in this 
research, DDH, MDDH and QDDH, outperformed most of the other 
applicable heuristics, such as CRAFT, DIH, MDIH, BS and etc., in both 
computation time and solution quality. In addition, the three heuristics cover
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various floor layouts, from one-dimensional, equally spaced to two- 
dimensional, non-equally spaced.
(2) In addition to the total inter-cell flow costs minimized by an optimal cell 
location assignment, the duplication of bottleneck machine, an alternative 
way to handle the inter-cell flows, will provide another strategy to reduce the 
overall material handling costs caused by the inter-cell flows.
(3) Three types of lower bound have been developed: single-directional lower 
bound; bi-directional lower bound; and quadra-directional lower bound. The 
quadra-directional lower bound is the most efficient among the three, but it 
can only be used for 2DNE problems. The bi-directional lower bound, which 
is less strong, can be used for bounding the IDE and 1DNE problems.
(4) The proposed heuristics can also be used for some other applications in 
addition to the machine-cell location problem, such as machine or facility 
allocation, flight gate assignments in airports, electronic circuit board design, 
etc.
(5) Due to the computation efficiency of the heuristics, the large machine-cell 
location problem (say, F < 60) and more complicated layout can be solved 
by DDH and its extensions within a reasonable run time.
In addition to the capability of providing better quality solutions, the heuristics 
developed here can solve reasonably large problems. These heuristics are scalable from 
one-dimension to two-dimension because inter-cell flows are decomposed directionally 
and machine-cells are partitioned computationally. The minimized inter-cell flow costs 
by an optimal cell location assignment can be further reduced by an optimal duplication
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plan for the bottleneck machines. This research covers two key issues in designing a 
flexible, cellular manufacturing system: machine-cell location and duplication of 
bottleneck machine. However, these research findings can be advanced in the future and 
some of these potential improvements are emphasized below.
10.4 Future Research
The decomposition of inter-cell flows and the partition of machine-cell set may be 
used to solve a more general class of machine-cell location problem. With modem 
computer power, further refining of the solution procedure may be done for better 
quality. Some potential research issues are:
(1) The decomposition and partition of the inter-cell flow costs in a 2DNE 
problem are based on the assumption that the material handling system only 
moves in x-y coordinates. This assumption may be changed for a more 
complicated material handling system. Therefore, more sophisticated 
decomposing and partitioning schemes need to be developed to construct the 
inter-cell flow costs so that the unchanged inter-cell flows will not have be 
recalculated in the evaluation of a new assignment.
(2) fit the current heuristics, the row sums of the directionally decomposed inter­
cell flow cost matrices are used as weighting factors to decide the direction 
of a search for a new assignment. More factors may be considered in 
deciding the direction of search. Those factors may be weighted and then 
linearly combined to form a set of compound weighing factors that may be 
used to select the direction of search, which will generate a more efficient 
path to reach an improved assignment.
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(3) It is always desirable to have a stronger lower bound for a heuristic 
algorithm. All three lower bounds developed in this research apply to both 
symmetric and asymmetric problems. However, the lower bounds may be 
improved for the symmetric problems with the consideration of the special 
case in constructing the lower bounds.
(4) The machine capacity and job scheduling may be considered and integrated 
into the machine-cell location problem or machine location problem within a 
cell. Such an integration will make the machine-cell location problem more 
realistic. A computerized facility allocation program may be designed to 
dynamically assign the machine-cell to their locations, in response to the 
dynamic change of cell formation due to the rapid change in product-mix.
(5) Only up to two-dimensional layout problems have been addressed here. The 
directional decomposition heuristic may be extended to solve a three- 
dimensional machine-cell location problem, say, a multi-flow layout.
(6) The solution procedures developed in this research for the machine-cell 
location problems may be computerized with the feature of graphic user 
interface (GUI). Moreover, computer graphics and visualization tools, such 
as 3D studio, may be used to visualize the heuristic solutions on a computer. 
In a flexible manufacturing system, if the product-mix changes, the new 
input information may result in a new solution that may be totally different 
from the original one. Management may be interested in viewing the 
differential change for a small variation in the product-mix. Therefore, a 
future exercise may be undertaken to determine the behavior of the new
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solution. With the aid of a special computer program, the behavior of a new 
solution may be seen virtually on a computer, instead of in a physical 
manufacturing environment.
Three directional decomposition heuristics, DDH, MDDH and QDDH, were 
developed here for three different facets of machine-cell location problems. The core 
foundation of these heuristics, decomposition of inter-cell flows and partition of cell set, 
may be extended to solve a more general class of machine-cell location problems with 
higher complexity. Moreover, the computerization of the solution procedures with the 
features of GUIs and visualizations will make this research result more attractive and 
useful to manufacturing industry.
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APPENDIX A-l
S-f PROBLEMS'
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
1 0 9 12 12 9 6 7 7 15 7 4 11 9 5 7 9 6 5 15 10 6 8 17 9
2 4 0 8 12 7 5 3 9 12 9 8 11 13 6 14 9 8 8 6 7 10 12 9 9
3 14 9 0 11 9 9 3 15 6 8 4 11 11 6 10 11 6 12 11 6 3 10 11 8
4 13 9 11 0 7 8 11 8 11 7 11 7 13 10 13 10 10 10 13 6 10 6 8 9
5 8 7 9 9 0 13 9 3 10 8 6 6 12 10 10 10 6 13 8 5 6 10 12 7
6 5 10 9 15 9 0 12 6 6 7 4 10 7 9 5 12 7 5 9 10 6 11 15 9
7 10 5 3 12 11 7 0 4 10 12 10 8 8 8 8 11 13 8 13 5 4 15 6 12
8 9 2 15 4 8 4 6 0 6 14 8 8 10 5 9 9 2 9 10 7 9 7 8 12
9 10 15 6 6 13 5 6 7 0 4 8 11 14 5 9 8 13 13 7 14 11 6 7 5
10 6 10 8 10 9 14 10 7 8 0 3 4 17 11 3 12 13 12 8 11 7 8 10 9
11 10 5 4 8 7 12 14 9 6 8 0 8 8 9 4 8 7 10 6 7 8 10 7 6
12 5 6 11 12 9 15 6 7 10 11 7 0 9 10 9 15 6 11 6 10 3 10 14 12
13 8 13 11 13 13 7 14 7 17 4 17 5 0 11 12 9 13 10 7 12 5 8 10 9
14 6 5 6 14 10 11 10 7 9 9 5 11 10 0 6 8 7 6 10 7 7 6 10 9
15 6 6 10 6 6 6 10 8 8 13 6 7 12 9 0 9 9 10 7 6 13 11 12 3
16 12 8 11 11 10 11 8 10 6 12 5 12 9 6 11 0 8 11 8 13 12 7 9 13
17 2 7 6 12 5 8 10 7 10 11 10 14 12 4 8 6 0 3 7 7 7 12 6 8
18 12 8 12 10 5 10 7 12 16 8 8 17 3 7 8 6 7 0 9 13 7 10 9 5
19 12 12 11 10 7 2 9 9 10 14 12 13 6 8 12 9 12 8 0 12 6 5 5 10
20 13 10 6 6 9 11 4 4 5 13 9 10 9 9 13 8 9 11 4 0 13 10 4 6
21 8 9 3 6 13 10 8 9 8 5 5 4 3 7 2 8 9 11 12 3 0 3 11 9
22 9 6 10 8 3 6 10 4 8 15 8 13 14 3 6 6 12 8 13 6 12 0 16 7
23 8 7 11 7 6 10 8 10 10 8 13 10 13 11 9 9 10 10 9 7 10 6 0 12
24 8 8 8 10 5 9 14 6 9 5 10 14 12 8 5 11 5 9 11 5 7 12 10 0
25 9 12 10 7 14 12 7 5 5 7 10 9 10 13 9 7 8 8 10 10 5 6 7 8
* S-f problems were defined by Sarker (1989), f is the size of the problem.
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APPENDIX A-2
SOLUTIONS TO THE S-f PROBLEMS *
Problem
S-f
Solutions
Method Assignment, a TC
S-5
MMPH A 3J.A 2 ..................................... ... ............................ _ .......................... ... ................................... .................................... ...................... 351
MDIH 5,3,1,4,2 351
DDH 2,4,1,3,5 351
OPT 5,3,1,4,2 351
S-6
MMPH .1j3£i4,& 2 ............... ......................................................................................................................................................................... 609
MDIH 1,3,5,4,6,2 609
DDH 2,4,1,3,5,6 607
OPT 2,4,1,3,5,6 607
S-7
MMPH 7,5,6^3,14..................................................................................................................................................................................... 915
MDIH 7,6,5,4,1,3,2 909
DDH 7,6,5,4,1,3,2 909
OPT 2,3.1,4,5,6,7 909
S-8
MMPH A Z 6A I.3A 2 ........................................................................................................................................................................... 1307
MDIH 7,6,5,4,1,3,2,8 1241
DDH 8,2,3,1,4,5,6,7 1241
OPT 7,6.5,4,1,3,2,8 1241
S-9
MMPH
MDIH
£1^3 ,9 ,54 ,2 ,6 ................................................................................................................................................. ......................
8,3,1,9,2,4,5,6,7
1924
1837
IDDH 7,6,5,4,1,3,9,2,8 1825
OPT 8,2,9,3,1,4,5,6,7 1825
S-10
MMPH A L ££5,?4 ,6 ,2 t10............. .............. .............................. 2684
MDIH 8,3,1,9,2,4,5,10,6,7 2585
DDH 2,9,1,3,4,5,6,7,10,8 2579
OPT 8,10,7,6,5,4,3,1,9.2 2579
S -ll
MMPH 8,11,7,6,10,5,1,9,3,4,2............................... .............................................................................................................. 3462
MDIH 8,11,7,10,6,4,5,3,1,9,2 3359
DDH 8,11,7,10,6,4,5,3,1,9,2 3359
OPT 8,11.7,10,6,4,5,3,1.9,2 3359
S-12
MMPH
MDIH
2^34,9^2,7,6,5^0,8,11 .................................................................................................................................
2,9,1,3,5,12,4,6,10,7,11,8
4608
4431
DDH 8,11,7,10,6,4,12,5,3,1,9,2 4431
OPT t 8,11.7.10.6,4,12,5.3.1.9.2 4431
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Problem
S-f
Solutions
Method Assignment, a TC
S-13
MMPH 8,11,10,12^,1^,5,3.9,4,13,2________ ________ ____________ 6152
MDIH 8,11,7,10,6,12,4,1,3,13,5,9,2 5933
DDH 8,11,7,10,6,12,4,1,3,13,5,9,2 5933
OPT t 8,11,7,10.6,12.4.13,5.3.1,9.2 5919
S-14
MMPH
MDIH
2,13 A 9 J  2,3,14,5,1/7,11,6,8 JO 
8,1,3,9,2,13,5,4,12,10,14,6,7,11
7723
73i6
DDH 2,9,1,3,5,13,4,12,14,6,10,7,11,8 7326
OPT t 8.1,3,9,2,13.5.4.12,10,14,6,7.11 7316
S-15
MMPH 2 , ^ 7 , 1 5 ^ 6 , 8 ^ 1 1 .............. ............................. 9558
MDIH 8,1,3,15,2,9,13,5,4,12,10,14,6,7,11 8942
DDH 8,1,3,15,2,9,13,5,4,12,10,14,6,7,11 8942
OPT t 8,1,3.15.2.9.13.5.4,12,10,14.6.7.11 8942
S-16
MMPH 8,11,14,1,7 J  5,12,10,6,5,9,3,16,4,13,2 11821
MDIH 11,7,14,6,10,12,16,4,5,13,3,1,9,2,15,8 11022
DDH 8,1,3,15,9,2,13,5,4,16,12,10,6,14,7,11 11019
OPT t 8,1,3,15,9,2,13.5,4,16,12,10,6,14.7.11 11019
S-17
MMPH
MDIH
1 0 ait8114l2J17J15J7,6l5J1219J3a6J4t13ll 
11,2,17,9,13,15,7,4,1*4,id ,5,6,16,12,3,1,8
14254
13338
DDH 8,11,1,3,9,2,13,15,4,17,7,10,16,12,5,6,14 13282
OPT t Not available 13173
S-18
MMPH
MDIH
8,11,14,1,17,7^15,5,6,10,18,12,16,3,9,13,4t2 
i 1, 17,7, i ,4,13,9,2,15,3,5,18,12,16,10,6,14,8
16824
15913
DDH 8,1,3,15,18,9,2,12,16,5,13,4,10,14,6,7,17,11 15699
OPT t 8,1,3,15,18.9.2,12.16,5,13,4,10.14.6.7.17,11 15699
S-19
MMPH 8,11,14,1,17,6^5,7,15,19,18,10,16,3,12,9,13,4,2 20038
MDIH 11,14,6,7,17,10,4,13,5,16,1272,9,18,15,3,19,1,8 18704
DDH 11,14,6,7,17,10,4,13,5,16,12,2,9,18,15,3,19,1,8 18704
OPT t 11,14,6,7.17.10,4.13,5,16,12,2,9.18.15.3,19,1,8 18704
S-20
MMPH 10,1 1,8,14/7,17,5,19,6,1,20,15,18,3,16,9,12,13,4,2 23130
MDIH 11,14,7,6,5,17,4,13,10,16,12,19,3,1,9,18,20,15,2,8 21856
DDH 11,14,7,6,5,17,4,13,10,16,20,12,18,9,2,19,1,3,15,8 21828
OPT t Not available 21825
S-21
MMPH 8,11,21,14,7,20,17,15,1,6,19^5,10,18,3,16,12,9,13,4,2 26361
MDIH 11,7,17,14,6,10,4,13,5,16,12,19,3,1,9,18,20,15,2,21,8 24899
DDH 11,7,17,14,6,4,13,5,10,16,12,20,18,9,19,1,3,15,2,21,8 24891
OPT t 11,7,17.14,6.4.13.5.10,16.12,20.18.9.19.1.3.15,2.21.8 24891
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Problem
S-f
Solutions
Method Assignment, a TC
S-22
MMPH
MDIH
8,11,14,21,20,7,5,15,6 J ,  17,22,19,3,16,18 A 10,12,4,13^2 
i l ,  14,6,7,5,4,17,13^2,16,12,16,19,3,1,9,18,20,15,2,21,8
30473
28652
DDH 11,14,6,7,5,4,17,13,22,10,12,16,20,18,9,19,1,3,15,2,21,8 28644
OPT t Not available 28614
S-23
MMPH 2,13,4,9,16,10,12,19,23,18,1,3,7,5,15,22,6,20,14,17,11,
21.8
35103
MDIH 8,21,2,15,20,18,9,1,19,3,16,12,23,5,13,4,14,10,6,22,17,
7,11
33046
DDH
7,11............................................. ......... .............................
33046
OPT t 8,21,2,15,20,18,9,1,19,3,16,12,23,5,13,4,14,10,6,22,17,
7,11
33046
S-24
MMPH 17,13,4,16,12,19,9,10,7,1,18,3,5,24,2,22,6,15,20,14,11,
21.8,23
40088
MDIH 11,17,7,22,24,19,1,4,13,9,2,3,15,23,12,18,16,10,20,6,5,
14.21,8
37728
DDH 11,17,7,22,24,6,14,12,23,4,13,10,16,5,19,3,1,9,18,20,2, 
15.21,8
37498
OPT t 11,17,7,22,24,6,14,12,23,4,13,10,16,5,19,3,1,9,18,20,2,
15.21,8
37498
S-25
MMPH 19,8,21,11,2,20,25,15,5,24,17,7,1,22,6,3,10,16,18,9,4,
23,12,13,14
45078
MDIH 8,21,15,2,20,18,9,1,3,19,16,5,10,13,4,14,23,12,6,25,24,
22.7,17,11
42349
DDH 8,21,15,2,20,18,9,1,3,19,16,5,10,13,4,14,23,12,6,25,24, 
22.7,17,11............................................................. ........ .
42349
OPT f 8,21,15,2,20,18,9,1,3,19,16,5,10,13,4,14,23,12,6,25,24,
22.7.17.11
42349
* MMPH is used as initial solutions to both MDIH and DDH. t  Best solutions from Sarker e t  a l .  (1998b). 
t  Best solutions obtained in DDH.
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APPENDIX B-l
O-f PROBLEMS’
Problem: 0-5 Problem: 0-6
'o 1 5 5 1 "o 1 5 5 7 8 "
1 0 8 3 4 1 0 3 4 1 5
5 8 0 1 5 5 3 0 7 8 1
5 3 1 0 7 5 4 7 0 6 4
7 4 5 7 0 7 1 8 6 0 10
8 5 1 4 10 0
Problem: 0-7 Problem: 0-8
0 1 5 5 7 8 3 ’o 1 5 5 7 8 3 4
1 0 4 1 5 7 8 1 0 1 5 7 8 1 6
5 4 0 1 6 4 10 5 1 0 4 10 1 3 8
5 1 1 0 I 3 8 5 5 4 0 7 7 6 10
7 5 6 1 0 7 7 7 7 10 7 0 2 10 10
8 7 4 3 7 0 6 8 8 1 7 2 0 7 8
3 8 10 8 7 6 0 3 1 3 6 10 7 0 2
4 6 8 10 10 8 2 0
Problem: 0-9
0 1 5 5 7 8 3 4 1
1 0 5 7 8 1 6 4 10
5 5 0 1 3 8 7 7 6
5 7 1 0 10 2 10 10 7
7 8 3 10 0 8 2 3 7
8 1 8 2 8 0 3 3 5
3 6 7 10 2 3 0 7 3
4 4 7 10 3 3 7 0 2
1 10 6 7 7 5 3 2 0
Problem: 0-10
0 1 5 5 7
1 0 7 8 1
5 7 0 8 7
5 8 8 0 10
7 I 7 10 0
8 6 7 7 3
3 4 6 8 3
4 10 10 2 5
1 1 2 3 7
5 3 10 7 3
8 3 4 1 5
6 4 10 1 3
7 6 10 2 10
7 8 2 3 7
3 3 5 7 3
0 2 5 2 2
2 0 8 10 7
5 8 0 5 5
2 10 5 0 1
2 7 5 1 0
’ O-f problems were defined by Obata (1979), f  is the size of the problem.
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Problem: 0-15
0 1 5 5 7 8 3 4 1 5 7 8 1 6 4
1 0 10 1 3 8 7 7 6 10 2 10 10 7 8
5 10 0 2 3 7 3 3 5 7 3 2 5 2 2
5 1 2 0 8 10 7 5 5 1 9 6 8 5 2
7 3 3 8 0 10 5 8 4 5 2 2 2 3 2
8 8 7 10 10 0 3 10 4 2 3 8 7 7 2
3 7 3 7 5 3 0 8 7 3 3 4 2 8 2
4 7 3 5 8 10 8 0 10 7 3 9 1 10 5
1 6 5 5 4 4 7 10 0 4 8 5 10 6 2
5 10 7 1 5 2 3 7 4 0 8 10 2 7 10
7 2 3 9 2 3 3 3 8 8 0 8 9 9 5
8 10 2 6 2 8 4 9 5 10 8 0 8 8 9
1 10 5 8 2 7 2 1 10 2 9 8 0 2 6
6 7 2 5 3 7 8 10 6 7 9 8 2 0 10
4 8 2 2 2 2 2 5 2 10 5 9 6 10 0
Problem: 0-20
0 1 5 5 7 8 3 4 1 5 7 8 1 6 4 10 1 3 8 7
1 0 7 6 10 2 10 10 7 8 2 3 7 3 3 5 7 3 2 5
5 7 0 2 2 8 10 7 5 5 1 9 6 8 5 2 10 5 8 4
5 6 2 0 5 2 2 2 3 2 3 10 4 2 3 8 7 7 2 8
7 10 2 5 0 7 3 3 4 2 8 2 10 7 3 9 1 10 5 4
8 2 8 2 7 0 8 5 10 6 2 8 10 2 7 10 8 9 9 5
3 10 10 2 3 8 0 8 8 9 2 6 10 10 6 1 3 7 9 I
4 10 7 2 3 5 8 0 10 1 7 4 3 8 6 6 9 I 7 8
1 7 5 3 4 10 8 10 0 6 3 5 7 9 8 8 6 10 3 8
5 8 5 2 2 6 9 1 6 0 5 8 6 6 5 2 9 3 I 4
7 2 1 3 8 2 2 7 3 5 0 9 6 10 4 10 5 9 7 4
8 3 9 10 2 8 6 4 5 8 9 0 4 5 3 9 8 1 7 4
1 7 6 4 10 10 10 3 7 6 6 4 0 9 5 10 7 5 7 9
6 3 8 2 7 2 10 8 9 6 10 5 9 0 3 2 6 10 5 4
4 3 5 3 3 7 6 6 8 5 4 3 5 3 0 8 2 7 7 8
10 5 2 8 9 10 1 6 8 2 10 9 10 2 8 0 9 2 3 1
1 7 10 7 1 8 3 9 6 9 5 8 7 6 2 9 0 2 10 7
3 3 5 7 10 9 7 1 10 3 9 1 5 10 7 2 2 0 1 7
8 2 8 2 5 9 9 7 3 1 7 7 7 5 7 3 10 1 0 9
7 5 4 8 4 5 1 8 8 4 4 4 9 4 8 1 7 7 9 0
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APPENDIX B-2
SOLUTIONS TO THE O-f PROBLEMS *
Problem
O-f
Solutions
Method Assignment, a TC
0-5
MMPH 4,54*2,3 ...................................................................................................... ............................... ................................................... 158
MDIH 4,1,5,3,2 150
DDH 2,3,5,1,4 150
OPT 44,5,3.2 150
0-6
MMPH .U & A & Z.............................................................................. ...................... ........................................................................... 304
MDIH 1,6,5,4,3,2 292
DDH 2,4,3,5,64 292
OPT 2,3,4,5,64 292
0-7
MMPH 244^5,34,4 ............................................ . . . . . ..................... ............................... .................._ ................._ ............... 504
MDIH 2,3,7,5,64,4 472
DDH 2,3,7,5,64,4 472
OPT 44,6.5,7,3,2 472
0-8
MMPH 3 ^8 * 4 ,1 4 ^6 ............................................................................................................................. .......................... ... 836
MDIH 34,5,8,4,7,6,2 784
DDH 2,6,7,4,8,54,3 784
OPT 34,5.7.4,8,6,2 784
0-9
MMPH
MDM
9,44,2445*644 ............................. ............................. .................. ........................................................................... ...
9,2,5,4,7,8,3,64
1124
1032
DDH 9,2,5,4,7,8,3,64 i032
OPT 1,6,3.8.7,4,5,2,9 i032
0-10
MMPH 2,3A 8440A L9,5 ................................................................................................................................................. 1588
MDIH 2,8,10,3,7,4,6,1,5,9 1450
DDH 9,7,8,240,3,4,5,6,1 1402
OPT 9.7.8.240,3,4,5,64 1402
0-15
MMPH
MDIH
1542,2,844,64041A 4434A 34 
5,1,4,6,7,8,14,9,11,12,10,1*5,2,13,3
5694
5140
DDH 5,1,4,6,7,8,14,9,11,12,13,2,10,15,3 5134
OPT t 5.1.4.6.7,8,14.9,11.12,13,2.10.15.3 5134
0-20
MMPH
MDIH
10,643,9474444249,844041,548,245,1,446 
id, 2,7,3,847,14,9,13,19,20,6,15,12464,'l i ,  5,18,4
14188
*12952
DDH 10,2,7,3,8,17,14,9,13,19,20,6,15,18,54 146,12,1,4 12924
OPT t 10.2.7.3,8,17,14,943,19,20.6.1548,5,11.16,124,4 12924
* MMPH is used as initial solutions to both MDIH and DDH. t  Best solutions obtained by DDH.
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APPENDIX C -l
Y-f PROBLEMS*
[Created from 200jobs]
Problem: Y-6
0 17 24 23 25 16
21 0 19 22 17 21
20 23 0 18 17 23
22 18 19 0 19 21
18 21 19 20 0 19
22 21 17 21 18 0
Problem: Y-8
0 9 13 15 16 11 10 18
17 0 23 10 12 11 29 15
12 23 0 15 16 11 16 16
13 17 19 0 15 12 11 10
14 17 8 11 0 18 13 11
8 20 17 18 10 0 15 12
11 21 17 13 12 19 0 16
18 13 11 15 15 19 16 0
Problem: Y-10
0 13 9 7 14 11 13 11 11 8
17 0 10 11 13 11 16 11 6 12
8 11 0 14 8 12 13 21 14 9
4 12 10 0 8 13 19 12 7 15
10 13 10 11 0 4 22 14 5 7
14 13 11 5 11 0 13 8 11 15
11 11 18 14 15 14 0 12 18 12
6 8 15 13 13 15 15 0 10 13
5 5 14 13 12 18 13 4 0 11
14 20 10 13 9 9 12 5 13 0
Problem: Y-7
0 12 19 16 13 14 21
17 0 19 12 16 26 23
13 25 0 22 14 16 12
18 17 8 0 22 14 15
14 27 13 20 0 17 16
15 23 17 14 24 0 18
20 18 18 9 18 20 0
Problem: Y-9
0 5 10 16 7 9 14 15 12
18 0 15 13 9 13 11 21 15
7 18 0 13 14 14 10 15 22
9 14 19 0 13 7 11 7 13
9 16 14 8 0 13 13 12 10
11 19 12 8 13 0 14 13 12
4 17 17 11 16 10 0 12 11
10 18 12 13 12 14 17 0 11
16 16 13 12 8 13 17 15 0
’roblem: Y -ll
"o 14 10 8 13 7 8 10 7 12 11
8 0 8 15 12 13 6 13 15 8 13
12 8 0 7 9 11 7 5 8 11 12
10 15 11 0 9 11 14 8 8 7 7
9 10 7 6 0 7 12 8 16 11 13
8 14 8 18 12 0 10 7 10 7 3
9 9 8 8 8 12 0 14 13 11 8
9 14 10 14 13 6 7 0 12 10 6
8 6 8 15 9 8 13 13 0 10 11
13 13 8 6 12 5 13 8 12 0 14
11 9 8 13 10 8 8 8 8 13 0
’ Y-f problems are randomly generated in this research, f  is the size of the problem, N = 200.
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Problem: Y-12
0 6 10 8 10 7 9 14 9 6 10 10
3 0 7 9 6 11 6 18 4 9 8 9
19 16 0 14 7 6 5 16 14 5 11 5
12 4 8 0 8 10 6 8 13 5 15 9
9 6 9 9 0 11 7 10 12 11 5 13
8 11 10 7 11 0 9 6 9 17 9 12
5 11 10 5 11 9 0 7 7 5 8 8
10 4 11 13 12 10 14 0 10 14 10 6
5 10 13 6 10 12 12 8 0 7 12 7
8 6 7 6 6 10 8 9 7 0 12 4
10 7 12 II 10 11 5 7 12 6 0 12
10 7 11 10 11 11 6 8 10 8 7 0
Problem: Y-13
0 15 6 4 6 9 9 5 7 7 6 11 9
9 0 9 10 8 10 10 4 4 17 8 9 12
4 7 0 5 9 7 5 3 11 8 7 10 8
11 11 14 0 10 7 10 12 10 6 2 7 9
8 9 5 7 0 11 14 9 4 8 11 8 4
9 10 4 7 6 0 7 10 3 16 7 3 13
5 8 13 11 5 12 0 7 9 4 8 4 4
7 9 3 8 10 5 6 0 10 13 11 9 6
6 12 10 9 12 5 7 10 0 12 5 11 6
9 10 3 15 9 10 5 7 10 0 9 11 13
10 7 7 7 6 9 4 15 9 10 0 6 9
6 10 7 10 6 11 5 8 12 6 9 0 11
13 10 4 10 7 8 4 5 5 6 13 13 0
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Problem: Y-14
0 11 10 3 6 5 10 5 7 10 5 5 12 7
9 0 11 6 5 14 6 9 6 6 9 8 7 9
4 9 0 6 10 6 8 9 9 10 7 8 8 9
11 7 8 0 6 8 9 5 9 2 4 5 5 10
8 8 12 12 0 9 6 8 5 9 7 7 7 5
9 7 9 5 9 0 7 7 6 4 12 16 6 8
3 7 11 3 9 13 0 6 11 3 13 5 4 8
9 8 5 14 7 5 5 0 5 10 7 8 6 5
6 11 11 3 11 8 8 6 0 13 11 7 8 7
5 3 9 9 14 10 3 5 11 0 13 7 7 5
10 7 3 13 7 6 4 6 12 11 0 3 9 10
10 7 6 4 6 10 5 8 10 7 2 0 5 10
6 10 9 8 9 6 10 4 10 5 7 6 0 9
11 9 7 6 9 8 5 8 8 5 4 16 10 0
Problem: Y-15
0 13 10 4 6 4 7 7 5 5 9 6 5 9 9
6 0 3 12 8 7 11 9 7 5 7 10 5 7 6
4 12 0 3 10 7 6 11 5 8 9 6 6 11 8
9 6 5 0 9 5 7 9 3 6 4 6 5 5 10
11 8 10 8 0 4 6 9 11 10 7 9 6 8 6
6 5 3 9 10 0 3 9 6 8 4 7 9 6 5
5 7 12 5 4 9 0 4 8 6 7 9 7 3 10
3 6 13 5 10 6 8 0 7 5 6 9 4 7 4
9 8 4 7 8 4 7 4 0 7 9 5 13 8 6
6 9 12 9 7 12 3 8 8 0 9 10 3 6 4
3 7 5 9 13 9 8 6 2 10 0 12 8 3 6
10 4 5 6 11 5 3 5 11 11 10 0 7 6 12
9 7 5 6 8 5 9 5 10 12 2 8 0 6 7
7 6 8 3 9 6 11 8 7 7 8 5 2 0 9
11 11 7 3 10 9 5 3 7 6 6 5 14 11 0
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Problem: Y-20
0 2 4 3 6 7 5 3 8 7 3 5 5 5 4 6 6 3 3 4
6 0 5 7 8 6 4 6 6 6 5 6 2 7 7 3 5 2 5 3
4 4 0 10 8 5 I 6 6 6 10 5 6 11 5 4 4 10 6 3
3 4 1 0 7 3 9 7 4 2 6 6 3 3 5 4 8 7 8 6
6 6 12 I 0 6 9 2 5 8 6 7 8 5 3 3 6 5 3 4
2 1 4 3 4 0 5 4 5 5 3 5 6 2 3 4 2 5 8 4
5 9 3 10 4 3 0 7 4 5 6 8 8 3 4 4 3 6 5 4
8 2 6 7 6 9 2 0 2 6 5 5 3 5 5 4 6 I 4 5
13 7 5 4 4 7 4 3 0 5 4 3 5 9 3 6 3 3 6 5
4 0 5 5 9 3 1 5 13 0 5 4 4 5 8 9 6 4 7 5
3 4 5 8 6 2 11 9 4 4 0 4 6 4 8 2 4 7 6 4
4 7 6 7 2 4 11 2 4 5 3 0 3 5 5 4 9 7 8 7
5 6 3 3 8 2 3 6 3 7 5 3 0 7 5 4 4 5 7 6
5 3 7 7 4 4 4 4 5 6 10 10 8 0 3 3 6 4 7 5
0 5 12 3 6 2 3 11 5 6 4 6 6 4 0 6 7 4 9 6
4 3 8 2 3 2 3 2 7 2 4 2 8 5 6 0 3 5 5 3
6 9 5 4 8 5 3 3 8 4 3 4 1 10 8 3 0 6 8 6
4 8 6 2 8 2 7 5 3 4 6 7 4 5 3 3 6 0 5 6
5 6 10 8 5 6 11 5 6 5 6 4 3 2 10 3 7 4 0 9
3 10 3 3 2 3 3 5 5 6 5 6 10 3 8 0 8 5 7 0
Problem: Y-25
0 3 6 5 2 8 4 7 3 3 3 4 2 1 3 8 1 5 6 3 5 I 6 6 4
6 0 2 5 10 3 3 6 3 1 4 7 7 6 4 6 9 3 3 7 5 3 4 4 1
6 2 0 5 5 8 4 3 6 2 7 5 4 6 8 3 2 3 6 4 2 5 4 3 4
3 4 3 0 7 5 2 3 7 3 6 1 7 4 5 5 2 4 5 1 3 3 3 3 5
4 7 7 4 0 4 5 3 9 7 7 7 5 6 6 9 4 I 5 2 5 4 3 1 6
3 7 3 4 4 0 5 3 6 3 2 4 2 6 9 6 4 2 4 3 0 2 5 10 5
6 6 2 4 6 4 0 4 4 6 6 6 4 6 4 6 1 1 6 4 3 1 3 13 6
6 4 1 2 10 3 3 0 2 3 7 8 2 4 4 7 3 4 5 4 3 7 9 6 5
3 3 7 3 3 4 5 5 0 4 8 4 4 7 5 4 4 4 5 2 7 4 7 8 6
3 5 I 3 4 6 4 2 8 0 1 5 1 I 2 4 4 2 5 2 4 4 3 6 6
7 4 5 3 6 4 4 5 1 6 0 4 2 2 8 2 5 3 6 5 5 2 4 2 6
5 3 3 4 6 6 4 4 4 5 3 0 5 4 2 5 3 6 4 6 2 4 S 4 2
2 6 4 6 1 4 4 6 5 3 5 4 0 5 7 2 4 2 4 3 7 4 4 3 1
3 4 7 3 7 1 5 7 5 3 4 3 4 0 I 6 2 4 1 2 8 5 3 6 3
3 9 3 4 7 3 8 1 5 5 3 3 6 5 0 4 5 7 2 1 5 3 4 3 2
3 5 5 5 3 4 8 9 3 3 5 4 4 4 3 0 5 5 5 4 6 8 5 3 1
5 4 6 3 3 9 3 9 4 3 4 3 4 2 2 7 0 3 4 2 3 3 S 5 2
2 9 4 5 4 3 7 5 3 3 3 0 4 6 2 3 6 0 9 6 7 2 3 2 3
4 7 3 10 3 1 3 8 4 2 2 4 3 5 8 6 10 6 0 5 8 6 5 3 I
4 3 5 1 7 4 0 3 4 0 4 3 3 2 2 3 7 6 6 0 3 3 9 5 3
6 6 7 4 2 3 6 3 5 1 4 5 7 7 4 1 6 1 3 1 0 8 4 7 4
5 2 5 2 6 4 5 3 3 1 4 2 3 2 2 4 5 8 3 6 3 0 3 6 4
6 6 8 3 3 3 10 3 3 4 4 5 6 3 5 5 2 6 4 4 4 6 0 7 4
2 5 3 2 6 5 10 6 6 6 3 4 5 2 4 1 4 6 5 7 4 4 6 0 9
5 1 6 3 4 5 1 5 4 6 4 3 4 2 6 3 4 5 10 4 3 4 3 1 0
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v o r * v o ^ H C N m m m ^ - 4 0 m c N » H m v o c N i n m < N C N O » H o r ' V O f - < T ? o o L n i n i - i L n « - H ^ H
^ ^ ^ ( N H N H ^ i n ^ ^ ^ f n ^ c J N N i n r H O ^ o N ^ o n H O f n ^ i n f n n ' O f n
H H ^ n ^ H H O m n o M i n w N i f l H i n i n N O N n ^ f n i r x n N n ^ p i H n O N
T^rHrovocNm*-<rnr**mcN^ , CN<NiniD*-H*-«ocNrnooc«vomoaoincNminOi-HCN^ j» 
O ’f f ^ n m i n ^ N P i N t n m ^ n o i n n v O M N H i o M O n ^ ' i n H n i f l O H ^ i n N  
o n ^ ' O ^ n ' O ^ c o o i i / i v o i ^ O H O H M v ^ ^ ^ N C D n ^ H n n i n c N n n n  
i - < m « - H O o r ' i m « - H C N i - < m ^ ? c N m r * - o o m ^ f n v o o j r H O ^ r H C N r - 4 m « - - c ^ H r o r n » —i T f m  
C N C N L n i - H m r O C N r H f H ^ - 4 0 4 m * H r H O r n v O i n O J O « H ^ V O O P n f - H ^ , < N ^ C >*«-HTrrHVOOJ 
T r c N O c o H O ^ T j ' ( * i H n ^ i ^ o ^ o j ' O i n ^ f N i 5 ? H i n o j r o o N ^ i o n N H i n r < o i  
c o n < n c s n n N H i n ( S ' O i n o o ^ N n o M f n « o r ,i < n H n ^ n N ^ ^ H < n « ) C N  
( N ^ n c N W ^ f O f n n H v o ^ ^ o c s n ' f i i n ^ i n ^ n N f n f n N H N n t N n i f l i n n  
^ m c - “ O m ^ ' ^ f n ^ v o o c N v o « H * H « - i f n f ' J i r » c ^ ^ o c j m m o o ^ ^ i n o i n « H < n c ' i m  
r S C S V O ^ - H f H ^ O a C ^ m O M C i C ^ C ^ f n O J ^ ' f - l ' O ^ C ' J O J C S r o m C ^ m r - l ^ r - I ^ V O C M f - i ^ '  
o c s> ^ i n ^ v o m ^ o i n i ,n { N ^ c o ' O H C ,,* i n t n ^ c M < n u i « ) H O \ m f l O ( H ^ ' i n r n i n H C > i  
^•po«-«r>ac,,,,* o m o c p f H ^ ' ^ ^ « ,n o ' O w i n i n m * - i c > j c N « H ^ r n r - 4 m v o v o c > < m ( N r a i n  
<N^ , m m m ^ o o 4 r s' ^ r n ^ , m r v j C N f n m c N » H r a c N m « H m r - < ^ - < o * c ^ o o 4 « H T ^ m ^ c N  
r - < m « - 4 ^ m o m c N ^ T ^ m v o m p n c ^ O ' O v o c N m m i - « ^ « N r H m r » ,> m m ^ c N r n f - « ^ , vo 
N i n n H O ' O i n ^ n n n N c s t N n H N c i t N C N H n N n c N i n ^ c i n ' f l m ^ N M ^  
c N e N O O O O f H C ^ m ^ , m u n i r > ^ ^ , ^ r o m m ^ r H m w m r ^ r * “ ^ ^ f ' i i n « H T H ^ m ^ a *  
CMmocsHfnt-iin '^mc,,fcnir>f>i*-4r-«c^ c«<nf'JCN<ninmcN<nHCO^ t-ic^ voioinin 
n o N H C n n H t n ^ M » ) r t n N n v o i f l « ( N ^ « n < o n H r n r u n N N i f l ^ « ) n N  
o » f l i n N i n ( n n H H N { s c S H « N N ( S i n o f n H n i * > H v i n H { S r t ( S v O N « f n
i____________________________________________________i
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n i n u i ^ ^ N f n H O N
H Of ' J OCI f l f ' i n HH
V N N N r t
P l C S ^ N O W H N n H
i n n n ^ n o H N N H
N n m o H ^ ^ n N H
(n c j ^  ( N n ^ i n ^ n o  
n N v ? n n r t N n o
OCNNCNNOlflHrtd
o « f n p » v o ^ N m v N
mou n mmmc v j mm^
M f S ^ O N n O l f l N H
T y c j m m f d r d O C N O m
U I H C N N d n m O N N
mcNC>icotn«-»in<N'©in
rOTT<NCNCNOCNVOVOCN
N i n n v o w N P J O n N
ro^rmmmoj«Hoaini-<
O ^ n r t f 0 H « ) ^ r t H  
N ' j O^ t NOM^ ' CNH 
i ncNind^voinncj ' O 
H ( N N N H ^ V N H n  
win r t N O n r t i o n n  
o c N d d n o c i n M M  
^ c o m m H O n c N ^ H  
( NCN^ HO' f CNnd n  
LncNmc^oj^mmoirn
CNCNCNHCNNflNnO 
i n r t ^ H p - p j H i n o ^ 1 
CNN^mOinCNONH 
r t t f l d d n t n o N M n  
h (n o n  H O t n o n m
CNddLDOOJCNmCNCN
H ' j o m n n n n ^ i n  
m o N H H N  v m n f n
ONOi ^ddHPOVON
I_________________
N d O M d d  « 9 d N  
u j ^ m n o i i n N n o J ^  
d n ^ n n ^ ^ i n N ^  
N H m N H O H N n n  
N N N O d « d d < * » i n  
\o«Hom*-4c^oafHdio 
P J N M d ^ O d M d O
N^fCSnUJfOMCKM^
H O N i n N ' f O H d W
r d ^ c s o m ^ m m m C N
^ • r t o m c i i n o ^ o r n
invo n  n n n N i / i H  
^ H f l n N O d i n ^ N ^
O ^ P N M ^ r n o i O n i / i
O J W H N i n ^ N P J N H
n o N ^ c o o ^ o j n
H n f l O d ^ N c n ^ d ^
d ^ j » C M < s m ^ t n c i c ^ o
d ^ ^ n d v c i i n o f n
^ m c N m o J d m o o v o
M * l d N H O O f n ( S N
V H d H N O N C N ^ N
C S n d d O d ^ ^ d ^
N N O O ^ n N n c s i ’i
C Nr n O mt - d r H O C N C ^ « - «
i n o d N i f l d i n d c s o
o i f l N ( * » N ( N < n n d < n
n O d N O ^ f l N d d
O M n ^ o c N H m w ^
( f l n d ^ d ^ i n ^ ^ ^ 1
d « - 4 d m e o O © * - i r - i O
( NNHCi mNHCSnf l
N C N N C N C N d d d d f l '
i n H H ^ m n H c n
o ^ c i n n M ^ w p j r t
N H ( n U ) d ( n h n « > o
mcs^»o^oc^*-i<>*p*
(nincMo^dvor t i nn
d d d ^ O C N O t d C O t O r l
^ r t ^ H N t N d i n CI N
H f s m m ^ v r t n n N
m d m d i - d f - d f H V O ^ H T j *  
O H H l f l H d C S H ^ d  
d n d c n m r t n N N i n  
»OHHdNMOlV(nO 
dOinmcNr**CNTPOd 
n ^ t n d ^ M d O n i n  
ejdcnmi-i fdOr-tOf-i  
ojcNd^ymomcNOrd 
O N H i n o t s r o N i n o i
mmmOf-Hrdm^i^d
md O r - i d mm« H d d
^ o o H N i f l i n n m H
Or ddOdf Hi - t mmm
C I O r t ^ d O N ^ ^ H  
OJ l*n H H O d f S H H N  
CNmdCNmmrH^Hmd 
o md wo « Hmo t n ^ >
^  H H V CN O IH d  
«-dOdrn^a**-HmdcNd 
CNVOdTTddCNCNCNCN 
mTTd mi - d mmo o d  
n r t n N N d i n c S d d  
mNNnNd«>nc N( n  
CNdendindrHrHC^d 
^■^^^rnmmmcNi-4 
CN' OnNdr ndMNH 
VD^ d ^ r d O^ r HmO 
H ^ d ^ H t f d H C N O  
HnCNinOJCN>OTfNM 
c s n ^ ^ i n ^ i f l v o Mn  
o m d r H d O r d m o m
dm^FOm»-40f-»fno 
if <nd ( H H  ^  N ^ O l f l  
m o r H d t H c s m o c j f - d
N H N m ^ N O O ^ H
o m f n ^ r - r o ^ m m f - i
d r o ^ m O m O r d C ' j ^
d t n d O N H d d i n O
^ c n o t n o ^ d o ^ * ^
dO«HrdrdfnrdtndC-
f - d f - t T r r d d » - t d r d r * * 0
d d d d m * - t d ^ y c N m
rom«-ddroddCNmcN
^ f n H f n n M n « f N H
mcNmrdmooOt HfH
o*CNddO«-nmf-id*d
^ d i n ^ c s o o d d m
N d n i n ^ N d d d t N
d d ' f f l O J f ' J ^ r i d N
d d n < O H N < f H O ( N
^ d ^ r o « - * m d f n m m
O n « f  (NVOdNNCJH
' O ' O ^ C N O ^ d d O d  
O H t N d ^ d n m ^ o  
I f l r t l ^ d f O N N d N d  
»f H t n H d n O N l f l N
n i o « 3  h c m n  H ( * i o  v
dmd«Hcn«H*-inmrH
t n ^ o n u i d O H i o N
d i H d O d C N ^ m r ^ ^
rdmdt -HmcsrnOdi n
«-Hd«-Hd^CNCN<Ntr)d
m m d r H m o i r - ^ ^ j * d
diocNCNmm^omcNrH
d i n i n m m N u m ^ v
• H d r d d mm m o i f n i n
c j n m o m H O ^ O H
m o * « H d w ^ ^ ^ c s o j
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m*H^^«nr»^«»c,,*r^»nr«c'»r«in
HNHH«nOHMCM«HHCI«
n N c i H n n N H N f l H H p i n c j
n o r t w o r » c o « p i H « n H p i H
ciHi/inNOiHinifl tHNin^VN
NlOOHcn^NNNtf lNcnHN^
(NN^OmooHnncNPJPioiH
n NO i / i ^ n n ^ ' j i n Hv e Mi n N
H i n « n i ,nH^<onvoHH^Nin
^ H o n H i n N H H p i O H N H i n
HnMrtHHncs<o^WHONPi
CSNNHIflf' JNflf' IHHNOHin
MNNH0BN<fHC<OnHH(1«
(NH(NNOH(*1NMMHO(n^9
OHOHnfOflfON^MnPOHCJ
^ O^ CS f S HHOOH^ HHOV
Ort^HNCtMHinM^iniAHO
f l ^ N^ H O N ^ o i i ' n n N V H o i
H O ^ O n H H H r t ^ n N t n H O
HCNHHHHNO' fOCSnH^n
CNOIOI<NO<Nr-IPnOOCNPn*-«r*<S
n n n « ^ H H « n H N r t H N ( s n
o\ON^OM<NHin^ncNnOH
n H M n H N i n H H N n O v ^ o  
(SmrlHHWIrtMnNnHlNO^ 
• i^csoc*i<n«n<n«HiOiH»^wo«n»H 
N ^ ^ V i n O n O ^ N N O O i H N  
« H ( N i f l O H N n n » O r t ^ H n  
NN ^ O H N r t P I M O O N N H ^  
vON' f l ^<nfnnMOnHHH«^ 
m o ^ H O o e i o i ^ ^ i n ^ n H H  
m o n m m o o n n H H N c i H i A  
MVCS^IflONOCIiOMOCN^H 
intN v o « O f  NmooOHini f lN
CStSHOH^CSNCNHHCJO^N
n o c N H H N M i n ^ m ^ H ^ m r t
o«fO(Nnom<nc(nci (nO(Nn
(nt0Hi0cinHHOt0Or t4H(s
{ s n « N N H n ( n n « > H N C N ^ H
O r t H « N r t r t « M ^ M H H e i r t
H « o n < o « H i n i » > o n r i O c i H
m H r i n H O M N N ^ ^ P l H W H
H ^ ^ M ^ O H N N O H C N N O V
O  f4 VO H  N ^  H H l f l C t H C I C H r t H  
N p » « < » W r t r t r t p t n r t « ^ M w  
H i n c s H ^ O N M V N O N n f H i n  
^ o m n m o ^ n O H V M r t H O  
V H O N P j t N ^ m N n n H H H n  
0 ( N ( N U ) N N V ) l O ( S N H O H 4 i n
N m O H O c i ^ ^ H ^ f e m v c i o
H O » O H c i H n n O H H F 4 H o m
p t H r i i c r i i n O H C N i n N M O H N
H < I N N H i n N O N H H O N N O
N C S H H H N ^ n O ^ O H l A H ^
( ' i n H H H N r t r t ( * i o < n i r t n o p j
(HinHMn(NC*iNOH«f(sioem
n n ^ H N ^ H O i n c s i n H H C H O
H H 0 ( n H 0 0 9 0 « < * i n H H U )
v ^ H i n o o ^ i o o n o o n n c i
n H O ^ O N O n o n m e i H N O
^ i n m O d r t V N N N O r t N N r t
« H O O c i ( n « n < n H M m \ o c i i n
m O r < c ,' H v < n < n c ' i H ^ ( n i n H f n
O r t H r t H C N H O f s f N ' r n i f l n i N
o m M ( N H U ) r n n N n N N v i n ^
H N l * > { N P J { N O N H n O ^ N N n
H W O N O t N O N M M H O I r t N N
H M t N ^ N r t i n n c N f - i N ^ v i n c i
H H ^ n n o n r * i ( n i n < s « i n M i n
W H f n H N M H C J N H H N t N ' O N
H ^ N C J N N ^ r t ^ H N r t c n n n
n r t H ^ i n v o ^ H H O O N C i H
M O ^ « O H ^ > « n N H n H n H v
w ^ m n H n ^ H H r n H N H H N
H H ^ H O O H C ' i O H H O r n n o
N f H t n H W H H N H N H N ^ O C I  
H r n m ' * l H ^ C N ' 0 N N ' » ^ O O ^  
o n H « N o n n « N H O < 0  9 H  
O M c i i r i H M O c i H N O i n H  cn *h
H w r n n i n H ^ H O ^ H N H r t N
^ ^ ^ n N H n o m i n O i n r t n p i
r t f i H t n o o ^ O i H H ^ v i n  o  w  
0^pnn0m00<Hnoc««-H w c« 
n H i * i o n ^ ( N n ^ n O H ^  ^  m 
H ( 0 0 « H n m n N N H ( O N N H
OHHHHHtOHHtnClOminH 
r n n r t H m H N ^ n O H ^ O H O  
H H H i N  V H i n o i f l N H n ^
o ^ n mN n i f l f n c s ^ r t N P i N N
H N m H H ( n N ( N N H N < n N H i n
N H ^ M « f H H { N n N ^ H ( N « n C V
H < n M H H H n c s w n r t H « * > r t H
m m c i c i o o r ^ o n N H n i f l n n
n n n O n t f i p j H n ^ d H n ^ i f l
n N P i N O o i r t v n r t n i ' n o ^ v
w r o r t O f n H t N ^ H n M N H n o
H O N N ^ ^ n t f l H H N N ^ f L n t O
( n r s ^ H i f l o ^ H N f l O V N n r t
^ r > c s n c j O r |i i H r t H O n N n o
H H O m n n o n c i o o ^ N n o
r t V i H t s m m H C M r t ^ N n n e i N
rno i ^Onmvf nocNi nNt f i o^
« « n r t m n H N H < n o ^ ' O r i H n
O N « H r t n H i n H H n O N < n i n
^ ^ r l N N N H V O H f l H n n ^ n
l f l C N f * r < H V ^ ( N t S ^ H ( N H H P 1
< O H t f ) O M i m n H N H n « i n n n
( N N N ^ H ^ H m n i f l ^ p u f l o n
^ n W r t r t r t r t H N f l V N M C S W
H H n n o o H H « n H ^ H < s i o
( s m N M O H n M n n O H n O r t
H o o N V « s n H n ( » t H i o N ( * ) O r t
H H H t f l r t i n n n d o i H n H N H
H H H n i n H ^ o o o o m r t u i n
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NinNr t r tH^mcic<r>(*' ^HHHr((n( ' iv^<»NPioini f lO^HH(,vi,nHN(nHr t (nof lOOOr*inHr<oin
NHr t Hon»f l (* iHp( (nH«(nNn«Hr(ON' ,i(' iHHHO<>i(nf' iNHi*iO(nMi*ipinincJ(nH(ni»i(n^OH(n
^NNMNHwmpi^fNinHinNin^f lnoiOMC' i Ni nNVHiHinr tHf l rKncinHNOi ' i p j ^HHOOONM
^ p j NH( * i n ( N ^ n ( n H O i n n H N i n v o ^ ( n N « VN C i H ^ » n n H ( * i ^ r t ^ H f » i O H N H N^ H ( n o « n N< s
^ i n m N N N W ^ m N N H H O n m N H N O H H m H i n H H o i i f l p i H ^ O N c i N O M n H P J H ^ o r i ^ ^ o i n i n
H C ' H O H ^ o o ^ c t f O U ' i i n o r n O i ^ i n i A N H H v o n c i i n i ^ o o ^ ^ H c s n ^ n N i n v N H O H H O r i i n H e i
NHNHmnVOnPKnONWmaONNI Nnt SHVr l HCSHnr l NNi nNMWNHHNHr t OHr t ^OnN^PI
HHpi ( n<nOHHninNHHN«o(ncio<ne i ( s indHHO^HHO^(n«i^Hr4HO«r<o«r>or )nr<«<MH
HMHd<-<«OOOMOcHCiin«HiAoionHHH(*«MO«eiONrncim(ni*)<*>(*)HinoH<ni*i«HHHO<^o
<oir»o*-^ojcNCN^ ^7»HfO^ CMC*i«-»'0^d^HCN^ (nm*-«c'ic>aOfOC'»m^ »^o*-<or«u3«-<ojO/ne>*f^mr>jc'iino»Hr»-*-<
0O' 0NH»n«i »>M«n^Hi nr t \ coHH(nw^n^pi Hr t p i NH/ nNHei ^OHi -*ocHv<' i 0 r t i f t HnvH0r t
^ n ^ m H c n ^ N v m N i f l n O H N c i N O r t r t N r ^ o ^ H H O t N H n i ' i f O c s O N O N M n H O N N H N i n v n r t
n vHHf np i i n H. - i o o o cNn t NOONOi n HOi n ^ ^ HCNMHNOi o OHON^ ^ ^ o i n HHc j P KNNn o i n
c’l n i ’i H n e i c i c i H n o u ’x ^ H O r i ^ e i H n p i c K n H H n i n H H c i H e i o o o ^ ^ H c s H N n o n ^ o o H i n N
HH(MnONH(N^Hp4N^NHNONMNci f l OHnHMnmHn{SO(n(nr t HM«(nHr<i riN(,)fl(nNPi>
Nni ' iomrt<i*iHiNNO(' iH(»iinOHOH(N(' iN(*iON'Oirtrt i*)( ' iONOinHOinnrtOOiH(' i( ' inNi*)H^H
n H« H n m « m H N < 0 c i H HH H ^ i A c i c ( H n O H i n i n H H N HO H H N H i n H Mo o o n r 4 i n n i A N O i n i n
HONNOOOi lHnNr tNNf l inNHClPlHf l f lHfn^^Of l ONl ' l i nMl f l i - t i nNCJNnfn^fNOHf ' IOnf l
o n i n N H H n r t O V N i n N N n n n i N f n H o n o n H H N N O ^ i n H d H O N t O N t o n i n ^ o ^ N H H c s i n n
H(NOHNl*lN(NHHOfn!NONHNH(' | r t«r(HNCIN’»OOHinr«HOfNHN(nHNONO»l f lOWNHO
( N ( n « H « « i n i n n o « i n O N O « O M « n { H « d H ( H H « o « « 0 ( n M « i A i n o o o m n n r ai r ) H H « ^ n o H ( n
i,i woc i vNHr t ' f l HNt * i NHnOHO( nHNO( ,i i nHOVfnHNHr t ^ooNm<»)Hpi H(nONi ,,i c s ^N( s ^
n m o c K O H V N ^ H n H t A N N ^ i n i n N n N H n ^ O H ^ H H O H i n v O H N n n H N H ^ H H n c t M ^ H r i
( f l M^r t HNOWnHrON<NHHr i r i NNNi nnHO«i nOr t OHr t ^OO^NHOHfnN«OHNpt Nl f l r t (N
^c>jfn»-4m*-4CNPO«H^ \o*-«moim»Hf-«mn*-ir><rHOoi^fn»HOCNC40jrn<N»-i04^or*-c>*«-ic>ifnmoOCNnino«-<o*
N i n o r t m e n n n N r t i n H M H n H f a H n H H O P i N n H O H O N H N i n i n n o p i n H H N H n e i O N n o ^ e i
P i r t p j N f l H n O HN i H H ^ f S ' O ^ i n MH n o ^ MH H H n H r t H ^ n i n n i n HH O i n f i V H n O f ' i H i n c j i n N
(Nl / l^(*lN^NN<HininNN(NOHN(NOHWPI^r tMnOOO«H' f lVOnV( ' IPIOOlf lO(*)Ofl (nNnO
>ONO^NHOOHNHNNNH(nHNO«NWCNHHOinO^H«(»»HHnHCHONIf l r t NH«OOOrt r tH
Hn o ^ N N i N N mp i r t o ^ N i n ^ ^ o o p i H WM N f n H p i o t N O O f NP i ^ p i H H n o o f n o r j ' Oo i i n n H N f n
«HO(nr j ^NNOnMO(nVNHOOH(Nl f l r t (nHNHrt (*l NHr t^nN^(nC' IH£Nr t^N' 0( ,HnNH<NOH
H N H O ^ m O H c x H n i n m c i ^ o o v f n H i A O u i o e i N C ' n c i ^ c H n n n H H i H H H H N O H H H M O v M N
m n i n n N ^ m i n N c i M H i A i A O n N r K N O H n H i n H N N N ^ o n F H O N H n i n H n H H i A i n n v o n n n N
N N O O U ) « H O N n t n n H O H O « « H c i n ( N H H < N H N O < n O H c i N ( S H n M O H n n i O H N H N H i n nH
NO(n^^NHrtCN«nnOHtMr(«^WCNN(ninfN(*lN-»nVN(*HO^HO(*l fnH^(nH«nH>HO{N'0^
O M w w o n w ^ H H M O a i n p i N N O ^ H W H t s w ^ N t H i n N N H ^ H n N P i H O ^ O N ^ r t H ^ o c ' j ^ r ' . ^ r .
Hr t H ' *n «{NNHOOl ,1lO^O' -INNOMVOrt0^r4(N>-IC<HN[' |HNOin(nrj«NHNrtPnNr*NNNH
H n H N O n ^ H v o N N n N i f l H N ^ c t N M ^ N O r t M O N H n ^ H c i H M n n ^ H r t N o r i c o H t o i n ^ H c i
m( S i f l HHO« n Ou i H( NNi NHOHNOO« r t OHOC i ^ ( S H( v n HH« HN( n H« ( n « c NOm« H9 ^ H9
HHOmOH<soHfOr tnmonwnHnr( (n>- tv>OHio^iHNr ' Nr>i{NHNHHfn«NH(Nr tOHin(N<Hn
N n n N C ' d O n O N n m n t n d i n N O i n f n o H ^ f n N m c n i n o n c i N u m c H i n e i e i ^ O H N ^ n n H C N H M n
H H ^ o o o « H r t c i o n H n i n ^ N ^ n m n H M H ’* u i M H ^ v H f O N N H N H O N N n ^ i n ' o r i m « » N ( n
r t r*)Hroo^<H(nHM(HO<nnr t r*^HHnn«MHHOONN^HnHfinninr>H^MfMnH{s«n(nr te iHN
NMCNOH^^OrtOHHHHHNHNH^fnO^CNHn(n(n<fi«OnO(MHHOONH^Hf1(SCI(NfnOCNW
H i n O H « H H O ( i H H V N H i n O N n H N ( S N « r ( r i 0 4 N « < f n ^ H n i n M H M i n i n n N N i * i H n O N O i n
NOf OH( NH( SOOi n ^ Hn n n i f t H^ Ni n ^ NOHf > l ^ HNi n « NHHf l n n ^ HOi n ( NV^ On NP J ( S OH
ONOH<0ct(<iMH(nNN<*>«oinONHOONHHO(nr|i(nin(|( ^ n r < o o o e i H ( S N n n N e i « H H i n M ( n «
i----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
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Pr
ob
lem
: 
Y-
60
o o w H n t r t o o o n o O H i ^ H H ^ r f N n H n H r f n o o ^ r t i n o n H H H H H M A w ^ f n H n A O H H H O O H ^ ^ H n n w n o
H H H H O o o ^ H w n O H C t H n f i ^ r t n O i n f t H n r t o N ^ r t n o H ^ r t n H n n o H c i o n o ^ O H O K i o r f ^ H O i ' i H H ^ H
W H O O H Q H ^ H H M H m O M O H O i n H n f t O l f l H ^ ^ K I H O H N ^ r t H l P n p l C I H O N O H f K n t O t l r t n ^ ^ H M O P I H H M
o ^ o o r t c K t m n o H ^ n n H H c i n i n ^ ^ O H H O N o r f H t t H n n H M N O N ^ H C ’i M o o c t o o ^ n O N n f ^ ^ c t i t N H n c i
n H H n n w H H o n o f t o n o o r v n f i n ^ r m n O H n c i e ' O i n ^ H ^ i ' t n f i ^ n n n o n H H O i H m o n o r t H ^ n i n o o H n
n n O H H n n n n r f n c i H ^ V H n O H H O H f t n i t n ' t o ^ v o o n n o ' t r i O R R n r t n o ^ n n n n r t r t n H n r t n n n n n
r t n o o H ^ w r t i n ^ r t d i n r t O d i n H w ^ H O H O P i M r t ^ O H H O H i n H i n H O H ^ n o r f K f i i o f i H ^ H H r t O H M O n ^ H f t
i n i O H « n H n 4 H i f l n ( i H N O n H O ( <( H O H r i O H N N 4 n O ' 4 i n H H 4 n > n H n n o m o ( ,( H N H n n o * < « w i * ) 4 4 < « H N O
i n H H m c t N f i N O r v n w o ^ H ^ f n o i n N O ^ c t n ^ r t c i H H O N H o n ^ H n H i n o o H H N O H n f i n ^ n r v d ^ r i H o m ^ r t
o o n « H r t ( i n > 4 H M ( < < r ( 0 0 4 m n « i n H H O H O « i n H H A O * 4 0 H i n i * i H o n H H H o e o n H o r t O H f i ^ H o o o < n H r «
H H o ^ H H N r f N ^ n o o n H H i A O H H a H i n H O H o n ^ H o ^ o n H r t O o e n ^ t n f ' t o ^ O H H n i H n n n o o H H n n #
OHMnOMNHHdnH^tnHO^OHN^^ct ' nr i f inor ton^OHmoHiviNnH^nH^HrtHo^rvOAnor tnnnw
O H M O r t m H H O H M O ' H M H n ^ ^ M n H l O n f l O X I f l M ^ / n H H H W O H H H O H H r t O r t r t O O n M f l i n H M N O H H O f l M
( N ^ n o o n H i n r i ^ H o O H H r f c t H r t ^ o n r t H r i n H O i n H r t r t ' C O N o o r t H r t n n n o ^ o o r t n i n ^ o n ^ ^ n o r t n n
rt>Hi i i i iai i i r « H 4 f i n i n i ,( ' * « « 0 4 0 0 4 i f l 0 H r < 0 n H i f l r < 0 0 « ( < i ' 4 0 n n H « H ( < i H H H r « N 0 ^ 0 0 H O H r t H M H 0 H
n N n i A n n H o n H n r t ^ O ' H H o n n n n o n H O N r t c t ' n ^ O ' t n n H O H O N r t r f O i n i n H ^ n n i n H H i n H H ^ H O ' H n n
n o d n H n H H N H O n H O O H H n H H H H f ' i H O ^ H r t n i t n H n c t H r d ' i H H i ' t o ^ n H c i H ^ r f H H H n n ^ W H O N O N
O H ^ K t H t H i n o ^ n N N n N ' i N i i n i n H o o i A O o ^ d n w n i n H H r t H ^ O H H H O ^ N i ' i o ^ N O i n H H K i H H n r t H H H
HiKdHNniKnof iHNHrtnonf iOOHrtHMrtciHinHNnonnop'nHH^inin^oo^HOHnHOCKci ' iHon
n N H O H ^ n m c m o ^ o o c i H H N i n o c i n i n i n ^ a ^ o r t i n H n N n r t r i v H H i n M O r t n o n n M H O N H O ^ ^ r t n m n H
nnmnMH#t«r4an>4(in'<^<,iHOi>tHr<ian>4Hnm>tinHninor(onoinn^HHin'OHHHHnoHinHr<HNOO«
(i r tnoH’OOHOHn H^ o o oe n n r t ^ o n noc t HHdMi n n^ nc i on HOH^ OHmo vo oHnHn HHi nHi n no o
n«O^OHNf«riOOin«-*HO«OHOfirtrtHP(rtHHf»P*OHMOOH^»»>HHMOf1»OOHOHOHOHrtO«Hi«>^HHO
<>ir4O(i«Hn«OH(iH«0oonociM«oooHonHOH<i(<tri<«Hoo<ooHe*4c<r«HHnnHc,(HHnHc,i*4nc«nnHr«
nHr tnHnr tHN^nHoomrt Nnof t ^OHtAH^^oHnomnHnHHctnonf i r tHHHnnoci inoHNHNnHON
HH^HrtrtWHHrtMO^HOHNfnMflinOH^HHOdnHrtNPIinNtlHNHdnOrlrtMHHNH^rt^MrtHH^^H^
HOOn^HOHHoninon ' Onn^OHno ' ONHH^^r tnHonnMHHoONdi ' i onor tHONcio^onooHinHH
HHNNciHHctooin^NHOHHOHAonninHHnHOfiHOoo^oonHHNHHiHrinHinHrtorioi tnonr toH
t f l H W O H O P I H i ' I N H H ^ f t M f i n n n H r i O H H M M ^ N f t f l f K t H n H r t O H O M i n f t N O f l O i n N H ^ ^ W H n H M O O d
H(iHonnn<«r«OHHHnnHci i i<nHn on HHNi i nHnn( t 4n i nonHi i ( i «n ' «n i i o i i HHN40c i no«0 ' 4N
ONOHinnHOHrtnHnHHHnonomn^OHci^HHnMOnHNcinHnnHonOHHHOdOHonOninf inw^
fiOHn^OHwooHonH^OHOOirtr«o<o^^wo»Hin^HONHHiflwo(iwO(nrtfiflHri<nr«r«fiHOOHHp»ri*no
onn«(Oinooo«iflr««HH<NH<OHnoHo^r(«oOHHHf»oiflftHin(>(ri(iciiK<«r»rtf(*<rtinOiftHOnHi»»
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APPENDIX C-2
SOLUTIONS TO THE Y-f PROBLEMS *
Problem
Y -f
Solutions
Method Assignment, a TC
Y - 6
Initial 5,1*312,4,6.............................................. ........................... 1379
SDH 5,1,43,2,6 1372
DDH 6,23,4,1,5 1372
OPT 5,1,4,33,6 1372
Y-7
Initial 3,6,73,4,1x5_____________________________________ 1917
SDH 3,2,6 ,7,5,1,4 1821
DDH 4,5,6,23,7,1 1801
OPT 1,73,2,6,5,4 1801
Y - 8
Initial .7 ,6^4,23,1,8.................................................. ..................... 2427
SDH 6,7,23,4,8,5,1 2303
DDH 1,5,8,43,2,7,6 2303
OPT 1,5,8,43,2,7,6 2303
Y-9
Initial
SDH
8,13x7,9,23,4x6....... ......................................................... .
5,6,7,8,23,9,4,1
3024
2808
DDH 5,6,7,8,23,9,4,1 2808
OPT 5,6,7,83.3,9,4.1 2808
Y-10
Initial 5,1,8x7,9,6.10x4,3,2................. .................................... ........ 3745
SDH 1,5,2,8,7,3,4,10,6,9 3529
DDH 1,5,2,8,7,3,4,10,6,9 3529
OPT 1,5,2,10,7,4,8,3,6,9 3508
Y -ll
Initial 
SDH ”
4*7,5x83313x1x2,103....................... ..............................
6,4,7,9,8,2,5,10,11,1,3
4486
'4032
DDH 63,7,9,8,2,530,11,13 4032
OPT 3,1,11.10.5,7,9.8,2,4,6 4022
Y-12
Initial .1,5,6112,4,11 *933,7,8 3  0 ................................................. 5003
SDH 4,113,3,9,123,8,6,10,2,7 4794
DDH 7,2,10,6,8,5,9,3,11,4,1,12 4793
OPT 7,2,10,6,8.5,9,3.11,1.4.12 4793
Y-13
Initial
SDH
3323331,633x9*430333  
3,7,9,5,4,8 ,12,2,10,6, l i  ,13,1
6044
5471
DDH 3,7,9,5.4.8,12.2.10.6,11,13,1 5471
Y-14
Initial
SDH
7*43x1*8^2*123*11,14,9,1033*6 
8,4,12,14,1,2,6,13,3,5,16,9,1 i ,7
6944
6455
DDH 8,4,12.14.1,2,6.13.3.5.10,9,11,7 6455
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Problem
Y -f
Solutions
Method Assignment, a TC
Y-15
Initial 1,13,10,12^4,3,8/7,15,6,5,1 ^ 9,2,4 7894
SDH 8,3,14,7,2^,15,5,11,12,10,9,13,6,4 7437
DDH 4,6,10,11,12,13.9,5.15.1,2,7,14,3,8 7423
Y-20
Initial
SDH
4,7,12,1,6,19,14,10,17,18,3,8, 16,2,20,9,11,5,15,13 
6,1,9,2,7,12,4,19,20,17,18,14,11,3,5,10, 15,8,1.3,16
13504
12536
DDH 16,6,1,9,10,13,5,14.3,8.15,17,19,20,2.11.18.12.7.4 12185
Y-25
Initial 16,15,2,9,7,19,8,5,3,20,1,10,12,13,11,6,14,22,23,24,4,
m z x d ia s . ............. ................................................. ...........
22831
SDH 20,22,18,17,19,16,8,1,23,12,2,11,5,3,6,24,7,14,21,9,15,
13,4,25,10
20407
DDH 20,22,18,17,19,16,8,1,23,2,12,6,24,7,21,14,5,3,9,11,15,
13.4.25.10
20359
Y-30
Initial
SDH
8,4,6,20,21,2,3,26,9,12,5,29,11,17,18,25,24,16,27,23, 
.12J4JJSJ.QJ3.,3Q,22,.L28..................................................
30236
29,11,21,4,24,17,13,23,8,9,14,6,30,20,27,16,12,3,25,26, 
2,10,19,22,1/7,5,18,15,28
27682
DDH 29,11,21,4,24,17,13,23,8,9,14,6,30,20,27,16,12,3,25,26,
22.1.19.10.2.7.5.18.15.28
27673
Y-35
Initial
SDH
DDH
17,34,4,20,10,25,31,28,9,24,18,23,3,1,27,11,2,7,8,35, 
_19v2JL5,12.16.26U4.3 3^2^13,3.0,29,3.2,6,15... ................... .
43095
1,7,24,13,31,23,11,3,2,33,5,35,27,10,29,6,17,20,9,28, 
8,26,19,21,12,14,25,30,4,16,18,22^32,34,15 
21,24,16,31,13,34,27,4,3025,12,19,14,23,15,17,18,9, 
2.6.26.22.32.20.3.11.10.8.33.35.29.28.5.7.1
38556
*38201
Y-40
Initial
SDH
DDH
25,30,5,31,21,35,32,11,40,9,14,33,29,6,4,17,19,2,34,27,
J5v23_J,l_8.35vl3.v37J2 8.^ 16.^ 0,36.10,8.v22..3.9.24,12 ,3^6 .7 - 
30,15,21,40,35,31,5,37,33,4,22,12,6,7,28,32,29,3,9,24, 
14,39.38^20,18,11,17X8,16,19,2,27,13,25,10,23,34/36,26 
36,26,34,15,23,21,30,37,35,5,29,4,40,33,22,12,3,28,18, 
6.7.32.20.9.39.8.11.17.24.1.14.2.25.19.27.13.38.31.16.10
52917
*48079
’'47717
Y-45
Initial
SDH
22,16,23,1,43,19,33,38,7,21,45,44,29,11,4,35,12,2,
42,20,39,6,25,14,5,34,30,13,15,41,24,40,32,8,28,
......10,27,36,37,9,26,1X10,31.............................. .............
20,16,2,35,29,6,12,39,19,44,45,8,18,5,14,33,38,4,3, 
9,42,43,1,26,28,32,40,10,22,37,23,13,7,15,30,31,17,
11,24,34,36,21,27,25,41
71309
’*63281
DDH 20,16,2,35,29,6,12,39,34,5,36,18,8,3,4,45,19,14,38, 
43,33,42,9,1,28,26,10,32,40,15,37,23,22,13,7,30,31, 
44.17.24.11.21.27.25.41
63132
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Problem Solutions
Method Assignment TC
Y-50
Initial
SDH
DDH
34,18,4,9,35,32,28,23,48,25,22,44,3.20,5,47,27,39, 
29,50,21,2,37,17,36,46,40,7,31,13,8,41,24,15,45,14, 
1J 1,30,38,12,33,43,42,19,49,26,6,16,10 . 
4,19,20,22,34,38,3,31,41,49,21,33,27,9,40,50,29,44,
10.18.2.16.30.46.6.15.43.36.37.13.23.11.39.25.5.17, 
14,lJ47J7142l45.48JL12_,32J8l26,28J35^24
4,19,20,22,34,38,3,3f,41,49,21,33,27,9,40,50,29,44,
10.18.2.16.30.15.6.43.46.36.37.13.23.11.39.25.5.17, 
14.1.47.7.42.45.48.12.32.8.26.28.35.24
91422
83153
” 83150
Y-60
Initial 27,40,22,46,50,5,57,4,9,16,20,58,53,32,56,23,2,37,
41,19,25,47,8,6,43,17,3,35,24,42,26,15,21,54,14,51, 
39,33,11,44,49,55,38,45,13,30,34,60,12,7,31,10,29, 
52.28.48.).18-59.36
124928
SDH 9,15,25,43,37,2,36,48,17,24,13,51,27,3,21,47,23,20, 
35,26,11,30,22,32,40,58,8,7,4,42,28,57,6,18,52,10, 
12,44,14,1,60,55,41,29,19,5,31,16,46,33,34,54,59,45, 
.......39^6 ,3 .8 ,49 ,5 .3 ,50 ...................................... ....... ............
113149
DDH 50,53,25,49,56,38,39,54,59,34,33,3,51,40,26,17,35,
48,47,29,24,13,27,58,6,30,20,19,23,2,44,16,11,31,18,
12,52,5,1,41,10,46,8,4,22,28,42,57,55,21,60,7,36,32,
14.37.43.45.15.9
112170
* All initial assignments are randomly generated, which are used for both SDH and DDH.
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APPENDIX D -l
N-f PROBLEMS*
Problem: N-5 Problem: N - 6
"o 5 2 4 1 o'0 5 2 4 l" 5 0 3 0 2 25 0 3 0 2 2 3 0 0 0 02 3 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 5 24 0 0 0 5 1 2 0 5 0 101 2 0 5 0 0 2 0 2 10 0
Problem: N-7 Problem: N - 8
0 5 2 4 1 0 0
5 0 3 0 2 2 2
2 3 0 1 0 2 5
4 0 1 0 5 2 2
1 2 0 5 0 10 0
0 2 2 2 10 0 5
0 2 5 2 0 5 0
Problem: N-12
0 5 2 4 1 0 0 6
5 0 3 0 2 2 2 0
2 3 0 0 0 0 0 5
4 0 0 0 5 2 2 10
1 2 0 5 0 10 0 0
0 2 0 2 10 0 5 1
0 2 0 2 0 5 0 10
6 0 5 10 0 I 10 0
0 5 2 4 1 0 0 6 2 1 I 1
5 0 3 0 2 2 2 0 4 5 0 0
2 3 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 2 2 2
4 0 0 0 5 2 2 10 0 0 5 5
1 2 0 5 0 10 0 0 0 5 I I
0 2 0 2 10 0 5 1 1 5 4 0
0 2 0 2 0 5 0 10 5 2 3 3
6 0 5 10 0 1 10 0 0 0 5 0
2 4 5 0 0 1 5 0 0 0 10 10
1 5 2 0 5 5 2 0 0 0 5 0
1 0 2 5 1 4 3 5 10 5 0 2
1 0 2 5 1 0 3 0 10 0 2 0
* N-m problems were defined by Nugent et aL (1968), f  is the size of the problem.
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Problem: N-15
0 10 0 5 7 8 3 4 I 5 7 8 I 6 4
1 0 10 1 3 8 7 7 6 10 2 10 10 7 8
5 10 0 2 3 7 3 3 5 7 3 2 5 2 2
5 1 2 0 8 10 7 5 5 1 9 6 8 5 2
7 3 3 8 0 10 5 8 4 5 2 2 2 3 2
8 8 7 10 10 0 3 10 4 2 3 8 7 7 2
3 7 3 7 5 3 0 8 7 3 3 4 2 8 2
4 7 3 5 8 10 8 0 10 7 3 9 1 10 5
1 6 5 5 4 4 7 10 0 4 8 5 10 6 2
5 10 7 1 5 2 3 7 4 0 8 10 2 7 10
7 2 3 9 2 3 3 3 8 8 0 8 9 9 5
8 10 2 6 2 8 4 9 5 10 8 0 8 8 9
1 10 5 8 2 7 2 1 10 2 9 8 0 2 6
6 7 2 5 3 7 8 10 6 7 9 8 2 0 10
4 8 2 2 2 2 2 5 2 10 5 9 6 10 0
Problem: N-20
0 1 5 5 7 8 3 4 I 5 7 8 1 6 4 10 1 3 8 7
1 0 7 6 10 2 10 10 7 8 2 3 7 3 3 5 7 3 2 5
5 7 0 2 2 8 10 7 5 5 1 9 6 8 5 2 10 5 8 4
5 6 2 0 5 2 2 2 3 2 3 10 4 2 3 8 7 7 2 8
7 10 2 5 0 7 3 3 4 2 8 2 10 7 3 9 1 10 5 4
8 2 8 2 7 0 8 5 10 6 2 8 10 2 7 10 8 9 9 5
3 10 10 2 3 8 0 8 8 9 2 6 10 10 6 1 3 7 9 1
4 10 7 2 3 5 8 0 10 1 7 4 3 8 6 6 9 1 7 8
1 7 5 3 4 10 8 10 0 6 3 5 7 9 8 8 6 10 3 8
5 8 5 2 2 6 9 1 6 0 5 8 6 6 5 2 9 3 1 4
7 2 1 3 8 2 2 7 3 5 0 9 6 10 4 10 5 9 7 4
8 3 9 10 2 8 6 4 5 8 9 0 4 5 3 9 8 I 7 4
I 7 6 4 10 10 10 3 7 6 6 4 0 9 5 10 7 5 7 9
6 3 8 2 7 2 10 8 9 6 10 5 9 0 3 2 6 10 5 4
4 3 5 3 3 7 6 6 8 5 4 3 5 3 0 8 2 7 7 8
10 5 2 8 9 10 1 6 8 2 10 9 10 2 8 0 9 2 3 1
1 7 10 7 1 8 3 9 6 9 5 8 7 6 2 9 0 2 10 7
3 3 5 7 10 9 7 1 10 3 9 1 5 10 7 2 2 0 1 7
8 2 8 2 5 9 9 7 3 I 7 7 7 5 7 3 10 I 0 9
7 5 4 8 4 5 1 8 8 4 4 4 9 4 8 1 7 7 9 0
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Problem: N-30
0 3 2 0 0 2 10 5 0 5 2 5 0 0 2 0 5 6 3 0 I 10 0 10 2 1 I 1 0
3 0 4 0 10 4 0 0 2 2 1 0 5 0 0 0 0 2 0 I 6 1 0 1 2 2 5 1 10
2 4 0 3 4 0 5 5 5 1 4 1 0 4 0 4 0 6 3 2 5 5 2 I 0 0 3 1 0
0 0 3 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 6 0 2 5 2 5 1 1 1 1 2 2 4 0 2 0 2 2 5
0 10 4 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 I 0 0 2 0 5 I 0 2 1 0 2
2 4 0 0 5 0 1 2 2 1 4 10 10 2 5 5 0 5 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 4 0 10 1
10 0 5 0 2 1 0 10 10 5 10 10 6 0 0 10 2 1 10 1 5 5 2 3 5 0 2 0 I
5 0 5 2 0 2 10 0 1 3 5 0 0 0 2 4 5 2 10 6 0 5 5 2 5 0 5 5 0
0 2 5 2 0 2 10 1 0 10 2 1 5 2 0 3 0 2 0 0 4 0 5 2 0 5 2 2 5
5 2 1 0 0 1 5 3 10 0 5 5 6 0 1 5 5 0 5 2 3 5 0 5 2 10 10 1 5
2 1 4 6 0 4 10 5 2 5 0 0 0 I 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 6 6 0 4 5 3 2 2
5 0 1 0 2 10 10 0 I S 0 0 5 5 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 4 5 10 I 0 0 0 0
0 5 0 2 0 10 6 0 5 6 0 5 0 2 0 4 2 2 I 0 6 2 I 5 5 0 0 I 5
0 0 4 5 0 2 0 0 2 0 1 5 2 0 2 1 0 5 3 10 0 0 4 2 0 0 4 2 5
2 0 0 2 0 5 0 2 0 1 2 2 0 2 0 4 5 1 0 1 0 5 0 2 0 0 5 I 1
0 0 4 5 0 5 10 4 3 5 I 0 4 1 4 0 0 3 0 2 2 0 2 0 5 0 5 2 5
5 0 0 1 2 0 2 5 0 5 0 0 2 0 5 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 6 5 3 5 0 0 5
6 2 6 I 1 5 I 2 2 0 2 0 2 5 1 3 2 0 5 1 2 10 10 4 0 0 5 0 0
3 0 3 1 0 0 10 10 0 5 0 0 I 3 0 0 2 5 0 0 5 5 I 0 5 2 I 2 10
0 1 2 I 0 0 1 6 0 2 0 2 0 10 1 2 0 1 0 0 5 2 1 3 1 S 6 5 5
1 6 5 2 2 0 5 0 4 3 0 0 6 0 0 2 0 2 5 5 0 4 0 1 0 0 0 5 0
10 1 5 2 0 10 5 5 0 5 6 4 2 0 5 0 0 10 5 2 4 0 5 0 4 4 5 0 2
0 0 2 4 5 0 2 5 5 0 6 5 1 4 0 2 6 10 1 1 0 5 0 0 4 4 1 0 2
10 I 1 0 1 0 3 2 2 5 0 10 5 2 2 0 5 4 0 3 I 0 0 0 5 5 0 1 0
2 2 0 2 0 0 5 5 0 2 4 1 5 0 0 5 3 0 5 I 0 4 4 5 0 1 0 10 1
1 2 0 0 2 4 0 0 5 10 5 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 2 5 0 4 4 5 1 0 0 0 0
1 5 3 2 1 0 2 5 2 10 3 0 0 4 5 5 0 5 I 6 0 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 2 0 10 0 5 2 1 2 0 1 2 1 2 0 0 2 5 5 0 0 1 10 0 0 0 2
0 10 0 5 2 1 I 0 5 5 2 0 5 5 1 5 5 0 10 5 0 2 2 0 1 0 0 2 0
1 5 2 5 I 1 3 2 2 2 10 1 5 5 0 10 1 0 10 3 0 5 2 0 0 0 10 2 2
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i
5
2
5
1
1
3
2
2
2
10
1
5
5
0
10
1
0
10
3
0
5
2
0
0
0
10
2
2
0
APPENDIX D-2
SOLUTIONS TO THE N-f PROBLEMS *
Problem
N -f
Solutions
# In itia l Assignment, ao Optimal Assignment, a TC
N-5
...1 .
2
3......
5
.L.2,3,4,5........... ........................
2 ,1 ,M ,5 ..................................
.4 ,5 4 ,2 ,3 .................................
-4,5,1,2,3..................................
25
25
JA .5,2,3...................................
.13,2,5,4 .....................................
5.3.1.4.2
4.5.1.2.3
4.1.54.3
44.5.2.3
25
.......25
25
N - 6
.J L
2
"4 ”
.L £ 3 A 5 ,6 ................ ................. 4££,L% 3............................ .
.4,5,6,1,2,3................................
4.5.64.2.3. .............................
4 .5 .644 .3 . . ............................
4.5.64,2,3
.......43
43
43
43
”43
24,3,4,6,5..................................
6,2,5,3,1,4.................................
4,5,3,1,2,6.......................... .
1,2.5.3,6.4
N-7
..A . 
2  
’ 3
■4 '
5
. 1 ....... ...... ................
5,4,7,2,3,1,6.............................
.64,3,4,2,7,6.............................1
2,74,5,6,4,3............................. j
4,2.3.7,5,6,1
.4,5,6,7,14,3.............................
. 
1 
. 
. 
M
M
—)
: —
i; —
j; 
, 
•F
t:
*:
.*
:*
:*
4 ,5,6,74,2,3................... .........
.k»2 ,4,5,3 ,7 , 6 ....... .....................
.1,2,4,5,3,7,6............................
4.5.6.74,2,3
N - 8
.JL.
2-3 -
” 4 '
.1 ^ 3 ,4 ^ 6 ,7 ,8 ............................
2.4.6.8.1.7.5. 3........................
44,6,7,3,8,5,2...........................
.5,6,3,1,8,7,2,4 .........................
3.8.1.6.2.7.5.4
.5,44,2,64,8,3.........................
.2 4 , 4 ,5 ,3 ,8 ,7 , 6 .........................
.2,.1,4,5,3,8,7,6..........................
107
107
107
” 1 6 9
107
-3,8,4,7,24,5,6........................ .
24.4,5,3.8.7,6
N-12
..JL
2
" i
" 4......
-2,-12j10j7j914j3^81L6jl511.1..
-2,74,6,12,9,8,5,10,4,1,11.........
.41,5,3,2,4,12,10,9,1,6,7........
.........
1,5.3.9,4,8,7,12,11,10,6,2
2A 34.104.1JA 5A 12.4 .......
.k2,-L?-r4,?.,.ll,7,6,3,2,10,5.......
-5,6,4424P,7,.1.L?.,2,1,8,3.......
-3*7,9, 12,1441,4,2,10,6,5 . 
12,11.9,3,4,8,7,1,5,6,10,2
..... 3.00
295
293
291
295
N-15
1 1,11,8,9,10,15,3,13,14,4,6,2,
.7,5.42.........................................
12.14.10.13.8.1.9.7.4.5.2.6,
..1.L3J5......................................
1.4.6.15.11.13.8.14.10.12.7, 
.3,9,2,5........................................
15,5,12,9,11,6,3,14,13,8,10,4, 
.7,24.........—.................. ..........
583
2
3
1,4,2,7,11,10,3,13,8,9,6,15,
-1.4A12.................... ................
9,5,13,14,15,11,8,2,3,6,12,7, 
lA lO ........... ............................
583
..... 582
..... 592
..... 583
4
"5”
9,1,3,7,2,13,14,12,4,8,5,11,
6,15,10
12,7,5,4,10,11,8,9,3,15,1,2,
1344t6
6,14,12,9,2,5,11,15,4,10,3,13,
7,8,1
10,12,7,8,11,15,5,3,9,1,6,14,
4,13,2
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Problem
N -f
Solutions
# In itia l Assignment. ao Optimal Assignment, a TC
N-20
1
" 2 "
-3 -
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,
J4JSa<U7.J&d9.,2(L___...........
18,13,19,7,4,15,1,20,11,3,16, 
14,5,2,12,10,6,9,8,17 
6,10,1,16,20,13,8,i7 ,18,14,3, 
19,15,9,5,2,7,12,11,4
13,6,1,3,9,5,7,12,10,14,8,20,
J5.2J .8J7,4JL !9J.6 ..............
4,20,11,16,13,15,8,12,7,6,19, 
2,14,5,9,17,18,10,1,3 
13,1,11,16,9,6,7,12, i'4,3,20, 
8,15,2,10,17,5,4,19,18
1303
"*'1316
1310'
4 13,14,18,3,4,8,17,9,7,16,10,6, 
20,11,15,19,2,12,5,1
18,19,4^0,17,10^,15,8,5,3,
14,12,7,6,9,16,11,1,13
1302
5 4,5,15,20,12,10,9,8,1,7,19,11,
16.13.2.3.17.18.6.14
3,10,18,6,13,9,14,2,15,19,1,
12.7.20.5.16.11.4.8.17
1303
N-30
1
2
1.2.3.4.5.6.7.8.9.10.11.12.13, 
14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22, 
23,24,25,26,27.28,29,30
15.25.4.8.22.21.11.26.10.13, 
16,12,14,29,20,24,18,3,23,17, 
1,28,27,6,9,19,30,7,5,2
15.11.27.30.3.4.18.23.8.16, 
20,14,1,22,7,19,9,29,12,6,
10.13.21.2.24.26.17.25.28.5
4.14.19.26.28.21.27.3.30.16, 
29,2,11,8,7,10,9,13,15,18,
22.12.25.6.17.23.1.24.26.5
3103
"'3127
3
28,5,1,8,3,11,24,7,22,12,20, 
18,14,29,16,13,19,26,27,21, 
4,15,25,2,9,10,6,30,23,17
28,25,13,6,12,24,5,2,9,11, 
10,26,21,29,19,7,22,1,20,3, 
30,8,23,17,14,4,16,27,18,15
3117
4
11,28,25,1,15,26,9,21,4,23,8, 
22,5,29,19,17,10,3,27,14,20, 
30,12,18,2,6,13,16,7,24
29,19,3,21,2,5,14,30,27,9, 
18,13,4,16,23,10,22,6,20,8, 
11,7,1,12,28,25,17,26,24,15
3146
5
13,20,22,24,19,17,18,16,23,
21,10,14,8,12,7,27,25,9,4,30,
28.26.5.11.2.1.6.15.29.3
17,26,19,23,29,5,24,13,10,9,
2,21,12,25,7,11,3,4,1,6,22,
18.30.14.15.28.8.16.27.20
3150
* The optimal/best known assignments are obtained using Nugent et a t (1968)’s initial assignments.
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APPENDIX E -l 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DDH
[Directional Decomposition Heuristic]
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <time.h>
#define M AXSIZE 100 
#define MAXJOBS 200 
#define MAXOPER 200
// Definitions of some key variables:
//jo b  jobs used to construct the inter-cell flow matrix;
// jobseq array storing operation sequences for all jobs;
// w inter-cell flow matrix;
// a cell location assignment vector;
// intla initial cell location assignment;
// opta best-known assignment found in a single-pass of search;
// newa a set o f new assignments to be tested;
// b backward inter-cell distance matrix;
// d inter-cell distance matrix;
// g inter-cell flow cost matrix;
// Idb, ldf backward and forward location distance matrices;
// cdb, cdf backward and forward inter-cell distance matrices;
// gb, gf backward and forward inter-cell flow cost matrices;
// gbrowsum row sums of backward inter-cell flow cost matrix;
// gfrowsum row sums of forward inter-cell flow cost matrix;
// rowsort array storing sorted row sums of g matrix (for SDH);
// browsrt array storing sorted row sums of gb matrix (for DDH);
// frowsrt array storing sorted row sums of gf matrix (for DDH);
// tc total inter-cell flow costs;
// opttc best-known TC found in a single-pass of search (DDH);
/ /  sdhtc best-known TC found by SDH;
//  ddhtc best-known TC found by DDH;
// tclb lower bound of TC.
int job[MAXJOBS], jobseq[MAXJOBS][MAXOPER], w[M AXSIZE][M AXSIZE]; 
int a [M AXSIZE], intla[M AXSIZE], opta[MAXSIZE], newa[MAXSIZE] [M AXSIZE] 
int b[M AXSIZE][M AXSIZE], browsum[MAXSIZE], bcolsum[MAXSIZE]; 
int d [MAXSIZE] [M AXSIZE], drowsum [M AXSIZE], dcolsum[MAXSIZE]; 
int g [MAXSIZE] [M AXSIZE], growsum [M AXSIZE];
int gb [MAXSIZE] [M AXSIZE], gbrowsum [M AXSIZE], gbcolsum [M AXSIZE]; 
int gf[MAXSIZE] [M AXSIZE], gfrowsum [M AXSIZE], gfcolsum[MAXSIZE];
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int rowsrt[MAXSlZE*2] [3], rowsrts[MAXSIZE*2][3]; 
int browsrt[MAXSIZE][2], browsrts[MAXSIZE][2]; 
int frowsrt [M AXSIZE] [2], frowsrts [MAXSIZE] [2]; 
int opttc, tc, sdhtc, ddhtc, tclb; 
double sdhtime, ddhtime;
FILE *out, *outl, *out2, *out3, *in;
void main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
int F, n, maxopn; 
double xrandO;
void opseq(), rmatrixO, rprintO, iassgnQ, newassgnO, newaprintO; 
void bmatrixO, bprintO, dmatrixO, dprintO, sdhgmatrixO, sdhgprintO; 
void ddhgmatrixO, ddhgprintO, rowsumsrt(), bfrowsumsrt(); 
void sdhO, ddhO, ddhmpO, bflbO, smltlO; 
int deltatcO, readw(), readiaO;
out = fopen(,,mdihout.dat,,,',w’,); 
outl = fopen("mdihoutl.dat","w"); 
out2  = fopen("mdihout2 .dat","w"); 
out3 = fopen("mdihout3.dat","w");
// 0  argument: read both w matrix and init assignment from default files;
// 1  argument: only read w matrix from specified file;
// 2  argument: read both w matrix and init assignment from specified files;
// 3 argument: generate random problem with specified # of F, n and maxopn; 
// 4 argument: test on randomly generated problems, 
if  (argc =  1 ) {
in = fopen("mclldew.dat", "r");
F = readw(in); 
fclose(in);
in = fopen("mclldeia.dat", "r");
F = readia(in); 
fclose(in); 
ddhmp(F, F);
}
else if  (argc =  2 ) {
in = fopen(argv[l], "r");
F = readw(in); 
fclose(in); 
iassgn(F); 
ddhmp(F, F);
}
else if  (argc =  3) {
in = fopen(argv[l], V );
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F = readw(in); 
fclose(in);
in = fopen(argv[2 ], V );
F = readia(in); 
fclose(in); 
ddhmp(F, F);
}
else if  (argc —  4) {
F = atoi(argv[l]); 
n = atoi(argv[2 ]); 
maxopn = atoi(argv[3]);
//  Randomly generate operation sequences for all jobs
//  and inter-cell flow matrix.
opseq(F, n, maxopn);
rmatrix(F, n);
rprint(F);
ddhmp(F, F);
}
else {
smltl(atoi(argv[l]),atoi(argv[2]),atoi(argv[3]),atoi(argv[4]));
}
fclose(out);
fclose(outl);
fclose(out2 );
fclose(out3);
exit(0 );
}
// DDH heuristic - MP 
void ddhmp(int F, int mp)
{
int i, count; 
clock_t start, flnish;
fprintf(outl, "\n* *  *  DDH Algorithm *  * *\n");
// record beginning time, 
start = clockO; 
ddh(F);
ddhtc = opttc + 1 ; 
count = 1 ;
while (opttc <= ddhtc & &  count < mp & &  count < F)
{
ddhtc = opttc;
fprintf(outl, "\nTC: %d\tSingle-Pass Optimal Assignment: a=['\ ddhtc); 
for (i= l; i<=F-l; i++)
fprintf(outl, ”%d ", opta[i]);
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fprintf(outl, "%d]\n", opta[F]); 
for (i= l; i<=F-count; i++)
intla[i+count] = opta[i]; 
for (i= l; i<=count; i++)
intla[i] = opta[F-count+i];
ddh(F);
count++;
}
// record end time 
finish = clockO;
ddhtime = (double)(finish - start) /  CLOCKS_PER_SEC; 
fprintf(outl, "\nComputation Time: %4.2f\tTC: %ld (See the last SP)\n\n", 
ddhtime, ddhtc);
// Core of DDH heuristic - SP 
void ddh(int F)
{
int temp, tempi, i, j, newagn, 1 , p, k, foundnew, h, kk;
// assign initial assignment 
fo r(i= l; i<=F; i++) 
a[i] = intla[i];
// compute backward inter-cell distance matrix 
bmatrix(F);
// compute inter-cell distance matrix 
dmatrix(F);
// compute inter-cell flow cost matrix and TC 
ddhgmatrix(F);
// initialize the initial and optimal varialbes 
for (j= l; j<=F; j++ ) 
opta[j] = a(j]; 
opttc = tc;
// sort row sum of the inter-cell flow cost matrices
bfrowsumsrt(F);
newagn = 0 ;
1 = 0;
fo r(i= l; i<=F; i++) {
browsrts[i][l] =brow srt[i][l]; 
browsrts[i][2 ] = browsrt[i][2 ]; 
frowsrts[i][l] = frowsrt[i][l]; 
frowsrts[i][2 ] = frowsrt[i][2 ]; 
a[i] = intla[i];
}
fo r(i= l; i<=2*F; i++) {
rowsrts[i][l] = rowsrt[i][l];
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}
do {
rowsrts[i][2 ] = rowsrt[i][2 ]; 
rowsrts[i][3] = rowsrt[i][3];
1++;
P = l;
newagn = 0 ; 
for (i= l; i<=F; i++) { 
a[i] =  intla[i];
browsrt[i][l] = browsits[i][l]; 
browsrt[i][2 ] = browsrts[i][2 ]; 
frow srt[i][l] =  frowsrts[i][l]; 
frowsrt[i][2 ] = frowsrts[i][2 ];
}
fo r(i= l; i<=2*F; i++) {
row srt[i][I] = rowsrts[i][l]; 
rowsrt[i][2 ] = rowsrts[i][2 ]; 
rowsit[i][3] = rowsrts[i][3];
}
k = 0 ;
//  Branching from initial depth of search 
for (;;) {
k++;
foundnew = 0 ; 
temp = 0 ; 
h = 0 ;
for (i= l; i<=F; i++) {
if  (a[i] = ro w srt[p ][l]) { 
h = i; 
break;
}
}
if  (rowsrt[p][3] =  0)
fo r(i= l; i<=h-l; i++) {
tempi = deltatc(F, i, h); 
if  (tempi > temp) {
temp = tempi; 
kk = i;
foundnew = 1 ;
}
}
else
for (i=h+l; i<=F; i++) {
tempi = deltatc(F, i, h); 
if  (tempi > temp) {
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temp =  tempi; 
kk = i;
foundnew = 1 ;
}
}
if  (foundnew =  1 ) { 
newagn = I; 
if  (kk <  h) {
tempi =  a[h]; 
for(i= 0 ; i<=h-kk-l; i++) 
a[h-i] = a[h-i-l]; 
a[kk] = tem pi;
}
else {
tempi =  a[h]; 
for(i=h; i<=kk-l; i++) 
a[i] =  a [i+ l]; 
a[kk] = tem pi;
}
bmatrix(F);
dmatrix(F);
ddhgmatrix(F);
if  ( k = l & &  tc >= opttc) break; 
for (j= l; j<=F; j+ + ) 
opta[j] = a(j]; 
opttc = tc; 
bfrowsumsrt(F);
p = 0 ;
}
else if  (newagn =  0 1| p >  2*F ) break;
P++;
}
} while ( 1  <= 2*F & &  rowsrts[l][2] > 0);
fprintf(out, "\n\nSingle-Pass DDH Solution: TC * = %d, A * = (", opttc); 
for (j= l; j<F; j++)
fprintf(out, "%d ", opta[j]); 
fprintf(out, "%d)\n\n", opta[F]);
}
// Read inter-cell flow matrix from data file 
int readw(HLE *in)
{
int i, j, F;
fscanf(in, "%d”, &F); 
for (i= l; i<=F; i++) {
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for 0=1; j<=F; j++) 
w [i][j]= 0 ;
}
for (i= l; i<=F; i++) {
for 0=1; j<=F; j++)
fscanf(in, "%d", & w [i][j]); 
fscanf(in, "\n");
}
return F;
}
// Read initial assignment from data file 
int readiaO
{
int i, F;
fprintf(out, "\nlnitial Assignment, A0:\n\n"); 
fscanf(in, "%d", &F); 
for (i= l; i<=F; i++) {
fscanf(in, "%d", & intla[i]); 
a[i] = intla[i]; 
fprintf(out, "%3d", a[i]>;
}
fjprintf(out, "\n\n"); 
return F;
}
// Randomly generate initial assignment and printing 
void iassgn(int m)
{
int i, ii, k, m; 
short int result;
srand( (unsigned)time( NULL ) ); 
fprintf(out, "\nlnitial Assignment, A0:\n\n"); 
for (i= l; i<=m; i++) 
a [i]= 0 ; 
for (i= l; i<=m; i++) { 
ii = i; 
result = 1 ;
while (result =  1 ) {
m = m*xrandO + 1 ; 
result = 0 ;
for (k = l; k<=ii; k++) 
if  (a[k] =  m) { 
result = 1 ;
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break;
}
}
a[i] = m; 
intla[i] = a[i]; 
fprintf(out, "%3d", a[i]);
}
fprintf(out, "\n\n”);
}
// Generate double random number (between 0 and 1) 
double xrandO 
{
return rand()* 1.0/RAND_MAX;
}
I  I  Randomly generate and print the operations sequences 
void opseq(int m, int n, int maxopn)
{
inti, j;
srand((unsigned)time(NULL));
fprintf(out, "\nOperations Sequence of the Jobs\n\n");
for (i= l; i<=n; i++)
job[i] = (maxopn- 1  )*xrand()+2 ; 
fo r(i= l; i<=n; i++) {
for 0 = 1 ; j<=job[i]; j++) {
jobseq[i][j] = m*xrand()+l; 
while Oobseq[i][j]=jobseq[i][j-i]) 
jobseq[i][j] =m *xrand()+l; 
fjprintf(out, "%3d'\ jobseq[i][j]);
}
fprintf(out, "\n\n”);
}
}
// Generate inter-cell flow matrix 
void rmatrix(int m, int n)
{
int i, j;
for (i= l; i<=m; i++)
for 0 = 1 ; j<=m; j++) 
w [i][j]= 0 ; 
for (i= l; i<=n; i++)
for 0 = 1 ; j<=3*ob[i]-l; j++)
w[jobseq[i](j]]Ijobseq(i](j+l]]
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= w(jobseq[i]Ij]][jobseq[i][j+l]]+l;
}
// Print inter-cell flow matrix 
void rprint(int m)
{
int i,j;
fprintf(out, "\nlnter-cell Flow Cost Matrix\n\n"); 
for (i= I; i<=m; i++) {
for 0 = 1 ; j<=m ; j++ )
fprintf(out, "%4d", w [i][j]); 
fprintf(out, "\n'*);
}
fprintffout, "\n");
}
// Compute backward inter-cell distance matrix 
void bmatrix(int m)
{
in ti.j, k;
for (i= l; i<=m; i++) { 
browsum[i] = 0 ; 
bcolsumfi] = 0 ; 
for 0 = 1 ; j<=m; j++ ) 
b [i]|j]= 0 ;
}
for (k=m; lo = 2 ;k—)
for 0 = 1 ; j< = k -l; j++ )
b[a[k]][a[k-j]] = j; 
for 0 = 1 ; i<=m; i++)
for 0 = 1 ; j<=m ; j++ ) {
browsum[i] = brows um[i] + b[i]Q]; 
bcolsum[j] = bcolsumjj] +  b[i](J];
}
}
// print backward inter-cell distance matrix 
void bprintflnt m, FILE *out)
{
int i, j;
fprintf(out, "NnBacktrack MatrixVnVn"); 
for 0 = 1 ; i<=m; i++) {
for 0 = 1 ; j<=m ; j++ )
fprintf(out, "%4d", b [i][j]);
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fprintf(out, "%6d\n\n", browsum[i]);
}
for (j= l; j<=in; j++ )
fprintf(out, "%4d", bcoIsumQ]); 
fprintf(out, "\n\n”);
}
// Compute inter-cell distance matrix 
void dmatrix(int m)
{
int i, j;
for (i= l; i<=m; i++) { 
drowsumfi] = 0 ; 
dcolsum[i] = 0 ; 
for 0 = 1 ; j<=m; j++)
d[i][j] =b[i][j] +  b[j][i];
}
for (i= l; i<=m; i++)
for 0 = 1 ; j<=m; j++) {
drowsum[i] = drowsum[i] + d[i][j]; 
dcolsumft] = dcolsum|j] + d[i][j];
}
}
Print inter-cell distance matrix 
oid dprint(int m, FILE *out)
int i, j;
printf("sdh ... begin of dprint\n”, i); 
fprintf(out, "XnDistance Matrix, D\n\n"); 
printf(”sdh ... middle of dprintVn”); 
for (i= l; i<=m; i++) {
for 0 = 1 ; j<=m; j++) { 
printf(”sdh... middle of dprint. %d, %d\n", i j);
fprintf(out, "%4d", d [i][j]);
}
fprintf(out, "%6 d\n\n", drowsum[i]);
}
for 0 = 1 ; j<=m; j++)
fprintf(out, "%4d", dcolsum|j]); 
fprintf(out, "\n\n");
}
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// Compute inter-cell flow cost matrix and TC in DDH  
void ddhgmatrix(int m)
{ inti.j; 
tc = 0;
fo r(i= l; i<=m; i++) { 
growsum[i] = 0 ; 
gbrowsum[i] = 0 ; 
gfrowsum[i] = 0 ; 
gbcolsum[i] = 0 ; 
gfcolsumfi] = 0 ; 
for (j= l; j<=m; j++ ) {g[ilDl = w[i][j] * d[i][jl;
gb[i][j] = w [i]{j] *  b[i][j];
gf[i](J] = w [i][j] *  b[j][i]; 
tc = tc + g [i][j];
}
}
for (i= l; i<=m; i++) {
for (j= l; j<=m; j++ ) {
gbrowsum[i] =  gbrowsum[i] + gb[i][j]; 
gfrowsum[i] = gfrowsum[i] + g f[i][j]; 
gbcolsum[i] -  gbcolsum[i] + gb(J][i]; 
gfcolsum[i] = gfcolsumfi] + g flj][i]; 
growsum[i] = growsum[i] + g[i][j];
l
i
}
}
// Print inter-cell flow cost matrix and TC, computed in DDH. 
void ddhgprint(int m, FILE *out)
{
int i, j;
fprintf(out, "\nGb Matrix\n\n”); 
for (i= l; i<=m; i++) {for (j=l; j<=m; j++)
fprintf(out, "%4d", gb[i][j]); 
fprintf(out, "%6 d\n", gbrowsum[i]);
}
fprintf(out, "\n"); 
fprintf(out, "\nGf Matrix\n\n">; 
for (i= l; i<=m; i++) {for (j=l; j<=m; j++)
fprintf(out, "%4d", gf[i][j]);
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fjprintf(out, "%6d\n", gfrowsum[i]);
}
fprintf(out, "\n"); 
fprintf(out, "\nG Matrix\n\n"); 
for (i= l; i<=m; i++) {
for (p i;  j<=m; j+ + )
fprintf(out, "%4d” , g[i]D]); 
fprintf(out, "%6 dVn", growsumfi]);
}
fprintf(out, "\nTotal inter-cell flow costs, TC = %6 d\n\n”, tc);
}
/ /  Sort the directionally decomposed inter-cell flow cost matrices 
void bfrowsumsrt(int m)
{
int i, j, 1 , k, t l, t2 ;
for (i= l; i<=m; i++) {
browsrt[i][l] = i; 
browsrt[i][2 ] = gbrowsum[i]; 
frowsrt[i][l] = i; 
frowsrt[i][2 ] = gfrowsum[i];
}
for (j= l; j<=m -l; j++ ) {
i= j ;
k=j;
fo r(i= j+ l; i<=m; i++) {
if (browsrt[l][2 ] < browsrt[i][2 ]) 
l =  i;
if (firowsrt[k][2 ] < frowsrt[i][2 ]) 
k =  i;
}
t l = browsrt[l][l]; 
t2  = browsrt[l][2 ]; 
browsrt[l][l] = browsrt[j][l]; 
browsrt[l][2 ] = browsrt[j][2 ]; 
browsrt[j][l] = t l;  
browsrt(j][2 ] = t2 ; 
t l = frowsrt[k][l]; 
t2  = frowsrt[k][2 ]; 
frowsrt[k][l] = £rowsrt(j][l]; 
frowsrt[k][2 ] = firowsrt()][2 ]; 
frowsrt[j][l] = t l;  
frowsrt[j][2 ] = t2 ;
}
i = l;
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j = i; 
k = l; 
do {
if  (browsrt[i][2 ] >= ftowsrt[j][2 ]) { 
rowsrt[k][l] = browsrt[i][l]; 
rowsrt[k][2 ] = browsrt[i][2 ]; 
rowsrt[k][3] = 0; 
i++;
}
else {
rowsrt[k][l] = firow sit|j][l]; 
rowsrt[k][2 ] = firowsrt[j][2 ]; 
rowsrt[k][3] = 1 ; j++;
}
k++;
} while (k <= 2 *m );
}
// The difference of TC over two assignments in DDH  
int deltatc(int m, int k, int h)
{
int 1, p, subtemp, subsuml, subsum2, subsum3;
if  (h > k) {
subsuml = 0 ; 
for (p=k; p<=h-l; p++) { 
subtemp = 0 ; 
for 0 =h+l; l<=m; 1++)
subtemp = subtemp + w [a[p]][a[l]] + w[a[l]][a[p]]; 
subsuml = subsuml + subtemp; 
subtemp = 0 ; 
for 0 = 1 ; I<=k-1 ; 1++)
subtemp = subtemp + w [a[pj][a[l]] + w[a[l]][a[p]]; 
subsuml = subsuml - subtemp;
}
subsum2  = 0 ; 
subtemp = 0 ;
for 0=1; l<=k-l; 1++)
subtemp = subtemp + w[a[h]][a[l]] + w[a[l]][a[h]]; 
subsum2  = subtemp; 
subtemp = 0 ; 
for 0 =h+l; l<=m; 1++)
subtemp = subtemp +  w[a[h]][a[l]] +  w[a0 ]][a[h]]; 
subsum2  = subsum2  - subtemp; 
subsum2  = (h-k) * subsum2 ;
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subsum3 = 0;
for (p=k; p<=h-l; p++)
subsum3 = subsum3 +  (h+k-2*p-l)*(w [a[p]][a[h]]
+  w[a[h]][a[p]]);
}
else {
subsuml = 0 ; 
for (p=h+l; p<=k; p++) { 
subtemp =  0 ; 
for (1= 1 ; I<=h-1 ; 1++)
subtemp = subtemp + w[a[p]][a[l]] + w [a[l]][a[p]]; 
subsuml = subsuml +  subtemp; 
subtemp = 0 ; 
for 0 =k+ l; I<=m; 1++)
subtemp = subtemp + w[a[p]][a[l]] + w [a[l]][a[p]]; 
subsuml = subsuml - subtemp;
}
subsum2  = 0 ; 
subtemp = 0 ; 
for (l=k+l; l<=m; 1++)
subtemp =  subtemp + w [a[h]][a[l]] + w[a[l]][a[h]]; 
subsum2  = subtemp; 
subtemp = 0 ; 
for 0 = 1 ; l<=h-l; 1++)
subtemp = subtemp + w[a[h]][a[l]] + w[a[l]][a[h]]; 
subsum2  = subsum2  - subtemp; 
subsum2  = (k-h) *  subsum2 ; 
subsum3 — 0 ; 
for (p=h+i; p<=k; p++)
subsum3 =  subsum3 + (2*p-h-k-l)*(w [a[p]][a[h]] + w[a[h]][a[p]]);
}
return subsuml + subsum2 + subsum3;
// Compute bi-directional lower bound 
void bflb(int F)
{
int wa[1 0 0 0 0 ], i, j, k, 1 , 1 1 , t; 
k = 1 ;
11 = F *  (F - 1);
1 =  11/ 2 ;
for 0=2; i<=F; i++)
forO=l;j<i; j++) {
wa[k] = w [i][j]; 
wa[l+k] =  wQ][i];
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k++;
}
for (i=l; i<=ll-l; i++)
for 0‘= i+ l; j<=U; J++)
if  (waft] <  wa[i]> { 
t =  waft]; 
waft] =  wa[i]; 
wa[ij =  t;
}
t =  0; 
k = II;
fo r(i= l; i<=F-l; i++) {
I = 2 * (F - i); 
for (|—i ; j<=i; j++) {
t =  t + wa[k] *  i;
k~;
}
}
tclb = t;
// SDH heuristic, equivalent to DIH, MDEH 
void sdh(int m)
{
int i, j, newagn, 1, p, k, foundnew; 
clock_t start, finish;
start = clockO;
fprintf(outl, "\n* *  * SDH Algorithm * * *\n");
//  assign initial assignment 
for (i= l; i<=m; i++) 
a[i] =  intla[i];
/ /  compute backward inter-cell distance matrix 
bmatrix(m);
// compute inter-cell distance matrix 
dmatrix(m);
// compute inter-cell flow cost matrix and TC 
sdhgmatrix(m);
/ /  initialize the initial and optimal varialbes 
for (j= l; j<=m; j++) 
opta[j] = a[j]; 
sdhtc = tc;
// sort row sum of the inter-cell flow cost matrices
rowsumsrt(m);
newagn = 0 ;
1 =  0 ;
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for (i= l; i<=m; i++) {
rowsrts[i][l] = rowsrt[i][l]; 
rowsrts[i][2 ] = rowsrt[i][2 ]; 
a[i] = intla[i];
}
do {
1++;
P = i;
newagn = 0 ; 
for (i= l; i<=m; i++) { 
a[i] = intla[i];
rowsrt[i][l] = rowsrts[i][l]; 
rowsrt[i][2 ] = rowsrts[i][2 ];
}
k = 0 ; 
for (;;) {
k++;
newassgn(m, p); 
foundnew = 0 ; 
fo r(i= l; i<=m -l; i++) {
fo r(j= l; j<=m ; j++)
aQ] = newa[i][j]; 
bmatrix(m); 
dmatrix(m); 
sdhgmatrix(m); 
if (tc < sdhtc) {
sdhtc = tc; 
for (|= i; j<=m ; j++ ) 
opta(j] =  a(j]; 
foundnew = 1 ;
}
}
if  (foundnew =  1 ) { 
newagn = 1 ; 
for (j= l; j<m ; j++) 
a(j] =  opta[j]; 
a[m] = opta[m]; 
bmatrix(m); 
dmatrix(m); 
sdhgmatrix(m); 
rowsumsrt(m);
p = 0 ;
}
else if (newagn =  0  || p > m) break;
p++;
for (j= l; j<=m; j+ + )
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a[j] = opta[j];
}
} while ( 1  <= m & &  rowsrts[l][2 ] > 0 ); 
finish = clockO;
sdhtime = (double)(finish - start) /  CLOCKS_PER_SEC; 
fprintffoutl, "\nComputation Time: % 4.2f\tTC* = %d, A* = (", 
sdhtime, sdhtc); 
fo rO = l;j<m ;j++ )
fprintf(outl, "%d ", optaQ]); 
fprintffoutl, "%d)\n\n", opta[m]);
}
// Compute inter-cell flow cost matrix and TC for SDH 
void sdhgmatrix(int m)
{
in ti, j; 
tc = 0 ;
for (i= l; i<=m; i++) { 
growsum[i] = 0 ; 
for 0 = 1 ; j<=m ; j++ ) {
g[i][j] = w[i][j] * d[i]|j];
tc =  tc + g[i]fj];
}
}
for (i= l; i<=m; i++)
forO '=l;j<=m ;j++)
growsum[i] = growsum[i] + g [i]|j];
}
// Print inter-cell flow cost matrix and TC for SDH 
void sdhgprint(int m, FILE *out)
{
int i, j;
fprintf(out, "\nG Matrix\n\n"); 
for (i= l; i<=m; i++) {
fo r  0 = 1 ;  j < = m ;  j + + )
fprintf(out, "%4d", g[i][j]); 
fprintffout, "%6 d\n", growsum[i]);
}
fprintffout, "\nTotal inter-cell flow costs, TC = %6 d\n\n", tc);
}
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// Sort the rowsum of inter-cell flow cost matrix for SDH
void rowsumsit(int m)
{
int i, j, 1, mm, jl, t l, t2 ;
for (i= l; i<=m; i++) { 
row srt[i][l] = i; 
rowsrt[i][2 ] = growsum[i];
}
mm = m - 1 ;
for 0 = 1 ; j<=mm; j++ ) {
i = j ;
jl = j+  1 ;
for (i= jl; i<=m; i++)
if  (rowsrt[l][2 ] <  rowsrt[i][2 ]) 
l = i; 
t l = rowsrt[l][l]; 
t2  = rowsrt[l][2 ]; 
row srt[l][l] =row srtlj][l]; 
rowsrt(l][2 ] = rowsrt(j][2 ]; 
row srt[j][l] = tl; 
rowsrt[j][2 ] = t2 ;
}
}
/ /  Generate new assignment matrix newa(i,j) for SDH 
void newassgn(int m, int ix)
{
int i, j, k, pointer, machine;
for (i= l; i<=m; i++)
if  (rowsrt[ix][l] =  a[i]> 
break;
pointer = i; 
machine = a[i]; 
for (i= l; i<=m -l; i++)
for 0 = 1 ; j<=ni; j++) 
newa[i][j] = 0 ;
j  = 0 ;
for (i= l; i<=m -l; i++) { 
j  =J + 1 ;
while (pointer= j)
j  = j + 1 ;
newa[i](j] =  machine;
}
for (i= l; i<=m -l; i++) {
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k = 0;
for 0*=1; j<=m; j++) {
if (newa[i][j] = 0 )  { 
k++;
while (a[k] — machine) 
k++; 
newa[i][j] = a[k];
}
}
}
}
// Print new assignments generated in SDH 
void newaprint(int m)
{
int i, j;
fprintf(out, "\nNew AssignmentsNn"); 
for (i=l; i<=m-l; i++) {
for (j=l; j<=m; j++)
fprintf(out, "%3d", newa[i][j]); 
fprintf(out, "\n">;
}
fprintf(out, "\n");
}
// Test on randomly generated problems from size ’mb’ to size ’me’,
// each has a number of ’count’ problems 
void smltl(int mb, int me, int count, int mp)
{
int i, k, m, n, maxopn;
double ksdhtime, kddhtime, ktimediff, ktimereduced, ktcreduced, kenumtime; 
int ksdhtc, kddhtc, ktcdiff, kenumtc, klb; 
double ksdhopt, kddhopt, ksdhlb, kddhlb;
for (m=mb; m<=me; m++) { 
n = 200; 
maxopn = m; 
k = 0;
ksdhtime = 0; 
ksdhtc = 0; 
kddhtime = 0; 
kddhtc = 0; 
ktimediff=0; 
ktcdiff = 0; 
ktimereduced = 0;
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ktcreduced = 0; 
kenumtime = 0; 
kenumtc = 0; 
klb = 0; 
ksdhopt = 0; 
kddhopt = 0; 
ksdhlb = 0; 
kddhlb = 0;
for(i=l; i<=count; i++) {
opseq(m, n, maxopn);
rmatrix(m, n);
rprint(m);
iassgn(m);
sdh(m);
ddhmp(m, mp);
bflb(m);
k++;
ksdhtime = ksdhtime + sdhtime;
ksdhtc = ksdhtc + sdhtc;
kddhtime = kddhtime + ddhtime;
kddhtc = kddhtc + ddhtc;
ktimediff = ktimediff+ sdhtime - ddhtime;
ktcdiff = ktcdiff + sdhtc - ddhtc;
ktimereduced = ktimereduced + (sdhtime - ddhtime) / sdhtime; 
ktcreduced = ktcreduced + (sdhtc - ddhtc) / (double) sdhtc; 
klb = klb + telb;
ksdhlb = ksdhlb + (double)(sdhtc - tclb) / tclb; 
kddhlb = kddhlb + (double)(ddhtc - tclb) / tclb;
}
fprintf(outl,"%d,%d,%f,%f,%f,%f,",m,k,ksdhtime/k,(double)ksdhtc/k, 
kddhti me/k, (double)kddh tc/k); 
fprintf(outl>"%f,%f,%f,%f,,,,ktimediff/k,(double)ktcdiff/k, 
ktimereduced/k, ktcreduced/k); 
fprintf(outl, "%f,%f,%f\n",(doubIe)klb/k,(double)ksdhlb/k, 
(double)kddhlb/k);
}
}
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APPENDIX E-2 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR MDDH
[Modified Directional £>ecomposition Heuristic]
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <time.h>
#define MAXSIZE 60 
#define MAXDEPTH 1 
#define MAXJOBS 200 
#define MAXOPER 200
// Definitions of some key variables:
// x location coordinates;
// w inter-cell flow matrix;
// a cell location assignment vector;
// opta best-known assignment found in a single-pass of search
// ldb, Idf backward and forward location distance matrices;
// cdb, cdf backward and forward inter-cell distance matrices;
// gb, gf backward and forward inter-cell flow cost matrices;
// gbrowsum row sums of backward inter-cell flow cost matrix;
// gfrowsum row sums of forward inter-cell flow cost matrix;
// diffgb difference of backward inter-cell flow cost matrix
// over two assignments;
// diffgf difference of forward inter-cell flow cost matrix
// over two assignments;
// rowsort array storing sorted row sums of both backward
// and forward inter-cell flow cost matrices;
// TC total inter-cell flow costs;
// opttc best-known TC found in a single-pass of search;
// mddhtc best-known TC found by MDDH;
// diffTC the difference of TC over two assignments;
int x[MAXSIZE], w[MAXSIZE][MAXSIZE]; 
int a [MAXSIZE], opta[MAXSIZE];
int ldb[MAXSIZE][MAXSIZE], ldf[MAXSIZE][MAXSIZE]; 
int cdb[MAXSIZE] [MAXSIZE], cdf[MAXSIZE] [MAXSIZE]; 
int gb [MAXSIZE] [MAXSIZE], gf[MAXSIZE] [MAXSIZE]; 
int gbrowsum [MAXSIZE], gfrowsum (MAXSIZE]; 
int diffgb[MAXSIZE][MAXSIZE], diffgf[MAXSIZE][MAXSIZE]; 
int rowsort[MAXSIZE*2] [3]; 
int TC, opttc, mddhtc, diffTC; 
int branch, k, h, F, depth;
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double mddhtime;
// Variables ended with ’s’ used to store some key data
I I for each depth of search up to MAXDEPTH
int as [MAXSIZE] (MAXDEPTH], branchs [MAXDEPTH],
rowsorts[MAXSIZE*2][3][MAXDEPTH];
int gbs[MAXSIZE][MAXSIZE] [MAXDEPTH],
gfs[MAXSIZE][MAXSIZE][MAXDEPTH];
int TCs[MAXDEPTH];
FILE *out, *outl, *in;
void main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
double xrandO;
void iassgn(), updassgnO, assgnpO;
void IdmatrixO, IdmatrixpO, cdmatrixO, cdmatrixpO;
void gmatrixO, gmatrixpO, updgmatrixO, diffgmatrixpO;
void rowsumsortO, depthsaveO, depthloadO. mddhmpO, mddh();
int branchingO, readwxO, readiaO, difftcO;
out = fopen(,,mclldneout.dat”,"w"); 
outl = fopen("mclldneoutl.dat","w”);
// 0 argument: read x coordinates, w matrix 
// and init assignment from default files;
// I argument: only read x coordinates and w matrix 
// from specified file;
// 2 argument: read x coordinates, w matrix 
// and init assignment from specified files; 
if (argc =  I) {
in = fopenC'mcI ldnew.dat", ”r”);
F = readwx(in); 
fclose(in);
in = fopen("mclldneia.dat", "r");
F = readia(in); 
fclose(in); 
mddhmp(F, F);
}
else if (argc ~  2) {
in = fopen(argv[l], V');
F = readwx(in); 
fclose(in); 
iassgn(F); 
mddhmp(F, F);
}
else if (argc =  3) {
in = fopen(argv[l], "r”);
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F = readwx(in); 
fclose(in);
in = fopen(argv[2], "r"); 
F = readia(in); 
fclose(in); 
mddhmp(F, F);
}
else {
exit(0);
}
fclose(out);
fclose(outl);
exit(0);
// MDDH heuristic - MP 
void mddhmp(int F, int mp)
{
int i, count; 
clock_t start, finish;
fjprintf(outl, "\n* * * MDDH Algorithm * * *\n"); 
start = clockO;// record beginning time 
mddh(F);
mddhtc = opttc + 1; 
count= 1;
while (opttc <= mddhtc && count < mp && count < F)
{
mddhtc = opttc;
fprintf(outl, "\nTC: %d\tSingle-Pass Optimal Assignment: a=[", mddhtc); 
for (i=l; i<=F-l; i++)
fprintf(outl, "%d ", opta[i]); 
fjprintf(outl, "%d]\n", opta[F]); 
for (i=l; i<=F-count; i++) 
a[i+count] = opta[i]; 
for (i=l; i<=count; i++)
a[i] = opta[F-count+i]; 
mddh(F); 
count++;
}
finish = clockO; H record end time 
mddhtime = (double)(finish - start) /  CLOCKS_PER_SEC; 
fprintf(outl, "\nComputation Time: %4.2f\tTC: %ld (See the last SP)\n\n", 
mddhtime, mddhtc);
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// Core of MDDH heuristic - SP 
void mddh(int F)
{
int i, j, depthmax;
ldmatrix(F); 
cdmatrix(F); 
gmatrix(F); 
rowsumsort(F); 
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) 
optafi] = a[i]; 
opttc = TC;
depth = 1; // Depth level,
branch = 1;
depthmax = MAXDEPTH; 
do {
branch = branching(branch); 
if (branch <= 2*F) {
if (depth <= depthmax)
depthsave(depth, branch); 
updgmatrix(F, k, h);
TC = TC + diffTC; 
updassgn(F, k, h); 
depth++; 
branch = 1; 
rowsumsort(F); 
if (TC < opttc) {
for(i=l; i<=F; i++) 
opta[i] = a[i]; 
opttc = TC;
}
}
else {
depth—;
if (depth > depthmax)
depth = depthmax; 
if (depth > 0) {
depthload(depth);
}
}
} while (depth > 0);
fprintf(out, "\n\nSingle-Pass MDDH Solution; TC* = %d, A* = (", opttc); 
for (j=l; j<F; j++)
fjprintf(out, "%d ”, opta{j]); 
fprintf(out, "%d)\n\n", opta[F]);
}
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// Search within a branch at a specified depth, 
int branching(int branch)
{
int i, p, foundnew, tempi;
p = branch; 
do {
// find the locadn of the cell with current largest row sum. 
h = 0; // location of the target cell,
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) {
if (a[i] =  rowsort[p][2]) { 
h = i; 
break;
}
}
// Search a new assignment in the current depth, 
foundnew = 0;// flag for the finding of a new assignment. 
diffTC = 0; 
if (rowsort[p][3] =  0)
for (i=l; i<=h-l; i++) {
tempi = difftc(F, i, h); 
if (tempi < diffTC) { 
diffTC = tempi;
k = i; // new location of the target cell, 
foundnew = 1;
}
}
else
for (i=h+l; i<=F; i++) {
tempi = difftc(F, i, h); 
if (tempi < diffTC) {
diffTC = tempi; 
k = i;
foundnew = 1;
}
}
// if a new assignment is found in the current branch, 
if (foundnew =  1) {
if (TC + diffTC < opttc) 
break;
}
p++;
} while (p <= 2*F); 
return p;
}
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// Read inter-cell flow matrix and x coordinates from data file 
int readwx(FLLE *in)
{
int i, j, F;
fscanf(in, "%d", &F); 
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) { 
x[i]=0;
for 0=1 i j<=F; j++)
w[i][j] = 0;
}
for (i=l; i<=F; i++)
fscanf(in, "%d", &x[i]>; 
for (i=l; i<=F; i++)
for (j=l; j<=F; j++)
fscanffln, "%d", «few[i][j]);
return F;
}
// Read initial assignment from data file 
int readiaO 
{
int i, F;
fprintf(out, "\nlnitial Assignment, A0:\n\n"); 
fscanffln, "%d", &F); 
for(i=l; i<=F; i++) {
fscanffln, "%d”, &a[i]); 
fprintf(out, ”%3d", a[i]>;
}
f]printf(out, "\n\n">; 
return F;
}
// Generate double random number (between 0 and 1) 
double xrandO 
{
return rand()* 1.0/RAND_MAX;
}
// Generate initial assignment and print 
void iassgnflnt F)
{
int i, ii, k, m; 
short int result;
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for (i=l; i<=F; i++) 
a[i] =0; 
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) { 
ii = i; 
results 1;
while (result =  1) {
m = F*xrandO + 1; 
result = 0;
for (k=l; k<=ii; k++) 
if (a[k] = m )  { 
result = 1; 
break;
}
}
a[i] = m;
}
}
// Construct location distance matrix 
void ldmatrix(int F)
{
int i, j;
for (i=l; i<=F; i++)
for (j=l; j<=F; j++) { 
ldb[i](j] = 0;
Idf[i][j] =0;
}
for (i=2; i<=F; i++)
forO'=l;j<i;j++) {
ldb[i]D]=x[i]-x(j]; 
ldf[j][i] = ldb[i](j];
}
}
// Print location distance matrix 
void ldmatrixp(int F, FILE *out)
{
int i, j;
fprintf(out, "\n\tLocation coordinates\n\n\t"); 
for (i=l; i<F; i++)
fprintf(out, "x%d = %d, ", i, x[i]); 
fprintf(out, ”x%d = %d\n", F, x[F]); 
fprintf(out, "\n\tMatrix W\n\n">; 
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) {
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fprintf(out,
for 0=1; j<=F; j++)
fprintf(out, "%4d", w[i]|j]); 
fprintf(out, "\n");
}
fprintf(out, "\n\tMatrix Db\nVn”); 
for(i=l; i<=F; i++) { 
fprintf(out, 
for 0=1; j<=F; j++)
fprintf(out, "%4d", ldb[i][j]); 
fprintf(out, "\n”);
}
fprintf(out, "\n\tMatrix Df\n\n"); 
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) { 
fprintf(out, 
for 0=1; j<=F; j++)
fprintf(out, "%4d", ldf[i]|j]); 
fprintf(out, ”\n");
}
}
// Construct inter-cell distance matrix 
void cdmatrix(int F)
{
inti.j;
for (i=l; i<=F; i++)
for 0=1; j<=F; j++) { 
cdb[i][j] = 0; 
cdf[i](J] =0;
}
for (i=2; i<=F; i++)
for 0=1; j<i; j++) {
cdb[a[i]][a[j]] = ldb[i][j]; 
cdf[a[j]][a[i]] = ldffj] [i];
}
}
// Print inter-cell distance matrix 
void cdmatrixp(int F, FILE *out)
{
inti, j;
fprintf(out, "\n\tBacktracking inter-cell distance matrix\n\n"); 
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) {
fprintf(out, "\t">;
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for(j=l;j<=F; j++)
fjprintf(out, "%4d'T, cdb[i][j]); 
fprintf(out, "\n">;
}
fprintf(out, "\n\tForward inter-cell distance matrix\n\n"); 
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) {
fprintf(out, "\t">; 
for (j—1; j<-F; j++)
fprintf(out, "%4d", cdf[i](j]); 
fprintf(out, "\n");
}
}
If Compute inter-cell flow cost matrices 
void gmatrix(int F)
{
int i, j;
TC = 0;
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) {
gbrowsumfi] = 0; 
gfrowsum[i] = 0; 
for(j=l; j<=F; j++) { 
gb[ilU]=0; 
gf[i]W=0;
}
}
for (i=l; i<=F; i++)
for (j=l; j<-F; j++) {
gb[i][j] — w[i](j] * cdb[i][j]; 
gf[i]Q] = w[i](j] * cdf[i][j]; 
gbrowsum[i] = gbrowsum[i] + gb[i][j]; 
gfrowsumfi] = gfrowsum[i] + gf[i][j];
TC = TC + gb[i][j] + gf[i](j];
}
}
// Print inter-cell flow cost matrices 
void gmatrixp(int F, FILE *out)
{
inti, j;
fprintf(out, "\n\tBacktracking inter-cell flow cost matrix\n\n"); 
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) {
fprintf(out, "\t”);
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for 0=1; j<=F; j++)
fprintf(out, "%4d", gb[i][j]); 
fprintf(out, "%6d\n", gbrowsum[i]);
}
fprintf(out, "\n\tForward inter-cell flow cost matrix\n\n");
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) {
fprintf(out, "\t"); 
for (j=l; j<=F; j++)
fprintf(out, "%4d", gf[i][j]); 
fprintf(out, "%6d\n", gfrowsum[i]);
}
fprintf(out, "\n\tTotal inter-cell flow costs, TC = %d\n", TC);
}
// Save data for a specified depth
void depthsave(int depth, int branch)
{
int i, j, d;
d = depth - 1;
branchs[d] = branch;
TCs[d] = TC;
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) 
as[i][d] = a[i];
for (i=l; i<=2*F; i++) {
rowsorts[i][l][d] = rowsort[i][l]; 
rowsorts[i][2][d] = rowsort[i][2]; 
rowsorts[i][3][d] = rowsort[i][3];
}
for (i=l; i<=F; i++)
for (j=l; j<=F; j++) {
gbs[i](j][d] = gb[i](j]; 
gfs[i][j][d] = gf[i][j];
}
}
// Load data for a specified depth
void depthload(int depth)
{
int i, j, d;
d = depth - 1;
branch = branchs[d] + 1;
TC = TCs[d];
for (i=l; i<=F; i++)
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aft] = as[i][d]; 
for (i=l; i<=2*F; i++) {
rowsort[i][l] = rowsorts[i][l][d]; 
rowsort[i][2] = rowsorts[i][2][dj; 
rowsort[i][3] = rowsorts[i][3][d];
}
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) {
gbrowsumft] = 0; 
gfrowsum[i] = 0; 
for (j=l; j<=F; j++) {
gbft]ft] = gbs[i][j][d];
gbrowsumft] = gbrowsumft] + gb[i][j];
gf[i]ft]=gfsft]ft][d];
gfrowsumft] = gfrowsumft] + gf[i]ft];
}
}
}
// Sort row sum of two directional G matrices 
void rowsumsort(int F)
{
inti,j, 1, tl,t2 ,t3 ; 
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) {
rowsort[i][l] = gbrowsumft]; 
rowsort[i][2] = i; 
rowsort[i][3] = 0; 
rowsort[F+i][i] = gfrowsumft]; 
rowsort[F+i][2] = i; 
rowsort[F+i][3] = 1;
}
for (j=l; j<=2*F-l; j++) {
i=j ;
for (i=j+l; i<=2*F; i++)
if (rowsortft][l] < rowsort[i][l])
1 = i; 
tl =rowsort[l][l]; 
t2 = rowsort[l][2]; 
t3 = rowsort[l][3]; 
rowsortft][l] = rowsort|j][l]; 
rowsortft][2] = rowsoit[j][2]; 
rowsort[l][3] = rowsort[j][3]; 
rowsort[j][l] = tl; 
rowsort[j][2] = t2; 
rowsort(j][3] = t3;
}
}
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// Compute the differences of G matrices over two assignments, 
void updgmatrix(int F, int k, int h)
{
int i, j, temp;
for (i=l; i<=F; i++)
for (j=l; j<=F; j++) { 
diffgb[i][j] = 0; 
diffgf[i][j] = 0;
}
if (h > k) {
for (i=k; i<=h-l; i++) {
di£fgb[a[i]][a[h]] = (x[i+l] - x[k]) * w[a[i]][a[h]]; 
gb[a[i]][a[h]] = gb[a[i]][a[h]] + diffgb[a[i]][a[h]]; 
gbrowsum[a[i]] = gbrowsum[a[i]] + diffgb[a[i]][a[h]]; 
diffgf[a[h]][a[i]] = (x[i+l] - x[k]) * w[a[h]][a[i]]; 
gf[a[h]][a[i]] = gf[a[h]][a[i]] + diffgf[a[h]][a[i]]; 
gffowsum[a[h]] = gfrowsum[a[h]] +• diffgf[a[h]][a[i]]; 
diffgb[a[h]][a[i]] = (x[i] - x[h]) * w[a[h]][a[i]]; 
gb[a[h]][a[i]] = gb[a[h]][a[i]] + diffgb[a[h]][a[i]]; 
gbrowsum[a[h]] = gbrowsum[a[h]] + diffgb[a[h]][a[i]]; 
diffgf[a[i]][a[h]] = (x[i] - x[h]) * w[a[i]][a[h]]; 
gf[a[i]][a[h]] = gf[a[i]][a[h]] + diffgf[a[i]][a[h]]; 
gfrowsum[a[i]] = gfrowsum[a[i]] + diffgf[a[i]][a[h]]; 
temp = x[i+l] - x[i]; 
for (j=l; j<=k-l; j++) {
diffgb[a[i]][au]] = temp * w[a[i]][a[j]]; 
gb[a[i]][a[j]] = gb[a[i]][a|j]] + diffgb[a[i]][a[j]]; 
gbrowsum[a[i]] = gbrowsum[a[i]] + diffgb[a[i]][a(j]]; 
diffgf[a[j]][a[i]] = temp * w[a(j]][a[i]]; 
gf[aU']][a[i]] = gf[a(j]][a[i]] + diffgf[a[j]][a[i]]; 
gfrowsum[a[j]] = gffowsum[a(j]] + diffgf[a|j]][a[i]];
}
for (j=h+l; j<=F; j++) {
diffgb[a[j]][a[i]] = -1 * temp * w[a[j]][a[i]]; 
gb[a(j]][a[i]] = gb[a|j]][a[i]] + diffgb[a[j]][a[i]]; 
gbrowsum[a{j]] = gbrowsum[a[j]] + diffgb[a(j]][a[i]]; 
diffgf[a[i]][a(j]] = -1 * temp * w[a[i]][a[j]]; 
gf[a[i]][a|j]] = gf[a[i]][a[j]] + diffgf[a[i]][a|j]]; 
gffowsum[a[i]] = gfrowsum[a[i]] + diffgf[a[i]][a(j]];
}
}
for (i=k+l; i<=h-l; i++) 
for (j=k; j<i; j++) {
diffgb[a[i]][a[j]] = (x[i+l] - x[i] - x[j+l] + xU])
* w[a[i]][a(j]];
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gb[a[i]][a|j]] = gb[a[i]][a(j]] + diffgb[a[i]][a[j]]; 
gbrowsum[a[i]] = gbrowsum[a[i]] + diffgb[a[i]][a[j]]; 
diffgf[a[j]][a[i]] = (x[i+l] - x[i] - x(j+l] + x[j])
* w[a(j]][a[i]]; 
gf[aD']][a[i]] = gf[aO]][a[i]] + diffgf[a[j]][a[i]]; 
gfrowsum[a[j]] = gffowsum[a[j]] +diffgf[a(j]][a[i]];
}
temp = x[k] - x[h];
for (j=l; j<=k-l; j++) {
diffgb[a[h]][a[j]] = temp * w[a[h]][a[j]]; 
gb[a[h]][a[j]]=gb[a[h]][a|j]] +diffgb[a[h]][aO]]; 
gbrowsum[a[h]] = gbrowsum[a[h]] + diffgb[a[h]][a[j]]; 
diffgf[a(j]][a[h]] = temp * w[a(j]][a[hl]; 
gf[a[j]][a[h]] = gf[a[j]][a[h]] +diffgf[a[j]][a[h]]; 
gfrowsum[a[j]] = gfrowsum[a[j]] + diffgf[a[j]][a[h]];
temp = x[h] - x[k];
for (i=h+l; i<=F; i++) {
diffgb[a[i]][a[h]] = temp * w[a[i]][a[h]]; 
gb[a[i]][a[h]] = gb[a[i]][a[h]] +diffgb[a[i]][a[h]]; 
gbrowsum[a[i]] = gbrowsum[a[i]] + diffgb[a[i]][a[h]]; 
diffgf[a[h]][a[ij] = temp * w[a[h]][a[i]]; 
gf[a[h]][a[i]] =gf[a[h]][a[i]] +diffgf[a[h]][a[i]]; 
gfrowsum[a[h]] = gffowsum[a[h]] +diffgf[a[h]][a[i]];
}
}
else {
temp = x[k] - x[h];
for (i=l; i<=h-l; i++) {
diffgf[a[i]][a[h]] = temp * w[a[i]][a[h]]; 
gf[a[i]][a[h]] = gf[a[i]][a[h]] +diffgf[a[i]][a[h]]; 
gfrowsum[a[i]] = gffowsum[a[i]] + diffgf[a[i]][a[h]]; 
diffgb[a[h]][a[i]] = temp * w[a[h]][a[i]]; 
gb[a[h]][a[i]] = gb[a[h]][a[i]] + diffgb[a[h]][a[i]]; 
gbrowsum[a[h]] = gbrowsum[a[h]] + diffgb[a[h]][a[i]];
}
for (j=h+l; j<=k; j++) {
diffgf[a[h]][a[j]] = (x[h] - x[j]) * w[a[h]][aD]]; 
gf[a[h]][a[j]] = gf[a[h]][a[j]] + diffgf[a[h]][a[j]]; 
gfrowsum[a[h]] = gfrowsum[a[h]] +diffgf[a[h]][a[j]]; 
diffgb[a[j]][a[h]] = (x[h] - x[j]) * w[a[j]][a[h]]; 
gb[aD]][a[h]] =gb[a[j]][a[h]] +diffgb[a[j]][a[h]]; 
gbrowsum[a[j]] = gbrowsum[a(j]] + diffgb[a[j]][a[h]]; 
diffgf[a[j]][a[h]] = (x[k] - xQ-1]) * w[aO]][a[h]]; 
gf[a[j]][a[h]] = gf[a(j]][a[h]] +diffgf[aD]][a[h]]; 
gfrowsum[a(j]] = gfrowsum[a(j]] + diffgf[a[j]][a[h]];
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diffgb[a[h]][a(j]] = (x[k] - x[j-l]) * w[a[h]][a[j]]; 
gb[a[h]][a[j]] = gb[a[h]][a[j]] + <fiffgb[a[h]][a(j]]; 
gbrowsum[a[h]] = gbrowsum[a[h]] + diffgb[a[h]][a[j]]; 
temp = x[j-l] - x[j]; 
for (i=l; i<=h-l; i++) {
diffgf[a[i]][a[j]] = temp * w[a[i]][alj]]; 
gf[a[i]][a[j]] = gf[a[i]][a[j]] + diffgf[a[i]][a|j]]; 
gffowsum[a[i]] = gfrowsum[a[i]] + diffgf[a[i]][a[j]]; 
diffgb[a[j]][a[i]] = temp * w[a[j]][a[i]]; 
gb[aD']][a[i]] =gb[a[j]][a[i]] + diffgb[a[j]][a[i]]; 
gbrowsum[a[j]] = gbrowsum[a[j]] + diffgb[a[j]][a[i]];
}
for (i=k+l; i<=F; i++) {
diffgf[a|j]][a[i]] = -I * temp * w[a[fl][a[in; 
gf[a(j]][a[i]] = gf[aO']]La[i]] + diffgf[a[j]][a[i]]; 
gfrowsum[a[j]] = gfrowsum[a(j]] + diffgf[a(j]][a[i]]; 
diffgb[a[i]][aQ]] = -1 * temp * w[a[i]][a[j]]; 
gb[a[i]][aQ']] = gb[a[i]][a[j]] + diffgb[a[i]][a(j]]; 
gbrowsum[a[i]] = gbrowsum [a[i]] + diffgb[a[i]][a[j]];
}
}
temp = x[h] - x[k]; 
for (j=k+l; j<=F; j++) {
diffgf[a[h|] [a|j]] = temp * w[a[h]][a[j]]; 
gf[a[h]][aCj]] = gf[a[h]][a[j]] + diffgf[a[h]][aa]]; 
gfrowsum[a[h]] = gfrowsum[a[h]] + diffgf[a[h]][a[j]]; 
diffgb[a[j]][a[h]] = temp * w[a[j]][a[h]]; 
gb[a[j]][a[h]] = gb[a|j]][a[h]] + diffgb[a[j]][a[h]]; 
gbrowsum[a(j]] = gbrowsum[a[j]] + diffgb[a(J]][a[h]];
}
for (i=h+l; i<=k-l; i++)
for (j=i+l; j<=k; j++) {
diffgf[a[i]][a(j]] = (xU-1] - x[i-l] - x[j] + x[i])
* w[a[i]][a|j]];
gf[a[i]][a[j]] = gf[a[i]][a[j]] +diffgf[a[i]][a(j]]; 
gfrowsum[a[i]] = gffowsum[a[i]] + diffgf[a[i]][a[j]]; 
diffgb[a[j]][a[i]] = (x|J-l] - x[i-l] - x|j] + x[i]>
* w[a|j]][a[i]];
gb[a(j]][a[i]] =gb[a(j]][a[i]] +diffgb[a[j]][a[i]]; 
gbrowsum[a[j]] = gbrowsum[a[j]] +diffgb[afj]][a[i]];
}
}
}
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// Print the differences of G matrices over two assignments 
void diffgmatrixp(int F, FILE *out)
{
in ti.j;
fjprintf(out, "\n\tDiffercnce of Gb matrix over two assignments\n\n");
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) {
fprintf(out, "\t"); 
for (j=l; j<=F; j++)
fprintf(out, "%4d", diffgb[i][j]); 
fprintf(out, "\n");
}
fprintf(out, "\n\tDifference of Gf matrix over two assignments\n\n");
for (i=I; i<=F; i++) {
fjprintf(out, "\t"); 
for (j=l; j<=F; j++)
fprintf(out, "%4d", diffgf[i][j]); 
fprintf(out, "%\n");
}
fprintf(out, "\n\tDiffemce of total inter-cell flow costs, Delta TC = %d\n”, 
diffTC);
}
// Update the assignment to the new one. 
void updassgn(int F, int k, int h)
{
int i, temp;
if (k < h) {
temp = a[h]; 
for(i=h; i>=k+l; i—) 
a[i]=a[i-l]; 
a[k] = temp;
}
else {
temp = a[h]; 
for(i=h; i<=k-l; i++) 
a[i] = a[i+l]; 
a[k] = temp;
}
}
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// Print assignment
void assgnp(int F, FILE *out)
{
int i;
fprintf(out, "\n\ta = ("); 
for 0=1; i<=F-l; i++)
fprintf(out, ”%d ", a[i]>;
fprintf(out, "%d)\n", a[F]);
}
// Compute the difference of TC over two assignments 
int difftc(int F, int k, int h)
{
int I, p, subsum, subtemp;
subsum = 0;
if (h > k) {
for(p=k; p<=h-l; p++) { 
subtemp = 0; 
for 0=1; I<=k-1 ; 1++)
subtemp = subtemp + (w[a[p]][a[l]] + w[aP]][a[p]]); 
subsum = subsum + (x[p+l] - x[p]> * subtemp; 
subtemp = 0; 
forO=h+l;l<=F;l++)
subtemp = subtemp + (w[a[l]][a[p]] + w[a[p]][a[l]]); 
subsum = subsum + (x[p] - x[p+l]) * subtemp; 
subsum = subsum + (x[p] - x[h] + x[p+l] - x[k])
* (w[a[h]][a[p]] + w[a[p]][a[h]]);
}
for (p=k+l; p<=h-l; p++)
for (l=k; l<=p-l; I++)
subsum = subsum + (x[p+l] - x[p] - x[l+l] + x[l])
* (w[a[p]][a[l]] + w[aP]][a[p]]);
subtemp = 0;
for 0=1; l<=k-l; 1++)
subtemp = subtemp + (w[a[h]][aP]] + w[aP]][a[h]]>; 
subsum = subsum + (x[k] - x[h]> * subtemp; 
subtemp = 0; 
for 0=h+l; 1<=F; 1++)
subtemp = subtemp + (w[a[h]][aP]] + w[a0]][a[h]]); 
subsum = subsum + (x[h] - x[k]) * subtemp;
}
else {
for (p=h+l; p<=k; p++) { 
subtemp = 0;
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for 0=1; l<=h-l; 1++)
subtemp = subtemp + (w[a[p]][a[l]] + w[a[l]][a[p]]); 
subsum = subsum + (x[p-l]-x[p]) * subtemp; 
subtemp = 0; 
for (l=k+l; 1<=F; 1++)
subtemp = subtemp + (w[a[p]][a[l]] + w[a[l]][a[p]]); 
subsum -  subsum + (x[p] - x[p-l]) * subtemp; 
subsum = subsum + (x[h] - x[p] + x[k] - x[p-l])
* (w[a[h]][a[p]]+w[a[p]][a[h]]>;
}
for (p=h+l; p<=k-l; p++)
for (l=p+l; l<=k; 1++)
subsum = subsum + (x[l-l] - x[l] - x[p-l] + x[p])
* (w[a[p]][a[I]] + w[a[I]][a[p]]);
subtemp = 0;
for 0=1; l<=h-l; 1++)
subtemp = subtemp + (w[a[l]][a[h]] + w[a[h]][a[l]]); 
subsum = subsum + (x[k] - x[h]> * subtemp; 
subtemp = 0; 
for (l=k+l; 1<=F; I++)
subtemp = subtemp + (w[a[h]][a[l]] + w[a[l]][a[h]]); 
subsum = subsum + (x[h] - x[k]) * subtemp;
}
return subsum;
}
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APPENDIX E-3 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR QDDH
[Quadra-Directional Decomposition Heuristic]
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#define MAXDEPTH 1 
#define MAXSIZE 60
Definitions of some key variables:
x, y location coordinates;
u, v relabeled location vectors, in horizontal or vertical orders;
w inter-cell flow matrix;
cell location assignment vector; 
opta best-known assignment found in a single-pass of search;
db, Idf backward and forward location distance matrices;
dd, ldu downward and upward location distance matrices;
cdb, cdf backward and forward inter-cell distance matrices;
cdd, cdu downward and upward inter-cell distance matrices;
gb, gf backward and forward inter-cell flow cost matrices;
gd, gu downward and upward inter-cell flow cost matrices;
gbrowsum row sums of backward inter-cell flow cost matrix; 
gfrowsum row sums of forward inter-cell flow cost matrix; 
gdrowsum row sums of downward inter-cell flow cost matrix; 
gurowsum row sums of upward inter-cell flow cost matrix; 
.iffgb difference of backward inter-cell flow cost matrix
over two assignments;
[iffgf difference of forward inter-cell flow cost matrix
over two assignments; 
diffgd difference of downward inter-cell flow cost matrix
over two assignments; 
iffgu difference of upward inter-cell flow cost matrix
over two assignments; 
owsort array storing sorted row sums of both backward
and forward inter-cell flow cost matrices;
'C total inter-cell flow costs;
pttc best-known TC found in a single-pass of search;
ddhtc best-known TC found by QDDH;
iffTC the difference of TC over two assignments.
x[MAXSIZE], y[MAXSIZE], u[MAXSIZE], v[MAXSIZE];
w[MAXSIZE][MAXSIZE], a [MAXSIZE], opta[MAXSIZE];
ldb[MAXSIZE][MAXSIZE], ldf[MAXSIZE][MAXSIZE];
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int ldd[MAXSIZE] [MAXSIZE], ldu[MAXSIZE][MAXSIZE];
int cdb[MAXSIZE] [MAXSIZE], cdf[MAXSIZE] [MAXSIZE];
int cdd[MAXSIZE] [MAXSIZE], cdu [MAXSIZE] [MAXSIZE];
int gb [MAXSIZE] [MAXSIZE], gf[MAXSIZE] (MAXSIZE];
int gd[MAXSIZE][MAXSIZE], gu[MAXSIZE][MAXSIZE];
int gbrowsum[MAXSIZE], gfrowsum[MAXSIZE], gdrowsum[MAXSIZE],
gurowsum [MAXSIZE];
int diffgb [MAXSIZE] [MAXSIZE], diffgf[MAXSIZE] [MAXSIZE]; 
int diffgd[MAXSIZE][MAXSIZE], diffgu[MAXSIZE] [MAXSIZE]; 
int rowsort[4*MAXSIZE][3], opttc, qddhtc, diffTC; 
int diffTCtest, k, h, F, depth, branch; 
long int TC;
// Variables ended with ’s’ used to store some key data
// for each depth of search up to MAXDEPTH
int as[MAXSJZE][MAXDEPTH], branchs(MAXDEPTH],
rowsorts [4*MAXSIZE] [3] [MAXDEPTH];
int gbs [MAXSIZE] [MAXSIZE] [MAXDEPTH],
gfs [MAXSIZE] [MAXSIZE] [MAXDEPTH];
int gds [MAXSIZE] [MAXSIZE] (MAXDEPTH],
gus [MAXSIZE] [MAXSIZE] [MAXDEPTH];
long int TCs[MAXDEPTH];
FILE *out, *in;
void main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
double xrandO;
void iassgnO, uvarrayO, uvarraypO, wmatrixO; 
void IdmatrixO. ldmatrixpO, cdmatrixO, cdmatrixpO; 
void gmatrixO, gmatrixpO, diffgmatrix(), diffgmatrixpO; 
void updassgnO, assgnpO, depthsave(), depthloadO; 
void rowsumsortO, updgelementO, qddhO. qddhmpO; 
int difftcO. branchingO, readwxyO, readiaO;
out = fopen(',mcl2dneout.dat,,,"w");
// 0 argument: read x-y coordinates, w matrix 
// and init assignment from default files;
// 1 argument: only read x-y coordinates and w matrix 
// from specified file;
// 2 argument: read x-y coordinates, w matrix 
// and init assignment from specified files; 
if (argc =  1) {
in =  fopen("mcl2dnew.dat'\ "r”);
F = readwxy(in);
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fclose(in);
in = fopen(,,mcl2dneia.dat", "r");
F = readia(in);
fclose(in);
uvarrayO;
qddhmp(out);
}
else if (argc =  2) {
in = fopen(argv[l], "r");
F = readwxy(in); 
fclose(in); 
iassgn(F); 
uvarrayO;
qddhmp(out);
}
else if (argc =  3) {
in = fopen(argv[l], "r">;
F = readwxy(in); 
fclose(in);
in = fopen(argv[2], "r”);
F = readia(in);
fclose(in);
uvarrayO;
qddhmp(out);
}
else {
exit(0);
}
fclose(out);
exit(0);
// QDDH heuristic - MP 
void qddhmp(FILE *out)
{
int i, count, aa[MAXSIZE];
fprintf(out, "\n* * * QDDH Algorithm * * *Vn");
qddh(F, in, out);
qddhtc = opttc + 1;
counts 1;
while (count < F)
{
if (opttc <= qddhtc) {
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fprintf(out, "\nTC: %d\tSP Optimal Assignment: a=[", qddhtc); 
for (i=l; i<=F-l; i++)
fprintf(out, "%d ”, opta[i]); 
fprintf(out, ”%d]\n", opta[F]);
for (i=l; i<=F; i++)
aa[i] = opta[i]; 
qddhtc = opttc;
}
for (i=l; i<=F-count; i++)
a[u[i+count]] = aa[u[i]]; 
for (i=l; i<=count; i++)
a[u[i]] = aa[u[F-count+i]]; 
qddh(F, in, out); 
if (opttc <= qddhtc) {
fprintf(out, "\nTC: %d\tSP Optimal Assignment: a=[", qddhtc); 
for(i=l; i<=F-l; i++)
fprintf(out, "%d ", opta[i]); 
fprintf(out, "%d]\n", opta[F]);
for(i=l; i<=F; i++) 
aa[i] = opta[i]; 
qddhtc = opttc;
}
for (i=l; i<=F-count; i++)
a[v[i+count]] = aa[v[i]]; 
for (i=l; i<=count; i++)
a[v[i]] = aa[v[F-count+i]]; 
qddh(F, in, out); 
count++;
}
fprintf(out, "\nTC: %d (See the last SP)\tFinal Optimal Assignment: a=[”, 
qddhtc); 
for (i=l; i<=F-l; i++)
fprintf(out, "%d ", aa[i]); 
fprintf(out, "%d]\n", aa[F]);
// QDDH heuristic - SP
void qddh(int F, FILE *in, FILE *out)
{
int i, j, depthmax;
ldmatrix(F);
cdmatrix(F);
gmatrix(F);
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for (i=l; i<=F; i++) { 
opta[i] = a[i];
}
opttc = TC;
rowsumsort(F);
depth = 1; // Depth level
branch = 1;
depthmax = MAXDEPTH; 
do {
branch = branching(branch); 
if (branch <= 4*F) {
if (depth <= depthmax) { 
depthsave(depth);
}
// update G, TC and a with the new assignment 
diffgmatrix(F, k, h, rowsort[branch][3], 1);
TC = TC + diffTC;
updassgn(F, k, h, rowsort[branch][3]);
if (TC < opttc) {
for(i=l; i<=F; i++) { 
opta[i] = a[i];
}
opttc = TC;
}
depth++; 
branch = 1; 
rowsumsort(F);
}
else {
depth—;
if (depth > depthmax)
depth = depthmax;
if (depth > 0) {
depthload(depth);
}
}
} while (depth > 0): 
tpnntf(out, "\n\nSP QDDH Solution: TC* = %d, a* = (", opttc); 
for (j=l; j<F; j++)
fprintf(out, ”%d ", optaft]); 
fprintf(out, "%d)\n", opta[F]);
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// Search within a branch at a specified depth 
int branching(int branch)
{
int i, p, foundnew, tempi;
p = branch; 
do {
// find the locatin of the cell with current largest row sum 
h = 0; // location of the target cell
if (rowsort[p][3] =  0 1| rowsort[p][3] =  1) { 
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) {
if (a[u[i]] =  rowsort[p][2]) { 
h  = i; 
break;
}
}
}
else {
for(i=l; i<=F; i++) {
if (a[v[i]] =  rowsort[p][2]) { 
h = i; 
break;
}
}
}
// Search a new assignment in the current depth, 
foundnew = 0; // flag for the finding of a new assignment. 
diffTC = 0;
if (rowsort[p][3] =  0 || rowsort[p][3] =  2) 
for (i=l; i<=h-l; i++) { 
diffTCtest = 0;
diffgmatrix(F, i, h, rowsort[p][3], 0); 
if (diffTCtest < diffTC) {
diffTC = diffTCtest; 
k  = i; // new location of the target cell, 
foundnew = 1;
}
}
else
for (i=h+l; i<=F; i++) { 
diffTCtest = 0;
diffgmatrix(F, i, h, rowsort[p][3], 0); 
if (diffTCtest < diffTC) { 
diffTC = diffTCtest; 
k = i;
foundnew = 1;
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}
}
// if a new assignment is found in the current branch, 
if (foundnew =  1)
if (TC + diffTC < opttc) 
break;
p++;
} while (p <= 4*F); 
return p;
}
// Read inter-cell flow matrix and x-y coordinates from data file 
int readwxy(F!LE *in)
{
int i, j, F;
fscanf(in, "%d", &F); 
for(i=l; i<=F; i++) { 
x[i]=0; 
y[i]=0;
for 0=1; j<=F; j++) 
w[i][j] = 0;
}
for (i=l; i<=F; i++)
fscanf(in, "%d", &x[i]); 
for (i=l; i<=F; i++)
fscanf(in, "%d", &y[i]); 
for (i=l; i<=F; i++)
for (j=l; j<=F; j++)
fscanf(in, "%d", &w[i][j]);
return F;
}
// Read initial assignment from data file 
int readiaO 
{
int i, F;
fprintf(out, "\nlnitial Assignment, A0:\n\n"); 
fscanf(in, "%d", &F); 
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) {
fscanf(in, "%d", &a[i]); 
fjprintf(out, "%3d", a[i]);
}
fprintf(out, "\n\n"); 
return F;
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// Generate double random number (between 0 and 1) 
double xrandO 
{
return randO*1.0/RAND_MAX;
}
// Randomly generate an initial assignment and print 
void iassgn(int F)
{
int i, ii, k, m; 
short int result;
srand( (unsigned)time( NULL)); 
for (i=l; i<=F; t++) 
a[i] = 0; 
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) { 
ii = i; 
results 1; 
while (result =  1) {
m = F*xrand() + L 
result = 0;
for (k=l; k<=ii; k++) 
if (a[k] =  m) { 
result = 1; 
break;
}
}
a[i] = m;
*/
}
// Randomly generate operations sequences of all jobs,
// construct inter-cell flow matrix and print 
void wmatrix(int F, int n, int maxopn, FILE *out)
{
int i, j, job[MAXSIZE], jobseq[MAXSIZE] [MAXSIZE]; 
srand((unsigned)dme(NULL»;
fprintf(out, "\n\tOperations Sequence of the Jobs\n\n\t"); 
for (i=l; i<=n; i++)
job[i] = (maxopn-1) *xrand()+2; 
for (i=l; i<=n; i++) {
for 0=1; j<=job[i]; j++) {
jobseq[i](j] =F*xrandO+l; 
while (jobseq[i][j]==jobseq[i]Ij-l]) 
jobseq[i][j] = F*xrand0+1;
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fprintf(out, "%3d", jobseq[i][|]);
}
fprintf(out, "\n\n");
}
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) {
for 0=1; j<=F; j++) 
w[i][j]=0;
}
for (i=l; i<=n; i++)
for 0=1; j<=job[i]-l; j++)
w[jobseq[i][j]][jobseq[i]|j+l]] =
w[jobseq[i](j]][jobseq[i](j+l]]+l;
}
// Construct horizontal index array u and vertical index array v 
void uvarrayO 
{
int i, j, t;
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) { 
u[i] = i; 
v[i] = i;
}
for (i=l; i<=F-l; i++) {
for 0=i+l; j<=F; j++)
if (x[u[j]] < x[u[i]]) { 
t -  u[j];
u[j] = u[i]; 
u[i] = t;
}
}
for (i=l; i<=F-l; i++)
for 0'=i+l; j<=F; j++)
if(y[v0]]<y[v[i]]){ 
t — v[j]; 
v[j] = v[i]; 
v[i] — t;
}
}
// Print u, v array
void uvarrayp(int F, FILE *out)
{
int i;
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fprintf(out, "\n\lu = ("); 
for(i=l; i<=F-l; i++)
fprintf(out, "%d ", u[i]); 
fprintf(out, "%d)\n", u{F1); 
f^rintf(out, "\n\tv = ("); 
for (i=l; i<=F-l; i++)
fjprintf(out, "%d ", v[i]); 
fprintf(out, "%d)\n", v[F]);
}
// Construct location distance matrix 
void ldmatrix(int F)
{
int i, j;
for (i=l; i<=F; i++)
for (j=l; j<=F; j++) { 
ldb[i][j] =0; 
ldf[i][j]=0; 
ldd[i][j] = 0; 
ldu[i][j]=0;
}
for (i=2; i<=F; i++)
for 0=1; j<i;j++) {
ldb[u[i]][u[j]] = x[u[i]] - x[u[j]];
Idf[u[j]][u[i]] = ldb[u[i]][u(j]]; 
ldd[v[i]][v[j]] = y[v[ij] - y[v[j]];
Idu[v|j]][v[i]] = ldd[v[i]][vO]];
}
}
// Print location distance matrix 
void ldmatrixp(int F, FILE *out)
{
inti, j;
fprintf(out, "\n\tLocation x-y coordinates\n\n\t"); 
for (i=l; i<F; i++)
fjprintf(out, "(x[%d], y[%d]) = (%d, %d), ", i, i, x[i], y[i]); 
fprintf(out, ”(x[%d], y[%d]) = (%d, %d)\n", F, F, x[F], y[F]); 
fjprintf(out, "\n\tMatrix W\n\n"); 
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) {
fprintffout, "V"); 
for 0=1; j<=F; j-H-)
fprintf(out, "%4d", w[i][j]); 
fjprintf(out, "\n");
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}
fprintf(out, "\n\tMatrix DbVnNn");
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) {
fprintf(out, "\t"); 
for 0=1; j<=F; j++)
fjprintf(out, "%4d'\ ldb[i][j]); 
fprintf(out, "\n");
}
fprintf(out, "\n\tMatrix Df\n\n”);
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) { 
fprintf(out, 
for 0=1; j<=F; j++)
fprintf(out, "%4d'\ ldf[i]|j]); 
fprintf(out, "\n");
}
fprintf(out, "\n\tMalrix Dd\n\n”);
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) {
fprintf(out, "\t"); 
for 0=1; j<=F; j++)
fprintf(out, "%4d", ldd[i][j]); 
fprintf(out, "\n");
}
fprintf(out, "\n\tMatrix Du\n\n");
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) { 
fprintf(out, 
for 0=1; j<=F; j++)
fprintf(out, ,,%4d”, ldu[i][j]); 
fprintf(out, "\n");
}
}
// Construct inter-cell distance matrix
void cdmatrix(int F)
{
int i, j;
for (i=l; i<=F; i++)
for 0=1; j<=F; j++) {
cdb[a[i]][a[j]] = ldb[i]|j]; 
cdf[a[i]][a{j]] = ldf[i][j]; 
cdd[a[i]][a(j]] = Idd[i][j]; 
cdu[a[i]][a(j]] = ldu[i]|j];
}
}
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// Print inter-cell distance matrix 
void cdmatrixp(int F, FILE *out)
{
int i, j;
fprintf(out, "\n\tBackward inter-cell distance matrix\n\n");
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) {
fprintfCout, "\t"); 
for 0=1; j<=F; j++)
fprintf(out, "%4d", cdb[i][j]); 
fprintfCout, "\n");
}
fprintf(out, "\n\tForward inter-cell distance matrix\n\n");
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) {
fprintfCout, ”\t”); 
for 0=1; j<=F; j++)
fprintf(out, "%4d", cdf[i][j]); 
fprintfCout, "\n");
}
fprintfCout, "\n\tDownward inter-cell distance matrix\n\n"); 
forCi=l; i<=F; i++) {
fprintfCout, "\t"); 
for 0=1; j<=F; j++)
fprintfCout, "%4d”, cdd[i][j]); 
fprintfCout, "\n");
}
fprintfCout, "\n\tUpward inter-cell distance matrix\n\n");
for Ci—1; i<=F; i++) {
fprintfCout, "\t"); 
for 0=1; j<=F; j++)
fprintfCout, "%4d", cdu[i](J]); 
fprintfCout, "\n">;
}
}
// Compute inter-cell flow cost matrices 
void gmatrixfint F)
{
int i, j;
TC = 0;
for Ci=l; i<=F; i++) {
gbrowsum[i] = 0; 
gfrowsum[i] = 0; 
gdrowsum[i] = 0; 
gurowsum[i] = 0;
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for(j=l; j<=F; j++) { 
gb[i][j]=0; 
gf[i]Dl=0; 
gd[i][j]=0; 
gu[i]Q]=0;
}
}
for (i=l; i<=F; i++)
for (j=l; j<=F; j++) {
gb[i][j] = w[i][j] * cdb[i][j];
gf[i][fl = w[i]0]*cdf[i]0];
gd[i][j] = w[i][j] * cdd[i]Q]; 
gu[i][j] = w[i][j] * cdu[i][j]; 
gbrowsum[i] = gbrowsum[i] + gb[i]Q]; 
gfrowsum[i] = gfrowsum[i] + gf[i][j]; 
gdrowsum[i] = gdrowsum[i] + gd[i](j]; 
gurowsum[i] = gurowsum[i] + gu[i][j];
TC = TC + gb[i]0] + gf[i]0]+ gd[i][j] + gu[i]0];
}
}
// Print inter-cell flow cost matrices 
void gmatrixp(int F, FILE *out)
{
int i, j;
fprintf(out, "\n\tBackward inter-cell flow cost matrix\n\n"); 
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) {
fprintf(out, "\t"); 
for (j=l; j<=F; j++)
fprintfCout, "%4d", gb[i]0]); 
fprintfCout, "%6d\n’\  gbrowsum[i]);
}
fprintfCout, "\n\tForward inter-cell flow cost matrix\n\n"); 
for Ci=l; i<=F; i++) {
fjprintfCout, "\t"); 
for Cj=I; j<=F; j++)
fjprintfCout, "%4d", gf[i][j]); 
fjprintfCout, "%6d\n", gfrowsum[i]>;
}
fprintfCout, "\n\tDownward inter-cell flow cost matrix\n\n"); 
for Ci=l; i<=F; i++) {
fprintfCout, "\t"); 
for Cj=l; j<=F; j++)
fprintfCout, "%4d", gd[i]Q]); 
fjprintfCout, "%6d\n", gdrowsum[i]);
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}
fprintf(out, "\n\tUpward inter-cell flow cost matrix\n\n"); 
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) {
fprintfCout, "\t"); 
for 0=1; j<=F; j++)
fprintfCout, "%4d", gu[i]|j]); 
fjprintfCout, "%6d\n", gurowsum[i]);
}
FprintfCout, "\n\tTotal inter-cell flow costs, TC = %d\n", TC);
}
// Save data for a specified depth.
void depthsavefint depth)
{
int i, j, d;
d = depth - 1; 
branchs[d] = branch;
TCs[d] = TC; 
for 0=1; i<=F; i++) 
as[i][d] = a[i]; 
for Ci—1; i<=4*F; i++) {
rowsorts[i][l][d] =rowsort[i][l]; 
rowsorts[i][2][d] = rowsort[i][2]; 
rowsorts[i][3][d] =rowsort[i][3];
}
for Ci=l; i<=F; i++)
for 0=1; j<=F; j++) {
gbs[i][j][d] = gb[i]|j]; 
gfs[i][j][d] = gf[i][j]; 
gds[i][j][d] = gd[i](j]; 
gus[i][j][d] = gu[i][j];
}
}
// Load data for a specified depth
void depthloadfint depth)
{
int i, j, d;
d = depth - 1;
branch = branchs[d] + 1;
TC = TCs[d]; 
for Ci=l; i<=F; i++) 
a[i] = as[i][d]; 
for Ci=l; i<=4*F; i++) {
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rowsort[i][l] = rowsorts[i][l][d]; 
rowsort[i][2] = rowsorts[i][2][d]; 
rowsort[i][3] = rowsorts[i][3][d];
}
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) {
gbrowsumfi] = 0; 
gfrowsum[i] = 0; 
gdrowsum[i] = 0; 
gurowsum[i] = 0; 
for (j=l; j<=F; j++) {
gb[i][j] = gbs[i][j][d];
gbrowsum[i] = gbrowsum[i] + gb[i][j];
gf[i]Q] = gfs[i]|j][d];
gfrowsum[i] = gfrowsum[i] + gf[i][j];
gd[i][j] = gds[i][j][d];
gdrowsum[i] = gdrowsum[i] + gd[i][j];
gu[i]D]=gus[i][j][d];
gurowsumfi] = gurowsum[i] + gu[i][j];
}
}
}
// Sort row sum of G matrices
void rowsumsort(int F)
{
int i, j, tl, t2, t3;
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) {
rowsort[i][l] = gbrowsum[i]; 
rowsort[i][2] = i; 
rowsort[i][3] = 0; 
rowsort[F+i][l] = gfrowsumfi]; 
rowsort[F+i][2] = i; 
rowsort[F+i][3] = 1; 
rowsort[2*F+i][l] = gdrowsum[i]; 
rowsort[2*F+i] [2] = i; 
rowsort[2*F+i][3] = 2; 
ro wsort [3 *F+i] [ 1 ] = gurowsum[i]; 
rowsort[3*F+i][2] = i; 
rowsort[3*F+i][3] = 3;
}
for O'-l; j<=4*F-l; j++)
for (i=j+l; i<=4*F; i++)
if (rowsort[j][l] <rowsort[i][l]> { 
t l  = rowsort[j][l]; 
t2 = rowsort[j][2];
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t3 = rowsort[j][3]; 
rowsort[j][l] = rowsort[i][l]; 
rowsort[j][2] = rowsort[i][2]; 
rowsort[j][3] = rowsort[i][3]; 
rowsort[i][l] = tl; 
rowsort[i][2] = t2; 
rowsort[i][3] = t3;
}
}
// Compute the difference of the G matrices over two assignments.
void diffgmatrix(int F, int k, int h, int search, int update)
{
int i, j, temp;
for(i=l; i<=F; i++)
for 0=1; j<=F; j++) { 
diffgb[i][j] = 0; 
diffgf[i][j]=0; 
diffgd[i][j] = 0; 
diffgu[i][j] = 0;
}
switch (search)
{
case 0:
{
// computing backward and forward inter-cell flow cost matrices 
for (i=k; i<=h-l; i++) {
// sub-matrix (beta, alpha) 
temp = x[u[i+l]] - x[u[i]]; 
for (j=l; j<=k-l; j++)
updgelement(0, a[u[i]], a[u[j]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (beta, j)
temp = x[u[i+l]] - x[u[k]];
updgelement(0, a[u[i]], a[u[h]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (j, beta)
temp = x[u[i]] - x[u[h]];
updgelement(0, a[u[h]], a[u[i]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (gamma, beta) 
temp = x[u[i]] - x[u[i+l]]; 
for (j=h+l; j<=F; j++)
updgelement(0, a[u[j]], a[u[i]], temp, update);
}
// sub-matrix (beta, beta) 
for (i=k+l; i<=h-l; i++) 
for (j=k; j<d; j++) {
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temp = x[u[i+l]] - x[u[j+l]] - x[u[i]] + x[u[j]]; 
updgelement(0, a[u[i]], a[u[j]], temp, update);
}
// sub-matrix O', alpha) 
temp = x[u[k]] - x[u[h]]; 
for(i=l; i<=k-l; i++)
updgelement(0, a[u[h]], a[u[i]], temp, update);
// sub-matirx (gamma, j) 
temp = x[u[h]] - x[u[k]]; 
for (i=h+l; i<=F; i++)
updgelement(0, a[u[i]], a[u[h]], temp, update);
// computing downward and upward inter-cell flow cost matrices 
for(i=l; i<=k-l; i++) {
for 0=k; j<=h-l; j++) {
// sub-matrix (alpha, beta) 
if (y[u[j+l]] <= y[u[i]] && y[u[j]] <= y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u(j]] - y[u[j+l]]; 
else if (y[u[j+l]] <= y[u[i]] && y[u(j]] > y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u[i]] - y[u[j+l]]; 
else if (y[u[j+l]] > y[u[i]] && y[u[j]] <= y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u[j]] - y[u[i]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(2, a[u[i]], a[u[j]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (beta, alpha) 
if (y[u[i]] <= y[u|j+l]] && y[u[i]] <= y[u[j]]) 
temp = y[u(j+l]] - y[u[j]]; 
else if (y[u[i]] <= y[u[j+l]] && y[u[i]] > y[u[j]]) 
temp = y[u(j+l]] - y[u[i]]; 
else if (y[u[i]J > y[u(j+l]] && y[u[i]] <= y[u[j]]) 
temp = y[u[i]] - y[u[j]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(2, a[u[j]]> a[u[i]], temp, update);
}
// sub-matrix (alpha, j) 
if (y[u[k]] <= y[u[i]] && y[u[h]] <= y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u[h]] - y[u[k]]; 
else if (y[u[k]] <= y[u[i]j && y[u[h]] > y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u[i]] - y[u[k]]; 
else if (y[uDc]] > y[u[i]] && y[u[h]] <= y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u[h]] - y[u[i]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(2, a[u[i]], a[u[h]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (j> alpha)
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if (y[u[i]] <= y[u[k]] && y[u[i]] <= y[u[h]]> 
temp = y[u[k]] - y[u[h]]; 
else if (y[u[i]] <= y[u[k]] && y[u[i]] > y[u[h]]) 
temp = y[u[k]] - y[u[i]]; 
else if (y[u[i]] > y[u[k]] && y[u[i]] <= y[u[h]]) 
temp = y[u[i]] - y[u[h]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(2, a[u[h]], a[u[i]], temp, update);
}
for (i=k; i<=h-l; i++) {
for (j=k; j<=h-l; j++) {
// sub-matrix (beta, beta) 
if (y[u(j+i]] <= y[u[i+i]] && y[u|j]] <= y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u[i+l]] - y[u(j+l]] - y[u[i]]
+ y[u[j]];
else if (y[u|j+l]] <= y[u[i+l]] && y[u[j]] > y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u[i+l]] - y[u(j+l]]; 
else if (y[u(j+l]] > y[u[i+l]] && y[u[j]] <= y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u(j]] - y[u[i]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(2, a[u[i]], a[u[j]], temp, update);
}
// sub-matrix (beta, j)
if (y[u[k]] <= y[u[i+l]] && y[u[h]] <= y[u[i]])
temp = y[u[i+l]] - y[u[k]] - y[u[i]] + y[u[h]]; 
else if (y[u[k]] <= y[u[i+l]] && y[u[h]] > y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u[i+l]] - y[u[k]]; 
else if (y[u[k]] > y[u[i+l]] && y[u[h]] <= y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u[h]] - y[u[i]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(2, a[u[i]], a[u[h]], temp, update); 
for (j=h+l; j<=F; j++) {
// sub-matrix (beta, gamma) 
if (y[uD']] <= y[u[i+i]] && y[u[j]] <= y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u[i+l]] - y[u[i]]; 
else if (y[u|j]] <= y[u[i+l]] && y[u(j]] > y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u[i+l]] - y[u[j]]; 
else if (y[uO]] > y[u[i+l]] && y[u(j]] <= y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u[j]] - y[u[i]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(2, a[u[i]], a[u[j]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (gamma, beta)
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if (y[u[i+l]] <= y[u(j]] && y[u[i]] <= y[uD]]) 
temp = y[u[i]] - y[u[i+l]]; 
else if (y[u[i+lj] <= y[u[j]] && y[u[i]] > y[u[j]]) 
temp = y[u[j]] - y[u[i+l]]; 
else if (y[u[i+l]] > y[u(j]] && y[u[i]] <= y[u[j]]) 
temp = y[u[i]] - y[u[j]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(2, a[u[j]], a[u[i]], temp, update);
}
// sub-matrix (j, beta)
if (y[u[i+l]] <= y[u[k]] && y[u[i]] <= y[u[h]])
temp = y[u[kl] - y[u[i+l]] - y[u[hl] + y[u[i]]; 
else if (y[u[i+I]J <= y[u[k]] && y[u[i]] > y[u[h]]) 
temp = y[u[k]] - y[u[i+l]]; 
else if (y[u[i+lj] > y[u[k]] && y[u[i]] <= y[u[h]]) 
temp = y[u[i]] - y[u[h]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(2, a[u[h]], a[u[i]], temp, update);
}
for (i=h+l; i<=F; i++) {
// sub-matrix (j, gamma) 
if (y[u[i]] <= y[u[k]] && y[u[i]] <= y[u[h]]) 
temp = y[u[k]] - y[u[h]]; 
else if (y[u[i]] <= y[u[k]j && y[u[i]] > y[u[h]]) 
temp = y[u[k]] - y[u[i]]; 
else if (y[u[i]] > y[u[k]] && y[u[i]] <= y[u[h]]) 
temp = y[u[i]] - y[u[h]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(2, a[u[h]], a[u[i]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (gamma, j) 
if (y[u[k]] <= y[u[i]] && y[u[h]] <= y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u[h]] - y[u[k]]; 
else if (y[u[k]] <= y[u[i]] && y[u[h]] > y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u[i]] - y[u[k]]; 
else if (y[u[k]] > y[u[i]] && y[u[h]] <= y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u[h]] - y[u[i]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(2, a[u[i]], a[u[h]], temp, update);
}
}
break;
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case 1:
{
// computing forward and backward inter-cell flow cost matrices 
// sub-matrix (alpha, j) 
temp = x[u[k]] - x[u[h]]; 
for(i=l; i<=h-l; i++)
updgelement(l, a[u[i]], a[u[h]], temp, update); 
for (j=h+l; j<=k; j++) {
// sub-matrix (alpha, beta) 
temp = x[u|j-l]] - x[u|j]]; 
for (i=l; i<=h-l; i++)
updgelement(l, a[u[i]], a[u[j]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (j, beta)
temp = x[u[h]] - x[u[j]];
updgelement(l, a[u[h]], a[u[j]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (beta, j)
temp = x[u[k]] - x[u[j-l]];
updgelement(l, a[u(j]], a[u[h]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (beta, gamma) 
temp = x[u[j]] - x[u(j-l]]; 
for (i=k+l; i<=F; i++)
updgelement(l, a[u|j]], a[u[i]], temp, update);
}
// sub-matirx (j, gamma) 
temp = x[u[h]] - x[u[k]]; 
for (j=k+l; j<=F; j++)
updgelement(l, a[u[h]], a[u[j]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (beta, beta) 
for (j=h+2; j<=k; j++)
for(i=h+l; i<j; i++) {
temp = x[u(j-l]] - x[u[i-l]] - x[u[j]] + x[u[i]]; 
updgelement(l, a[u[i]], a[u(j]], temp, update);
}
// computing upward and downward inter-cell flow cost matrices 
for(i=l; i<=h-l; i++) {
// sub-matrix (alpha, j) 
if (y[u[i]J <= y[u[k]] && y[u[i]] <= y[u[h]]) 
temp = y[u[k]] - y[u[h]]; 
else if (y[u[i]] <= y[u[k]] && y[u[i]] > y[u[h]]) 
temp = y[u[k]] - y[u[i]]; 
else if (y[u[i]] > y[u[k]] && y[u[i]] <= y[u[h]]) 
temp = y[u[i]] - y[u[h]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(3, a[u[i]], a[u[h]], temp, update); 
for (j=h+l; j<=k; j++) {
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I I sub-matrix (alpha, beta) 
if (y[u[i]] <= y[u(j-l]] && y[u[i]] <= y[u(j]]) 
temp = y[u(j-l]] - y[u(j]]; 
else if (y[u[i]] <= y[u[j-l]] && y[u[i]] > y[u(j]]) 
temp = y[u[j-l]] - y[u[i]]; 
else if (y[u[i]] > y[u[j-l]] && y[u[i]] <= y[u(j]]) 
temp = y[u[i]] - y[u(j]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(3, a[u[i]], a[u(j]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (beta, alpha) 
if (y[u|j-l]] <= y[u[i]] && y[u[j]] <= y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u[j]] - y[u[j-l]]; 
else if (y[u(j-l]] <= y[u[i]] && y[u[j]] > y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u[i]] - y[u(j-l]]; 
else if (y[u|j-l]] > y[u[ij] && y[u[j]] <= y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u[j]] - y[u[i]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(3, a[u(j]], a[u[i]], temp, update);
}
// sub-matrix (j, alpha) 
if (y[u[k]] <= y[u[i]] && y[u[h]] <= y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u[h]] - y[u[k]]; 
else if (y[u[k]] <= y[u[i]] && y[u[h]] > y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u[i]] - y[u[k]]; 
else if (y[u[k]] > y[u[i]] && y[u[h]] <= y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u[h]] - y[u[i]];
else
temp = O;
updgelement(3, a[u[h]], a[u[i]], temp, update);
}
for (i=h+l; i<=k; i++) {
// sub-matrix (j, beta)
if (y[u[k]] <= y[u[i-l]] && y[u[h]] <= y[u[i]])
temp = y[u[i-l]] - y[u[kj] - y[u[i]] + y[u[h]]; 
else if (y[u[k]] <= y[u[i-l]] && y[u[h]] > y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u[i-l]] - y[u[k]]; 
else if (y[u[k]] >  y[u[i-l]] && y[u[h]] <= y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u[h]] - y[u[i]];
else
temp = O;
updgelement(3, a[u[h]], a[u[i]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (beta, j)
if (y[u[i-l]] <= y[u[k]] && y[u[i]] <= y[u[h]])
temp -  y[u[k]] - y[u[i-l]] - y[u[h]] + y[u[i]];
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else if (y[u[i-l]] <= y[u[k]] && y[u[i]] > y[u[h]]) 
temp = y[u[k]] - y[u[i-l]]; 
else if (y[u[i-l]] > y[u[kj] && y[u[i]] <= y[u[h]]) 
temp = y[u[i]] - y[u[h]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(3, a[u[i]], a[u[h]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (beta, beta) 
for (j=h+l; j<=k; j++) {
if (y[u[i-l]] <= y[u[j-l]] && y[u[i]] <= y[u|j]]) 
temp = y[u[j-l]] - y[u[i-l]] - y[u[j]]
+- y[u[i]];
else if (y[u[i-l]] <= y[u(j-ll] && y[u[i]l > y[u|j]]) 
temp = y[uQ-l]] - y[u[i-l]]; 
else if (y[u[i-l]] > y[ufj-l]] && y[u[i]] <= y[u[j]]) 
temp = y[u[i]] - y[u[j]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(3, a[u[i]], a[u(j]], temp, update);
}
for (j=k+l; j<=F; j++) {
// sub-matrix (beta, gamma) 
if (y[u[i-l]] <= y[u[j]] && y[u[i]] <= y[u(j]]) 
temp = y[u[i]] - y[u[i-l]]; 
else if (y[u[i-lj] <= y[u[j]] && y[u[i]] > y[u[j]]) 
temp = y[u[j]] - y[u[i-l]]; 
else if (y[u[i-l]] > y[u[j]] && y[u[i]] <= y[u[j]]) 
temp = y[u[i]] - y[u[j]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(3, a[u[i]], a[u(j]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (gamma, beta) 
if (y[uQ]] <= y[u[i-l]] && y[u(j]] <= y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u[i-l]] - y[u[i]]; 
else if (y[u[j]] <= y[u[i-l]] && y[u[j]] > y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u[i-l]] - y[u[j]]; 
else if (y[u|j]] > y[u[i-l]] && y[u(j]] <= y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u(j]] - y[u[i]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(3, a[u[j]], a[u[i]], temp, update);
}
}
for (i=k+l; i<=F; i++) {
// sub-matrix (j, gamma)
if (y[u[k]J <= y[u[i]] && y[u[h]] <= y[u[i]])
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temp = y[u[h]] - y[u[k]]; 
else if (y[u[k]] <= y[u[i]] && y[u[h]] > y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u[i]] - y[u[k]]; 
else if (y[u[k]] > y[u[i]] && y[u[h]] <= y[u[i]]) 
temp = y[u[h]] - y[u[i]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(3, a[u[h]], a[u[i]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (gamma, j) 
if (y[u[i]] <= y[u[k]] && y[u[i]] <= y[u[h]]) 
temp = y[u[k]] - y[u[h]]; 
else if (y[u[i]] <= y[u[k]] && y[u[i]] > y[u[h]]) 
temp = y[u(k]] - y[u[il]; 
else if (y[u[i]] > y[u[k]] && y[u[i]] <= y[u[h]]) 
temp = y[u[i]] - y[u[h]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(3, a[u[i]], a[u[h]], temp, update);
}
}
break;
case 2: // backward search 
{
II computing downward and upward inter-cell flow cost matrices
for(i=k; i<=h-l; i++) {
// sub-matrix (beta, alpha) 
temp = y[v[i+l]] - y[v[i]]; 
for (j=l; j<=k-l; j++)
updgelement(2, a[v[i]], a[v[j]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (beta, j)
temp = y[v[i+l]] - y[v[k]];
updgelement(2, a[v[i]], a[v[h]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix 0, beta)
temp = y[v[i]] - y[v[h]];
updgelement(2, a[v[h]], a[v[i]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (gamma, beta) 
temp = y[v[i]] - y[v[i+l]]; 
for 0’=h+l; j<=F; j++)
updgelement(2, a[v(j]], a[v[i]], temp, update);
}
// sub-matrix (beta, beta) 
for (i=k+l; i<=h-l; i++) 
for (j=k; j<i; j++) {
temp = y[v[i+l]] - y[v[j+ll] - y[v[i]] + y[v(j]]; 
updgelement(2, a[v[i]], a[v[j]], temp, update);
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}
// sub-matrix (j, alpha) 
temp = y[v[k]] - y[v[h]]; 
for (1=1; i<=k-l; i++)
updgelement(2, a[v[h]], a[v[i]], temp, update);
// sub-matirx (gamma, j) 
temp = y[v[h]] - y[v[k]]; 
for (i=h+l; i<=F; i++)
updgelement(2, a[v[i]], a[v[h]], temp, update);
// computing backward and forward inter-cell flow cost matrices 
for (i=l; i<=k-l; i++) {
for (j=k; j<=h-l; j++) {
// sub-matrix (alpha, beta) 
if (x[v(j+l]] <= x[v[i]] && x[v(j]] <= x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[j]] - x[v[j+i]]; 
else if (x[vQ+l]] <= x[v[i]] && x[v[j]] > x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[i]] - x[v(j+l]]; 
else if (x[v(j+l]] > x[v[i]] && x[v(j]] <= x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[j]] - x[v[i]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(0, a[v[i]], a[v[j]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (beta, alpha) 
if (x[v[i]] <= x[v(j+l]] && x[v[i)] <= x[v(j]]) 
temp = x[v[j+l]] - x[v(j]]; 
else if (x[v[i]] <= x[vQ+l]] && x[v[i]] > x[v[j]]) 
temp = x[v(j+l]] - x[v[i]]; 
else if (x[v[i]] > x[v[j+l]] && x[v[i]] <= x[v(j]]) 
temp = x[v[i]] - x[v|j]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(0, a[v(j]], a[v[i]], temp, update);
}
// sub-matrix (alpha, j) 
if (x[v[k]] <= x[v[i]] && x[v[h]] <= x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[h]] - x[v[k]]; 
else if (x[v[k]] <= x[v[i]] && x[vpi]] > x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[ij] - x[v[k]]; 
else if (x[v[k]] > x[v[i]] && x[v[h]] <= x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[h]] - x[v[i]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(0, a[v[i]], a[v[h]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (j, alpha) 
if (x[v[i]] <= x[v[k]] && x[v[i]] <= x[v[h]]) 
temp = x[v[k]] - x[v[h]];
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else if (x[v[i]] <= x[v[k]] && x[v[i]] > x[v[h]]) 
temp = x[v[k]] - x[v[i]]; 
else if (x[v[i]] > x[v[k]] && x[v[i]] <= x[v[h]]> 
temp = x[v[i]] - x[v[h]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(0, a[v[h]], a[v[i]], temp, update);
for(i=k; i<=h-l; i++) {
for (j=k; j<=h-l; j++) {
// sub-matrix (beta, beta)
if(x[v[j+l]] <= x[v[i+l]] && x[v[j]] <= x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[i+l]l - x[v(j+l]] - x[v[i]]
+ x[v(j]];
else if (x[v(j+l]] <= x[v[i+l]] && x[v[j]] > x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[i+l]] - x[v(j+l]]; 
else if (x[v(j+l]] > x[v[i+l]] && x[v[j]] <= x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[j]] - x[v[i]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(0, a[v[i]], a[v(j]], temp, update);
}
// sub-matrix (beta, j)
if (x[v[k]] <= x[v[i+l]] && x[v[h]] <= x[v[i]])
temp = x[v[i+l]] - x[v[k]] - x[v[i]] + x[v[h]]; 
else if (x[v[k]] <= x[v[i+l]] && x[v[h]] > x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[i+l]] - x[v[k]]; 
else if (x[v[k]] > x[v[i+l]] && x[v[h]] <= x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[h]] - x[v[i]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(0, a[v[i]], a[v[h]], temp, update); 
for 0=h+l; j<=F; j++) {
// sub-matrix (beta, gamma) 
if (x[v[j]] <= x[v[i+l]] && x[v[j]] <= x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[i+l]] - x[v[i]]; 
else if (x[v(j]] <= x[v[i+l]] && x[v[j]] > x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[i+l]] - x[v[j]]; 
else if (x[v[j]] > x[v[i+l]] && x[v(j]] <= x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[j]] - x[v[i]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(0, a[v[i]], a[v[j]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (gamma, beta) 
if (x[v[i+l]] <= x[v|j]] && x[v[i]] <= x[v(j]]) 
temp = x[v[i]] - x[v[i+l]];
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else if (x[v[i+l]] <= x[v(j]] && x[v[i]] > x[v[j]]) 
temp = x[v(j]] - x[v[i+l]]; 
else if (x[v[i+l]] > x[v(j]] && x[v[i]] <= x[v[j]]) 
temp = x[v[i]] - x[v[j]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(0, a[v[j]], a[v[i]], temp, update);
}
// sub-matrix (j, beta)
if (x[v[i+l]] <= x[v[k]] && x[v[i]] <= x[v[h]])
temp = x[v[k]] - x[v[i+l]] - x[v[h]] + x[v[i]]; 
else if (x[v[i+l]] <= x[v[k]J && x[v[i]] > x[v[h]]) 
temp = x[v[k]] - x[v[i+l]]; 
else if (x[v[i+l]] > x[v[k]] && x[v[i]] <= x[v[h]]) 
temp = x[v[i]] - x[v[h]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(0, a[v[h]], a[v[i]], temp, update);
}
for(i=h+l; i<=F; i++) {
// sub-matrix (j, gamma) 
if (x[v[i]] <= x[v[k]] && x[v[i]] <= x[v[h]]) 
temp = x[v[k]] - x[v[h]]; 
else if (x[v[i]] <= x[v[k]] && x[v[i]] > x[v[h]]) 
temp = x[v[k]] - x[v[i]]; 
else if (x[v[i]] > x[v[k]] && x[v[i]] <= x[v[h]]) 
temp = x[v[i]] - x[v[h]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(0, a[v[h]], a[v[i]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix ( g a m m a ,  j) 
if (x[v[k]] <= x[v[i]] && x[v[h]] <= x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[h]] - x[v[k]]; 
else if (x[v[k]] <= x[v[i]] && x[v[h]] > x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[i]] - x[v[k]]; 
else if (x[v[k]] > x[v[i]] && x[v[h]] <= x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[h]] - x[v[i]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(0, a[v[i]], a[v[h]], temp, update);
}
}
break; 
case 3; // upward search 
{
// computing upward and downward inter-cell flow cost matrices
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// sub-matrix (alpha, j) 
temp = y[v[k]] - y[v[h]]; 
for (i=l; i<=h-l; i++)
updgelement(3, a[v[i]], a[v[h]], temp, update); 
for (j=h+l; j<=k; j++) {
// sub-matrix (alpha, beta) 
temp * y[v[j-l]] - y[v[j]]; 
for(i=l; i<=h-l; i++)
updgelement(3, a[v[i]], a[v[j]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (j, beta)
temp = y[v[h]] - y[v[j]];
updgelement(3, a[v[h]], a[v[j]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (beta, j)
temp = y[v[kj] - y[v[j-I]J;
updgelement(3, a[v(j]], a[v[h]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (beta, gamma) 
temp = y[v[j]] - y[v|j-l]]; 
for (i=k+l; i<=F; i++)
updgelement(3, a[v|j]], a[v[i]], temp, update);
}
// sub-matirx (j, gamma) 
temp = y[v[hj] - y[v[k]]; 
for 0=k+l; j<=F; j++)
updgelement(3, a[v[h]], a[v(j]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (beta, beta) 
for 0=h+2; j<=k; j++)
for (i=h+l; i<j; i++) {
temp = y[v[j-l]] - y[v[i-l]] - y[v(j]] + y[v[i]]; 
updgelement(3, a[v[i]], a[v(j]], temp, update);
}
// computing forward and backward inter-cell flow cost matrices 
for (i=l; i<=h-l; i++) {
// sub-matrix (alpha, j) 
if (x[v[i]J <= x[v[k]] && x[v[i]] <= x[v[h]]) 
temp = x[v[k]] - x[v[h]]; 
else if (x[v[i]] <= x[v[k]] && x[v[i]] > x[v[h]]) 
temp = x[v[k]] - x[v[i]]; 
else if (x[v[ij] > x[v[k]] && x[v[i]] <= x[v[h]]) 
temp = x[v[i]] - x[v[h]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(l, a[v[i]], a[v[h]], temp, update); 
for (j=h+l; j<=k; j++) {
// sub-matrix (alpha, beta) 
if (x[v[i]] <= x[vU-l]] && x[v[i]] <= x[v[j]]) 
temp = x[v[j-l]] - x[v(j]];
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else if (x[v[i]] <= x[v[j-l]] && x[v[i]] > x[v[j]]) 
temp = x[v[j-l]] - x[v[i]]; 
else if (x[v[i]] > x[v(j-l]] && x[v[i]] <= x[v[j]]) 
temp = x[v[i]] - x[v(j]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(l, a[v[i]], a[vft]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (beta, alpha) 
if (x[v[j-l]] <= x[v[i]] && x[v[j]] <= x(v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[j]] - x[v[j-l]]; 
else if (x[v[j-l]] <= x[v[i]] && x[v[j]] > x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[i]] - x[v[j-l]]; 
else if (x[v(j-l]] > x[v[i]] && x[v[j]] <= x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[j]] - x[v[i]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(l, a[v[j]], a[v[i]], temp, update);
}
// sub-matrix (j, alpha) 
if (x[v[k]J <= x[v[i]] && x[v[h]] <= x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[h]] - x[v[k]]; 
else if (x[v[k]] <= x[v[i]] && x[v[h]] > x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[i]] - x[v[k]]; 
else if (x[v[k]] > x[v[i]] && x[v[h]] <= x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[h]] - x[v[i]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(l, a[v[hl], a[v[i]], temp, update);
}
for(i=h+l; i<=k; i++) {
// sub-matrix (j, beta)
if (x[v[k]] <= x[v[i-l]] && x[v[h]] <= x[v[i]])
temp = x[v[i-l]] - x[v[kj] - x[v[i]] + x[v[h]]; 
else if (x[v[k]] <= x[v[i-l]] && x[v[h]] > x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[i-lj] - x[v[k]]; 
else if (x[v[k]] > x[v[i-l]] && x[v[h]] <= x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[h]] - x[v[i]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(l, a[v[h]], a[v[i]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (beta, j)
if (x[v[i-l]] <= x[v[k]] && x[v[i]] <= x[v[h]])
temp = x[v[k]] - x[v[i-l]] - x[v[h]] + x[v(i]]; 
else if (x[v[i-l]] <= x[v[k]] && x[v[i]] > x[v[h]]) 
temp = x[v[k]] - x[v[i-l]]; 
else if (x[v[i-l]] > x[v[k]] && x[v[i]] <= x[v[h]])
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temp = x[v[i]] - x[v[h]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(l, a[v[i]], a[v[h]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (beta, beta) 
for (j=h+l; j<=k; j++) {
if (x[v[i-l]] <= x[v|j-l]] && x[v[i]] <= x[v[j]]) 
temp = x[v(j-l]] - x[v[i-lj] - x[v(j]]
+ x[v[i]];
else if (x[v[i-l]] <= x[v(j-l]] && x[v[i]] > x[v(j]]) 
temp = x[v[j-l]] - x[v[i-l]]; 
else if (x[v[i-l]] > x[v[j-l]] && x[v[i]] <= x[v(j]]) 
temp = x[v[i]] - x[v(j]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(l, a[v[i]], a[v[j]], temp, update);
}
for (j=k+l; j<=F; j++) {
// sub-matrix (beta, gamma) 
if (x[v[i-l]] <= x[v(j]] && x[v[i]] <= x[v[j]]) 
temp = x[v[i]] - x[v[i-l]]; 
else if (x[v[i-l]] <= x[v(j]] && x[v[i]] > x[v[j]]) 
temp = x[v(j]] - x[v[i-l]]; 
else if (x[v[i-l]] > x[v|j]] && x[v[i]] <= x[v[j]]) 
temp = x[v[i]] - x[v[j]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(l, a[v[i]], a[v[j]], temp, update);
// sub-matrix (gamma, beta) 
if (x[v[j]] <= x[v[i-l]] && x[v[j]] <= x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[i-l]] - x[v[i]]; 
else if (x[vQ]] <= x[v[i-l]] && x[v[j]] > x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[i-l]] - x[v[j]]; 
else if (x[v(j]] > x[v[i-l]] && x[v[j]] <= x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v(j]] - x[v[i]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(l, a[v[j]], a[v[i]], temp, update);
}
for (i=k+l; i<=F; i++) {
// sub-matrix (j, gamma) 
if (x[v[k]] <= x[v[i]] && x[v[h]] <= x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[vp»]] - x[v[k]]; 
else if (x[v[k]] <= x[v[i]] && x[v[h]] > x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[i]] - x[v[k]];
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}
}
break;
else if (x[v[k]] > x[v[i]] && x[v[h]] <= x[v[i]]) 
temp = x[v[h]] - x[v[i]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(l, a[v[h]], a[v[i]], temp, update); 
// sub-matrix (gamma, j) 
if (x[v[i]j <= x[v[k]] && x[v[i]] <= x[v[h]]) 
temp = x[v[k]] - x[v[h]]; 
else if (x[v[i]] <= x[v[k]] && x[v[i]] > x[v[h]]) 
temp = x[v[k]] - x[v[i]]; 
else if (x[v[i]J > x[v[k]] && x[v[i]] <= x[v[h]]) 
temp = x[v[i]] - x[v[h]];
else
temp = 0;
updgelement(l, a[v[i)], a[v[h]], temp, update);
}
// Print the differences of G matrices over two assignments, 
void diffgmatrixp(int F, FILE *out)
{
int i, j;
fprintf(out, "\n\tDifference of Gb matrix over two assignments\n\n");
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) {
fprintf(out, "\t"); 
for (j=I; j<=F; j++)
fprintf(out, "%4d", diffgb[i](j]); 
fprintf(out, "\n”);
}
fprintf(out, "\n\tDifference of Gf matrix over two assignments\n\n'');
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) {
fjprintf(out, "\t”); 
for (j=l; j<=F; j++)
fjprintf(out, "%4d", diffgf[i][j]); 
fjprintf(out, "%\n”);
}
fprintf(out, "\n\tDifference of Gd matrix over two assignments\n\n");
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) {
fprintf(out, "\t"); 
for 0=1 i j<=F; j++)
fprintf(out, "%4d", diffgd[i][j]); 
fprintf(out, "%\n");
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}
fprintf(out, "\n\tDifference of Gu matrix over two assignmentsNnVn"); 
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) {
fprintf(out, "\t"); 
for 0=1; j<=F; j++)
fprintf(out, "%4d", diffgu[i][j]); 
fprintf(out, "%\n">;
}
fprintf(out, "\n\tDiffemce of total TC, Delta TC = %d\n", diffTC);
// update element of inter-cell flow cost matrix
void updgelement(int d, int i, int j, int diffcd, int update)
{
if (update =  0) {
diffTCtest = diffTCtest + diffcd * (w[i][j] + wft'][i]); 
return;
}
switch (d)
{
caseO:
{
diffgb[i][j] = diffcd * w[i][j]; 
gb[i](j] = gb[i][j] + diffgb[i](j]; 
gbrowsum[i] = gbrowsum[i] +diffgb[i][j]; 
diffgflj][i] = diffcd * w[j][i]; 
gflj][i] — gfljlP] + diffjgflj] [i]; 
gfrowsum[j] = gfrowsum(j] + diffgf[j][i];
}
break;
case 1:
{
diffgf[i][j] = diffcd * w[i]Q]; 
gf[i][j] = gf[i](j] + diffgf[i][j]; 
gfrowsum[i] = gffowsum[i] + diffgf[i][j]; 
diffgb(j][i] = diffcd * w[j][i]; 
gb[j][i] = gb(j][i] + diffgb[j][i]; 
gbrowsumlj] = gbrowsum(j] + diffgb[j][i];
}
break;
case 2:
{
diffgd[i][j] = diffcd * w[i][j]; 
gd[i][j] = gd[i][j] + diffgd[i][j]; 
gdrowsum[i] = gdrowsum[i] + diffgd[i][j]; 
diffgu(j][i] = diffcd * w(j][i];
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guQ][i] = gu[j][i] + diffgu[j][i]; 
gurowsum[j] = gurowsum[j] +• diffgu[j][i];
}
break;
case 3:
{
diffgu[i](j] = diffcd * w[i][j]; 
gu[i][j] = gu[i][j] + diffgu[i](j]; 
gurowsum[i] = gurowsum[i] + diffgu[i][j]; 
diffgd[j][i] = diffcd ♦ wfj][i]; 
gd[j][i] = gd(j][i] + diffgdlj] [i]; 
gdrowsum(j] = gdrowsum[j] + diffgd[j][i];
}
break;
}
}
// Update the assignment to the new one. 
void updassgn(int F, int k, int h, int search)
{
int i, temp;
switch (search)
{
caseO:
{
temp = a[u[h]]; 
for(i=h; i>=k+l; i—)
a[u[i]] = a[u[i-l]]; 
a[u[k]] = temp;
}
break;
case 1;
{
temp = a[u[h]]; 
for (i=h; i<=k-l; i++)
a[u[i]] = a[u[i+l]]; 
a[u[k]] = temp;
}
break;
case 2:
{
temp = a[v[h]]; 
for (i=h; i>=k+l; i—)
a[v[i]] = a[v[i-l]]; 
a[v[k]] = temp;
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}
break;
case 3:
{
temp = a[v[h]]; 
for (i=h; i<=k-l; i++)
a[v[i]] = a[v[i+l]]; 
a[v[k]] = temp;
}
break;
}
}
11 Print assignment
void assgnp(int F, FILE *out)
{
int i;
fprintf(out, "\n\ta = ("); 
for (i=l; i<=F-l; i++)
fjprintf(out, "%d ", a[i]); 
fprintf(out, "%d)\n", a[F]);
}
II Compute the difference of TC over two assignments 
int difftc(int F, int k, int h)
{
int i, temp; 
temp = 0;
for (i=l; i<=F; i++) {
temp = temp + gbrowsum[i]; 
temp = temp + gfrowsum[i]; 
temp = temp + gdrowsum[i]; 
temp = temp + gurowsum[i];
}
return temp;
}
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